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FOREWORD

The second annual EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS CONVOCATION was held tn

New York City at the Americana from Uovember 22 to 25, 1964. The
mootit; was jointly sponsored by the New Yore State Education Depart -

ment's Division of Educational Communications, New York Audio Visual

Council and New York State Educational Radio and Television Associa-

tion.

Nearly 500 persons attended. A total of 109 research papers and
demonstrations reporting the latest developments in the communica-

tions field were given. Several Education Department personnel and
other speciali-ts from the northeastern state gave presentations on
a variety of topics. The highlights were talks by :John Bystrom,

Assistant to the Undersecretary of Health, Education and Welfare,

"Exploring New Sources of Financing for the Noncommercial Media;"

and Mendel Sherman, President of DAVI, "New Educational Methods and

. Services to Meet New Educational Challenges."

Other presentations during the Convocation are included in this

summary and are categorized in the following areas: Appraisal of

Media and Materials, Educational Television, Electronic Classromas,
Instructional Films, Progrtmed Instruction and Teaching Machines, and

Miscellaneous Educational ilommunications Media-Materials. A LIST OF

PARTICIPANTS concludes the report. Not all speeches listed on the
program appear in summarized form as many were of a demonstration

nature. Also, some manuscripts were submitted too late to be included.

This Convocation Summary was deemed necessary and valuable as each
participant could not attend all the concurreat sessions. The joint
sponsorship of the meeting demonstrates the cooperation among, organ-
izations interested in the educatioaal communications field. The two

persons who planned and coordinated the Convocation are Stephen J. Felt,

Lg. Island; and Loran C. Twyford, Jr., Chief of the Bureau of Class-

room Communications, New York State Division of Educational Communi-

cations. Richard D. Hubbard, Associate in Educational Communications,
edited the publication.
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Camunications Convocation
Albany, New York

November 22 06 25, 1964

Division of Educational Communications
Nemplbrk State Education Department

in cooperation with

New York AudioVisual Council

and

New York State Idbcational Radio and Television Association

Sunday
Novesibcr 22

12 on 10:00 p.a.
Albert Nall Foyer

1:00 p.a. 2:00 pas.
Albert A

Registration

Nesting of Nese York State Educational Radio

and Television Association

2:00 p.a. 5:00 p.a. NIURTA Committee meetings

Albert A

6:38 7:30 p.a.
Georgian lellroos A

8:00 p.a. di 9:30 p.m.
Georgian Sa Moos 3

9:30 pos. - 11:00 pos.
Chelsea Suits

9:30 p.a. 11:00 p.a.
Georgian Ballroom I

Communications Convocation Eoundup
Chairman: Wendell Shields

Noses: Provided through the courtesy of

our commercial friends 'stoma names appear

on Page 16

GENBRAL SESSION

Chairman: Sherwin Suertout, President of to
York State Audio Visual Council

Introductions: Presidents of participating
organizations

Speaker: Harold S. Cores, President
Educational Facilities Laboratories, taco

"Isprovisg Instruction through letter

Educational Facilities"

meacutivo meeting! of mew York State Audio Visual

Council

Forum on the Proposed NYSAVA Constitution

Dtscussiem leaders: &ward Abates, Great Neck
Public Schools
Nairray Phillips, Watt&
University
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Monday
November 23

8:15 aoe. - 9:30 p.m.
Albert Hall Foyer

8:50 a.m. - 10:10 *tom.

Albert A

Albert I

Albert C

Albert D

10:10 a.m. - 10:25 a.m.

Registration

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Room Chairman - Everett Lare, Ossining

The TV Teacher and the Producer-Diractor:

Their Roles on the Team
Jay Brill, Plainedge

Video Tape Recorder: Aid to CCTV

Dolton Levy, Plainedge

Roam Chairman - Charles Daly, New Rochelle

The Communications Concept: Core of a

Functional AV Program
David Guerin, Garden City

Audio Visual Implications Drawn From

Research on the Disadvantaged Child

Allen Landowne, BAVI, New York City

Room Chairman - Jack Truman, White Plains

Developing Administrative Teacher and Community

Interest and Support for Educational Technology

Frank T. Mathewson, AV Consultant

Programing Communications Media for Large

Group Instruction
John Romano, Plainview

Room Chairman - John INger, Iona College New

Rochelle

Development of "Programed" AV instruction for

Television
Kenneth Komoski, Columbia University

Curriculum Planning for Educational Television

Bernarr Cooper, State Education Deptrtment

Break
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Monday
November 23

10:25 a. *. - 11:45 a.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Albert A
Room Chairman - Sister Catherine Thomas College

of Saint Rose, Albany

Teacher Training by Television

Morris Freedman, Pierre Lehmuller, BAVI, Nov York

City

The Efficacy of Television in the Schools

C. Fred Kelley, Chann41, 13, WNDT, New `York City

Albert B
Roan Chairman - Richard Clark, Scarsdale

Where We've Been and Where We're Going in AV

Albert Bailey, Bailey Films

Panel on Classroom Comeunicator

David Crosemen, State Education Department

Frank O'Brien, West Point Military Academy

Alan Rama, Westfield Academy, Westfield

Albert C Room Chairman - William Saulsberry, SUNY,

Fredonia

Philosophy and the Media: Which Serves the Other?

Frederick 3rieitonfeli, RAEB, Washington

Reaching the Culturally Different Child Through

Audio Visual Approaches

Kathryn Hearle, BAVI, New York City - Helen

Hildebrandt, Her York City Public Schools

Albert D Room Chairman - Marion Neil, Mills College, New

York City

2500 Megacycle Roundup

Raymond Graf, State Education Department

Higher Education and Inter-institutional Television

Bernarr Cooper, State Education Department

12 noon - 1:50 p.m. LUNCHEON

Royal Ballroom Chairman: Michael Collins, President

Suite New York State Educational Radio and Television

Association

Speaker: John Bystrom, Assistant to Under-secretary

of Health, Education and Welfare "Exploring Nei,

Sources of Financing for the Noncommercial Media"

vii
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Monday
November 23

2:00 p.m. - 3:20 p.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Albert A Room Chairman - Sister Rose Augustine, Brentwood
College, Brentwood

Tro-Way Radio in the Albany Medical College

Project
Albert FrYlette, Albany Medical College

Issues in Educational Communications: What's in

a Name?
Donald Ely, Syracuse University

Albert $ Room Chairman - Maryln Zehler, SUNY, Buffalo

*valuation of Public School Educational Communi-

cations Programs
Richard Hubbard, State Education Department

"AV to Educational Communications: 26 Year

History of Centralized AV Department"

Edward Ivy, Ithaca

Albert C Room Chairman - Arthur Cordery, Rochester

Television Council Activities
Norbert Nathanson, State Education Department

A Look at CCTV in Centereach

Bernard Hanley, Centereach

Albert D Rom Chairman - Rose Hoffman, New Rochelle

Ilitiating A Regional Film Library Via Data

Computer Processing
Robert Taylor, Yorktown Heights

Establishment of Rrgional Film Libraries

David Rees, State Education Department

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. MEETING OF THE NEW YORK STATE AUDIO VISUAL COUNCIL,

Albert A in association with members of the Metropolitan

Audio Visual Association and Long Island Audio

Visual Council

4:15 p.m. - 5:30 First Tour of Lincoln Center

5:45 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Second Tour of Lincoln Center
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Monday
November 23

8:00 p.m. - 9:20 p.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Albert A

Albert I

Albert C

Albert D

Room Chairman - SUNY, Nev Peitz

Portable Television in Teacher Training

Hal Murder, Edward Berkowitz, BAVI, Nell York City

Organizing Student TV Squads

Jay Brill, Plainedge

Room Chairman - Paul Inbrock, SUNY, Oneonta

The Technology of Film Rejuvenation

Ivan Elite, Comprehensive Film Treet

Mobil Rear Projection: Its Benefits for Classroom,

Small Groups and Individual Instruction

David Schwartz, H. Wilson Co.

Room Chairman - Dorothy Curie, Yonkers

The Classroom Communicator and Electronic Scorer

Robert Bell, Bell Educational Laboratories

Computers in the Secondary Schools

Morton Sugarman, Automated Teaching Center

Room Chairman - Abraham Cohen White Plains

Problem* and Progress in Closed-Circuit Video-Tape

Raymond Graf, State Education Department

AJministrators Take a Look at Educational Television

Bernarr Cooper, State Education Department

9:30 p.m. - 10:50 p.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Albert A Rem Chairman - Bertha Odesaky, BAVI, New York City

Folk ances Represented on Postage Sumps: A New

Approach to Visual Education

Susan Braun, Dance Films (Non-profit - tax exempt

organization)

"%till Integrated AV French Course for Junior High

School - 25 minute color film

Kameneff, Tavor Aids
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Monday
November 23

9:30 p.m. - /0:50 pan. CONCURRENT SESSIONS (conti4)

Albert B Room Chairman - Joseph Millman, BAVI, New York City

Telefro's Student Responder

R. Frederick Handel, TelePro Industries

New Materials in Printed AV Materials, Charts

and Programed Instruction Filmstrips

Waiter Stickney, Eye Gate Productions

Albert C Room Chairman - Samuel Malkin, BaI New York City

Demonstration of AG Trans-lifter

Jack Britton, American Optical Co.

Tele-Lecture as a Means of Extending and Sharing

Teaching Resources
Richard Deuel, New York Telephone Co.

Albert D Room Chairman - Victor Spevack, BAVI, is York City

Aid to School Television: Progress Report

Raymond Graf, State Education Department

Media and Materials Distribution Service: Video

Tapes
Norbert Nathanson, State Education Department

Cheliwea Suite Executive meeting of New York State Audio Visual

Council



Tuesday
November 24

8:15 a.tm. - 9:00 p.m. Registration

Albert Hall Foyer

8:50 a.m. - 10:10 a.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Albert A

Albert 1

Albert C

Albert D

Roan Chairman - Abraham Cohen, Whits Plains

Getting it Ready for the Printer: The Preparation

of Finished Art and Copy
Wileman, Columbia University

School Public Information Publication pith Emphasis

on Visual Communication
James Mason, Ithaca

Room Chairman - Rose Hoffman, New Rochelle

Multi-Media Approach to Reading

Jacqueline Smith$ New Rochelle

A Rolling (mobile) Reading Classroom: The First

Three Months of Use
Robert Taylor, Yorktown Heights

Room Chairman - Dorothy Curie, Yonkers

values of an In-Service AV Course for Teachers

by the Local AV Director
Ivanelle Brown, Rockville Centre

Introducing Overhead Projection in an Elementary

School Program
Arthur Cowdery, Rochester

Room Chairman - Paul Imbrock, SUNY

Effective Conmunications Media in

School English
Ruth Nelson, Rowlett, Long Island

Interage Instructirn
Nina netball, Bethpage

10:10 a.m. - 10:25 ass. Break

$ Oneonta

Secondary



Tuesday
November 24

10:25 SIAM. 11:45 a.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Albert A Room Chairman - Robert Holliday, syrup New Pelts

The AV Aspects of the Reading Phase in the Foreign

Language Program
Ruth Cornfield, University of Pennsylvania

Tape Development and the Language Laboratory:

Research Studies with State Research Grant

Sarah Large, Andre Humbert, BAVI, New York City

Albert II Room Chairman Arthur Cowdery, Rochester

Automated Teaching Equipment in Learning

Alexander Schur*, Sheldon Littwin, New York

Institute of Technology

Project CUE: Cultural Enrichment Program

Robert Brown, Grace Lacy, State Education Department

Albert C Room Chairman - Naryln Zabler, SUM, Buffalo

Photography Innovations in the Elementary School

James Yoe, Montrose Schools, Miontrose

Professional Theater and the Language Arts

Paula Silberstein, DAVI, New York City

Anon D Room Chairman - Sister Rose Augustine, Brentwood

College, Brentwood

The Audio Visual Teacher in the More Inactive School:

The Problems and the Approach
Arnold Windgarden, New York City

Lo! the Poor Chalkboard
Herman London, Hunter College

12 noon - 1:45 p.m. LUNCHEON

Royal Ballroom Chairman: Sherwin Swartout, President

Suite New York State Audio Visual Council

Speaker: Mandel Sherman, President
'Department of Audio Visual Instruction

National Education Association

"New Educational Methods and Services to Nest Naw

Educational Challenges"



Tuesday
Novemlor 24

1:45 p.m. - 3:05 p.m. CONCURREE SESSIONS

Albert A Room Chairman - Bertha Odessky, NAVI, New York City

Developing Literacy in the Mass Media

Mayor Wagner's Film Study Seminar for Young Children

John fit, Culkin, S.J., William K. Trivett,

Fordhaa University

Alberts Room Chairman - Marion Neil, Hills College, New York

City

Panel - Tapes for Teasing
Moderator: Albert Solomon, State Education Department

Jerrold Sandler, National Rducational Radio, NAEB,

Washington
Coy Ludwig, MAD Research Division, Washington

William King, New Jersey State Education Department

New Plans for School Building Design

David Crossman, State Education Department

Participants:
Alan Green, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Morton Gassman, Ronsselaer Polytechnic Institute

John Fitzgerald, State University of New York, Albany

Albert C Room Chairman - William Saulsberry, SUN!, Fredonia

Cost of Educational Communications Programs

Paul Abramson, Editor, School Management

Robert Brown, State Education Department

Phillipsburg in Words and Pictures: A Visualised

Community-School Public Relations Project

Constance Noy, Phillipsburg, New Jersey

Albert D Roan Chairman - Richard Clark, Scarsdale

Outdoor Class Experiences

Adrienne Bedelle, New Rochelle

Listening-Learnag Corner in Primary Grades

Barbara Meson, New Rochelle



Tuesday
November 24

3:10 p.m. - 4:30 pas.

Albert A

Albert 11

Albert C

Albert D

4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Albert A
Albert B
Albert C
Chelsea Suite
Albert D

5:30 p.m. - 7:30

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Room Chairman Sister Catherine Thomas, College of

Saint Rose, Albany

Film for Raising the Self -image of the Disadvantaged

Child
Clifford Ettinger, Herman Zacobs, DAVI, New York City

Priorities and Targets in Film Service

Henry Queen, BAVI, New York City

Roma Chairman - John Eager, Iona College, New Rochelle

Developing and Using Media Xits

Richard Hubbard, State Education Department

Developing Services for Overhead Projection

Eugene Erdos, BAVI, New York City

Room Chairman - Jack Fruman, White Plains

The AV Program in a Small School System is Coopera-

tion with BOLES
Jane Smith, Westfield

Customize Your Classroom Films

John Davis, geneseo

Room Chairman - Joseph Millman, BAVI, New York City

Curriculum Materials Center: The Philosophy

Murray Phillips, Hasty* University

Preparing Overhead Transparencies for Classroma Use

George Wiesner, State Education Depoirtaiat

GROUP MEETINGS

College and University Aduio Visual Association

NOM Educational Communications Association (tentative)

New York State Audio Visual Dealers Association (tentative)

New York State Audio Visual Council Executive Board

Local DAVI Membership Committees Meeting - Mickey Blood-

worth, DAVI, Washington, D.C.

Other groups are invited to meet during this period

DINNER RECESS



Tuesday
November 24

7:30 pia. - 8:53 p.m.

Albert A Panel Discussion I - "Us. of Mass Media in Programed

Instruction'"

Chairman: Willis* P. Ryan, State Education Department

Discussants: Lincoln P. Hansen, Institute for Educa-

tional Technology
Donald Cook, Basis Systems, Incorporated

Phil Lange, Teachers College, Columbia

University
Jack Deveau, Visual Programing, Inc.

Panel Discussion II - "Schools and Programed Learning"

Moderator: Henry M. Bricks'', Educational Testing

Service, Manhasset, Long Isaand

Spacial Topic - "Administrative Imposition of Pro-

gramed Learning Materials on Non-

Sympathetic Teachers"

Discussants: Richard Jarvis, Nauuet, New York

"Commercial Guidance With Programed

Materials"
George Fernandes, New Pelt*, New York

"Teacher Training for Programing Materials"

Marjorie Lehman, Rochester, New York

"New York State Supported Research in

Programed Learning"

Albert B Room Chairman - Samuel Malkin, BAVI, New York City

A Technique for Developing Local Audio Visual Pre-

sentations
Roger Hall, Boy Scouts of America

Staff Utilisation, Technology and the Harkness Center

Ira Singer, Erie County

Albert C. Room Chairman - Victor Spevack, BAVI, New York City

Mbdern language AV Research Project

David Crosemans State Education Department

State Pima for Evaluating Instructional Film

Albert Salomon, State Education Department

Albert D Roos Chairman - Charles Daly, College of New Rochelle

The Anatomy cf a Graphics Center for Local Production

George Wiesner, State Education Department

Planning a Regional Cosmunications Center

Jack Tanzman, Plainview



Tuesday
Uovembor 24

9:00 p.m. - 10:20 p.m. CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Albert A Room Chairman - Everett Late, Ossining

Improvement of Overhead Projector Utilisation in

the Classroom
Bennett Schultz, Aaron lisberg, Technifax Corp.

Alberts Room Chairman - Helen Kiug, RAVI, New York City

Integrated AV Systems
Bob Love, Edex Teaching Systems

Student Intercommunication System
James Mcguire, Advanced Educational Systems, Inc.

Albert C Room Chairman - David Crossnan, State Education

Department

Initiating a Regional Film Library Via Data Processing

Daniel Vittelo, North Westchester BOCES 01

Use of Projectors and Microscopes for Improvement of

Instruction
Harold Levitt, Nudism Photographic Industries, Irving-

ton-on-Hudson

Albert D Room Chairman - David Rees, State Education Depaxtmeat

"The Freeport Story"
John *Artist Mt. Vernon Public Schools

xvi



Wednesday
November 25

8:30 a.m. 12 noon
Albert Nall Foyer

9:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.

Albert A

Albert 3

10:40 cs. - 12 moon

Albert A

Albert $

Registration

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

loon Chairman - Everett Lars, Ossining

Educational Communications for Potential Teachers
in New York State
Sherwin Swartout, Brockport State University College

Activities and Functions of Audio Visual Personnel
as Related to Teacher Education
Desmond Wedberg, Team Project, American Association

of Colleges for Teacher Education, Washington, D.C.

Room Chairman - Richard Clark, Scarsdale

New Federal Legislation
Don White, National Audio Visual Association

Certification of Educational Communications Personnel
Loran Twyford, State Education Department

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Room Chairman - William Saulsberry, SOY, Fredonia

New Systems for Education Suggested by Operations

Research
Eugene Oxhandler, Syracuse University

Building Coardin&tor Yesterday: Audio Visual

Teacher Today
Edward Bernard, BAVI, New York City

Room Chairman Arthur CoAery, Rochester

Survery of the Status of Educational Communications

in the State
Loran Twyford, State Education Department

New Educational Communications Equipment on State

Contract
David R0444 State Education Department



Communications Convocation Committees

Program Committee
Co-chairmen: Loran Twyford, State Education Department

St inn Fait, Valley Strewn

Member: Catherine Bailey, Troy

Registration Committee
Chairman: Robert Taylor, Yorktown Heights

Equipment and Graphics Commitute

Chairman: Edward Golub, DAVI, New York City

Member: Vic Singer, DAVI, New Uri. City
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Co-Chairmen: Edward Bernard, DAVI, New York City
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Publicity Committee
Chairman: Lc u Kleinman, WNYE, Board of Education, New York City

Luncheons Committee
Co- chairmen: Stephen Fell, Valley Stream

Toni Grosz, Broome Technical Community College

xviii



the Communications Convocation Roundup was made possible viith the collaboration

of the following audio visual suppliers of equipment and materials:
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NEW EDUCATIONAL METHODS AND SERVICES TO MEET NEW EDUCATIONAL CHALLENGES

Mendel Sherman, President, DAVI

The topic of this discussion is how to meet new educational challenges
with modern resources.

I would like to talk briefly about the educational challenges which
face us today. They have been with us some time and I am sure you're all
familiar with them. One of them, of course, is the tremendous increase in
the school population. In a period of a very short time, since 1959, when
we had in all our schools a total of about 40,000,000 students, we are going
to have about 12,000,000 more students than we had in 1959.

The increase alone is not so frightening, but we are going to have a
teacher shortage with that which has been estimated from 100,000 up to
250,000. If you look at the 250,000 figure, you know they are thinking
about the shortage in types of teachers which we are going to have in the
classroom. Who is going to teach the students who want to take Physics?
If each one of these Physics teachers teadhs in this one state, we would
like to think that all of them had a Masters Degree in science, but if we
eliminated all those who do not have a masters degree, we would have only
507. left. Of course, -If we said we want them to have a Masters Degree in
science, only one out of every 10 teachers teaching Physics is really
qualified to teach.

Another problem is the population explosion and the shortage of teach-
ers when it comes to foreign language. The situation has improved in the last
two years, but three years ago if we had eliminated all schools which did not
teach at least one foreign language, it would have included about 35%.

Another challenge that faces us is explosion of knowledge. If we would
estimate the increase in knowledge from dawn of history until 1900, we would
say it had about doubled between 1900 and 1963. Between 1963 and 2000, it
will probably double again. As a matter of fact, between the time we reach
the year 2000, we will be getting as much new knowledge in one year as we
would from the dawn of history until the year 1900 and some of this new
knowledge is coming in a new way.

Leonard Selks, in his book, The Revolution, talks about 3 stages in the
discovery of knowledge. First of all, the lone inventor, such as Edison,
working in an attic. He is to some people rather queer, strange, and just
some nut working in curious ways. We did not gain a great deal of knowledge
that way, but it is very important knowledge. Then along about the time of
the Manhattan Project, we took a problem and put a team of scientists on it,
and said, "Find a solution. We need the Atomic Bomb invented." The third
stage which probably is only a few decades old, is where people are discover..
ing knowledge on purpose. That is, if we have our research and development,
we have scientists who are just doing basic research and are not thinking of
solving any problem. They are there to make present knowledge obsolete. I

believe Leonard Selks called them "creative destructors." They are destroying
know:edge as fast as they can by finding something better, just in the way of
pure research. These are some of the problems, some of the challenges, but
there is another one which I think we in the communications field have to
watch, and that is some of these change emphases in education as identified
by 011ie Sands in a committee working through the NEA. They say there has



been a change in emphasis and one of them is a change from the group to the

individual. I don't think there has really been a change, there only has

been increased attention given to the individual, I cannot believe there

will 'm a sudden shift from teaching large groups. It was pointed out that

there is great importance in the education of the individual not in large

group settings. There has been a change in emphasis from pure memory where

we pile the youngsters full of facts to a situation where the pupil inquires.

He uses the inquiry method.

There has been a change in attention from the graded school to the

flexible or non-graded school. There is an amazing number springing up all

over. This represents a change from the self-contained classroom to the

self-contained school; from rigidly scheduled classes to flexible scheduling

with appointments of independent learning; from the teacher as a general

practitioner to the teacher as a member of a team; and from the school

planned for agrarian needs of 9 months a year to one of 12 months planned to

meet the needs of an urban society and all age groups. 1'Asa are just some

of the challenges that face us, and you can see just by thm; list what this

is going to mean to us both as to the tools we're using, ,.ene L7) our pro-

cedures.

Twelve years ago, any teacher faced with an educational ywblem had

quite an array of audiovisual tools from which to select to help solve

teaching problems. However, there was little or no ETV. Then, too, some

other media have undergone some changes. The tape recorder, for example,

at about this time was thought of mostly for group instruction, but now

what have we done to it. It is being used for individual study both for

recording and for listening. With a few mechanical innovations, we have it

for group learning. The tape recorder can be adapted very easily for both

group and individual study. In recent years, we have made attempts at

acoustical isolation by means of earphones. Consequently, any classroom can

become a language laboratory or what's now being termed an electronic learn-

ing laboratory because more tLan language is being studied.

Today there are between 90 and 100 educational television stations in

the country with between 13 and 14 million children getting some of their

education via this means. Besides open circuit television, we also have the

closed circuit for magnification in the room. We have a specially designed

tabletop with the monitor. It can be used for magnification within the room,

or for several rooms. Video tape recorders came way down in price. A few

years age, you would have had to pay $60,000 for one; now, you can get one

for only 010,000. The Fairchild recorder is one, that some AV specialists

believe is going to revolutionize video recording and its use when it comes

out in another 18 months or so. It may cost as low as $500. If it does,

present scheduling problems as represented in the IMPATI program can be met.

With these tape recorders in each school, you can see that: the IMPATI plane

could fly et night and the recorders could record what they needed, and the

next day play it back.

Another development is the computer. This device can store and re-

trieve information and give it back to us in all kinds of combinations.

There are several places that are working with it. You heard some persons

yesterday talk to the point of taking what is in about 20 books, and record

it. All that information on one small role of plastic film. Don Bushnell,

(you've probably read his article in AVCR on the computer-based classroom)

explained what the lessons would be and how they work. He gives a little in-
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struction on the responder unit for his pupil, and from then on, he is on her

own. Information is presented on the instrument in the center, and he re-

sponds to the one on the left. Anytime he wishes he can get a complete read-

out from any of the students to find out what they're all doing on any one

question.

The instructor is the manager of the learning situation at all times

and gives the student help in getting his materials ready including the usual

types of books, maps and globes. The listening corner can be used as an

integral part of individual learning. The filmstrips which originally had

been thought of as a mass device now can be made available to individual

students right in the resource center.

The 8mm motion picture is bringing motion and sound right to the indi-

vidual student. With the rear vision mirror, there can be a place where

several students can watch simultaneously. As soon as 8mm sound gets to the

place where the machines will be a little less expensive and where more

material will be available, this can revolutionize bringing single concept

information right to the individual or small student groups.

Teaching machines can solve some of our problems. After the larger more

expensive machines came a number of cheaper machines and finally the pro-

gramed book. As far as research indicates, there is no difference in the

machine and the programed book.

Then there is the instructional materials center for teachers, where

teachers can go and find any types of equipment they need, where they can

make solle of their materials, and where they can go through and pick up the

materials and actually examine them. You may take the materials with you

or have them sent right to the school. Several places are now trying this new

approach. An entire course in French is sent to a school - one film after

another, with related materials coming in as needed.

Now from the individual to the group. This means of instruction is

growing and will continue to develop. When I went to the University of

Wisconsin, I saw their telemation center, the multi-screen projection pre-

sentation technique. It takes hours to prepare one lecture - anywhere

from 50 to 500 - but this lesson can be repeated for a number of classes in

semester after semester, for several years. The instructor can stay at the

lecturn while at the back of the screen. There are several means of pro-

jection. He can read his prepared script at the lecturn, have it recorded

on magnetic tape with high frequency sounds added which will advance the

equipment as needed when the speech is replayed. Instructors are very hap-

py with this and they can use a certain lecture repeatedly while it was com-

pletely under their control, and it gave them a great deal of time to im-

prove other lessons. Students reactions were very enthusiastic about this

type of presentation. The foregoing are just some of the tools which are

part and parcel of our field. It was common not too long ago to answer the

question, "What is AV?" by a list. These tools are as important to us as

the physicians' tools are to him. But if you ask the physician what his

profession is he doesn't answer by listing the electronic microscope, the

cardiograph, penicillin, etc. The tools are one of the distinguishing

characteristics of our field, a very important one, but it doesn't define

our field. We are concerned basically of course, with develcping human

potential. And that is our great challenge. That is a challenge that under-

lines population explosion and everything else. Because the human mind rep-

resents the greatest resource that we have. These people with their possible
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talents will not come this way again, and we have the means to cope with this
challenge, but it takes people to do it.

People are our big concern. At a recent meeting down in Austin, Texas,
concerned with problems facing DAVI, 6 of 9 concerns which we discussed at
length dealt with people. With Manpower, where are we going to recruit the
people, we are going to have to train them. Where are they going to get the
experiences? Really, how do we update ourselves? We may not be obsole.e,
but some of the things that we are doing are obsolete.

We are now pretty excited about Title XI which DAVI and quite a few
others helped get through Congress recently. It will make available this
year about $20,000,000 and about $32,000,000 the next and the next for the
establishment of educational institutea for media people. This can be one
of the greatest things of this decade affecting our field.

How are people going to get this help? Who is the group that is going
to help the teachers in the colleges and the teachers in the schools, to
make successful use of these tools? No question about it. We have to be
the group. We may feel ourselves not always adequate to meet the problems,
but we are the ones who have to do it. I know all of us feel this great
responsibility. When I say we are the group, I can't help but think of
DAVI and of different people who make up the group. When we think of the
specializations within DAVI, we see that there are AV specialists, librar-
ians, people in production, museum workers, and all the techniciarg who are
so necessary in television, programed learning, language labs; many other
resources. We have specialities in different fields because people in
large metropolitan areas have different problems than those in smaller sys-
tems. People running individual schools, have slightly different problems
than ones in colleges and universities. Then as we think of more special-
ists, such as administration, professional education, research, communica-
tions theory, and curriculum. One goal of all is increased learning effi-
ciency and the development of human potential.



THE COMMUNICATIONS CONCEPT:
CORE OF A FUNCTIONAL A-V PROGRAM

David V. Guerin, Garden City

We are here today attending a great gathering known as the Communications

Convocation...only the second of its kind. Last year, at its inaugural

meeting 400 persons attended and some 82 research papers and demonstrations

reporting the latest developments in the communications area were given.

This year the total attendance promises to run over 750 and by quick count

there are at least 92 presentaions on the program dealing with the latest

developments in instructional materials, media, and methods. I rejoice in

the great good, actual or potential, that all of this holds for. the advance-

ment of education. But I think that the greatest thing to happen to A-V in

our lifetime is that which is present here only by implication. Perhaps

this is because we feel it needs no explication, no singling out, because

it is so fundamental, so self-evident; I refer to the communications concept.

It is certainly here in the title of the Convocation. But we could have

called this gathering by another title and it would most likely be much the

same. My belief is that the communications concept does need to be singled

out, spotlighted, brought to the conscious level over and over again for it

is not only a coherent and profound concept which we, as interested pro-

fessionals, find intellectually satisfying (which was made abundantly clear

by the reaction given Berlo's presentation of it to the DAVI Convention in

Denver). But, it just so happens, that it is eminently practical and ex-

tremely clear and understandable to all those with whom we must deal...ad-

ministrators, teachers, parents, and students (even business administrators).

It is our key tool concept. It is the useful unifying concept we have been

needing...to justify and explain our work and our requirements and to place

them in a proper perspectivc, It is ec4ective because it is readily cowe

prehensible; no one has any difficulty with the communications analogy of

coding (sending) and decoding (receiving) and of the fact that you do this

in a certain cultural context. Everyone quickly grasps the idea that words

are arbitrary symbols commonly agreed upon...that they have no inherent meaning

but only given meanings and that the receiver's meaning for the symbol is that

which he assigns out of his own experience. It is then simple for anyone to

understand that language is symbology...a vast collection of symbols that

"stand for" some reality or for some abstraction from reality. There ensues

no difficulty in accepting the idea that pictorial symbols are none-the-less

symbols since they too "stand for" some reality, and stand in the same

functional relationship as words.

However, since the pictorial symbol more directly "stands for" or represents

the thing symbolized there is less chance for ambiguity, more certainty as

to the meaning it will evoke (i.e. the better the chance that the sender and

the receiver will attach the same meaning to it).

The point is easily grasped that audiovisual materials are not aids to

language; they are language.
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A specialist in language might argue that a picture is "representational"
and a word is "symbolical" but the difference is essentially one of degrees
of abstraction. The point is that they are all part of language, or that
system by which we deal with things through symbols which stand for them.

Once this concept is grasped, once it is accepted, then we are on the solid
and firm ground we have always been entitled to; the same functional ground
as text books. The service we provide is at the heart of the educat4,onal
process; for what is teaching but the facilitation of communication. We are
not dealing in some fringe function but with the essence of the teaching/learning
process. We are extending the concept of language to its full dimension.

The implications are enormous, yet reasonable. The concept has tremendous
depths, bringing, as it does, into one framework such things as perception,
the thinking process, the nature of verification, acculturation and all other
processes concerned with learning. There are implications for professional
preparation, curriculum planning, school design, instructional materials
centers, production centers, etc. etc. The art of teaching can be said to be
the art of arranging a syllabus, of selecting terminology, materials, imagery
and experiences that will enable the student to acquire knowledge, understanding
and meaning. This refers broadly to a total communications effort. The pro-
fessional preparation of the teacher, by implication, must involve all sub-
jec.:s which bear on the communication process (e.g. English, psychology,
sociology, history and even anthropology).. His curriculum planning will,
for example, be strengthened by a full awareness of the need for common ex-
periences in order to ascribe common meanings. The instructional materials
center in its role as a communications facilitator must quite naturally be a
source of all kinds of media--book and non-book. And, since the art of teach-
ing becomes that much more of an art when the teacher is in a position
literally to create his own symbology, the production center falls suedenly
into its proper place in the scheme of things.

The unifying effect of the communications concept is, as I have said earlier,
not only satisfying intellectually but is of very practical value. I would
not be so much impressed with the concept were it not actually so useful in
my work. It is plain that if people are sold on the concept they will be
thinking as you do and will be more likely to give your program the solid de-
tailed support it needs and deserves. My real message is that I have tried
this approach and it has worked. I probably should add that I have the
advantage of a deep conviction about communication which springs from the fact
that both my mother and father were deaf mutes. However, it is the truth of
this concept, the real correspondence of its theoretical structure to reality,
its "operational truths," that make it work and it should therefore be of
practical value to all or most of us.

Permit me to draw a picture of it at work in Garden City as a case in point.
I would like to share my experiences with you in the hope that you too will
find the concept truly useful.

For the purposes of continuity and brevity, I will highlight the positive
aspects of the program, but as you will know from your own experience, there
are always setbacks and compromises along the way. One thing is certain:

MAilla..1.10
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any real success we achieve involves a lot of doing on our part. We cannot

appeal only to one echelon of the school system. We cannot hope for success

without personally working to present and implement the concept throughout

the staff structure.

The fact that the concept is clear is not enough. This does not necessarily

mean it will be used. We have to work within existing situations and to

seize opportunities to be helpful in a communications way as regular ongoing

needs arise. Most important of all, we must recognize that concepts tend to

be competitive. We must avoid placing our program in a competitive context

(e.g., book vs. non-book materials) particularly since it is not necessary.

One of the greatest virtues of the communication concept is that it embraces

all materials.

The program at Carden City began with a statement of the role of the instruc-

tional materials coordinator as he conceived it:

"Good teaching is equated with good communication. The role of the

instructional materials coordinator is the role of communications

specialist and he must be thoroughly aware of the problems of

communication.

He is not a purveyor or promoter of gadgets but a resource person

who, upon the invitation of the teacher, will Join him in examining

subject matter areas that present special difficulty to the learner.

They are examined as problems in communication. Ic is important

that the focus be on the problem and not on the stockpile of visual

aids available. The solution may be in creating new materials or

it may be outside audiovisual offerings altogether."

Shortly after his arrival he asks if he can give a presentation to the Board

of Education. He speaks to them about the communications concept as follows:

"Gentlemen:

I begin my presentation this evening with two fundamental questions

appropriate to this group:

1. What is the function of education?

2. What is teaching?

There have been many answers given to these questions and they are by

no means in agreement. But there is one answer on which I think we

can all agree: the function of education; the function of teaching

is communication.

It behooves us in education, therefore, to be conscious of the

communication process. Although we may be more or less knowledgeable

about it (after all we engage in it constantly) and although there is

no reason why, with a little thought, observation and introspection,
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we cannot bring its elements to the conscious level - we rarely do.

We are usually far too busy attempting to communicate to examine or

think about the process.

But when we do, we recognize that there are problems of communication.

We recognize that there is a sender and a receiver, that the sender

encodes, and the receiver decodes - that the code is in the form of

arbitrary symbols commonly agreed upon and that this code is called

language.

We are aware that in the transmission of the symbols there are all kinds

of interference or "noise" or uncertainties introduced such as:

1. Accoustic uncertainties of accent and articulation

2. Physical uncertainties of poor print or poor handwriting

3. Language uncertainties such as uncertainties of

grammatical construction, and

4. Environmental uncertainties such as street noises or

poor lighting.

This is not to mention such monumental distortions as are introduced by

the filter of biases and prejudices through which the signal or symbol

must pass.

Above all we are aware, upon contemplation, that the meaning which the

sender or encoder attaches to a symbol is the result of all of his

personal history up to the moment in time when he dispatches the

symbol- -and, that, likewise, the interpretation or meaning attached

by the decoder is the result of his personal history up to that

moment. This then leads to the hard conclusion that since no two

persons have identical histories that one-to-one communication is

literally impossible. And, suddenly the scope of the problem is

laid bare.

But we do communicate. We manage - yes, we manage to the extent that

the symbols we use are commonly agreed upon. And we do many things

to help them - such as through the use of gestures and facial ex-

pressions which have a wide spread commonality of meaning - and through

the assistance of intonation, inflection, stress and emphasis which

are also widely understood as to their significance - and ve have

recognized that language symbols include all means of representing

the thing signified including pictorial symbols.

We have come to know that the sender does not fill a symbol bucket with

meaning and then see that it is conveyed to the receiver who then takes

the senders' meaning unto himself as some kind of discrete entity which

has been transmitted to him whole. We know, instead, that the sender

merely puts forth the symbol and the receiver must bring his meaning to

it. He must fill it with meaning from within himself. It is in reality

an empty bucket and there are tremendous implications in that for

teaching



It works successfully to the extent that the symbol happens to be

common to both sender and receiver and thus to evoke common meanings.

Beyond this there is also the vast sto'ia of habits which each one of

us possesses, the imprints of all of our past experiences. With this

we can hear snatches of speech and see vague gestures and grimaces.

From such thin shreds of evidence we are able to make pretty good

inductive guesses.

There are many symbols and they are all useful and necessary. And

because of the difficulties naturally inherent in the communication

process it behooves us to employ all the weapons we can from the

symbol arsenal.

Pictorial symbols form a large part of this arsenal of language.

They too are symbols except that they have the advantage of more

directly representing the thing signified and therefore more likely

to evoke common meanings.

That is why the instructional materials center concept is such an

important concept. I am delighted that the Garden City Public Schools

have recognized that book and non-book materials are both a part of

language, and together provide a so much more complete resource for

the Learner and the teacher.

It is extremely effective to have information available in many

forms or, to say it another way, to have information expressed in

all manner of communicative symbols. It is even more effective to

be able to creats them expressly to meet specific communication

needs in the classroom. I am happy to see that we in Garden City

have also made, at least, a start in that direction.

I would like to spend the remainder of my time in showing you

examples of pictorial language and how in combination with spoken

and written symbols the teacher is assisted in her role as a

facilitator of communication. Here is perhaps the most flexible

communications tool to appear on the educational scene since the

blackboard. It is a devil -s with which the teacher works creatively.

She cannot sit back and let it work for her the overhead projector."

(A broad sampling of overhead projectuals was then presented)

Next an NDEA white paper was prepared detailing a centralized and de-

centralized projection/production system presented as follows:

"The production/projection combination places us in the best possible position

to provide instructional materials that will peecisely meet our specific

teaching requirements. It is a practical and efficient approach because

it focuses our expenditures directly on target.

Furthermore, it helps me in my capacity as an educational materials specialist

to render the best possible service to the teacher. Viewing the teaching

task as a task in communication, the teacher and I can cit down together -

decide what materials or techniques are needed, with the knowledge that it is

within our ability to meet the problem creatively with respect to materials
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of all kinds whether they are presently available or not.

With all of the foregoing in mind, I proposed that we utilize our fiscal

year 1964-1965 NDEA entitlement to purchase a foundation set of production
and utilization equipment for the overhead projector (plus a limited amount

of commercially prepared materials to help us get started). Any remaining

funds would be utilized to meet requirements for other audiovisual equipment

and materials needed throughout the district."

The proposal was approved.

The NDEA Title III approvals for the production equipment and materials were

based on the same communications plan proposed to the Board. The applicatirl

was approved with only very minor disallowances.

Meanwhile presentations similar to that made to the Board were given at

faculty meetings in each school.

Next, to insure that the projection/production system would be translated

into reality and actually result in more effective teaching a curriculum

materials production project, to be carried out in the summer, was proposed.

It would be based on a precedent set by curriculum guide development pro-

jects in which the participating teachers were paid $25. per day. It was

pointed out that although the district would benefit by the creation of

cutom-made visuals unobtainable in the commercial market that the greatest

virtue in the project would be that it would provide a vehicle or framework

in which teachers would 1e impelled to take a close look at their teaching

and give them the opportunity to be creative about it. Each of the five

participating teachers (the project was a pilot project limited to the

Junior High School) would be assigned a department or two to work with in

determining visualization needs. They would identify specific points at

which students have difficulty. The teachers would try to recall what sym-

bology was used in dealing with the given concept or ideas and then to try

to arrive at symbology that might communicate better. The project was

approved. The production team of five teachers turned out 700 visuals of which

350 were first copies.

The concept underlying this project as well as the work of the project were

reported on by the participating teachers to the Board of Education (thus

completing the circle) to the Junior High School faculty and to a district-wide

group of teachers participating in an in-service workshop on the production

and use of instructional materials. An outgrowth of the project was the

establishment at the Junior High School of a graphic arts production center

and a graphic arts squad, the squad being sponsored by two of the participating

teachers (incidentally they both joined the Long Island Audiovisual Council).

An in-service workshop serves quite naturally as another vehicle for emphasizing

the communications concept. Each teacher participating in the workshop is re-

quired to do for his own classroom teaching what was done in the summer project.

Again it calls for a searching examination of the places where students have

difficulty and a hard look at the symbology used and what other symbology

might be more effective. The workshop is now in progress and there is no

question about acceptance by the teachers of this way of examining their

teaching.
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But there is more to communication than pictorial symbology. Communication

is achieved in many ways. It is a combination of things. It is a syllabus.

It is a curriculum. We are not full-fledged communication specialists until
we are able to help build a whole communications package. The next proposal

was that we write a new course designed to improve the written and oral

expression of our high school seniors. It is a well recognized, dis-
quieting and often discouraging fact that, by and large, despite strenuous
efforts to cope with the problem, the quality of written and oral expression
of our nation's students is generally poor.

The hypothesis was advanced that students don't write well because they don't

think well and that what was needed was a direct emphasis on critical thinking,

on logic, on the nature of verification and truth, on perception, organization
and analysis which would be directly associated with writing and speaking in
one combined team-taught course - with all these elements held together by a

concept through which they can all be associated: the communications concept.

This project too was approved and the Instructional Materials Coordinator

joined the English Department of the Senior High School in designing the

course. It is now, being taught.

And so the program goes on. Every opportunity is taken to spread the word

whether it be an article for the "Garden City Teacher," a talk to the PTA,

a meeting of the administrative council or any other group interested in the

continued improvement of instruction. The most recent development has been
approval for the enlargement of the Senior High School library to include a

production area, a special viewing and listening area and "wet" and "dry"

carrels. It was justified in terms of the instructional materials center

concept (i.e. communications concept).

They say that one of the best criteria of success is to find your terms coming

back to you. Well - after a year at it - a sign showed itself. The other

day the Superintendent was heard to say, "Dave, for a communications specialist

you don't communicate very well." Like I said, it works.



PHILOSOPHY AND THE MEDIA: WHICH SERVES THE OTHER?

Frederick Breitenfeld, Jr., NUB (Washington)

Conflicts between schools of education and the more classic academic

departments are not new. Comments abound on the frivolity of methods

courses and the doubletalk to be found in the educationist's lexicon,

but on the other hand there is no shortage of statements on how teaching

must not be considered merely from the point of view of one discipline,

and how "Methods of Teaching" is therefore a key course for prospective

public school educators. The battle is recognized on campuses across the

country, and it will undoubtedly be waged for years to come. Unfortunately,

within the educators' hideout itself there seems to exist a separate and

different argument. It is between the educational philosophere and the

specialists in what are called "educational media."

The time has long since passed for educators concerned primarily with

audiovisual techniques to huddle in their professional corner, pointing

accusing fingers at other educators who do not share their "AV" specialty,

their abstruse jargon or their beliefs. Those who call themselves

educational philosophers are also overdue in showing friendliness and

respect for people in audiovisual work, instead of what usually ranges

from contempt to condescension. The rift between these two factions

extends from the seminar rooms at universities to the faculty lounges

in public schools, an' ultimately the weight of this burdensome squabble

is borne by students in classrooms.

Caricatures of typical contenders are not difficult to picture. In most

institutions the "AV" man is the product of a school of education. He has

majored for four or five years in "Audiovisual Education," and now he is

a practitioner. Sadly, however, he finds himself a custodian, a clerk, a

guardian of equipment, a technician who is called upon only to thread

projectors or focus lenses. In retaliation, the AV man hurries to meet

with others of his kind. Together they compare notes on the ways in which

they are being mistreated; they spew forth terms that tattoo them as

"media" people, such as frames, carousels, performance acceEtors,

memory capabilites, §12ExmialsEk; they claim to be at the very leading

edge of education, either not recognized or misunderstood by the simple-

minded in educational management.

At the same institutions, the philosophers, often trained in "Educational

Administration" or "Societal Foundations," insist that it is they who deal

with the very basic issues in education. Seeing themselves as the wise men

of the educational tribe, they take pride in their rhetoric--their ability

to win virzally all arguments through what appears to be sheer brilliance,

but what in many cases is merely sophistry and forensic dexterity. By the

very use of the word "philosophy," uttered in a supercilious tone, they

try to terrorize most comers, and when their particular brand of intellectual

bullying takes place in print or in public, the result is a disgrace.



The philosopher feels that the audiovisual specialist is nothing more than

a toy-oriented mechanic; the media man calls the philosopher a reactionary

theoretician living in an ivory tower. Also, since the philosopher does

possess a modicum of academic respectability and since the media man does

offer expertise in modern educational communication, each is basically a

little frightened of the other. The question does not hinge on which of

these came first, but whether there is a real relationship between

philosophy and the collection of media, and whether one serves the other

in the educational context. A link between the two may be discernible

from philosophy's end of the battlefield.

Originally, philosophy meant love of wisdom or knowledge. Later, it was

defined as the theory or investigation of the nature of reality and the

laws that govern the universe. Today, in most discussions, the word refers

simply to a set of principles or beliefs that underlie a specific field or

endeavor. The aura of mystery sometimes surrounding the word is usually

caused by the confusion c! these last two meanings. If a philosopher is

dealing with epistemology, metaphysics or logic, then we must understand

that his definition of philosoetx is classic. If, on the other hand, an

educator refers to Experimentalism or Cultural Conservatism, then he is

concerned with sets of principles. Philosophy in education is generally

the study of collections of beliefs attributed to specific scholars, or

it is the development of similar collections.

The prostitution of the word has been carried to disturbing ends. It is

not strange, in some circles, to talk about a philosophy of education,

then a philosophy of educational administration, followed by a philosophy

of educational administration at the secondary level, and finally a

philosophy of the educational administration of the mathematics program

at Scottsdale High School. This is clearly a step toward the ultimate

slaughter of a perfectly good word. Regardless, within this semantic

struggle for status, it must be concluded that in modern education the

word philosophy refers to a series of fundamental principles, and that an

educational agency should at least be able to state the principles by

which it tries to abide at all times.

This, at first glance, appears to be an obvious and tidy scheme for the

intelligent management of an educational program, and so it is, though it

is not always followed: state the philosophy (i.e., list the principles

that are considered paramount), develop goals that must be achieved in

order to uphold the philosophy, and then take appropriate tactical action

to achieve the goals. The reasoning here is deductive--from the general

or universal statement of philosophy a specific happening has been deduced.

Unfortunately, this is not a well traveled route.

Inductive reasoning is that by which a scientist can progress from a single

phenomenon (an apple falling to the ground), to a general principle (the

ides of gravitational force). Induction has a place in areas of education,

but too often it seems that the very philosophic bases of an educational

enterprise are arrived at after the fact, by some sort of subconscious,

induction. For instance, consider an educational agency caught up in the

magic of language laboratories. Separate carrels for students, individual



earphones, a monstrous computer-directed playback operation and a glass

control booth ill seem somehow desirable. Starting with the idea of a

language laboratory, or maybe even the installation itself, arguments are

developed as necessary to convince doubters that the equipment is needed

and that the laboratory is a wonderful educational tool. Any philosophic

cogitation that does take place only ca4es about in defending a particular

course of action. Here is a "down -only" staircase from generalities to

specifics being ascended backwarda. There is no deductive reasoning here,

and only coincidence can turn the collection of wires, tapes, transistors

and buttons into an effective teaching device. Now and then, in fact,

some institutions need the assistance of outside consultants to help in

deciding "what to do" with expensive 2quipment that has already been pur-

chased. Often, there seems to be no philosophic substance whatsoever

behind an educational project, except the tacit understanding that "it is

educational and therefore it is good." Statements of principles are only

developed--awkwardly, by the backwards stair-climbing method--when demanded.

Under these conditions, philosophy clearly does not serve the media; indeed,

the two appear to be almost incompatible.

Thus, when we start with the word "philosophy" and try to find a link

between what it connotes and the media, no real bond is apparent. Perhaps

a relationship is more visible from the point of view of the media themselves.

It is likely that very soon after men learned to communicate with one another,

individual teaching-learning situations were common. Undoubtedly, a lot of

explanation took place among humans, though I suspect that the need for more

was as profound as it is today. Nevertheless, it is difficult to imagine

even the most primitive lesson taking place without referral to, or use of,

what we now call a "medium" of education. Perhaps it was a pantomise, as

one cave dweller described to another the process of making a fire or

killing an animal; possibly a crude diagran was scratched in the sand as

a man explained what he knew of local geography to his son; maybe a witch

doctor used symbolic dolls or carved pieces of wood in making his concepts

understandable. The point is that educational communication is not new,

and neither are audiovisual aids.

The fifteenth century saw the development of ii.vable type, and the idea of

the printed page, over a period of years, became common. This "medium of

educational communication," the printed page, remains at the top of the list,

though we may well be ignoring its value and importance as we concern ourselves

solely with more technical implements. Two hundred years later, Comenius

printed an illustrated textbook, because he felt that children should be

treated to something more than a procession of abstractions. His Orbis Pictus

was quite popular, apparently, and pictures in formal education came into

being. It was another two hundred years, at least in this country, before

blackboards, slates and maps were added to classrooms. Here, then were the

basic educational media: a teacher's voice, a few books, a blackboard, some

maps. These were probably accepted in the schools with a minimum of fuss,

undoubtedly because there was no strong educational establishment to reject

them as unimportant gadgets and toys. It would be interesting to look at the

dissertations of the day, if their reported findings were comparable to those
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of today: "Seventy-three percent of the students in Grammar III who used

slates and looked at blackboards did as well or better than those students

taught by conventional methods."

At the present time, the very number of communicative techniques appropriate

to the classroom is staggering. In our century of knowledge explosion we

have developed hundreds of teaching ideas and aids, some to alleviate what

appears to be a shortage of teachers, others to make complex subjects simpler.

We have even created a new field for professional educators: educational

communications.

What does this new professional do? What must he be in order to be

effective? What are his concerns?

Mainly, he struggles to keep up to date on new ideas and machinery in

education; he must know the values and limitations of high-speed computing;

he in familiar with programed instruction and he is able to coordinate the

development of a specific program; he is called upon to design electronic

instructional centers, television studios; laboratories and even buildings;

his background in educational psychology is impressive; his knowledge of

experimental statistics is more than adequate; he is almost an expert in

theories of learning. This new professional in the world of education is

an intellectual powerhouse.

Even assuming that there exists an educator with these generous qualifications,

why is it that he must spend a portion of his time defending himself, in-

sisting that he is a deserving member of the educational community? Why is

he looked upon often as someone less than completely reputable? Perhaps it

is because even the educator described here is basically a technician, and

his concerns are usually immensely practical. Since the client wants a

language laboratory, he designs one, assuming, that the philosophic tenets

behind the project are sound. Repeatedly, of course, they are not. But the

AV man has no definable philosophy. The field of communications is simply

too big to house only one standard set of principles; there cannot be a

single and definable "philosophy of audiovisual education." It is this

lack that marks the AV man as a technician. Perhaps he doesn't like the

role, but he fights it by burying himself even more deeply in the machinery

instead cf by offering his clients first a philosophic statement applicable

to the problem at hand (and such a statement, in many cases, is sorely

needed), and then suggestions or designs for systems.

Again, neither philosophy nor the field of communications is served by the

other, apparently, and the distance between the two is unfortunately great.

NO evident and constant relationship seems to exist.

For each item in an educational structure, someone must consider a two-pronged

question: whom are we tryinK to educate, and for what? A satisfactory answer

is the first step toward many other questions and ultimately some guiding

principles for the project. Long after that icy appropllate to begin dis-

cussions about media, communicative belts and audiovisual aids. While !Irm

philosophic footing is necessary with each new project, we cannot approach
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all situations with the same concocted list of beliefs if we expect to keep

both the list and our integrity intact. Dewey's ideas of experimentation
and "learning by doing" are applicable under some circumstances, but the
classical realism of Plato is better for others, and a combination of the

two is not unreasonable.

The person to answer the basic questions is the audiovisual specialist, if
the project is to be coherent and if he is to be more than a mechanic. He

must, with each new job, define basic principles before turning his atten-

tion to technical matters.

The original question about service is academic; unless philosophy and the

media serve together, they serve tnt at all.



ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS: WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Donald Ely, Syracuse University

"If the Prince of Wei were to ask you to take over the government,

what would you put first on your agenda?"

"The one thing needed," replied the Maste.:, "is the definition of

terms. If terms are ill-defined, statements disagree with facts; when

statements disagree with facts, business is mismanaged; when business is

mismanaged, order and harmony do not flourish; when order and harmony do

not flourish, the justice becomes arbitrary; and when justice becomes

arbitrary the people do not know how to move hand or foot.

...CONFUCIUS

Last summer a teacher enrolled in a course entitled instructional

technology and discovered how audiovisual materials might help to im-

prove his instruction. When this teacher returned to his school in the

fall, he visited the director of instructional communi,ations who showed

the teacher the newly-published Educational Media Index which lists many

types of instructional materials are housed, distributed, and used by

students and teachers. An annex to this center was the materials prepara-

tion area where teachers prepare some of their own teaching materials.

The teacher was confused by the variety of nomenclature but was pleased to

obtain the materials he needed and to have received instruction on a new

device which would permit him to create his own transparencies for the

overhead projector.

Half a dozen years ago the audiovisual label would have been used

for nearly all the italicized terms above. This somewhat exaggerated

situation suggests the current state of confusion in which the "audio-

visual" field finds itself. la a period of rapid technological advaaces,

professionals in the field are uneasy about perpetuating the audiovisual

terminology when so many of their new responsibilities go beyond the

sensory implications of the audiovisual term.

The professionals in the audiovisual field are going through a per-

iod of soul-searching and name-searching. The mere outward identity is

reelly incidental to the philosophical and operational questions. As a

professional group questions its name, it concurrently questions its role,'

In the audiovisual field, recent developments in language laboratories,

programed learning, television, and computers have caused the audiovisual

specialist to expand his professional horizons. No longer is he only the

dispenser of the "things" of eeucation, but is an active participant in

the design and use.of messages which control the learning process.2 He

serves on the teaching team, the building planning commitfce, the curoicu-

lum council and, at the same time, coordinates a host of administrative

matters. He is more concerned about the process of communication and the

11ENNINI

1"The Function of Media in the Public Schools," Audiovisual Instruction,

January, 1963.

2"The Changing Role of the Audiovisual Process in Education: A Definition

and a Glossary of Related Terms," AV Communication Review, Jan, -Feb., 1963.
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process of learning than about the materials he handl=e. Of course he is

responsible for the technological endeavors related to instruction within

his school; however, the concept of technology in education has changed and

is growing. It is clear that the audiovisual label is no longer sufficient

to communicate the scope of this professional group. Historically, the

identity of the field has evolved by one new name replacing another since

the mid-1920's when visual education first appeared. (Figure 1) In the

past ten years many new names have been created while the old term con-

tinues. If we can agree with Confucius that "the people do not know how

to move hand or foot" when terms are ill-defined, then the imperative is

for one term which will permit a universe of discourse among professional

educators.

The simplest procedure would be to retain the present audiovisual

identity. Some people within the field feel that a term develops stature

as the professionals in that field develop stature. The changing of a

word does not necessarily change the functions of the people operating

under it. After all, the field of psychology is no longer the science of

the spirit or soul as defined by the ancient Greeks, but the name remains.

Proponents of "no change" feel that a field grows into its name and that

a change of name does not change the field.

There are others, however, who feel that the audiovisual term is out-

moded and that a new term can be the link to unify the diverse functions

of the professionals within the field. A new name is not simply a matter

of baptism but stems from the answers to searching questions regarding the

role of professionals in the field and the primary objectives of this

group. The audiovisual label is misunderstood in many quarters today

because of early enthusiasts who were more concerned about their medium

than about the message it conveyed. In recent interviews for Audiovisual

Instruction, the question of the adequacy of "audiovisual" was raised

with eight superintendents of schools,3 Six felt a better name was needed,

one had no opinion, and one felt that audiovisur.i was adequate. The many

changes of identity already in effect by local decisions point up the dis-

satisfaction among people in the field.

What are the trends?

- Continued use of the "audiovisual" label modified by communications,

instruction, and education;

- Continued use of the (materials" concept through such terms as:

instructional materials, learning resources, and educational media;

- Attempts to reflect the process orientation of the field through

use of the "communications" label, such as, educational communications,
instructional communications, and communication. resources; and

- Eventual evolution to "technology" in two forms: educational tech-

nology and instructional technology.

If this is a family problem within the ranks of the audiovisual field,

what should professional educators do while the discussions ensue?

3Audiovisual Instruction, January, 1964. (Entire issue)
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- The audiovisual term (without hyphen, please) is established and
will continue to be valid. Use it without fear of being obsolete.

- New terms have appeared and will continue to appear. Recognize
the fact that these new terms exist and were created for a purpose.
Try to understand why they are being used and express your opinion
of the term to the person who assumes responsibility for it.

- Be aware that the name of the field is only a superficial identity

and that behind it is a philosophical rationale.

- No matter what the field may be called, measure its worth by the
contributions of its members. By their works you shall know them!



WHERE WE'VE BEEN AND WHERE WE'RE GOING

IN AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION

Albert R. Bailey, Bailey Films, Inc.

Because the past so often gives us hints as to our future, it's

helpful -- and interesting -- to look through past history when trying

to develop some guidelines for future activity in audiovisual education.

And to go back to the beginning of audiovisual is really not to go

back so very far. Around 1920 men, like Charles W. Elliot, W.C. Bagley,

and W.M. Gregory, were pioneering the new idea of visual education -- a

visual education in which the slide and the motion picture were the pre-

dominate factors. In these early years there were summer courses in

visual education, such as at Western Reserve University in Cleveland, and

many school districts were already beginning to give teachers extra credit

for enrolling in them. Much of the theory at that time was much like that

of today so the courses had a familiar ring.

So with the audiovisual dep-rtments of the day. They didn't look too

different from some today. You'll still find those located in the basement

or closet! And they were full of films and film cans, but there was an

important difference here -- the film size was 35mm and much of the stock

was flammable nitrate, so the films were dangerous to use as well as bulky

and heavy.

It was not until the early twenties that Eastman Kodak made the first

16mm size film and offered it on safety base stock only. The Victor Anima-

tograph Co. made the first 16mm camera and projector to fit this new size

film. The way was now open -- technically -- for a great growth in the

visual education movement. But much was yet to happen.

This was a time in history when Hoover was president, ladies' fashions

were somewhat extreme (incidentally resembling some of those today!), and

the country headed into the "great depression."

Eastman Kodak was now making 16mm silent films especially for school

use. These were a success educationally, if not financially; for it was a

terrific project to try and get teachers to use new methods in their teach-

ing. But it was an even greater project to interest some of the school

boards and superintendents in changing methods!

But there was a definite movement toward the visual way of teaching.

University film libraries were being established all over the country. They

circulated films in 35mm and 16mm silent as well as lantern slides -- the

large standard-size variety. A few were toying with sound films.

It's interesting to note this statement in a Brigham Young University

film catalog, reflecting the tenor of the times: "Although the educational

sound film has proved its value and is growing rapidly in favor, there is a

general opinion among visual education specialists that the educational

sound film will not make the educational silent films obsolete." Two years

ago you would probably have laughed at this statement, but with the rise in

favor of the silent 8mm cartridge film, perhaps they were not too far off.
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But the growth was to be definitely to sound films, led by the ERPI
company, an outgrowth of Electrical Research Products, Inc., which was
turning out quite a number of productions.

At this time Eastman developed and marketed the Lew film size of 8mm
with corresponding cameras and projectors. These were solely for home use,
but destined as we know now, for a more important market.

The international scene was marked by such events as the Prince of
Wales becoming King Edward VIII upon the death of King George V, the ship
Queen Mary and the German zeppelin Hindenberg arriving in the United States
on their maiden voyages, and Joe Louis being KO'd by Max Schmeling.

But there were also important events in visual education. Eastman's
announcement of Kodachrome film -- the first practical color film for 16mm
use. ERPI embarking on a gargantuan schedule of film releases -- over 20
in one year! And new people starting to make educational films for schools.
On the west coast were Emily Frith of Frith Films, Arthur Barr, Paul Hoefler,
Albert Bailey of Bailey Film Service. In Chicago another pioneering film
producer started business -- Coronet Films. And nearby was a pioneer film
distributor -- International Film Bureau. Bell and Howell Company founded
Filmsound library to help provide a source for sound films that would give
product for the new sound projectors they were making.

And the trend was now definitely sound with a number of projector com-
panies (Victor, Ampro, Holmes, DeVry, etc.) touting the advantages of sound
over silent -- and at not too much more cost.

Eastman Kodak and Bailey Films announced the first color teacthing films,
and S.V.E. released the first Kodachrome color slides. These slides gained
rapid favor because they were small, easy to handle, and in natural color, as
opposed to the bulky, breakable, heavy, monochrome or hand-painted standard
size slides.

Among new products coming on the market were single concept motion
pictures (16nm) that could be placed permanently in every school. A number

of cross-media including one on South America, contained filmstrips,
study prints, maps, booklets, ano realia!

In Educational Screen magazine a teacher in Ohio wrote about combining
motion pictures and slides zo each could be used where it worked best. A
specially recorded record had sound for the slides (in the days before tape
recorders). Photographs of her room showed maps, globes, books, and study
prints, so she was certainly started on the use of multimedia materials.

A New York teacher wrote of enriching the curriculum with visual -- al-
most everything but motion pictures. She used slides, filmstrips, room
environment, maps and globes, and the opaque projector.

Out in Portland, Oregon, Amo deBernardis had initiated a project (in
1940 as part of a defense program) to promote a better understanding of the
people of South America by teaching the Spanish language in elementary
grades. Significantly, this was taught with specially made phonograph
records with an accompanying manual. As Mr. de Bernardis wrote, "These
records were distributed to the elementary schools, and wherever possible
to the homes of our students. In both places they serve as a self - teaching
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device. They can achieve satisfactory results with hardly any outside aid."

Here was
grades, and a
about the new

local production, self-teaching, foreign language in elementary

national defense program -- all in 1940. I begin to wonder

developments we've made the last very few years!

Now, who were some of the people working in the visual field at that

time. They included J.E. Hansen of the University of Wisconsin, Marian

Evans of San Diego City Schools, Lelia Trollinger of the University of

Colorado, and Paul Reed of Rochester City Schools (one of our very fine

leaders whose recent loss will be greatly felt for a long time to come).

In 1941 it was suggested that Mr. Reed take a second term as rresident of

the Department of Visual Instruction, he'd done so well in his first term!

The war period, and the war effort, in spite of the fact that it was a

long, expensive, and unpleasant period, gave an opportunity that audiovisual

needed. This was the opportunity to prove that audiovisual and particu-

larly sound motion pictures -- was a very valuable tool in training. It

proved itself in the various branches of the service, in civilian orgaiza-

tions, and in industry. Because the motion picture was the glamour boy

(so to speak) of audiovisual, its rise to fame helped the whole movement.

So when the war ended, there was a whole new beginning. Business Screen

magazine marked this with an entire issue devoted to the Navy's use of films

during the war. It featured articles by people such as Dick Lewis, Don

Williams, Martin Hill, Walter Bell, and Herb Jensen -- all educators who were

thoroughly sold on the training film and came out of the service (along with

many others) dedicated to audiovisual teaching techniques. Many others,

destined to be parents and school board members, were likewise sold, and

formed a good background against which to spread the gospel of this still

new method of teaching.

Because of the motion picture orientation, development immediately

after the war was largely in more and better film libraries and more and

better film companies. Existing companies expanded their production programs

and many new organizations started in business.

Then came another step in development -- the broader concept of in-

structional materials, and very often the change in name from audiovisual

department to instructional materials department. Materials and equipment

like maps and globes, charts and chalkboards, opaque projectors, overhead

projectors and transparencies, all became part of the curriculum rather than

just aids or teacher helps. Audiovisual materials or techniques could never

play a truly vital role in education until they became an integral part of

the curriculum, as they were now doing.

As you know, the next step forward step came as a result of a foreign

country, rather than as something we did: Sputnik. The Soviet Union's

"Sputnik" emphasized our space program and the great technological explosion

of our time and also the great population explosion with its increased needs

for learning and understanding. These explosions had been going on for some

time but it took this one event to focus attention on them.

One of the results of this was the National Defense Education Act and

the great growth in all kinds of learning devices that followed. Let's

examine some of these, against the background of our past experience that
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we've set up, and see if we can get some ideas as to where we're going.

Let's start with television. I think a mistake many of us make when
thinking about television is to consider it a way or method of teaching. I

believe television is nothing more than a method of transmitting an image

from one place to another. The image or the lesson is what's going to do

the teaching.

In order to get a background of activity in New York state to compare

with national activity, I asked a number of people to tell me what's hap-

pening in their areas. Dr. Sherwin Swartout, president of New York State
Audiovisual Council and Professor of Education at State University College

at Brockpczt, believes in order to properly use television, the teacher

must be an cl,;pert programer and become a member of a teaching team. His two

biggest reas,,-, for television are its immediacy and the fact that it forces

the improvement of the instruction practiced.

Paul Reed was a
of transmission. He
giving good teachers

great believer in television, but primarily as a means

felt strongly the need of good programing which meant

enough time to develop such programs.

These men definitely reflect the advanced national thought which points

to a future when the emphasis will be placed on the programing and not on

the television system. The best teachers must and will be given plenty of

time to carefully prepare programs for television. Whether your program is

going into homes as adult instruction, or into classrooms, it takes a lot

of time -- and a lot of money -- to do first rate programing. The lack of

both of these is television's biggest problem. It seems relatively easy to

get money for the station, the "system," the hardware, but very difficult

to get money for the "image." Television in the future will have the em-

phasis on the program.

Now for team teaching. Some new schools are being built to incorporate

this. Yet Bob Fite of Central High School District in Mert, Long Island,
mentions that team teaching has been done for years by military and that

numerous examples of successful team teaching are at hand in our secondary

and elementary schools. So we see that special buildings are not necessary,

and Mr. Fite reflects national opinion and the future trend.

Basically, as you know, team teaching takes the superior skills and

knowledge of one teacher in certain areas -- and instead of having him work

alone -- combines these skills and knowledges with those of other teachers,

with the result that each contributes his best for a better learning situa-

tion. Some classes may be large for certain types of instruction, while

others will be small for more individual types of work. But regardless of

size of class, all will have copious audiovisual materials for their use.

Which brings out the most important point, and that is a well-equipped

instructional materials laboratory will be a part of each team teaching unit.

Trained help will be available for the production of all types of material

not available from commercial sources. The audiovisual (instructional mater-

ials) director must place himself in a key role in the future of team teaching.
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Teaching machines have been much in the news the last few years, but
the important thing is not the machine but the program. Lee Campion,
Director of the New York State Division of Educational Communications, says
machines will progress cautiously, and he too is in the forefront of opinion.

Dr. Swartout sees teaching machines becoming more complicated and more
simplified, with the "middle class type" of machine disappearing.

The future is really programed instruction, a better and more accurate
term, and it will be realized largely through printed materials, and not
through machines. Catherine Bailey, Supervisor of Audiovisual Instruction
for Troy, New York, sums this up neatly by saying, "Last year we used teach-
ing machines with two experimental classes. Maybe I colored the results with
my own opinion, but we found the actual machine added very little to the
knowledges gained. Children showed the same results when they used the pro-
gram without the machine. Programed instruction has great possibilities and
many of our teachers are working on their own programs."

Language laboratories hold much promise for the future, as their effec-
tiveness is no longer questioned. Mr. Campion says they'll be placed im
elementary schools at an increasing rate in New York state, a trend which is
true in many of the advanced states in the Union.

Dr. Edward G. Bernard, Director of the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction
of the New York City Schools writes, "Language laboratories will include
strong applications in the teaching of English, speech improvement generally,
and possibly some aspects of teaching mathematics and other subjects."

So really the proper term should be learning laboratory instead of
language laboratory, for the future will, be their use in many subject area
situations.

As you know, the are many types of learning laboratories of varying
degrees of sophistication, but their success will depend primarily upon you,
the teacher. For the creative and adaptible teacher will find many new ways
to use this teaching tool.

The learning laboratory's use of magnetic tape is only an extension of
the tape recorder, which has many uses (such as this individual use in the
library) -- again subject only to your imagination as a teacher.

8mm is an exciting new learning tool that has many different possibilities.
Warren Russell, Audiovisual Director for Kingston City Schools makes a most
important point when he says, "8mm will have to go a long way before it can
replace 16mm. ...but for single concept learning, I fully believe that
will come into their own with a bang."

I don't believe the future -- the near future -- will see 8mm replacing
16mm because of the large investment already made in 16mm equipment and films,
but also because of the size element itself. Since the film is only half as
wide as 16mm, and only half as high, the image itself is only one quarter as
large as 16mm, not half as large as many believe.
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Right now, 8mm's greatest use commercially is in the cartridge type of

film, often single concept, that can be easily loaded. This will be a won-

derful boon to self-instruction and to research work on an individual or

small group basis. This is its future, in either silent or sound. Libraries,

classrooms, laboratories, and study carrels will have the equipment instantly

available.

Another big use that is looming more important is local production.

Creative classroom teachers will have an opportunity to produce their own

teaching films. They should do this when motion is important, otherwise

they should use 2" X 2" slides or some other medium.

The biggest future for 8mm will come when we have 8mm optical sound with

inexpensive Technicolor-type cartridge sound projectors. The large acceptance

of 16mm sound films has laid a pattern for film use that will require sound on

8mm in order to effectively move it into the new pattern of individual and

small group use of 8mm, which is its biggest future.

There is a future in materials, too, and I will speak particularly of

motion pictures. Those films of tomorrow will be more specialized in nature.

Not only will films be tailored more explicitly for grade levels, they are

mostly general in nature, many will be quite specific so that it will be

possible to use one film to introduce and motivate a subject or activity,

others to present more specific information to the class as a while, still

others to be used by committees or individuals for reports and special tw.

vestigations to be reported to the group, and additional ones to be used for

follow-up and review.

Some of these -- for group use -- will be

and committee use -- will be 8mm. All will be

variety of lengths. Films will be long enough

molded into 10, 15, or 20 minute lengths.

16mm; others -- for individual
sound, and all will be in a
to do the job, not rigidly

Way ia the future is the automated classroom. What it will be is any-

body's guess, for it will probably range from the individual carrell type of

arrangement equipped with television, films, filmstrips, transparencies, and

other media, plus perhaps conmiction to a computer, to complete school build-

ings or supreme sophistication.

Of immediate interest is a report from Ralph E. Grubb of IBM's Thomas

J. Watson Research Center, regarding computer assisted instruction. Two

installations are currently in experimental use at Pennsylvania State Univer-

sity and Florida State University that "permit tele-processing across tele-

phone lines and allow both students and authors to use typewriter teaching

stations." Basically programed learning, the system allows a professor to

put an entire course in the machine which is set up to elicit certain res-

ponses. Correct responses take the student in one channel, while incorrect

responses take the student to other channels. While this may sound like

conventional programed learning, the computer offers almost infinite branch-

ing patterns; and it also makes it possible to automatically score or grade

the student, keep track of all of his work for the entire course, report

back at intervals, and keep both the student and the professor posted as to

progress being made.



As fantastic and important as some of the ideas of the future are, I

feel that some of the ideas which can be applied right now are equally

important.

Do you have an adequate instructional materials center in each one of

your buildings? Buildings, not districts. You should have, to handle all of

your materials and equipment used within the building, to make additional

materials as needed, and to procure outside-supplied materials and equipment.

Do you use study guides with your films and filmstrips? They are so

important to the adequate use of any film. Copies should be in the teacher's

desk, instructional materials center of each building, in the library, or

circulated with the film.

Round guides in the film can
size, but they always arrive with

guides, and be sure you make them

lid may not be as complete as the larger

the film. Encourage your teachers to use

available to the teachers.

Are your materials used right in the classroom? They should be, they

are a definite part of the learning situation. Audiovisual materials were

once considered aids or helps, but now they are a basic part of the teacher's

tools of instruction.

Are you using small group instruction situations? You can -- without

special buildings or plans. And provisions should be made for the use of a

variety of instructional materials.

Are students using audiovisual materials in individual study and

research? They should be. There is no reason to save these for group learn-

ing only. Many filmstrips -- even sound filmstrips and sound motion pictures

with headsets -- can be used in study corners and listening centers within

the classroom, and in the library.

The main purpose of our schools is to educate our children, and I think

you'll agree with me that audiovisual materials of all types can help do the

job better. But ahead of everything else is the understanding and creative

teacher.

As Bob Fite says, "There will never be a device created under the sun

which will replace the dedicated classroom teacher and a pen or pencil and

notebook in the hand of the student."

So with you and your classes.

Well, today we've had a look at the past
We've found a little bit of the future in the

past in the future. As Dr. Bernard says, "It
know whether we are coming or going."

and the present and the future.

past, and a little bit of the

is always a great challenge to

There's just one more thought I'd like to leave with you -- whether your

school is one of the present or one being built for the future, and that is a

statement by Adrian L. TerLouw, Educational Consultant for Eastman Kodak Com-

pany. "The important thing about the school of the future is that its shape

and facilities will be determined by the instructional program and the teachers
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and not by the new gadgets and devices."

Remember, the teacher is the most important item in the classroom!



EVALUATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

Richard Hubbard, State Education Department

Every school needs a carefully formulated comprehensive philosopy of

education. This is especially true in the field of Educational Communica-

tions. A school without aims and goals in this area would be as aimless

as a society without a Constitution and bylaws. The philosophy and ob-

jectives of any school reflects the characteristics and needs of its

students in determining the nature of its total program.

If a school should be free to determine and develop its own Educa-

tional Communications Program, in terms of its own educational philosophy,

it should be one which is consistent with the principles of American

democracy and consistent within itself.

In a school evaluation, the philosophy and objectives of the school,

plus the many related programs, bear the same relation to the evaluative

procedures as they do to the operation of the school. Any evaluation is a

measurement of accomplishments versus the long-range aims and goals.

Many schools have developed separate administrative programs to pro-

vide the services that are appropriate to these newer media of communica-

tion. Others have developed an integrated administrative unit, generally

called the Instructional Material Center, which furnishes all the services

usually associated with the library, and in addition, provides the services

connected with Educational Communications materials, radio, and TV.

The major purpose of the Instructional Materials Center is to serve the

established aims of the total educational program by:

1. Providing a rich variety of materials (including books and other

printed materials) recordings, st!,11 and motion pictures, film

strips, and other instructional materials and resources for use

by teachers and students as individuals, in samil groups and in

larger classes;

2. Offering leadership in developing techniques for the use of various

materials by teachers and students;

3. Making available facilities, services, and equipment necessary

for the selection, organization, and use of instructional materials;

and
4. Furnishing facilities for assistance in the production of instruc-

tional materials and displays.

Just a year ago I was called upon to devellp a form for evaluating the

Educational Communications Program of a school system. Several requests

had come from superintendents for this special treatment as they felt that

the regular Cooperative Review Service did not look at the audiovisual pro-

gram in depth. The following questionnaire is a result of three depth

studies (Glen Cove, Greece and Farmingdale) and eventually being included

in all CRS evaluations. The questions as they are posed are intended as

criteria for the evaluation of the entire range of instructional material

services, regardless of the degree to which their administration has been

unified. Therefore, many terms have been used which refer both to the
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library and to instructional materials and equipment; the term "audio-

visual" has been completely eliminated because of its limited concept.

The procedure has included:

1. A written invitation by tie superintendent to evaluate his

program.

2. A primary visit by the coordinator of the evaluation team to

explain the purposes and procedures of the evaluation.

3. Sending questionnaire forms two or three weeks in advance of the

evaluation date for all administrators, Educational Communica-

tions staff, and curriculum personnel and librarians in any way

connected with the provam.

4. Visiting the school sysLem by the evaluation team of at least

three persons for a total of three days.

5. Conducting interviews, observing classes in session, and in-

vestigating facilities and materials by the team.

6. Gathering of all final data including the written observations

and questionnaires and tallying of the questionnaires.

7. Writing the final report and distributing multiple copies of

the final report to the school system, inviting feedback and

further guidance in promoting the total Educational Communica-

tions Program.

It is obvious that several key persons need to become a part of the

evaluation of the Educational Communications Program. Cooperative efforts

cut completely across subject areas and learning levels. Consequently,

not just the program director and his staff, although they are important,

look at the program, but all persons who have any relationship to the

program, such as building principals, building coordinators, librarians,

curriculum specialists, and many others share in the evaluation.
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Cooperative Review Service
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The Cooperative Review Service is a partnership effort of the

State Education Department and the local school system. It focuses

principal attention on the teaching and learning process with

emphasis on the adequacy of the curriculum; the training, experience,

and effectiveness of the instructional staff; the quality of library,

laboratory, and shop resources; and the extent to which the talents

of all pupils are discovered and encouraged. The aim is to raise the

quality of instruction and to advance the opportunities available to

all pupils for better learning.

Instructions

Note that items consist of standards and practices that characterize

good school programs.

Base your conclusions on the total program in the subject or service

area, rather than on a single subject or grade level of the program.

IlIf you wish to qualify an item, enter an explanatory note in the

space after it, or at the end of the section. If more space is

needed, additional sheets may be attached. Identify by number' and

part all items which you have added as qualifying statements.

*If any important program features are not listed, insert a statement

concerning these in the space headed "Comments" at the end of each

section.

4pAt the end of this Guide there is a SUMMARY for indicating strong

aspects of the total program, and areas in which improvement is

needed. Care in filling out this SUMMARY is egpeciallyimprotant

itb...AelpAlvr,.....22forrcunnirara improvement.

Name of 14chool:

Address:

111=111118111111111111
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This form includes several terms in the area of educational
communications. They all mean approximately the same but each has
appropriate applications herin -- instructional materials and
equipment, curriculum materials, and educational communications
media and equipment. The term "audiovisual" is purposely omitted
because of its limited concert,

This guide form should be filled out by school administrators,
audiovisual personnel, and head librarians.
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A GUIDE FOR THE REVIEW
OF

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

Check () the column most applicable to each item below:
(Please expand any items under Comments to clarify any
response, referring to the item by number).

Administrative Procedures

1. A staff member is responsible for the administration of the
total communications program OOOOO OOOOOOOO ......... OOOOO .

2. Instructional materials and equipment are located in class-
rooms or departments where they are most frequently used,

or are nearby OOOOO 0400010000.00000000000 OOOOO 414000000040

Communications media and materials are made available to
pupils and teachers as needed thravehout the day. ........

4. Lists and announcements of new materials, equipment, and
general developments in the communications field are made
available to the faculty through:

Handbooks... .................................e.. OOOOO
Catalogs eopeolbeeoposeeeeseseeeoeeeesoeoseoeseueofbeeeesse
Newsletters and/or bulletins... 000000000001,040000001110

Other (Specify) 0000000000000000000.011041.0000000000004,

5. Adequate professional books, magazines, pamphlets, and other

materials for the communications program are provided for
the faculty and pupils...

6. All communications materials and equipment are inventoried

periodically ..............................................

7. The perion in charge (or director) of the communications pro-
gram, after consulting with member of the faculty, con-
structs a detailed budget for the program eeeeiseeeeeeeeoe0oe

8. Accurate and current records are kept showing funds avail-
able disbursements, encumbrances, balances, and income.....

9. Ordering and scheduling rented or borrowed instructional
materials (forms, regulations, etc.) are made easy for

teachers. eeeeop4teeeeeeeollooseeeelooseeeeeseeeeeeo4leestbeeeeope

10. Materials can be obtained on short notice... OOOOO .........

11. Secretarial and clerical assistance is provided for the pro-
grame411.4141414141404104414141414141041041414104140414141410414100410114104) OOOOO (44141

12. A budget item for communications equipment and materials is

provided regularly .......................................
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Check 66 the column most applicable to each item below:
(Please expand any items under Comments to clarify any
response, referring to the item by number).

AlIi

Comments on Administrative Procedures:

QualityA0 Growth of Staff

1. Teachers know how to operate and effectively use the communi-
cations equipment made available by the school............

2. Teachers employ good utilization practicc3:
Preview........ OOOOOOOOOOOO 400* OOOOO 00000
Self-preparation.. O OOOOOOOO ........... OOO

Preparing the class. O OOOO 6,'0000000.00,1400

Showing and using materials under optimum
Follow -up activities, 000000,0000000000000
Evaluation of total experience000000000i

004000000000060
OO 0000 OOOOO 0000

600006000000000
conditions 0000

O 00000000000006

O 410 OOOOO 00460000

3. Teachers encourage individuals and small groups to use communi-
cations materials for study and research.... 0600006060000000

4. Programs for in-school listening and/or viewing are used by
teachers:

Educational radio0004000000000 OOOOO e00000
40 Educational television... 00000000004160410000004100410000041000

Teachers use facilities for pupil self-instruction activities:
Electronic classrooms............4
Preview booths for educational communications materials...
Microfilm readers 0000060000000000000000 OO 6 OO 00000000000000

* Other (Specify) ................................e.......

6. Faculty members visit other schools to observe production tech-
niques and/or the effective use of instructional materials
and methods ...............................................

7. The communications staff actively supports professional organ-
izations with membership and participation. .................

8. The staff encourages and engages in experimentation and public-
cation relevant to the communications field

9. An inservice program concerned with the educational communica-
tions field is provided.....................................
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Check (6 the column most applicable to each item below:

(Please expand any items under Comments to clarify any

response, referring to the item by number.)

Comments on Quality and Crowth of Staff:

Materials E and Facilities

1. Communications materials and methods are an integral part of

total instruction,

2. Materials are cf varied types

3. Materials are of sufficient quantity for effective use

4. Equipment is available in sufficient quantity to :Avoid incon-

venience and delay in its use.e

5. The types of communications equipment are of sufficient

variety

6. Equipment is of sufficient quantity so that its use is effec-

tiyedlosoire**c000ltoofelpeoe**04,4pdp0064,6,60001064,64,64,4114,200....

7. Large group areas are equipped with a variety of communica-

tions media

8. A central public address system serving a variety of admin-

istrative and istructional purposes is provided....

9. Production facilities and equipment for constructing teacher-

made curriculum materials are made available...

Selection

Teacher committees assist in the selection of educational comr

munications materials.

9. A file of film, filmstrip, and television teaching guides is

provided....

10. Equipment is selected on adequate technical and performance

specifications.

11. A clearinghouse of information is maintained, including an up-

to-date file of community resources and films

12. Data is collected on circulation as to the extent of use of

materials of various types
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Check (y) the column most applicable to each item below:

(Please expand any items under Comments to clarify any

response, referring to the item by number.)

Aliplagsagdpment and Facilities (cont.)

13. Basic selection tools, such as brochures, bibliographies, and

catalogs for specific subjects, are provided ....ern.. 9.

......_LiaAtassifinCza.mLpsocessing...Materials

14. Communications materials of permanent value are classified and

cataloged cnetrally regardless of where these materials are

housed.

15. The system for classifying, cataloging, and processing com-

munications media and materials is adequate and efficient

Care and Maintenance of Materials and E ii.ent

16. Communications materials and equipment are periodically in-

spected and repaired... ......................................

17. Records of the use of equipment are maintained... ..............

18. Records are maintained on the repair of instructional materials

and equipment eiraeadoelibobefreseeeeenemillbseeeetileetooteemeeogoeffeeee

19. Equipment is individually identified and numbered, and the

serial numbers are recorded... emooeirsoloodbootteelreitotsottoome

20. Storage facilities are available to meet the peculiar conditions

(temperature and humidity, storage eases, cabinets, shelving

etc.) required by certain communications materials and equip-

Ment041000000041041004110M0000041000.0**00011000000441000000000000410

Comments en MiktemillasEldFacilities:
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Check 015 the column most applicable to each item below:

(Please expand any items under Comments to clarify any

response, referring to the item by number.

Physical Facilities (Classrooms)

1. As an integral part of classroom construction provisions for

physical facilities relating to educational communications

include:
Acoustical treatment
Electrical outletsmoill000ll000losloofoofreoeeoloosc0000soilgee

Storage space 00000004,00000600040000000000Q1000111000000041

Public address facilities... ...........,........0....

Door sills fulush with floor* 4000041100001100000040001111110111

Sink with running water. ............................

2. Light control is provided using drapes, shades, and/or full-

closure blinds

3. Classrooms have adequate ventilation cr air conditioning

4. Ample, well-lighted display surfaces (chalkboard, bulletin

boards, peg boards, display case) are situated in each

classroom..

5. Adequate provision for receiving radio and television in all

classrooms includes jacks withconduit
Comments on Physical Facilities (Classrooms):

Physical Facilities (Auditorium),

1. As an integral part of audiotorium construction, physical fa-

cilities relating to educational communications include:

Acoustical treatment. 004100000000111001800000.0Q.M.M.0*

Storage space..... ........................****.........

Darkening and light control 041000.0'400041000000000000000

Electrical outlets... ..................................

Projection booth or island.

Air conditioning. ....................***...............

Stage lighting equipment and controls ................e.

Inter-communication between projection and stage areas.
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Check 06 the column most applicable to each item below:

(Please expand any items under Comments to Clarify andy

response, referring to the item by number.)

.1111111111IMM7

physical Facilities Auditorium) (coat.)

2. Seating capacity meets reasonable educational and community

requirements. ............................................

3. A screen whose sixes material, and position are correct for

the room is installed. ...................................

4. There is sufficient depth to the auditorium stage for rear-

screen projection. ........................................

5. Control of auditorium lights and sound system is possible

froti the projection and stage areas. OOOOO ...........

Speaker jacks in the projection area are connected to the

auditorium's (and the school building's) public address

system lb

7. Special projection equipment appropriate for the auditorium

is installed or is available for use .................

Comments on Physical Facilities (Auditorium):

ammo..4.4.
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SUMMARY

Use as many pages as needed to indicate:

A. Outstanding aspects, practices, and features of the program.

B. The areas of the program in which most improvement is needed.

C. What is being done to strengthen or improve the aspects of the

program most in need of improvement?

D. Suggestions for futher improvement of the program.



NEW SYSTEMS FOR EDUCATION SUGGESTED BY OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Eugene Oxhandler, Syracuse University

Education has grown from an exclusive clique of readers, writers,
cypherers ane theologians to an instructional system endeavoring valiantly
to educate al. youth. In so doing educational systems have become ex-
ceedingly compe.c. So complex indeed that many sage seers have devoted
lifetimes to ti,e solution of their ever increasing problems -- problems
of logistics and strategy, as well as, teaching, learning and socializing.
Traditional research performed on theethesM problems has failed to develop

concrete, usable. solutions. Newer techniques, able to handle multivari-
ate situations, cmplex organizational patterns, and human inequalities
are needed in an ttempt to find solutions to these dilemmas. It is

conceivable that ,',me of ..he techniques utilized in dealing with military
and idustrial comp axity might also be applied to the educational mileau.

A major breakt v7ough iv solving problems of vast complexity occurred

during World War II Yhen an :.nterdisciplinary team of research specialists,
attached to the operions branch of the British Armed Forces, was given
the task of solving t%a operational problem created by the German "Wolf-
pack" submarines whie\ were rapidly starving Britain out of the war.
The researchers set abelt. solving the task by assigning monetary values
to the cargoes carried ev the transports, to the value of the human lives
lost in air ald sea prot.ction, to the costs of producing and maintaining
air and sea cover. A mou%1 of the operation was constructed and hypothe-
tical solutions were test through mathematical means. The most effici-
ent and effee-ve of the 11::?othetical solutions was then put into opera-
tion and is creeited with s,%ving Great Britain and measurably shortening
the war Research ok this te.;ee was used after the war to solve some of
the operational p::oblegis of e; increasingly more complex industrial com-

munity. These intordisciplina,17 teams of researchers are credited, for
instance, with designing the pr,sent stacking system used for entering
and leaving major ail7porto throx;hout the world, as well as determining
the operational techniques to be used by towerlpersonnel, pilots, stewar-
desses and ground technicloons. Fussell Ackoff cites one of the more
human experiences in the use of interdisciplinary teams. This incident
occurred when the owners of a 14rge public office building in New York
City received complaints about the exceedingly slow elevator service.
Analysis by an engineering firm showed that clients waited an average
of forty seconds for an elevator, ten seconds more than the prescribed

waiting period. The owners of the building, in desperation, were consid-
ering a million dollar reconstruction job to add new elevators until a
psychologist on the research team came up with a simple and inexpensive
suggestion. The next day full length mirrors were installed, at a cost
of six hundred dollars, in all the waiting areas. The mirrors allowed
the women to look at themselves and the men to look at the women without
being noticed. Within a week the management had received letters from
the majority of the complainants complimenting them on the improved ele-
vator service.

1Ackoff, Russell, A Managers Handbook of OR.
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The problem solving approach used by the research team is accom-

plished by:

Applying the scientific method,
to a complex operational problem, which, generally, is quantifi-

able through the efforts of an interdisciplinary team.

Because of their concern with the operational aspects of problems

these teams were called Operations Research (OR) groups. The first stage

in carrying out an OR task is the application of the scientific method,

A snmmaty of the basic postulates of the scientific method follow:

Recognize and state the problem,
Construct a hypothesis which might be utilized in predicting pos-

sible outcomes or solutions,

Gather data,
Relate the data to the hypothesis,

Evaluate the hypothesis, and

Draw conclusions and recommendations from the evaluated material.

OR methods can be most easily applied to those complex educational

problems which can be assigned quantitative values. (ie: In the admin-

istration of educational programs an OR approach has found that rental

of computer time to schedule classes, keep attendance and construct

budgets, is far more efficient and much less costly than traditional

clerical means.) The requirement, quantifiability, does not, in any way,

eliminate judgmental problems from consideration by OR teams. These

interdisciplinary teams are usually made up of physicists, psychologists,

mathematicians, engineers, statisticians and, in the case of education,

educational generalists and are capable of handling complexity in either

tangible or intangible situations.

It is the task of the OR team to establish the real problems (not

necessarily the problem they are called on to solve), discover the dynamic

relationships in the situation under study and establish the variables

for the research task.

One of the major tools utilized by OR teams in solving problems is

mathematics. Such terms as queing, stochastics, Marko chains, Monte

Carlo techniques and Boolean Algebra are commonplace concepts to the OR

man. He also uses statistics. These mathematical tools permit the OR

team to constrast models for the situation under study. In OR a model is

defined as a facsimile capturing the essence of me or more characteris-

tics of the original which are pertinent to the particular study - it

may be mathematical, physical, or conceptual. A model can be a body

of mathematical statements describing a process, its parameters, and

their relationships to one another and to environments; it is useful for

rigorously studying complex relationships. Thus an Operations Researcher

usually attacks a problem by attempting to construct a model of the

existing situation. Through testing the model he discovers its useful-

ness in describing the system under study. From the original model he

forms new models which he studies through simulation. In OR terms simu-

lation is the process of copying or replicating the real situation with-

out really disturbing the on-going process. Simulation is usually done

in a computer where operations taking months to achieve results in the

real situation can be accomplished in minutes. In this manner new stra-

tegies can be evaluated in a laboratory rasher than in the far more
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expensive, real world. The decisions to be made about possible changes

in an operation or system are, therefore, simplified. The process tends

to produce an outcome which will increase the efficiency of both men

and machines in the task under study.

OR can, therefore, be applied to many types of -Instructional prob-

lems ranging in complexity from those operational problems existing in

a single classroom to the vast network of problems involved in the develop..

ment of a new configuration for a total educational system. To facilitate

an analysis of the possible uses of OR in the educational setting, a delinea-

tion of the two basic educational systems, however artificial, is necessary.

The first and most common system is stimulus oriented. It is char-

acterized by external motivation, usually provided by a teacher but at

other times by motion pictures, television or other media presentations.

?bat educational systems can be included within these parameters. The

youngster just beginning his formal schooling is confronted by an already

established, adult imposed, curriculum which delimits his path of study

with almost no chance of change or modification on his part (unless he is

either a genius or a delinquent). Within the school the child faces a

teacher, or in some instances, a team of teachers who instruct him in the

arts of readings writing, computing and the social graces of societal

existence. St4-vuli(S), in the form of verbal, visual and/or multi-sensory

mess lei ar'' to the student who Responds(R) by some type of cognitive or

be. b. . ele (hopefully). Throughout his school years (K-College)

sim50,d,t twAtterns face the potential learner--he is lectured to in ever :La-

creasing amounts as his tenure in educational institutions increases. In

some instances the lecture is interrupted by various types of media pre-

sentations of didactic material or messages. The S-R pattern, however, is

rarely broken, even with the introduction of the new media of instruction.

What is developed within the student is not something called learning or

knowledge but an ability to regurgitate the proper responses to a given set

of stimuli. Obviously, all education cannot be so harshly castigated --

learning does take place in schools. It seems probable that something other

than S-R takes place to allow information to be learned. There are theorists

who feel that learning only takes place when the organism so needs to desires.

The second educational system which is individual-oriented is based on

this theoretical pattern. The system is characterized by internal motivation,

which finds the learner being highly selective, picking out only those

stimuli from the environment that will meet his needs and/or desires. With-

in the ocean of existing educational systems there are some islands where

individually oriented patterns operate. Teachers who act as guides and

counselors of children, professors who conduct tutorials, administrator,

who provide book, periodical, mol..ion picture, television and programed

learning resources are all contributing to the available store of stimuli

for internally' motivated selection. Several examples of the application of

OR to both the externally and internally motivated systems will help to

illustrate the necessity of blending the two systems.

A major concern of any educational system is to provide the student with

the opportunity to learn. In most lecture situations (stimulus oriented)

information is presented verbally according to some predetermined plan

(notes or a lesson plan) interspersed with personal anedotas and side ex-

cursions, sometimes meaningful. A student learns if:
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--He listens carefully,

- -He listens selectively (using an aural filter),

- -He is stimulated by the dynamism, knowledge, orgainzation and wit

of the lecturer, or

- -He has been stimulated by a prior need or izterest.

An examination of these reasons for learning shows that the teacher

is responsible for only one of the four alternatives, the stimulation of

the student by his dynamism, knowledge, organization and wit. In an

attempt to maximize the learning-producing
potential of a given instructor

an OR experiment has been conducted.1 The OR task was to:

--Examine the actual course presented by an instructor, (most

lecture courses are never examined in any measurable way),

--Develop, a descriptive model of the course as taught,

--Stimulate changes in teaching practice by reviewing the course

material and hypothetically trying new patterns, and

--Restructure the course based upon the analysis of the model and

an evaluation of the alternate solutions.

The first step, the examination of the actual course was accomplished

by recording:

--Everything said by the instructor on audiotape,

--Everything written on the chalkboard by the instructor on single-

frame 16mm film,

--All questions asked the instructor by the students and his re-

sponses,
--All questions

asked by the instructor requiring answers from the

studentstend
--The reoponses made by the students to the questions (including

notations on esparate cards by each student stating whether he

was sure of his answer or was making an educated guess. Incident-

ally, in the experiment, the instructor atewered 64 per cent of

his own questions during the presentation of new material (the

figure was reversed to 72 per cent during review periods) and

students who were sure their answers proved to be right most

of the time, while those who guessed were wrong more often.

The second step, the development of a descriptive model of the course

was accomplished by looking at the films, listening to the audiotapes,

tabulating the written student responses to questions and determining the

effectiveness and efficiency of the existing method. Plotting of each

leCture was done by a team consisting of the instructor and an instructional

communications specialist. As the evaluators and charting process con-

tinued through all of the lecture units, a descriptive model o2 the course

emerged. An examination of the descriptive model disclosed a number of

interesting patterns. It was found that the beginning of every lecture

lExperiment-Znductirat
Syracuse University by Arthur Babick on a course,

Introduction to Statistics, taught by Dr. Donald Meyer, Associate Professor

of Education and Psychology.
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session was devoted to testing and to review. As much as thirty minutes

to an hour and forty minute sessions were spent in this fashion. In addi-

tion, anarrix of the students' reponsgts to the instructor's questions dis-

closed di. ,stive patterns. Some students consistently missed questions

invioving types of difficulties which revealed gaps in the student's back-

grounds. It became obvious that some pupils were able to absorb lecture

information and others had varying degrees of difficulty in the tritditional

lecture situation.

The third step, the siWation of changes in teaching practices was

accomplished by trying out alternate instructional patterns. In the experi-

ment a series of overhead transparencies were prepared primarily as replace-

ments for work previously done on the chalkboard. However, it was soon found

that the transparencies were more than just chalkboard replacements -- they

tended to structure the course. When questions were inserted within the

transparencies., it was found that the behavior of both the instructor and

the students were being controlled by the media.

To reduce the amount of time necessary for testing and review attempts

were made to utilize both programed instruction and a cross-media approach

(the use of a split screen where two slides may be displayed simultaneously -

the slides may contain both stimulus and interrrogative material). Programed

instruction was also tried on those student types who came to the course with

a poor experimental background.

The fourth step, the restructuring of the course based on the analysis

and testing of alternate solutions can be accomplished by:

--Developing new lecture techniques,
incorporating the use of slides,

motion pictures and overhead transparencies where these media could

present material more effectively and efficiently than the instruc-

for
--Administering diagnostic test instruments to entering students

based on the results of question responses tabulated in the

earlier analysis,

--Preparing programed
instructional materials for those students

who demonstrated a pool.- knowledge of the language of the subject

on the diagnostic test,

--Providing for individual differences in learning potential through

scheduled laboratory and tutorial experiences,

--Producing automated cross-media review and pre -view sequences

displayed prior to each lecture session,

--Immediate scoring of the review segment permitting the release

from lecture sessions of those students demonstrating either a

high degree of understanding of the material reviewed and pre-

viewed or a level of comprehension so low that the student would

not profit from the lecture, and

--Assigning the high and low achievers to enrichment or remedial

programed material.

The ptevious experiment has demonstrated, in practice, some alternate

instructional procedures for blending stimulus oriented and individually

oriented systems. OR techniques and tests can be utilized successfully in

the fomulation of an educational system which has its base in student oriented

learning.

Systems of education utilizing internal motivation have always existed.
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Han in his infant stages, learns first to satisfy his needs then later

his desires. An infant signals a need for food and is confronted with a

nipple - is taught to suckle - does so and satifies the need (hunger).

The recognizing of needs, the determining of goals, and the search for

their satisfaction are all sub-sets of an internally motivated learning

system.

The Greeks
experimented with a form of tutorial instruction (Socrates

and the Slave). Throughout the dark ages earlier cultures were transmitted

by a primitive form of information transmission
based on a need for knowing

on the part of the monastic orders. Oxford and Cambridge Universities evolved

ftom the medieval monasteries and primitive universities
bringing the tutor-

ial technique to a high level of learning productivity. All of these attempts

at individually oriented systems suffered from the 1rawback of numbers.

Titorials require a one-to-one or one-to-two ratio. As practiced at Oxford

the tutor or "Don" can only work with a limited number of students. This

weans that the colleges in the Oxford University
complex have to be highly

selective in their admissions policies. Oxford can afford to be selective

because of its age-old, reputation. However, most schools and colleges

throughout the world are in a much less enviable position. They must try

to educate large student populations with relatively small faculties - the

primary reason for the adoption of the lecture method of instruction.

The tools and techniques of OR provide the educator with the methods

for activating internally motivated systems for large student populations.

The techniques of OR analysis can refine terminal objectives for subject

matter as well as new patterns for the d splay of information to individuals

or to large groups of students.

An adaptation of the tutorial system
suggested by OR is one developed

by the author in which the Don system is revitalized. To activate this

system a computer as the control agent is essential

(Obviously human beings control what goes into a computer and what the

computer does with the information but the computer can perform its assigned

tasks far faster and probably far more accurately than human beings.) The

computer is fed the following types of information:

--All available data about each student including standardized

tests, school records, interviews, physical examination results

and wheirever possible, his interests, fears, needs and expecta-

tions;

--All available
information about the instructors, their interests,

skills and scholarly areas;

--All information sources within the institution including library

holdings, audio and visual materials9 periodical literature, and

research data;

--Teaching machine programs for all disciplines covering factual,

vocabulary and conceptual material;

available /earning spaces including classmizso offices, dor-

mitory and seminar rooms;

--The operating
budget of the university;

--Feedback loops so
that research may be performed on the system

by the system itself;

- -A continuous feedback of information from the instructors and

the students as they progress through their mutual learning

programs including learning increments, problems and newly formed

goals.
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mined by university subject matter specialists;

--Goal specifications including jobs available to graduates and

requirements of graduate schools in all &nese and disciplines;

and
--All necessary operating programs for the computer itself.

All of this information is essential to the gperation of a revised Don

System. In the Oxford-Cambridge system Dons and students meet regularly to

discuss the students' development and mutually agreed upon goals. However,

the number of students who can be educated in this system is limited. Our

universities are far more crowded than the two traditional English schools

necessitating the computerized system which can do the following:

--Provide the professor (Don) with the necessary aufdance informa-

tion to conduct the original, diagnostic, tutorial interview

with students who select him for their instructor ;

--Permit the student and Don to establish realistic goals, as well

as setting up short range problem solving situations;

--Schedule through computer analysis, furtUer tuti,rials, seminars,

lectures, dc.7.Jnstrations, individual study through forms of pro-

gramed learning (including computer based teaching machine pro-

grams), learning spaces, laboratories and creative facilities as

the interviews are completed;

- -Print out resource lists, bibliographies and abstracts tailored

to the needs of each individual;

--Tabulate and compute costs to make the best possible use of all

university resources guided by the fiscal capabilities of the

institution ;
--Feedback to the system necessary changes in the system or its

sub-systems to make the total system even more effective and

efficient; and

- -Do research on how students and teachers learn, individually

and from each other.

This is not a far - fetcher Utopian dream. Parts of it have already

been put into operation in my own courses here at Syracuse University. At

the New York Institute of Technology in New York City the major portions

of the Don System Revitalized are actually in operation. In the article

written for publication in Audiovisual Instruction. May 1965, Dr. Alexander

Schure, President of the New York Institute of Technology, documents in

detail a system quite similar to the one I have proposed. It has been in

the development stage for the past five years and has just completed its

first full, experimental, year with some exceptional accomplishments in-

cluding such startling things as: no rejections on admission, no dropouts,

tremendous gains in learning and a huge saving in both learning and teach-

ing time. that seems at first glance to be a dehumanized educational

network is, in reality, a way through the clouds of massed students to a

return to the one-on-one teaching relationships so revered by antiquity.

The machine becomes then the slave of man, not man the slave of the machine.
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SURVEY OF THE STATUS OF EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS IN ME STATE

Loran C. Twyford, State Education Department

The Division of Educational Communications is currently planning a survey

of the status of Educational Communications in the State. The purpose of

this presentation is to inform you of our preliminary plans so that we may

receive suggestions from you concerning its directions. At the present

time we do not have accurate information on the following:

(1) Who are the full-time Educational Communications Directors in

the State?

(2) How many part-time Educational Communications personnel are there

and what are their names?

(3) How many film libraries are there in the State and how many films

do they have?

(4) Is the use of programed instruction increasing and what are its

best areas of application?

(5) Is television utilization still increasing?

(6) What is the success of various types of electronic classrooms and

language laboratories?

(7) What are the standards for the numbers of projectors and other

equipment for the State?

(8) There are many other additional questions for which information

would be helpful.

We have reviewed surveys conducted on a national basis and by other States.

The preliminary findings by the Eleanor Godfrey Report may give us some

guidelines for national trends. The U. S. Office of Education publication on

film libraries maybe useful to us in setting up our program. The study con-

ducted by Washington State on the status of libraries and audiovisual programs

will help us in planning our own questionnaire. The Department has conducted

several television surveys which will help us determine the trends in the

utilization of television programs.

We have considered other needs for a survey of this type. The local school

Educational Communications Director needs to prepare an annual report on the

problems and the status of his own program. He may also wish to conduct a

self-evaluation of his own program in order to determine its strengths and

weaknesses. Perhaps some of the information we may request will be used in

this manner.
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There are several important factors to be considered in planning a survey.

The number of surveys that a local school may be requested to complete is

necessarily limited. It is also important that any information that is

collected has an important use. If possible, it would be desirable that the

information be used in a number of ways. It would also be important for us

to show trends in the development of various media. The end result of this

survey should be a report in which we summarize the individual responses

and develop norms for various parts of the State. We also plan to use this

information in developing our program at the State level and hope that the

local school districts may find it useful in evaluating their own prograns.

At the present time we have collected ten questions from each of our staff

members related to his area of responsibility. We plan to organize this

information into a questionnaire which we hope to send to the schools this

year. Your comments on this plan would be appreciated. We will report on

progress at a later date.
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DEVELOPING ADMINISTRATIVE, TEACHER AND COM/AMITY INTEREST AND SUPPORT

FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Frank Mathewson, AV Consultant

PASS THE BALL -- SHARE IT WITH A TEAM

In developing interest and support for educational technology it is

important to share policy making, policy execution, budget making and

credit of success with, others. Guide but don't boss. Lead but don't

drive. The group's program will get further than our program. Don't go

it alone.

Several years ago White Plains initiated CCTV long before I expected

it would. In one of the elementary school° a sixth grade teacher, after

a National Science Foundation summer scho/arship, had been intrusted with

teaching science to six sections of the fifth and sixth grades. This

breakdown of the self-contained classroom deemed to be an excellent op-

portunity for the introduction of CCTV. The principal agreed and we were

among the first communities to borrow the State Educational Communications'

simple TV camera and receivers. The results were excellent with this in-

novation, The principal and teachers were enthusiastic. About 207. of the

school's staff taught on CCTV or operated the camera. The superintendent

agreed that the principal should report on the project at the superinten-

dent's staff meeting of principals and supervisors. The principal's

report was so glowing that the staff actually became excited about it.

"How much would a camera TV cost?" "Was there enough money in the budget

to buy one now?" "How much would it cost to connect all the schcole in a

CCTV network," "Would color TV cost much more?" I was dumbfounded. We

were launched in CCTV years before I expected -- and by the principal's

report -- not mine.

Have an AV policy committee. Who should be on it? A representative

group comprising the director of instruction and one or two each of

principals, subject supet isors, building
coordinators, and AV minded

customers -- your teachers. You may wish to include community representa-

tives on this or another policy committee including commercial film,

radio and TV persons, the League of Women Voters, Service Clubs, of

course the PTA and even those tax conscious taxpayers groups and the

Chamber of Commerce. Occasionally use outside specialists such as mem-

bers of the capable and enlarged staff of the State Division of Educa-

tional Communications, or if you need more time, an AV consultant like

myself, As they say, a prophet is frequently without honor in his own

country. Sometimes a specialist from outside, that cannot 'be accused of

building his empire, can say what you would say with greater acceptance

and effectiveness.

Have AV committees to help select materials in the various subject

areas. Occasionally use other supervisors' staff meetings or meetings of

primary and intermediate teachers, or school staff meetings to select

materials or introduce previously selected materials to large groups of

teachers. Have exhibits at these meetings. Use other administrators'
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meetings so that you don't need to call extra meetings for your work as

far as possible. Share the ball.

HELP OTHERS WITH WHAT THEY WANT TO DO

Don't just ask them to do what you want them to do. By all means

assist tie superintendent with charts, graphs, slides and overhead trans-

parencies to help him explain the budget and get the bond issues across.

Suggest some of these methods. Many superintendents do not understand

the possiblities of some A-V techniques. Take the pictures he wants for

publications and public relations. Build up a file of pictures that you

think he might need or that show good educational practices. Knock your-

self out to take those pictures that he wants immediately, if not sooner,

A Polaroid Land camera will help do this and most publications will now

accept them.

Help the principals with what they want to do. Set up that bevy of

six or eignt microphones for his panel discussion. Survey his building,

at his suggestion from your prompting, for needed power outlets, bulletin

boards, refinishing of chalkboards and darkening facilities. Take picturea

of his pet projects.

Help the teachers beyond just instructing them in the operation of

equipment and providing the materials and equipment. Make it very easy to

obtain the materials and use the equipment. Search hard for the unusual

teaching materials that some teae,ers may want, such as color slides of

fish or the animals of New Zealand. Help them to construct tailor-made

local audio-visuals for their unique needs. Never cause them embarrass-

ment over damaging a film -- but be sure they understand how it happened,

so it won't happen again -- you hope.

VOLUNTEER, WORK WITHOUT PAY, BE 1CNOWN

Assist many community groups. Help the mayor with slides to explain

urban renewal, buildings to be torn down, artists' renderings of proposed

new buildings, and even slides of maps showing the areas affected. Help

the historical society with slides of fragile pictures and historical

spots in the community. Help the League of Women Voters to visualize

their projects and above all help the PTA by obtaining films for their

parent education or general meetings. The local unit and council should

have an AV chirman, find oul. who he or he is and work with him. Urge

the appointment of one if this has not been done. Seize every opportunity

to speak before groups; church program, service clubs, and the PTA. Use

visuals, demonstrate a TV camera (they will love to see themselves on TV),

show locally made slides, amaze them with overlays on transparencies, and

use films such as "The Unique Contribution" so that the parents and tax-

payers will understand that these are not just movies for entertainment.

One word of caution, only occasionally except for the PTA, serve just as

a projectionist. You are an educator, so don't get typed as a technician.
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HAVE A LONG RANGE PLAN

Have the plan developed with the assistance of the advisory committee
as mentioned before and adopted by them. Then present the plan to the
entire administrative and supervisory staff at a meeting, with full dis-

cussion. After its adoption by the staff assist the superintendent in
presenting it to the Board of Education for their consideration. Then

it can appear in the press. Express it first in terms of the general
educational goals to be achieved, the specific benefits it will bring
to teachers, students and the community, and how it will improve educa-
tion. Then state the personnel, equipment and materials needed year by
year to accomplish these advances. Spell it out, explain why, and
justify it. Once the long range plan has been adopted by the staff and
the board you have a powerful tool to have funds to implement the plan
in the budget.

NOT YOUR. AUDIOVISUAL PROGRAM

Of course its not muss. It belongs to the whole professional staff.
They helped plan it, they use it, they stpported the inclusion of funds
for it. Nor should it be an audiovisual program. It is a unique and
priceless service to the educational program, developed to meet the needs
of the curriculum, the teachers, administrators, students and the community.
The taxpayers must be shown that educational technology is worth the cost.
The public schools are the public's schools. Don't forget your ally, the
PTA, the lay group most interested in our schools and the first line of
defense of public education.



DEVELOPING AN AUDIOVISUAL PROGRAM IN A SMALL SCHOOL
IN COOPERATION WITH BOCES

Jane W. Smith, Westfield

Significant changes in education are ocurring in all educational fields.

The small school system is affected exactly the same as the larger systems.

Students today in all sections of our country have access to all farms of

communication such as television, motion pictures and radio whose ZDoundaries

would seem to be limitless. We must reach our students by forms of com-

parable communication. No longer can a teacher stand in front of a class-

room - book in hand - and lecture. He will lose his audience in minutes -

if not seconds.

The "process" of technology is the operation involved in taking basic

knowledge and interpreting it in forms of communication that are comparable

to a student's background and comprehension. He must have stimulation equal

to his environment. Stimulation is the "crying" need of children today in

our school programs. We must compete with "Bonanza," "The Beatles" and

"The Twilight Zone."

Have you noticed how your eyes automatically focus on a screen, how you will

listen to a radio or recording even though there is a person talking? Con-

duct an experiment with your classes using audiovisual devices. The answer

is a challenge.

I am best qualified to speak from my own experiences in developing an

audiovisual program. How to start? First, the administration must realize

the importance of an audiovisual program. Fortunately I have a Supervising

Principal, Mr. Wilferd Greenfield, who is progressive and extremely in-

terested in .improving his school system. He has supported me in my total

endeavors and I truly could not have succeeded without him.

The job was a challenge and it has been fascinating. When I arrived, there

was little with which to work. We had four "old" movie projectors, three
filmxtrip projectors, two record players, two ancient tape recorders and

three small opaque screens. This was the Audiovisual Department. Teachers

signed out for equipment, if they remembered to do so. Filmstrips were

located all over the building - many in forgotten closets. Some had never

been opened.

To assemble order out of chaos, help was needed. An Audiovisual Club was

formed and boys were immediately trained in operating all equipment. They in

turn helped the teachers, using their study hall periods and many hours in

the afternoons and evenings. Four of these boys are now seniors planning to

enter college next Fall. One boy has already been promised a full time

position working in the audiovisual dejpartuent in a ,w1lege. I must admit

that technically these boys can surpass me many times in their kaowledge of

machines and production equipment. The club is recognized by the school and

each year the boys receive a specially designed emblem with a stripe for each

year of service to the school.
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The first important task after assembling all available equipment was to

prepare a simple booklet for all teachers. This contained information on

the available equipment, operating instructions and ideas on how to improve

teaching procedures by using audiovisual devices. Then a system for using

these devices had to be established. We have yet to perfect this but now

I only lose equipment about once a week instead of daily.

New equipment was purchased for the following year and by January of that

year I had three relensed periods a day for the Audiovisual Department. With

the diazo printer transparencies would be produced for the overhead projectors

but this was limited with only is -N overhead projectors for circulation to

seventy teachers. The Mathematics Department had two of these projectors

but they were usually used as glorified blackboards. At first the demand

was very small but as the teachers began to use the overhead, they were

thrilled with their effectiveness. My problem was to keep them moving.

Once a teacher has an overhead projector, he is reluctant to part with it.

Usually they are signed out in advance by blocks of time of two to three

weeks.

The guiding philosophy is to have the teachers really want the equipment

before purchasing. This is proving most successful. We now have feuds, but

we are using all the equipment fully.

This year the department has been increased tremendously. We have all the

production equipment necessary for operating a good production center and

the faculty is using it. The increase has included twenty-two 70" by 70"

screens aiming towards a screen for each room. There are eight overhead

projectors, three tape recorders, ten record players, six filmstrip pro-

jectors and seven motion picture projectors. I have five periods a day

for audiovisual and need a full day to meet the demands. Our next step

is to provide proper blinds for the rooms that are too bright for many

audiovisual techniques and to provide, of course, more and better equipment.

All filmstrips have been catalogued and our filmstrip library has grown. Every

year beginning in April each grade level and department previews filmstrips

for purchase the following year. According to our budget, we try to divide

equally the purchases in all fields and levels of study. We have increased

our filmstrip library by several hundred in just three years. As the

Audiovisual Coordinator, I have filed the unit plans and notify each grade

and subject area teachers the filmstrips available for their use by the week

or unit.

Alan Ramm, of our Social Studies department, has been experimenting with

David Crossman of the State Department on Teleprompter equipment. Another

interesting experiment has been conducted with our first grade teachers. We

taped one class the first year in late October after they had completed thelr

pre-primer reader, and then again in May just before the open house for

parents. This clearly showed how a child had progressed in the reading

program.
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It really was an unusual open house for the first grades. Displays and

examples of the children's work were completely ignored. The parents from

the other rooms were very concerned U'It their children had not had the

same experience.

The result is obvious. We now tape all first grade children each year for

the open house and more than fifty percent of the tapes are purchased by

the parents.

In our Audiovisual Center we have produced the K. C:E. Geometry transparencies

for the Mathematics Department, the K. & E. American History transparencies

for the Social Studies Department and are currently working on the K. & E.

Biology Masters for the Scienc.1 Department. Each grade level is starting a

transparency library with several basic transparencies for each teacher.

There is a great demand for spirit duplicator masters. We try to produce

these and deliver the final multiple copies to the teachers with one day's

notice.

This service is important! All teachers, as you know, have excellent ideas

but lack the time for preparing the needed materials. We hope in another

year to have one of our art teachers available at least one period a chy to

prepare transparency masters, bulletin boards and masters for slides from

teachers' sketches.

Personal contact with each teacher is a Imust" for a successful audioVuual

program. Actual classroom demonstrations are the most effective means of

illustrating audiovisual techniques.

All of you are familiar with the teacher who is scared of machines and the one

who claims to be too old to change. You can reach her by helping her in-

dividually. Just by stopping in the room a few minutes to adjust the place-

ment of the overhead projector or motion picture projector will develop more

confidence.

I try to work winch each of our teachers and have found them most receptive.

In their willingness to try anything which will enable them to determine

whether or not to use audiovisual devices, they are grateful for help.

Oh yes--there are some who are unresponsive but just a few.

An Audiovisual Direct° can help correlate the school's program by suggesting

films and filmstrips by units or grade levels. We have started this in our

English Department and for the first time our third, fourth, fifth and sixth

grade teachers are building a program towards better sentence structure and

usage.

Suggestion sheets aid new ideas for using audiovisual materials are sent daily

to our teachers. Many of these I deliver myself for better communication and

the personal touch.



This program has been developed through the cooperation of the adminis-

trators, the school board, the public, and, of course, the faculty. It

is tremendously important to have this cooperation. We had four work-

shops last year for the faculty and a special demonstration of the Audio-

visual Department for our School Board. The Audiovisual Club boys demon-

strated all our equipment and we also had one room with new equipment for

their approval. A three-year budget was planned and each board member had

a copy to study. By having attended this demonstration, the board members

now have meanings for the words. Naturally the budget :,,as cut but actually

very little. For a system of 1498 students it averages over $4.00 per

student. $1200 a year is. our-membership in the BO= Film Library. Except

for free. films we are now able to secure all our films from this library.

Our goal is always toward the horizon of improved learning for our students- -

a communication between them and their world. We are aiming towards a

programmed, cultured background of knowledge for each child. We hope each

year .to improve our school system by raising our standards of instruction

and techniques of learning.

Our BOCES Center is just establishing itself. The film library is only two

years old but we have the third largest suburban-rural area library in New

York State. Sixteen schools with a possible 20,000 pupil participation are

members. Each school presents a suggested list of films for purchase for the

following year and then the Audiovisual Council evaluates these lists in each

subject and grade level for the final purchase. All films are then ordered

with the understanding that they may be exchanged at the end of the school

year, if not satisfactory.

Most of you are familiar with the procedure of depositing films in a library

for consideration by commercial film companies. Naturally we use every method

and opportunity of finding and keeping outstanding films. Several Commercial

firms and companies have deposited their free films with us permanently and

a few on a temporary loan basis. We now have 49 free films in our county

library, and hope to have many more next year.

This program has been developed by Mk. Philip LoGuidice, the District

Superintendent of Schools, and by Mr. Francis Tonello, the curriculum coordina-

tor. Their guidance and hard work has been the backbone of the organization.

The personal contact has made our film library a .success. Our teachers can

visit the center to preview films as well as order them by mail. Most

teachers object to ordering a film a year in advance. Now can they know they

will need it on the exact day it is to arrive? We may book ahead for six

months if desired, but most of my teachers, particularly on the secondary

level, prefer one month to even two days' noticd.

This film library is ours and we plan to make it a total success for our

teachers.
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An Audiovisual Council for Chautauqua County was organized last March, 1964.

Each school has one representative on this council which meets once a month

at the BOCES Center. The main purpose is to coordinate the audiovisual

program in the county.

All techniques of audiovisual are studied and discussed at these council

meetings. Each month a demonstration is given by one or more members.

During the past year, we have included lettering techniques, transparency

production, film evaluation, new equipment and just plain "ideas."

Our success has really been overwhelming. Last year new equipment was

studied and evaluated by the council with a resulting group purchase that

reduced costs considerably and increased purchases. A production center

has been established for transparencies for overhead projectors. The

K. & E. Master Books are available for reproduction by the Center or indi-

vidual schools and original transparencies will be exchanged and reproduced.

Literature is available in all subject areas. An "idea center" is being

gathered for old and new teachers.

An art student has been employed on a part-time basis to produce original

transparency productions. Each school may send sketches for rriginal

transparencies as well ay using the master books. This is important as

only three of our schools have complete production centers. All production

supplies can be purchased through the center at a cost of one-half the retail

price. A nominal charge of 250 is made for each transparency.

One of the service- provided by the Audiovisual Council is a workshop team

available to any school requesting such a program. These workshops "spark"

interest. They stimulate and challenge a faculty. Commercial demonstrations

are excellent but most teachers feel on a closer level with their own

associates. This team tries to provide ideas and to show examples for the

total school program. Several of our Audiovisual Council members have been

scheduled more released time for audiovisual after the administrators and

teachers realize just what can be done using today's modern methods of in-

struction. This is essential for an audiovisual program in any school system.

Our program has just begun. We have our problems - problems in scheduling of

films because of a lack of adequate salaried workers, problems of more films

needed in many areas and problems of an improved system for our production

equipment. We are not discouraged. In fact, we are encouraged by the recep-

tion the BOCES Center is receiving in our area. The first steps in progress

have been firmly established.
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SCHOOL PUBLIC INFORMATION PUBLICATION WITH

EMPHASIS ON VISUAL COMMUNICATION

James Mason, Ithaca

Public information and public participation are the two most powerful tools

for improving schools. If the public's concept of our schools is to be

improved, then we must appeal to them with the most widely-used methods of

interpretation and communication. This means informing the public through a

multiplicity of communicative media--all of which are calculated to enlist

the public in an effort to better their schools. We must develop a two-way

flow of ideas between the schools and the community, thus providing a

foundation on which to build understanding and effective team work.

It is essential that we maintain the public's interest--nurture and develop

it--in order to insure the best education for our children. Public interest

can be constructive or destructive, positive or negative. Those who sin-

cerely desire to help may actually hinder if they lack the essential infor-

mation or understanding of the school enterprise. Therefore, i for no

other reason, the field of public relations is particularly important now and

in the years ahead. In order to accomplish these goals we must develop a

practical program of public relations that realistically presents our educa-

tional efforts to the community.

Now, what is the role of publications in this on-going enterprise? And, why

should we concern ourselves with the problem of presenting the school story

via the avenue of the mimeographed or printed publication? Before I can

effectively present the program carried out in the Ithaca City School District,

I must set the stage by analyzing the problems that we have created due to

the lack of a practical approach to public relations.

Problems

The problems facing us today, while not created by our poor public relations,

have been greatly magnified by not effectively telling the school story.

And, today, more than in any other decade, we are faced with a greater number

of significant problems which, will have far-reaching effects on c w educa-

tional enterprise. I like to summarize these problems under five categories,

which I have labeled "The Five C's" of education's modern dilemma. Let me

touch on these, momentarily, as a bridge to the public relations program

which I believe in and operate as part of the Ithaca City School District:

1. Civil Rights - Education has become the battleground of the

civil rights movement. The public releUons program and problems

in this area are unbelievable--in some instances--impossible.

2. Costs of Education (TAW We are the most vulnerable public

agency, subject more to the voting whims and attitudes of our

citizens than any other governmental or non-profit organisation.

Therefore, we often bear the brunt of tax revolt, economy drives

and political dissatisfactions.
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3. Church and Schools . Education has become the battleground for

constitutional rights in relation to Bible reading and school

prayers. Add to this the long-standing dilemma of federal and

state aid to parochial and private schools and you have a deep

and seemingly unsolvable problem.

4. Critics . Education will always have educational critics; every-

one knows a little bit about education because they, all, have

been in school. Apparently, we have accrued a bumper crop of

critics, who know more about the "what" and "how" we should teach

than in any other time in our history.

Shar111 - We are in the middle of a technological revolution which

is responsible for an unparalleled rapidity of change in our

instructional techniques and methods and curriculum offerings,

plus an increasing demand for more and more auxiliary services.

Public Information and Public Participation

Public information and public participation are two of the most powerful tools

for improving schools. If they are to succeed, a school district must have a

practical and consistent program of public relations in operation. This

program must have an established base of objectives from which to work in

seeking public support for the educational enterprise. It is important to

remember that every school district is different and each requires different

kinds and degrees of public relations. The basic objectives for any program

should be as follows:

1. To seek favorable public opinion through a continuous program of

communications.

2. To utilize community leadership, through the partnership concept

of "our schools."

3. To present the educational program actively through a variety

of communications techniques.

4. To provide a two-way flow of ideas with the community. Learn

to listen.

5. To work in close cooperation with press, radio, and television

in presenting the school story.

6. To present a sincere and honest accounting of the educational

enterprise.

Principles of Operation

The principles of operation in a public relations program can best be

defined by citing a series of "musts" that should be adhered to in present-

ing your program to the community. The program must: be honest, be con-

tinuous, be positive, be comprehensive, be sensitive, be simple, be planned,
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be long-ranged, be adaptable if it is to be effective and achieve its

stated goals. This leads us to the consideration of the specific area to

-which I would like to address myself at this time--the use of school publica-

tions in telling the school story.

Publications in Action

The utilization of the foregoing objectives and series of "musts" establishes

the foundation necessary to the iaplementation of an action program. Let us

examine the action program as it now functions in the Ithaca City School

District and as it pertains to the school publications. Remember, it is nice

to have a public relations director such as we have; however, it is not

absolutely necessary, even is the larger school systems. The constants of

a,good public relations program can be practiced in degrees, according to the

staff and funds available. You may have to revise your heirarchy of responsi-

bility, duties assigned, and related time devoted to this area, but all this

is possible in any school district.

Let us first examine why we use a publication. In other words, do you

validate to your board of education and your community the investment of

time, effort and monies in the preparation and publication of school brochures,

pamphlets and flyers? I like to think that the following basic points offer

sufficient justification for the inclusion of formal publications in any

school district:

1. If the program is worth writing and having in operation, it is

north a publication.

2. A publication provides you with a mimeographed or printed record

of the program. It is a ready reference for others who plan to

implement or utilize the program.

3. A publication indicates completion of work or accomplishment of

a task. It becomes the guideline for the implementation of the

program.

4. A publication provides program continuity. Not everyone can be

involved with the actual program but everyone can read about it

and become vicariously related to the subject under discussion.

5. A publication presents your educational program to the community --

it helps to sell the program.

6. A publication serves to build staff cooperation and unity,

through their participation in its preparation.

7. A publication can be an excellent in-service training device;

the development of the material for the publication and its

actual production have great educational values.

The Ithaca school district has produced a variety of printed materials during

the past three years. Some of the key ones, with a brief description, are

as follow*:
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Adult Education Brochure: A general description and information

booklet concerning the courses offered in the adult education pro-

gram for the school year.

Annual Report: A resume of achievements and progress in special areas

during the school year.

latialt Monograph: "The School Budget and the Child." An explanation

of purposes and goals to be attained in preparing an annual school

budget document.

Budget Document: The final budget document for the school year.

Speakers, Bureau: A listing of the personnel of the Ithaca City School

District who will speak to community organizations on educational

problems, their own work, their travels, or their hobbies and interests.

Educational Communications: Facts about this department in the Ithaca

City School District and how it is utilized by the schools and the

community.

"L Dic:ass Homework": The recommended schedule of assigning

homework. This was distributed to every family in the community having

children in school. It is expected to expand the "Let's Discuss" series

to include all major academic areas in our schools.

Newsletter - "Centrally Speaking": Notes and comments emanating from

the administration offices. Published monthly and distributed to all

personnel.

Plant Modernization Program: A schedule of building and remodeling

plans to meet the growing needs of the Ithaca City School District.

Your Tax Dollar: Summary of the 1964-65 budget, depicting the educa-

tional and financial commitments of the school district. Alai; showing

tax rates on district property and a progress report of the Plant

Modernization Program.

Teaching Writing to the Gifted: A course of study for teaching writing

to the gifted student in grades seven through eleven.

Handbooks - Kinderearten. Elementarb junior Ste, Senior Ush:

Books for guidance of teachers in carrying out their assignments at

each level. Each book is a combination of policies, procedures and

methods which are to be standards for day-to-day activities.

Teacher Orientation: A folder to hold orientation materials for the

teacher; a printed calendar for the year, and a schedule of the

orientation program at the start of the school year.

The Glenwood Plan: A brochure describing the district's new continuous

progress education program.
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Substitute Handbook: Presents the key rules, regulations, guidelines,

and policies of the system. Provide* available information service

to substitute teachers.

Position Descriptions: A compilation of all duty and function analyses

of the professional staff.

Teacher Procurement Procedure: A step by step analysis of the district's

teacher selection technique,

Curriculum Guides: A series of subject guides prepared as part of the

district's curriculum development program.

Eight Elements: A specialized five-year program of change.

Itez Factors

There are certain key factors that must be uppermost in our minds when we

attempt to produce a good public relations program. First, it is essential

to develop a master program, through which the goals and objectives of the

total public relations program might be achieved. Second, it is essential

to have long-range planning. Proper spacing of publications and the produc-

tion of specific programs have greater appeal to the community. Third, there

should be a variety of publications; size, format, content, should all be

considered in each publication. I think every program should have some form

of newsletter on a regular bassin, whether mimeographed or printed. It is

often advisable to have a special series of pamphlets related to subject

matter or topics of current interest. Special feature publications should,

from time to time, be produced which treat programs which are receiving

national attention. It is important to have a definite budget for this

purpose, the publications do not just happen. In conjunction with the budget,

project planning and staff assignments should be made well in advance to

insure completion and eventual release of a publication. A definite distri-

bution system should be established. Some systems even develop publication

centers, which could be coordinated with material or curriculum centers. It

is even possible to prepare organizational charts for committee assignments

relating to the content of the publications. Finally, a chronological flow

chart or calendar of publication dates and releases should be prepared.

SrY
It must be remembered that publications are only one phase of a comprehensive

public relations program. If they must stand alone, they will not be

sufficient unto themselves. It is imperative that we blend our publications

with all other media and techniques of good school-community relations.

Human relations still are the prime factor in good public relations.

Good public relations will only be achieved through a consistent grass

roots approach, couched in the idea, "the schools belong to the people, not

the people to the schools." Ithaca's program is not foolproof and I hope
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that I have offered some practical examples and suggestions for implementing

or activating a program for school publications. Remember, no two programs

are exactly alike and each school district must tailor the public relations

plan to its individual needs. I am sure we have never had a better time for

the development of sound public relations in education than today; we have

never had so much interes4, good or bad, positive or negative, constructive

or destructive, than we have at this time in the history of our country. It

behooves us to utilise this current "extremist" interest in education towards

the end that we bring about an improvement in the child's educational program.



THE COST OF AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION

Paul Abramson, Jack Tanzman,

Robert M. Brown *

Total expenditures for audiovisual instruction in the nation's public

elementary and secondary schools were $111.1 million for the 1963-64 school

year, rising from $97.6 million for the previous school year.

In both
more than 25
secretaries,

years, the greatest single expenditure was for salaries -- with

percent of the total going to audiovisual directors, technicians,

etc.

Expenditures for language laboratories formed the second largest spending

category, with $12 million spent for the 1963 - 64 school year -- up from $10

million spent in 1962 - 63. This was despite the fact that in any given year

only slightly more than one out of three districts actually spends money on a

language lab. The reason, of course, is the comparatively high unit cost of

a language lab compared to a film, filmstrip, or a TV receiver.

Films and recordings are still the mainstay of most districts, with al-

most 80 percent of the schools renting and purchasing film and filmstrips and

nearly 70 percent purchasing record players and records.

While expenditures for film, projectors, etc., exceeded $23 million in

1963 - 64 ($2 million more than last year), TV expenditures were far down the

list, with only one-quarter of the districts purchasing receivers, to show

the lowest incidence of interest (about the same as last year.) This low-level

of interest can be attributed to three factors: the lack of educational tele-

vision within range of many districts; uncertainty among schoolmen as to the

proper role of TV in education; and current availability of TV receivers in

schools that want and need them. It's readily apparent in many buildings that

the first TV set purchased is still being used.

The greatest increase for the period is in the area of overhead projectors.

In 1962 - 63, mote than half the nation's school districts spent $3.8 million

for overhead projectors. The figures were up in 1963 - 64 with 63.2 percent of

the school districts spending $5.7 million. This growth might be attributed to

the increased interest superintendents and board members nave shown in overhead

projectors as a teaching tool.

These interesting and somewhat revealing figures are most useful when

Drought down to the experience of individual districts. School Management's

survey was designed to relate the information to school size, location, bud-

get, etc., in examining and analyzing a school's audiovisual program.

School's were placed in seven expenditure categories based on net current ex-

penditures per pupil unit (EPU). The categories begin with no. 1, with dis-

tricts spending less than $200 per pupil, and advance in $50 increments

* Mr. Paul Abramson is the Editor of "School Management" Magazine whose facili-

tieo were used in survey. Mr. Jack Tanzman is the audiovisual director

off: the Plainview-Bethpage school system and Dr. Robert M. Brown is an Associ-

ate in Educational Coomunications with the New York State Education Depart-

ment. The June 1964 issue of "School Management" contain the full survey.
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of more than $450 per pupil.

There is no breakdown in district size because, in general, size seems to

make no significant difference in terms of per-pupil-spending, except in such

entirely predictable areas as transportation and administrative personnel.

Per Pupil Cost

When the audiovisual figures are computed in terms of per pupil coat,

they show that less than .6 percent of the median district's budget is devoted

to audiovisual instruction. One out of every 10 school districts spent 59

cents or less per pupil on AV instruction in 1962 - 63; it was only slightly

better in 1963 - 64 -- 73 cents. At the other end of the scale, however, one

quarter of the districts spent at least $3.54 per student during the 1963 - 64

school year. Among the 19 percent of the districts at the high end of the

scale, the minimum spent was $5.05 this year.

In terms of regional spending, the median districts in the far western

states were the high spenders during both years of the survey. Lowest spend-

ing was found among median districts in the midsouthern states. Here, how-

ever the schools are far closer to the national median in AV spending than

they are in over-all spending.

In terms of wealth categories, it's not surprising to find that those

districts that spend more generally, spend more for audiovisual equipment,

materials, salaries, etc. It is surprising that 10 percent of the districts

in category 2 (spending between $200 and $250 per student for net current

expenditures), spent more on AV than the median category 7 districts, all of

which have budgets ranging above $450 per student.

The survey revealed that those districts having full-time AV directors

spend more on the average than those with part-time or no AV directors. This

is understandable, but only part of the story. The survey also revealed that,

on a national basis, the median district spends no money on AV salaries, in-

dicating that fewer than half the schools have AV directors or other personnel

having specific responsibilities in the audiovisual area.

Among districts that have full-time AV directors, the expenditures per

pupil for salaries stayed about the same over the period surveyed -- at less

than $1.25 per student. Exp: 'itures in these districts on equipment totaled

$1.80 per pupil. The median uistricts, which spend no money on salaries for

AV instruction, spent about $1.91 per pupil in 1962 - 63 -- all of this money

going for equipment, materials, rental, and miscellaneous expenses. This

spending was increased ao $2.02 per pupil in 1963 - 64. The significant point

is that the median district, nationally, spent more money for AV tools than

did those districts having full-time AV personnel.

Something,Amiss

Clearly, something is amiss. Either AV directors are failing to play a

proper role in the selection of AV tools for their districts, or the district

leaders are failing to use their AV directors properly. It seems that many AV

directors have been typed as technicians and tinkerers, rather than as instruc-

tional leaders.
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In any case, these men are well paid for the job they do. The survey

revealed that, among districts that spend money for salaries of AV directors,

the median salary paid in 1962 - 63 was $8,375. This median-salary figure

rose to $8,700 for the 1963 - 64 school year.

Fully 10 percent of the districts paid their AV directors close to

$12,000 in salary during the past year. Hopefully, these men are considered

instructional leaders in their districts. That's high tariff to pay for a

repairman.

Seventy cents per pupil was spent on AV equipment in 1962 - 63, which

was better than 40 percent of the total AV budget. Expenditures for equip-

ment during 1963 - 64 accounted for about the same percentage of the AV

budget, but because the budget was slightly higher, the per-pupil expenditure

rose to 81 cents.

In both years, ex/enditures for the purchase of equipment was almost

double that for purchase and rental of materials to be used with the equipment.

Thus, it appears that schools are supplying themselves with equipment which

does not receive optimum use. The survey figures seem to indicate that much

of the equipment that is purchased, at least at the time it is purchased, must

be used comparatively infrequently, since the district lacks materials to use

with it.

These figures seem to indicate that before better use of audiovisual

materials is developed, more districts will need to hire trained personnel.

But before this is done, it's certainly incumbent on boards, superintendents,

and the professional AV persons and organizations to clearly define the job

of the AV director. They must decide whether he is better considered a

repairman, an assistant superintendent in charge of instructional materials,

or a little of both. It's an important decision that needs to be made now.



AUDIOVISUAL TO EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS:

26 YEAR HISTORY OF A CENTRALIZED AV DEPARTMENT

James Mason, Ithaca

To help you better understand how our Educational Communications

Department came to its present status I would like to start my talk

with some general background information on the Ithaca City School

District and the community where it is located.

The Ithaca City School District is located in the southern Finger

Lakes region of New York State. Although referred to as the Ithaca

City School District, it actually is a consolidated district. In 1956

the Ithaca Public Schools incorporated 43 rural school districts into

the present organization. The present school system occupies approxi-

mately one third of Tompkins County and provides facilities for ap-

proximately 507. of the student population of the county. The Ithaca

City School District presently has a student body of 8300, a profes-

sional staff of 470, and 18 schools. The city of Ithaca proper has

a population of 30,000 full time residents and, depending upon whether

or not Ithaca College and Cornell are in full session, a part time pop-

ulation of approximately 15,000. Education is the community's biggest

business. In addition to Cornell, Ithaca College, and the public schools

there are two private schools in the community. Ithaca has some commer-

cial and industrial business, however compared to education the number

of people employed is comparatively small. As far as residences are con-

cerned, they are fairly typical of upstate New York and include old homes,

new homes, apartment housing, trailer parks, etc. Also, as far as the

public schools are concerned, here again we are typical in that we have

old, new and schools under construction. The instructional program is in

a constant state of flux with changes in the curriculum, expanding stu-

dent body, and the incorporating of many modern technological techniques

and tools.

Llite Audio-Visual Department,

Now I would like to touch upon the background and history of the

present day Educational Communications Department. The first study

related to a centralized AV Department was conducted by a PTA group in

1937. However nothing concrete materialized from the study primarily

because of the cost factor involved. In 1939 a centralized 16mm silent

film library wea established. This film library was administered by a

committee of teachers and was chairmaaned by the vice principal of the

junior high school. The original idea for a centralized film library

apparently was pushed by the head of the social studies department and

the head of the science department at that time. Both men have since

left the school system - one to work for the US Office of Education and

the other to become a university professor. The year 1946 brought about

the centralization of all AV equipment and materials. This center was

located in Boynton Junior High School and was still administered by the

vice principal of that building on a half time basis. I came into the

picture in 1948 when it was considered advisable to have a second part

time person involved in the Audiovisual Department, to assist the vice

principal who no longer could handle the load by himself. In 1952 the

vice principal and then director of the AV Department left the school
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system to take employment with the federal government. I was appointed

director and given a half time clerk. Consolidation took place in 1956

and at that time the director's position was made full time. By 1959 the
department had acquired a full time secretary on a ten month basis and a

half time equipment serviceman. 1961 saw the addition of a full time ser-
viceman and the appointment of a part time building coordinator for each

high schools. The summer of 1963 the Audiovisual Department was re-named
the Educational Communications Department and was moved to 1arge2 and more

modern accomodations. A half time clerk for the Senior High School was
added to the department staff for the beginning of the 1964 school year.

The decision to change the name: of the department from Audio-Visual to
Educational Communications was :.sought about because of the increased

amount of new material and technology being introduced into public edu-

cation. It also was felt that the term Audiovisual had too narrow a
meaning for most teachers and administrators. At the present time the
Educational Communications Department staff consists of a full time di-

rector, full time secretary, full time serviceman, plus a one half time

clerk and four part time paid student helpers and three part time build-

ing coordinators - one for each high school.

The objectives of the present Educational Communications Department

are to provide the entire staff of the school district with all types of
communications materials and equipment; to communicate with the staff to
let them know what is available through a bibliography, a card file, news-

letters, and a handbook; to operate a delivery system to the various
schools; to maintain all equipment and materials in serviceable condition,
to gain a corps of student operators; to conduct in-service training pro-

grams for the professional staff and to support the administrative staff
in their programs - both in school and in the community. To help you
better understand the type of operation we are carrying on in Ithaca, I
would like to cite for you a few sample facts and figures. This material

covers the period from 1948 to 1964 due to the fact that this is the period

that I have been directly associated with the Ithaca system. During my
talk these items will be illustrated through the use of overhead transpar-

encies. They will present this information:

District Information on Schools, Teachers,
B1KkatajkAidents etc.

1948
9 schools

200 teachers
3.771 students

$1,000,000 budget

1964
18 schools

470 teachers
8,200 students
$8,000,000 budget

Ithaca Communications Department'

1948
400 sq. ft.

$6,000 budget
20 units equipment
1 staff

400 units materials

1964
3.600 sq. ft.

$32,500 budget
600 units equipment
3k staff

3,500 units materials
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Equipment

1948

6 16mm projectors
1 tape recorder
0 overhead projectors
8 2"x2" filmstrip projectors
2 opaque projectors

1964

52 16mm projetors
85 tape recorders

75 overhead projectors
62 2"x2" filmstrip projcetors
26 opaque projectors

Also at this time I would like to present a portion of the depart-

ment's annual report to the Board of Education at the close of the 1963

school year.

Figures from 1963 64 annual report

1 Meetings held - 20

2 - Operators trained
3 - Use of AV materials 1963-64
4 - Rental and free films
5 - Materials cleaned
6 1. Materials repaired
7 - Equipment used by schools

8 - Equipment serviced
9 Equipment repaired
10.. PA repair jobs
11- Public meetings
12.. Items previewed
13- Tapes duplicated
14.. Transparencies produced
15- Community service requests

Attendance - 375
80

Items 6654

Items 700

Items 7000

Items 1250

Items 10,000
Items 960

Items 435
29

75

230
260
170
220

This information covers the development of the department up to the

present time.

As to the future developments, we are at the present time preparing

to start a closed circuit educational television project. This is being

done through the cooperation with the State Education Department, the

local community cable owner, and Ithaca College. Shortly an addition to

41e Ithaca Senior High School will be completed and this unit is to in-

clude four additional language labs, a reading lab, and a large group

instruction center involving automated equipment. As to teaching machines

and programed learning we have been experimenting in this area over the

last three years and plan to continue investigating this field. We have

hopes of doing work in the 8mm single concept film area. In addition to

these specific items we are attempting to keep abreast of all the new

developments in many other areas and to pass this knowledge on to the

rest of the supervising and teaching staff.

I would like to close by saying that our one primary objective is to

try to supply the classroom teacher with the materials he needs to do a

good teaching job when and where needed. I would like to emphasize the

word TRY because obviously we are never able to reach a perfect solution.

Certatn facts of life such as budget, staff, and human idiosyncrasies

prevent this.



THE AUDIOVISUAL TEACHER IN THE MORE EFFECTIVE SCHOOL:
THE PROBLEMS AND THE APPROACH

Arnold Winegarden, New York City

"New York City's tomorrow is being written in its classrooms today.

There are too many children in our community who are growing up without the

basic skills necessary for future success as citizens. We believe that

these children, properly challenged and given the means for growth and learn..

ing, can make unprecedented academic and social, progress. To meet this

challenge, a new design for education must be created,"

The preceding paragraph is the first paragraph in the Introduction of
19221tofjointPglinCommittee for More Effective Schools to the Supers,

intendent of Schools, New York City Public Schools of May 15, 1964.

Among the salient features of the report are:

1. Integration will be a major Lactor in the choice of

schools for the More Effective Schools Program.

2. The program will provide education beginning at

ages 3 - 4.

3, Class size will vary from 15 in pre-kindergarten
classes to a maximum of 22 in other grades.

4. Promising modern teaching methods will be imple-

mented under optimum conditions. These will

include team teaching, and non-graded blocs

consisting of early childhood grades, grades

3 - 4 and 5 - 6.

5. Maximum use will be made of the newest tech-

niques in audiovisual instruction, including

closed circuit T.V.

6. Teacher specialists in art, music and other
curriculum areas will be used to enrich the in-

structional program.

7. In order to give teachers maximum time for con-

centration on instruction, teachers will receive

a daily unassigned preparation period and relief

from all non-teaching duties.

On page 12 of the Report, in the section Staff Required For Each More

Effective School "8 teaching specialists: Art, Music, Science, Corrective

Reading (required only in initial stages), Library, English Language Re-

source (or Non-English Speaking teacher), Audiovisual" is the sentence that

propelled me into the Audiovisual teaching position.

After my selection as the Audiovisual Teacher at P.S. 154, Manhattan,

I attended an Orientation Session at the Bureau of Audiovisual' Instruction,
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Here we were given an intensive one day guiding session for the new position.

The next day, I reported to P.S. 154, Manhattan. The principal, Mr.

Kahn, started the entire program in the best possible manner. He assumed

that the program was to be of the highest professional standard and assured

me of the cooperation of his administrative and teaching staff.

The program then started. I wanted to obtain space as the basis of

operations of the Audiovisual Program. The best space for me was the large

storage roam that served as the District Film Library for the entire school

district. This large room could hold all the Audiovisual Materials that I

would need in my future work.

The first project that I set for myself was a check of audiovisual

materials and equipment and comparison with the school inventory. This

inventory was most important as the budget for the future materials and

equipment had to be projected.

Here was my first shocks Not only did the budget have to fulfill the

needs of P.S. 154, Manhattan, but it had to fill the needs of an annex (to

be opened later) of twenty-five rooms.

The first step in projecting the budget was to establish a working

philosophy that could meet the demands of the four teachers who would act

as a team in three rooms. The supervisory and administrative staff had

definite ideas in ale respect and these were considered in planning the

purchase of equipment and materials. The planning was not a solo project.

I, as audiovisual teacher, had thoughts of my own, but consultation with Mr.

Landsdowne of the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction and Mr. Nale of P.S. 154,

either lead to modification of my plans or strengthening of them.

Materials and equipment of any nature are useless unless the teaching

staff wants to use the equipment or materials or wants to learn how to use

them. Thus my second problem was that great problem of public relations:

how to reach the Staff of P.S. 154, Manhactan.

The obvious means of reaching the

hattan, has a weekly calendar which is

teacher and specialist of the school.

made by the Audiovisual teacher In the

staff was present. P.S. 154, Man-

put into the possession of each

Inserts of professional interest were

calendar.

The obvious doesn't always work and is not the most dependable means of

public relations. The best means is the person-to-person approach. The in-

ventory was the key to this approach. I entered each classroom to check equip-

ment against the inventory and there it was - THE FIRST COMPLAINT. "The

machine I have has been out of order for umpteen months." Beautiful words!

I took the machine and in two days, it was in perfect order. Magic? No

Just cooperation from the technical staff of the Bureau of Audiovisual In-

struction. I had my first satisfied customer. Other followed as the good

word spread around.

To be available to the faculty was the next important step. The calen-

dar was the means. I stated that each lunch time would find the door to my

storage room open and that I would be there to help in the preparation of

materials and to aid in the operation of the various pieces of equipment. The

Open Door Policy worked.
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When teachers trickled in to the room, they were asked: "What materials

would you want?" "What areas of the curriculum would you wish to have?"
The answers were added to my list of things to buy or make.

At the grade conferences (so dear to the heart of the teaching profession)

I make an appearance and stressed the fact that I was a helping teacher and

would gladly obtain materials and equipment for each grade. Repetition,

repetition, but this was the way to spread the message.

Slowly, but surely, the other teaching specialists began to come to me

or I sought them out. Demonstrations of materials that could be made in an

easy manner brought forth many ideas from the specialists.

Teachers are but one of the facets of a school. The Parents are another

important part of any effective school.
in the evening and use of slides of the
activities made the school many friends

My appearance at a Parents' Meeting
parents' work and the children's
and made my work known to the parenti.

Therefore, the Audiovisual Teacher had reached the staff, the adminis-

trators, the supervisors and the parents. But what about the most important

assets of the school: the children?

The children Despite empnasis on budgetary matters, I found time to
have many children involved in tne AV program. P.S. 154, Manhattan, has

many groups of children in many varied activities. Dramatics, journalism

and classroom activities were present. Taping of reports and plays by the

teachers with my help was an opening wedge.

The formation of an Audiovisual. Squad and an Audiovisual Club, will make

audiovisual instruction a part of the curriculum of the school and a part of

the learning experiences of the pupils.

At this time of writing, the Audiovisual Teacher has been on the job for

twenty-four school days. What problems were present? Let me list them:

1. Inventory checkup
2. Budget planning for a school and its annex

3. Material planrthig for the future needs

4. AV teacher and faculty cooperation
5. Parent and AV teacher harmony
6. Pupil involvement
7. Maintenance of equipment
8. Helping teachers with AV problems

Many of these problems will be continuing problems. These problems are

the ones that make any task interesting. After all, what task can be more

interesting than that of preparing "New York's Tomorrov?"

It can only be equalled by preparing "Your Town's Tomorrow."
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NEW PLANS FOR SCHOOL BUILDING DESIGN

Alan C. Green, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Rensselaer's proposed Communication Center is in response to the
problem of rendering the instructional processes in higher education
more efficient, and more effective, than they have been in the past.
The great concern with efficiency and effectiveness is basically a
contemporary problem; likewise, the Communication Center is a con-
temporary solution resulting in a completely new educational building

type.

A single faculty member face-to-face with a few responsive stu-
dents in a tutorial relationship has been an ideal of educational
processes, but it is an unrealistic goal for a large percentage of a

college's instructional load. Four concerns of contemporary higher
education have rendered the ideal impossible:

1. Shoratage of faculty - The problems of attracting competent
new faculty members while retaining existing faculties in
face of the competition from other segments of business and
industry is a severe problem, particularly for a technically-
oriented school such as Rensselaer.

2. Increased enrollments - Not only are there more college age
people, but a higher percentage of them are availing them-
selves of the opportunities for higher education. Rensselaer
feels the demands, even though admissions can be limited.

3. Increased costs - Every aspect of higher education from feed-
ing the student to placing a book on the library shelf has
increased requiring commensurate raises in tuition and fees.
At the same time, there is expanded competition from many
areas of society for financial resources so there is great
concern with the cost of educating a student. As a private
institution, Rensselaer is particularly concerned with educa-
tional costs.

4. Expanded and more complex body of knowledge - There is more
to teach, more to learn, and it is a more complex and involved
body of knowledge that requires carefully planned and executed
instruction, especially at Rensselaer with its particular type

of program.

Faced with a shortage of faculty and an increase in enrollments,
coupled with rising costs and more competition for resources, it is
logical for a school or university to turn to large group instruction
to handle part of its instructional task. Large group instruction, and
the large group can range from 50 to many hundreds of students, allows
the most proficient faculty to reach the most students simultaneously.
From that standpoint, it is an efficient way to communicate, to inform,
and to transmit knowledge.

However, large group instruction, may not be particularly effective
in stimulating learning responses among the large groups of students in-
volved. This is certainly due in part to the reduction of contact, and
hence motivation, between student and instructor.
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The development and increased use of instructional aids and media can

render large group instruction more effective and it can further increase

its efficiency by permitting the presentation of more information than that

which an instructor can present alone. Motion pictures, slides, filmstrips

and loops, audio and video tapes, models and demonstrations, overhead pro-

jection, and television can all be employed singly or in combinations, and

each in many different ways, to further render large group instruction more
effective, as well as more efficient.

For a number of years, Rensselaer has been exploring the opportunities

afforded by large group instruction coupled with careful utilization of aids

and media. Experiments in teaching a variety of courses ranging from phy-

sics to psychology have taken place in remodeled large classrooms and lec-

ture halls around the campus. All the experimental programs have involved

the use of instructional aids and media, and several have been conducted

not in a single large space, but in several large spaces ir2er-connected

through the use of television. The experiments with television have re-

sulted in the development of studio and coaxial cable facilities on the

campus.

The greatly expanded use of aids and media has been coordinated, pro-

moted,. and supported by Rensselaer's Office of institutional Research.

Starting out as Project Reward a number of years ago, the Office has grown

and expanded until it now offers film, slide, tape and graphic art services,

television production, and multi-media consultation, as well as typical

institutional research functions in support of the teaching faculty and

administration. An old chapel two blocks from the campus currently in-

adequately houses the very important functions of the Office of Institu-

tional Research.

Obviously, experimentation with effective and efficient large group

instruction involves consideration of adequate facilities and space, and

the two concerns have been explored together at Rensselaer. The Troy 101

Project showed how a large classroom could be converted to a completely

adequate multi-media large group space seating about 150 students and per-

mitting the implementation of one important television experiment. The

Educational Facilities Laboratories - sponsored study called Project DASFEE

(Design of Auditorium Studio Facilities for Engineering Education) explored

in detail the planning considerations and design criteria for large group,

multi-media instructional facilities. The project was conducted and its

report "New Spaces for Learning" was prepared by Rensselaer's School of

Architecture. With the completion of that study, the School of Architec-

ture then undertook the design, the construction, and evaluation of a

mock-up large group classroom following the principles laid down in "New

Spaces". The Experimental Classroom has been in operation for over three

years and has allowed the Rensselaer faculty to experiment and restructure

courses towards improving them for large group instruction by utilizing

aids and media.

These experiments have taken place in a facility specifically designed

to permit the faculty to make the most extensive possible use of the new

technologies. In addition, the Experimental Classroom has allowed the

architectural research staff to further evaluate and refine the design of

such large spaces, and has permitted educational research as to the effec-

tiveness of this type of instructional process. Through the Educational

Research Council the process of experimentation and evaluation goes on
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From this brief review, it can be seen that Rensselaer has been

deeply involved in the processes and facilities for large group in-

struction and has amassed enviable experience on groupings, courses,

aids and media, support servicr3, and facilities. All of these things

are part of the instructional processes and life of the campus. The

program for the Communication Center was based on meeting these needs

and the competition reported in "New Building on Campus" was under-

taken to bring the talents of six architectural firms to bear on the

problem. The concept and form of the Center has been based on real needs

defined and refined through research, and interpreted by the architec-

tural talents of six outstanding firms. It is a building ready for

realization.

The large group classrooms in the Communication Center seat a

total of 1050 students in four rooms of 150 students each and one room

of 450. The requirements of shape, seating, lighting, climate, furni-

ture, access and circulation, and equipment for these rooms were de-

veloped through the architectural studies previously mentioned. By

inclusion pf preparation and projection areas each room further supports

the use of all media and aids in a variety of combinations and also pro-

vides facilities for equipment and technical staff. The rooms allow the

instructor wide latitude to designing and structuring instruction to

best meet the needs of his course without imposing undue burdens and

restraint on his time and energies. They are rooms designed to reduce

the frustrations normally associated with technology and large groups.

The capacities for these rooms were determined by analyzing the

supply and demand of instructional facilities on the campus as shown

by records from the Registrar's office at the time of developing the

competition program. Now over three years later, a disposition of

sizes would again be analysed before final working drawings are under-

taken. It may well be that a different arrangement of group sizes

would better meet. Rensselace-s present and future needs. The building

permits combinations of rooms in the center, or existing spaces about

the campus, to be interconnected by television for multiple large group

instruction. This, in itself, allows a high degree of flexibility of

use and eliminates the restrictions in utilization imposed by a single,

very large facility.

The production facilities will house the important instructional

support activities of the Office of Institutional Research. The studios

and control rooms, offices and conference areas, laboratories and shops,

have all been programed to meet the specific needs of Rensselaer both

in providing services for those teaching in the Communications Center

and for those teaching in remodeled classrooms and lecture halls around

the campus. In this sense, it is not a self-contained building, but

its functions will influence instruction and its cables and services

will reach out to every corner of the campus.

In keeping with the vital role it will play, the Communication

Center will be located centrally on the academic campus. Here, it will

be most convenient for the large numbers of students and faculty who

move to mid from it during the school day. It is a large and costly

building, but it is a vital building worthy of realization as part of

Rensselaer's answer to the concerns of higher education; specifically,

it is part of Rensselaer's response to the improtant problem of ren-

dering instruction, and hopefully learning, more efficient and effec-

tive.



TAPE DEVELOPMENT AND THE LANGUAGE LABORATORY

Andre Humbert, New York City

In the course of the last few years New York City has followed and kept
pace with the modern trend of recognition of the Language Laboratory as an
effective tool for instruction in languages. Laboratory equipment has been
installed in many schools of various instructional levels -- elementary, junior
and senior high -- to serve an increasing number of students, while other elec-
tronic equipment such as tape recorders, projectors of the still and motion pic-
ture type has helped broaden the scope of audiovisual instruction. The Bureau
of Audiovisual Instruction of the New York City Board of Education, familiarly
known as BAVI, and the Audiovisual Development and Appraisal Center, AVDAC for
short, both guided by the hand of Dr. Edward G. Bernard; have been the agencies
chiefly concerned with the task of keeping the New York City schools well in
the forefront of developments in, and application of modern mechanic-electronic
instructional tools and techniques.

The purpose of this presentation is not the discussion of the electronic
gear used within the compass of New York City, nor the consideration of the
problems involved in the installing, operation and maintenance of language
laboratory equipment. We shall try to depict what the Bureau of Audiovisual
Instruction has done, is now doing, and plans to do in supplying the need for
sufzable taped materials for the language labs for the teachers operating them
and for the students using them.

I have just used two fearsome words: "need" and "suitable." To say "need"
is to say want, or lack or dearth. It suggests an unsated appetite, like that
of a powerful machine which must be fed its fuel if it is to yield the optimum
of the capacities that were built into it; if it "needs" fuel and does not get
it, it grinds to a stop. Again, "need" is like the appetite of a liv1ng, grow-
ing organism. Unlike a machine, it will indeed function even on a lim4-ed in-
take of food, but only in a ricketty fashion. Now, the language laboratory is
a powerful machine with untold potentials, but for lack of taped materials many
expensive laboratory installations have fallen into total or partial disuse; it
is an organism, but its further growth is often stunted when its need for a
lively and enlivening flow of speech to verify its electronic components does
not course generously through its circuitry; it does function and perform, but
weakly (no pun intended!) and inadequately.

But not just ma: materials are needed. They must be suitable. Our imagina-
tion must look at materials for the language laboratory with an eye like that of
a fine tailor. To suit is to fit; to fit the time, the place, the person; to fit
the language, its teacher, its learner; to fit the grade, the course of study,
the method; to fit the instructional aims of understanding, reading, speaking
and writing the language; to fit the dull wit, the average mind, the bright in-
tellect. I leave it to you to think of additional triptychs!

The Availability of Suitable Materials

There is no gain saying the fact that materials suitable for use in the
language laboratory are becoming more and more readily available, and that both
their quality and their variety attest a growing awareness on the part of authors
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and publishers of textbooks and "methods" that the advent and establishment of

the laboratory in language learning have created a need which demands special

fulfilment.

We have quite generally outgrown the situation where published texts were

accompanied by mere "tapings" of the narrative, or the basic illustrative text,

or the structured dialogue; by uninspiring recordings of long vocabulary lists,

words without context, or of stark grammatical exercises. The earlier taped

materials were frequently adventitious accretions to old language textbooks

whose high sales to schools prompted the publishers to issue new printings

whose salability in turn was enhanced by two factors: The tradition of their

classroom use, and the claim that "a full set of tape recordings" had been

added "for laboratory use." Both these factors, however, actually militated

against the proper and L9re profitable use of language laboratory facilities

since they prevented or at least retarded the development of the special tech-

niques which are peculiarly the key to the success of the lab, by perpetuating

the traditional approach to language teaching in a mode utterly unsuited to it.

Please do not construe this as an attack on traditional methods, of which I am

the stout defender and staunchest of supporters. But as we say in French: "Une

place pour cheque chose, et cheque chose a sa place."

Neither the traditional approach nor the language laboratory must be allowed

to be destroyed by an unwanted obtrusion of the one upon the other. Both Tuve

much to do with successful mastery of a foreign language.

Such then is the rationale of the tape development program embarked upon

by the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction.

First, through the agency of its supervisory staff, it offers publishers

of laboratory-oriented materials the opportunity to submit for appraisal their

texts, recordings, films and filmstrips or slides. If approved by committees

of language chairmen and teachers, the materials are listed as available for

purchase and use by the New York City schools. Thus the beat in up-to-date

audio material is procurable by any school, whether equipped or not with full

lab facilities, for much of this supply can be used in the classroom with tape

recorder, phonograph, still and/or motion picture projector.

Yet, for all the good to excellent materials thus procurable, the Bureau

of Audiovisual Instruction and the Director of Modern Foreign Languages have

felt and feel that more still could be done to offer the Foreign Language Teach-

ing staff and student body of New York City laboratory oriented materials of a

more precisely tailor-made nature. By that I mean a program of tape development

designed to meet the particular needs represented:

1. by the various divisions -- the elementary with its F.L.E.S. (foreign

language elementary school) program, the Junior High, the Senior High, all with

their courses of study of the first through the fifth levels (a 5-year program

of foreign language study);

2. by the State Regents examinations;

3. by the college entrance tests; and

4. by the broad spread of textbook titles still in wide use, but devoid of

accompanying taped materials; and so on and so on.
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In one special application, this tape development program dealt with the

State-subsidized Research Project which was designed to study the effects of

the language laboratory on A.anguage learning and reported its findings, Mrs.

Sarah Lorge has already addressed blrself to this particular phase of the BAVI

tape development program.

The tapes developed at BAVI were then and continue now to be of wide

variety. They range from the textbook-based type to tore multilevel cultural

and informational; from pronunciation and intonation drill tapes to structure-

drill tapes; from auditory -comprehension lesson tapes
to straight Regents-type

auditory-comprehension passages, with questions and distracters, all at various

levels of difficulty designated as elementary, intermediate and advanced. Poetry

and prose readings are presented, info .al conversations among native young

people, as well as structured dialogues in which participants are again native

children. It must be stated in passing that most of this tape production has

largely been embodied in French, but since the termination of the research

project, all of the other major languages will receive due consideration.

Constant attention is given in the preparation of all these laboratory

materials to keeping them closely harmonized with and related to the classroom

work, so that on the one hand the students realize that what is accomplished in

the lab has direct bearaag on class work, and on the other they cwi remain con-

fident that the time spent in the lab shall not impair now or later their

grades or progress in their language major. Thus is achieved a fusion of, class

and lab which professor Gustave Mathieu has dubbed the "clab."

Another vital factor, namely active student participation, is attended to

in DAVI tapes through the use of several different techniques:

1. Listening to readings of varying length, recorded by native voices.

2. Oral responses by student in the different modes.

a) simple repetition of what is heard.

b) answering in the foreign language questions posed in that

same language.

It is in connection with this particular way of eliciting student response

and way of eliciting student response and participation that BAVI devised a new

technique, that of the prompted answer. It was discovered in actual lab prac-

tice that rather too frequently some students were entirely unable to frame an

answer, or did not have sufficient time within a given pause to react to the

question, compose an answer and express it. This led to the adoption quite re-

cently of the prompted answer technique. Its continued use shall depend upon

reports from teachers in the field as to its effectiveness and Tvalidity. Here

is how it sounds with a student actually recording .with only moderate success.

3. Written responses:

a) regular dictation in the traditional 3-step approach of con-

secutive reading for comprehension, phrasing in breath-groups

with pauses for writ,,ng, rapid third reading for checking and

correction.

b) dictation of a list of numbered words which student writes

in a column. Then he hears a second set of words not in any

numbered sequence, made up of synonyms or antonyms of the
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first set; time is allowed for recognition of each word, for

matching with its mate and writing it in paired relation.

c) dictation of sLJrt, simple sentences meaningfully related to

a previously read or studied text. Each sentence, however,

as heard from the tape contains one wrong word, for which

student must recall from the earlier reading or study the apt

substitute before he writes the, sentence.

d) dictation of true or false statements based on text; student

is given time to repeat the statement and to write "c'est vrai"

or "c'est faux."

e) dictation of a number of incomplete statements based on text

(let us say five). When all five have been written, six
completing phrases are heard from the tape, not in the order

of the first five. Student must properly match five of these

with the first phrases, being alert enough not to write one of

the six statements which is purposely incongrous.

The techniques just described are of course most suitable for taped materi-

als based on some kind of text-reader, selected literary passage, poem, basic

structured paragraph, etc.

Other procedures Qre called-for and used in BAVI produced tapes that deal

in structural patterns and linguistic forms, whether these be of verbs, of gram-

mar or of idioms. Drill techniques in this area are familiar to all, and many

of them have been incorporated in the course of study booklets issued by the

Division of Curriculum Development. They are, in the main,:

repetition of meaningful utterances containing the target pattern and

couched in vocabulary of the given level;

substitutions of person, of number, of gender, of tense, of mood, of

synonyms, of antonyms;

transformations of model utterances from singular to plural, affirmative

to negative, declarative to interrogative, all conversely of

course;

responses to questions so patterned as to elicit answers that strike re-

peatedly at a specific structure or form; ami finally

translation drills in those speech patterns of foreign idiom which are at

great variance with corresponding patterns in the student's

native tongue.

In the currently going and planned development of tapes for the language

laboratories in New York City publi^ schools, the Director of Modern Languages,

Dr. Emilio Guerra, has recommended that the highest priority be given to the

production of materials bearing on the important linguistic structures outlined

for study at all various levels of instruction. Progressively, all such patterns

will be the object of special drill tapes of the types suggested in the courses of

study in seven languages. The order of priority in the languages has also been

set by the Director and will be as follows: Spanish, Italian, Hebrew, Latin,

Russian, German, French. The lowly position held by French in no way reflects
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discrimination against la Belle France; it is simply due to the fact that to

de :e French has copped the lion's share of laboratory tapes.

So, with all due respect to Dr. Emilio Guerra, I say, in reference to his

priority decision: "A la Guerra come a la guerra!" which freely translated

would mean, "All's fair in love and Guerra!"



THE CLASSROOM COMMUNICATOR

David M. Crossman, State Education Department, Moderator

Captain Yvank O'Brien, West Point Military Academy

Alan Ramm, Westfield Academy

In the Spring of 1962, the New York State Education Department became

interested in a piece of equipment designed to automatically provide for

student response in the classroom. Through a series of small, individual

.student consoles it was possible for each student to electrically respond

to a multiple choice item or any other type of dichotomous response. Facil-

ity was also provided for permanent recording of these responses together

with summation metering to obtain group data for each response.

This equipment was installed in the East Greenbush Junior High School

and placed under the supervision of two teachers who had spent a summer

session at the University of Rochester schooling themselves in programing

techniques appropriate for the use of this equipment. In April of 1963 the

project was prematurely terminated because of malfunctioning of equipment.

Later in the year the Department purchased a second system manufac

tured by the Telepro Corporation and subsequently entertained proposals

from a variety of schools' in the State. This equipment was installed in

February 1964 in a classroom of the Westfield Academy.

A newly engineered system to replace the one used in the East Green-

bush Junior High School was obtained and was installed during November of

1964 in the West Canada Valley Junior-Senior High School. We shall have a

report on that experiment at the Convocation next year.

In addition to our own experimentation with classroom communicatorrt

the West Point Computer Center has become involved with a similar system

manufactured by the Edex Corporation. This 40 position unit was delivered

to the Academy 3 months ago where it will be used for both group and ial-

dividual instruction in teaching computer programing.

We have asked Captain Frank O'Brien, who is Asst. Director for infor-

mation at the Computer Center, to comment on plans for their use of the

Edex systm at West Point.

O'Brien:

The plebe or freshman class at West Point reports to the Military

Academy during the first week of July each year, From July until Labor

Day the class engages in a rather vigorous introduction to military life

and in particular cadet life. The collegiate nature of West Point does

not become apparent until this initial two months of training is completed

and the new cadets are assigned to permanent organizations within the Corps

of Cadets.

The plebe or freshman academic program begins immediately following

this reorganization. Although the rigors of plebe year are far from over

at this point, the new cadets more or less settle down to a freshman col-

legiate academic program.
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All instruction at the Military Academy is conducted according to

the Thayer System of education, that is, daily recitation in each course

of instruction. This is accomplished by making each cadet class consist

of fifteen or less students with a qualified instructor coordinating

recitations, emphasizing the essentials of the lesson and clarifying

portions where students experience the most difficulty.

One of the first subcourses the new cadet is exposed to is a six-

hour block of instruction on the digital computer. In this course the

cadets 4V3 taught to program in a machine-oriented language as opposed

to a problem-oriented language such as FORTRAN.

A machine- oriented language was chosen over the other type to insure

that the subcourse was compatible with the mission of the United States

Military Academy. The more detailed reasoning behind this selection is

of no consequence for this discussion. Needless to say a machine-oriented

language, although an excellent tool for explaining the mechanics of a

digital computer, is cumbersome as a problem solving tool. Many of the

cadets, especially those in advanced courses or on special projects, have

recognized this limitation and have requested information on problem-

oriented languages to equip them with a tool to better handle the particu-

lar task assigned them.

With all our formal computer instruction we are slanted rightfully

toward the internal workings of the machine. The Academic Computer Center

assumes the responsibility of disseminating information on problem-oriented

languages with a minimum of administration, with minimum inconvenience to

the cadet, on a strictly voluntary basis and most important of all with no

interference with the formal courses of instruction.

The classroom communicator, it is felt, can help meet this need. By

having a canned course of instruction on a problem-oriented language, re-

quests, by individual or groups of cadets, can be met as they arise.

Plans are to have the classroom communicator in a semi-permanent class-

room environment when being used to instruct a group of about six cadets or

more. When not being used to instruct a group, the machine will be k3pt in

a recording environment so that additional courses, as they become available,

can be placed on the machine. In addition, as individuals request informa-

tion, the machine will be available to them at their own convenience. A

qualified instructor need not be present while cadets access the machine.

It is expected that the operators in the Academic Computer Center can be

available to operate the equipment in addition to the duties they are now

performing.

Unfortunately we have little experience with the classroom communicator.

In addition to the plans I've outlined other areas of considered use have

naCu ally occurred. One area, which may be unique to West Point, is that of

additional instruction. This instruction, although voluntary for cadets who

feel they need clarification of a particular day's lesson, becomes mandatory

once the cadet indicates a desire to attend. A qualified instructor is then,

made available to conduct additional instruction for that day. This instruc-

tion is carried out, in a rather standard format, each day. It is conceiv-

able that the classroom communicator could be used to handle this type in-

struction. The proponents of such an idea point out that the best instructor

could be used to place the material on the machine. This is one area where,:
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we feel we have limited experience, The instructor who may be excellent

in the classroom environment often loses some qualities when giving in-

struction without physical contact with the student. Many of you may

have experionced this same condition when comparing live instruction to

instruction given over television. Much the same seems to be true with

the classroom communicator.

One other difficulty seems to be apparent at this early point in

our use of this type equipment. That is, time of preparation. Although

an hour of regular classroom instruction requires a large amount of

preparation, an hour of programmed instruction seems to require much more.

The reason for this seems to tie in with what I was speaking about earlier

when I said the excellent instructor often appears bland when giving a pre-

recorded lesson. The gestures, pauses and other techniques that make live

presentations extremely effective often appear forced or unnatuzal in a

prerecorded sequence of instruction. As a result the instructor not only

has to spend a great deal of time becoming familiar with his subject but

also with the detai'ed format of his delivery.

So much for immediate future plans for the classroom communicator.

West Point is about to embark on a test to study the use of remote terminal

access devices to the computers now installed. The plans dt present call

for testing these devices as remote computational facilities. In practice

we hope to show that a number of these terminals can "time share" the com-

puters at the Center. To the operator at the terminal it will appear as

though the system is paying attention to only him when in actuality the

system is serving a number of these devices sequentially but, of course,

extremely rapidly.

West Point is aware of the possibility of using these devices as a

sophisticated teaching system where a number of students could sit at the

remote terminals and deal-up or type-up requests for instruction in some

particular area that they felt a need. No plans for this type operation

are being considered, and I merely mention it to show West Point is making

every effort possible to stay abreast in this field of education to insure

that any phase that is applicable to our particular needs is not over-

looked.



THE CLASSROOM COMMUNICATOR AND ELECTRONIC SCORER

Robert Bell, Bell Educational Laboratories

Introduction

The problems of the teachers in our schools, colleges and univer-

sities have become increasingly more difficult and complex in this era

of rapidly increasing knowl(dga. To increase efficiency and utilization

of the teacher's time, many innovations have been introduced into our

educational programs-- closed circuit TV, educational TV, slide and film-

strip projectors and overhead projectors--to name a few. Another impor-

tant advance has been the acceptance of the principle of the multiple-

choice question, which has been adopted in almost all branches of the

curriculum for testing and eval;,4ting student achievement and knowledge.

This type of questioning makes possible the adaptation of modern elec-

tronics in the form of classroom communicators to aid and assist the

teacher, as will be presently described.

It is extremely important for the teacher to be immediately aware

of the comprehdnsion and understanding of the subject matter being taught,

not only by the class as a unit but by each individual student. To find

out several days or weeks afterward, when an examination is given, that

the students did not understand the lesson, is much too late. There is

no time left to go over the material again. The results of such a situa-

tion are obvious.

What is needed in the classroom is the means for each and every

student to respond to pertinent questions concerning the subject matter

being taught and for the teacher thus to realize at once whether the

students are really grasping be ideas he is trying to explain. The

WRIT-SCORE provides this means. In addition, it provides scoring and

highly useful evaluation techniques as will be demonstrated later.

WHAT IS TIE )1:MIT-SCORE?

The MIT-SCORE is an integrated electronic system which permits

a thorough evaluation and analysis of the students' comprehension and

knowledge of any subject matter in a classroom or lecture hail situa-

tion.
It provides:
1. A. means for each student to indicate his selected answer

from a group of possible answers,
2. An indication to the teacher of the percentage of students

registering answers to each of the possible answers.

3. An indication to the teacher of the specific answer selected

by each student,

4. .A permanent record on a strip-chart of the answers given by

each student to each question,

5v Amens for assigning variable credit or pOints for the correct

answers to each question,

6. An accumulated score for correct answers to the questions for

each student, and

7. A printed record of the accumulated score (or grads) for each

student.
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HDW 1ONIT-SCORE OPERATES

The EDNITSCDRE has the following modular components:

1. Student switch boxes (30 for standard classroom model),

2. Teacher console with meters and controls,

3. Light aeray panel mounted on teacher console,

4. Control console for scoring modules, equipped with controls

and dial for point assignments,

5. Strip..chart recorder which indicates how each student answered

each question, and
6. Student counter module which totfilises score for each student

and provides printed record of each student's score.

Each student box is provided with a knob by means of which the

student by rotating the knob can select one of five positions, A, B, C,

D, or E as indicated on a recessed dial. No one except the student can

see the position chosen. The position selected is the student's designation

of his answer from the two or more multiple-choice possiblities.

On the teacher's console are mounted five meters, the dials of which

are calibrated from 0 to 100 per cent. The meter readings indicate the

percentages of the students that have answered A, B, C, D or E to the

multiple-choice question. The teacher can see at a glance the percentage

(or number) of students who have answered correctly, as well as the

percentage who have selected each of the other incorrect answers.

Mounted on the teacher's console is an interchangeable panel with

a series of green lights arranged in a geometric pattern according to the

seating arrangement of the classroom. There is one light for each student.

By depressing an illuminated button on the console, the teacher can observe

which students have answered A, B, C, D or E, in turn as he changes the

position of his "answer" dial. He can thus ascertain which students have

answered correctly as well as what incorrect answer each student has selected.

The abfwe description comprises the student-teacher monitoring section

of the WHIT-SCORE. It can be used in daily classroom work as a classroom

communicator.

When scoring or evaluation of student achievement is desired, the

"scoring" modules of the WHIT-SCORE are employed. The scoring control

unit is plugged into the teacher's console. Then, either or both, of the

scoring modules are connected to the scoring control unit. In regular

operations these scoring modules would already be interconnected and the
combined system mounted on a cart which could readily be wheeled into the

classroom when required.

The scoring control unit is provided with a switch which can be

turned to (1) "correct" answer or (2) "all answers" position. When the

scoring record button is pushed the strip-chart module will record on the

chart (1) an indication for each student who Las selected the correct answer,

or (2) an indication of what answer each student has selected. After

scoring the first questions, the chart automatically moves into position to

score the next question. If method two of recording is chosen, the chart

then becomes an actual permanent record of the entire examination for each

and every student in the class.

A
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Mounted on the score control unit is a "telephone" dial which

operates the student counter module. The teacher turns the "answer"

dial on the teacher console to the correct answer and then "dials" in

the number of credit points for the correct answer to the particular

questions. The counter for each student who has answered correctly

registers the number of points dialed. The dialing is continued for

each question until the examination or scoring period is completed.

each student's counter then indicates the total accumulated number of

points for all of his correct answers, or in other words, his total

score for the examination.

The "reset" button is then pushed and the scores for every student

are printed on a single tape which becomes a permanent record of the

score or grade for the ex-tmination or scoring period. The printer

prints the student's number and, opposite the number, his total accumu-

lated score. When all scores have been printed, the unit resets all

counts to "zero", ready for the next examination.

For the convenience of the teacher there is a counter on the score

control unit which indicates the total number of points assigned for the

answers to all of the questions. Stated another way, this counter in-

dicates the total number of points possible for any student who has

correctly answered all questions -- a grade of 100 per cent.

It should be noted that the student-teacher monitoring system is

completely operable throughout the scoring process. The meters continue

to indicate the percentage of the st, lent answering Al B, C, D or E.

Also the panel continues to display the lights for each student who has

answered correctly. A manual record can be made of the percentages of

students answering each question correctly, or for that matter all of the

meter percentages for each question.

What The Monit -Score Will Do

From the description of the HDNIT-SCORE and how it operates, it is

evident that a whole new approach to student-teacher evaluation is pos-

sible. The teacher, by asking a series of suitable multiple-choice

questions for each of the pertinent sections of his regular teaching

program, may ascertain at intervals during the lesson the understanding

and comprehension of the students, individually and collectively as a

group, The system makes it mandatory for each student to answer each

question. Full participation by the eutire class is assured. The

timid or unresponsive student can answer the questions without fear of

intimidation or derision from more aggressive students.

If the correct responses from the class as a unit is below what the

teacher deems to be appropriate, say 80 to 85 per cent, the teacher can

immediately review the subject matter, perhaps in a different fashion, for

clarification. The performance and understanding of individual students,

perhaps the slower learners, can be monitored by the lights on the light

panel.



It should be noted that there is no need for the teacher to change

his regular presentation. The only deviation from normal procedure would

be the interspersion o2 multiple-choice (or true or false) questions at

appropriate times. Preparation of such questions would, of course, be

necessary, but this should present no problems. In fact, this should be

helpful to the teacher. It is further evident that the teacher now has

available through the lUNIT- SCORE, the means for analysing and improving

his own presentation. He can select those procedures and explanations

which the students, through the monitoring oystem, most readily comprOos

hand.

Homework has always been an area of contention, quite often because

the work was not graded or even reviewed by the teacher for the lack of

time. However, the subject matter or the homework may well be covered

in subsequent examinations. By asking a few well-chosen questions just

after class convenes, the teacher may determine if the students have

actually done the homework and whether or not they have understood the

content of the assigned material. Clarifications can be made at once if

the student responses indicate that such are needed.

Grading of examination papers has long been a tiresome drudgery for

the teacher. The time thus spent is inordinately long compared to that

available for lesson preparation. The MOM-SCORE provides means for

reducing this time to a bare minimum. The scoring modules permit the

teacher to:
1. Score the achievement of the students during norms?. classroom

work, or
2. Score a regular examination, or

3. Evaluate the student's achievemeoz over any period of time,

Written examinations, or any portion of an examination, the ques-

tions of which can be answered from a series of multiple-choice answers,

may be scored before the class is actually dismissed. The examitustton

may be handled in one to two ways:

1. Asking each questiln and receiving and scoring each student's

answer, one question at a time, or

2. Permitting the students to answer all of the questions on his

paper (regular duplicated examing.tion paper) and then just

before the class is dismissed, the scoring of the examination

can be accomplished.

In the first case, the number of credit points for the particular

question can be "dialed" into the scorer unit immediately after each

question. For the second case, the teacher will ask each student to

indicate his answer (from his paper) to each question inturn. The pre..

scribed number of points for each correct answer can be dialed into the

scoring unit in turn. Thus a printed record of each student's accumulated

score can be obtained in a matter of three of four minutes. The examina-

tion is actually graded before the class is dismissed.
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The strip-chart module, as mentioned previously, provides a record

of (1) the correct answers for each student, or (2) how each student

answered each question. This strip-chart recor4 is then a condensed

version of all the examination papers for the eistAre class. It is pos-

sible to determine the score of each student from this chart by summing

up the points for each correct answer. This process can be accelerated

by means of an available strip-chart viewer. This strip-chart contains

all the information necessary for a complete analysis of the examina-

tion. It will permit:

1. The determination of the total score for each student,

2. The achievement for each student for any section of the

examination,
3. The number of students answering correctly for each question,

4. The number of students selecting each possible answer for each

question (the number selecting A, B, C, D or E for each ques-

tion), and

5. An analysis of the examination itself to determine the appro-

priateness of each question.

As stated previously, the strip-chart recorder or the totalizing

counter unit may be used separately or both simultaneously. Although

the accumulated score can be obtained from the strip-chart, the printed

total score for each student from the counter unit is a great convenience

for the teacher.

To summarize, the )DNIT-SCORE has been developed as an integrated

electronic system wherein=
1. The teacher may use to determine whether the students, in-

dividually or collecti- 21y, are understanding the subject

matter of the lesson as it is being presented.

2. The teacher may use to review homework and course content

material prior to achievement or regent examinations.

3, The teacher may obtain scores and records of examinations

before the class is actually dismissed.

4. The teacher may procure data for a complete analysis of the

students' achievements in classroom work and in examinations.

5. The teacher is assisted in improving his classroom presenta-

tions and permit him appreciably more lesson preparation time

throughout the reduction of work for grading examinations.



STUDENT RESPONSE SYSTEMS AND TRAINING

C. Robert Love, EDEX Corporation

In Los Angeles a bus driver, deep in concentration sees a red sports car

careen dangerously in front of his bus and he reacts. In San Francisco

a bank executive wrestles with a company's financial record trying to

decide its cash position, and he reacts. An unemployed laborer in

Lansing, Michigan decides that bosses have feelings like other people

and he reacts. What do these people from widely divergent walks of life

all have in common?

The bus driver, the bank executive, the laborer are all participating in

a revolutionary approach to training. There was no sickening rending of-

metal and shattering of glass between the bus and the sports car. The

driver didn't hit the brakes or spin the steering wheel to avoid the

crash. The near miss was being reproduced before him and his fellow

drivers on 16mm motion picture, wide screen and in color. Immediately

before the point of impact the motion picture projector automatically

switches off and a still projector switches on with a question to the

drivers, "How could you have prevented that accident?" The drivers study

the alternatives offered and signal their decision by pressing a button

on a small response device on the table in front of them. The classroom

instructor watches a small display panel on the teacher console before

him. Satisified that 100% of his class recognized the hazard before it

developed and took proper preventative action, he congratulates the class

and tells them that they all scored another 10 points on the machine-presented

program.

The situation just described, like the one involving the bank executive and

the laborer, is part of Greyhound Corporation's new professional driver

safety program developed by EDEX Corporation of Palo Alto, California.

Greyhound introduced the program in their western operations about 2

years ago. Their safety record was excellent; nevartheless, they were

concerned about maintaining a high degree of interest and participation

in their safety training program on the part of their drivers. The EDEX

Teaching System appeared to provide the spark they were looking for.

Using this student-response approach offered several advantages to their

safety training staff. Real-life situations could be replicated in the

classroom. The training could be standardized and presented with a minimal

amount of effort being expended by their instructors in presenting

information--the system does this automatically. Because the instruction

is carefully designed and prepackaged, it is relatively teacher-proof.

That is, it does not suffer at the hands of the instructor whose energy

begins to fade at the end of a hard day, nor does its quality diminish

noticeably with the varying abilities of the instructors.
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Mgt important from a learning standpoint was the revelation that the

trainees, including drivers with years of driving experience, maintained

a high interest level throughout the program. Anyone who has had the

difficult task of maintaining interest during a safety training program
will agree that it is a chore tint will exhaust even the most talented

professional. Unlike traditional afety classes where the trainees sit

passively through a lecture or a film, in Greyhound's classes the drivers

are busy every minute, evaluating situations, making judgments and decisions

and expressing opinions.

The two-hour professional drivers' safety program was developed around

freeway and intersection situations with heavy emphasis on following dis-

tances. To achieve a sense of reality the motion picture camera, fitted

with an anamorphic lens to give a wide view, was mounted directly behind

the driver and was aimed over his shoulder. Because a sense of reality

was important, few scenes could be effectively staged. However, the

Greyhound-EDEX crew found that the busy California freeways provided an

ample variety of potential accident-producing situations with no prompting

of amateur drivers required.

To keep production costs down EDEX uses a two-projector technique to present

questions and give reinforcing answers. The EDEX console responding to

pulses on 1/4 inch magnetic tape automatically switches from motion sequences,

to still cp;estion frames on cue. Even the scores for correct answers are

preprogrammed on the tape.

The management of Greyhound felt that the results of Western Greyhound Lines

experience with this program were sufficiently good to warrant the extension

of the program to cover drivers in Central, Eastern and Southern Greyhound

Lines.

The case of the bank executive differs from that of the bus driver in many

respects. The content material to be taught was factual rather than

attitudinal in nature. The training department of the Bank of America was

faced with some fairly typical training problems. Their trainees varied

in age from recent college graduates to older executives with long tenure.

They were concerned about how to teach more information without increasing

their training time appreciably. Standardization of instruction was needed

between their Northern and Southern California headquarters.

Both in-house and outside instructors we-ct to be used. So, like Greyhound,

their material had to be fairlT teacher-proof. Their instructional program

involved two courses; one in basic accounting, the other in financial

statement analysis. The accounting course, in addition to homework, involves

four full days of classroom work given one day each month for four months.

During each of the four, one-day sessions, the trainees spend about two

hours using the EDEX System.

The financial statement analysis program runs for a full week of about

thirty-two instructional hours, ten hours of which the trainees use the

EDEX System. In the latter program, the Bank of America's training depart-

ment uses an unusual approach, W. D. "Bud" Robertson of the bank's training

department refers to it as "programming the instructor."
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By its nature and design, EDEX can be described generally as a linear

machine. Linear in the sense that the machine does not automatically

direct itself into what Dr. Norman Crowder refers to as branching. A

typical EDEX sequence is:
Instructional Step(s)
Question
Automatic Scoring
Reinforcement Material
Next Instructional Step(s)

In this method of instruction all students are given the reinforcing

material. This can vary, depending on the type of program, from simply

informing the class of the correct or desired answer to providing review

information and the rationale behind the correct response.

Because the display panel on the EDEX Console shows the distribution of

responses in percentage of the group for each choice offered, the instructor

can euercise the option of letting the program proceed (in cases where the

majority answer correctly) to stopping the program to give additional in-

struction (where the majority failed to answer correctly). To make certain

that this happens the machine is programed to stop after nearly all of the

question frames. The instructor's task is to read the four percentage

meters and if all is well, he simply presses a start button and the lesson

continues.

Vt. Robertson points out that this approach has another advantage. The

Bank of America, like many other users of this student-response system,

finds that this kind of student-active teaching can be heavily concentrated.

The trainee really feels that he is being pushed and while the tape can be

programmed for varying response times, the frequent stops tend to ease the

pressure.

Robertson believes that this feeling of pressure or of being pushed is good.

From his management's point of view, the trainees are there to learn as much

as they can in the shortest possible period. To date, instructors have de-

tected .:to evidence that this sense of urgency stands in the way of learn: °;.

To the contrary they are -rite satisfied with their results and report that

both the instructors and the trainees are pleased with this approach.

Another unique application of the System used by the Bank of America

training department permits the use of the constructed response. Prior to

the advent of programed instruction "constructed response" was called

writing an answer.

In this application, financial information from a company's records is

projected before the class. The audio track on the sound tape instructs

the class to depress the "D" button on their responders, then they are to

extract the appropriate information from that being projected on the screen

and enter it in the appropriate column on the financial spread sheet which

each student has on his desk before him. After each student has made the

entry on his sheet he is instructed to signal this fact by pressing the

"A" button. The tape on the EDEX System stops, leaving the projector on.

When the last student in the class has made his entry and cleared his
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responder the EDEX System automatically starts. The projector then ad-

vances the film to the next frame and the student is asked to compare
his entry with the one shown on the screen.

According to Mr. Rot,ertsot9 the training people look at the System as another

instructional tool. They are pleased with their results to date and are

planning additional programs involving its use in international banking,

orientation for new employees and have used it as a briefing tool for public

relations programs.

Two very different approaches are used by Greyhound and the Bank of America

in their physical handling of the System. The GreyhoLA Company uses the

System on a portable basis. Each instructor carries the equipment in a

station wagon from city to city until he covers his area. The Bank of

America uses two permanently wired classrooms; one in their San Francisco

headquarters and one in Los Angeles. Rather than take the classroom to

the student they bring the student to the classroom.

The case of the unemployed laborer in Lansing, Michigan involves the use of

the EDEX System in adult literacy programs. According to Secretary of

Labor Wirtz, the Lansing Job Training Center is one of 64 experimental and

demonstration projects approved by the U. S. Department of Labor's Manpower

Administration.

The initial goal of the JTC demonstration program is to develop language

literacy, develop and improve computational skills and develop cultural

understanding to a point where those who complete courses successfully can

undertake vocational training. The ultimate goal is the successful com-

pletion of institutional (classroom) vocational or on-the-job training to

render trainees employable.

In July, just two months after the Job Training Center began, the

(Lansing, Michigan) State Journal reported the following description of

the use ofthe EDEX System in this project:

"In addition, (to the use of conventional teaching methods) modern teaching

aids are being utilized, Recently installed was the EDEX System for in-

struction in reading, arithmetic, spelling and other elementary subjects....

This device makes possible instant grading of the performance of all the

students in the classroom. A projector, utilizing either movies, filmstrips

or slides, flashes the 'A,esson units on the screen.... Each student gives

his or her answer by pressing an individual "responder" button. The grades

are indicated on the Console or control board .. Enthusiasm and eagerness

are written in the faces of the trainees. No matter their age, they enjoy

scoring well on tests. Their faces light up when they respond with the

correct answers."

There are several factors at work that produce this kind of a response from

the sub-functional or functional illiterate when they are exposed to the

EDEX Systems approach. To many learners in this category the traditional

classroom concept represents to them a scene of prior repeated failure.
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To others, returning to the classroom after reaching adult maturity seems

childish and evokes from them a sense of shame. To some it is a completely

foreign and bewildering experience.

The very presence of the hardware itself has great impact on these learners.

To them it is the very latest in technology; in a sense, it conveys a message

that someone cares enougil to provide them with the ultimate in instructional

technology. To keep this Hawthorne effect alive and working to an instruc-

tional advantage, it is necessary to design the materials first to the needs

of the adult mind. Chances for success must be designed into the material

in such a way that it is difficult for even the slowest learner to fail.

AC: of course, the infinite patience of the System, which never tires,

ne.tv7 diminishes the quality of the presentation, is another favorable

facto::.

While it is still too early to point to well documented evidence concerning

the success of the Lansing project, all indications would tend to show that

it will be highly svccessful. At the same time, other programs are in

various developmental stages in Indiana, Flint, Michigan, North Carolina

and in California - all involving the use of the EDEX System in basic

education for adults.

The three case histories referred to in this report are fairly representative

of the more than fifty locations around the United States where EDEX Teaching

Systems have been in use over the past three and a half years. The EDEX

Corporation, located in Palo Alto, California, has established itself during

this period of time as a leader in providing a Systems approach to instruction.

By definition, a systems approach suggests a series of closely related com-

ponents functioning in an orderly fashion toward a common goal. This in turn

suggests that a number of variables be reduced to a bare minimum.

There is a number of variables at work in conventional .aastruction. A broad

assortment of materials and devices are at the aisposal of the teaQher. This

is a random assortment that can be selected at random by the teacher. Their

use varies from actual teaching, to enrichment, to merely being used to fill

in time.

The next variable is the teacher himself, whose effectiveness varies from

teacher to teacher, from day to day and from hour to hour. Student interest

varies from active participation to total passivity. To measure instructional

effectiveness, the teacher :miles on a number of conventional feedback

mechanisms. These may include a show of hands, discussions, projects, papers,

tests and quizzes.

The intellectually alert students depicted here as the active students, might

respond to all of these mechanisms. With the exception of tests and quizzes,

which are offered on a' delayed after-the-tact basis, an increasing and alarm-

ing number of students do not respond to these mechanisms.



How can a systems approach improve this situation? First, the teacher's

action must be considered as being an integral operrrt within the system;

his first function involves curriculum design.

By that we mean that the materials and devices to be used in instruction

are carefully ordered to perform specific instructional tasks. All compon-

ents of the system are highly directional, aimed at pre-determined terminal

behaviors. Through the presentation side of the mechanism, carefully pre-

pared materials are presented to all students.

All students are required to report to the feedback side of the mechanism

by means of a responder. By the use of frequent interrogation controlled

by the presentation side of the mechanism, all students are necessarily

active. There can be no passive students on the system without their

being immediately identified by the teacher.

Given this constant flow of information about the group as a whole,

irrespective of size, and about each student within the group, the in-

structor can make valid judgments about curriculum, and do those very

human things teachers should do--counsel, guide and tutor according to the

identified needs of the individual, whether they be bus drivers, bank

executives or illiterate laborers.
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NONCOMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS FOR THE PUBLIC SERVICES

John W. Bystrom, Assistant to the Undersecretary of H.E.W.

The call foil a Great Society issued by President Johnson marks the beginning

of a major movement of great consequence to education.

Using resources gained from an expanding economy and reduced defense costs,

we may expect the gradual extension of the educational process into every

sector of American life as we work to end poverty and elevate our national

life. Educational broadcasting must expand its horizons in preparation for

the new challenges.

Television is being used effectively to assist in meeting needs for formal

education and to provide cultural enrichment for the comfortable--the educated

person with sufficient income and an easy relationship to the world. Success-

ful experience in these program areas should encourage educational broad-

casting to look now to expanded service to help meet all types of human needs

and assist the whole community. In saying this I repeat: a thesis which I

have expressed several times over the last six months, most recently at the

convention of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters. But it

calls for action on the part of educational communication specialists over

the whole of the Nation.

I direct my attention today to those in television and radio because they

usually have some control over 8%!trvice policy and can provide some direction

in its development. The expanded service proposed here involves a shift in

direction requiring basic management decisions.

But to the audiovisual specialist, let me say this. Many community services

need your services to improve the ericiency and effectiveness of their opera-

tions. However, they are often--but not always--even less aware of the

benefits to be gained from audiovisual application, including programed

instruction, than they are of the benefits to be gained from the application

of closed and open circuit television, radio, and voice circuitry. While a

radio or television station can initiate proposals which may benefit the

public service, the audiovisual specialist must usually leave initiative to

the agency.

The contribution which can be made by the audiovisual professional at this

point, probably requires some form of group action. It represents a pro-

fessional responsibility. One which might well be assisted by industry in

their own interest. The use of audiovisual resources, where effective, by

all the various community services involved in the educational process would

greatly expand the profession and increase its potential for service to the

Nation. A review by the audiovisual professional of the growing body of

legislation calling for innovations in health, welftre, and commrity services

is well worthwhile for it can stimulate thinking by one familiar with

communication media and can expand his concept of ills role in the education

process of the Nation.
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Review by the educational broadcaster of community educational needs will

show that the primary responsibility for service is often assigned outside

the organized apparatus of education. It will show that there are substantial

audiences to be served, established professional agencies committed to the

service, and operating funds that are often substantial. Also, he will flnd

a wide potential for educational broadcasting.

Broadcasting services to meet community needs can take at least three forms:

(1) They can be directed to serve basic individual needs including: programs

to provide mental health information, counseling to parents of the retarded,

or community development information; programs to combat social problems, such

as alcoholism, juvenile delinquency, illiteracy; programs to bring special

ethnic groups into the main stream of our society, strengthen our civil defense

system, save lives in time of disaster; programs to prepare people for the

problems of aging and make life adjustment after 65 easier; programs providing

nutritional information or preventive medical information especially in areas,

both rural and urban, where life is shorter°

(2) Broadcasting services can function to support the management of public

services and increase effectiveness. The experience gained in professional

education, such as the training of nurses and the continuing education of

doctors can be called on to assist in the in-service training of all types of

public servants. In addition, there are the new joi, categories now being

created by our social agencies such as Health Assistant or Homemaker and which

will provide livelihood for hundreds of thousands in our society. The develop-

ment of these categories, badly needed by underemployed persons, is limited

essentially by the training problems, not by the need of society for their

services.

(3) Broadcasting services can expand in one of its traditional roles - that

of providing public information about our community. National efforts such as

the air and water pollution programs, civil defenseL.the space program, and

the community health program depend on a high level of public awareness and

cooperation if objectives are to be met.

Almost every public service has a large number of unsolved problems which are

comparable. These problems include: limited number of trained professionals,

greatly increased body of knowledge, greatly increased need and demand for

services, greater differentiation of functions within the service involving

increased professional specialties, expanded role for subprofessional and semi-

skilled categories, and increased stress on public self-reliance assisted by

the distribution of public information.

If television and other newer media can be used effectively to assist community

programs, why are they not in greater use today? While the noncommercial media

specialist has developed some knowledge of the needs of education and ways of

meeting them, he is not particularly familiar with the needs of welfare, public

health, civil defense, agriculture, commerce, and so forth. At the same time,

professionals in every category--the welfare caseworker the rehabilitation

worker, the public health officer, et al--have been trained to use direct face
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to face methods, assisted by the printed word, in their relationships with

the public they serve. Professional apparatus has relied ;,n eirect teaching,

organized staff meetings, and one to one relationships to build professional

staff competence. Any wide scale use of television, radio, and newer media

would require substantial modification of existing methods.

Because of the lack of familiarity which each specialty has with the objec-

tives of the other, explorations into the use of noncommercial media for

services other than formal education, defense, training, and medical educa-

tion is just beginning. However, it is beginning. I received a number of

indications of this over the last several weeks. A letter from a midwest

university station manager described his very promising negotiations with

the State Director of Civil Defense in jointly developing and funding

State-wide ETV operations. Seymour Siegel, Director of Radio Communication

or New York City, described the benefits of television in the training of

municipal employees. Some 4,000 nurses in each of the past two years have

received training courses over Channel 31. The staffs of privately operated

nursing homes are exposed to special training by television. Television has

been recognized as a tool for improving mental health service. The Police

Academy distributed training materials by television to each of 20 precincts.

Some 15,000 members of the fire fighting force receive weekly instruction;

a job which once took an entire year by means of traveling drill instructors

is accomplished in a week. In addition, some 75 neighboring communities use

the program.

A review of NET program development showed them to be assisting a number of

agencies including the Social Security Administration, the U. S. Information

Service, the Public Health Service, the Argonne National Laboratory,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Atomic Energy Commission, the

Census Bureau, the National Science Foundation, and others.

A State Director of ETV described negotiations involving two southern States

in which one State provides the professional instruction and the other provides

television production capability for the preparation and distribution of ETV

training materials for welfare caseworkers, A station manager discussed

negotiations for a planning grant looking to the preparation of materials for

the training of retarded children. Another sent a report of developing plans

for programming into day care centers for pre-school children. Although there

is outstanding pioneering in all parts of the country, the magnitude of the

effort has not equaled either the needs to be served or the existing opportuni-

ties for service.

The Nation will soon have 100 television stations serving an area in which 140

million Americans live. We can look forward to another 35 stations to be in

operation by the ehd of 19650 The average station operates 5 days a week,

8 hours a day. The fact is that our television stations have a potential for

much greater use, while at the same time there are many community services

that could benefit from using them.

We have approximately 310 educational radio stations and new ones are being

licensed at the rate of 30 a year. With a few exceptions --important

exceptions--they provide limited programing for limited institutional needs



to meet the limited demands of limited audiences. Yet, perhaps even here,

there may be a basis for anticipating a more dynamic involvement in the needs

and life of the community with the active planning now being pushed in

response to the long felt concern over educational radio development.

The challenge for those in educational television and radio is to see their

function in the broadest terms. To place themselws at the disp)sal of all

agencies whose purpose it is to preserve and strengthen human dignity.

Exploration in the "new" areas of education will require systematic study.

Valuable publications include "Handbook on Programs of the U. S. Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare" ($1.75), "Grant-in-Aid and other Financial

Assistance Programs Administered by the U. S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare" ($2.25), and "Catalog of Federal Aids to State and Local Govern-

ments" ($.40). These may bo obtained from Superintendent of Documents,

Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.

Opportunities are not limited to programs administered by the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, but exist in many of:her areas of the public

service as well. In the last year alone the media specialist has seen the

following legislation which is of direct interest to his field: the Economic

Opportunity Ace (P.L. 88-452), Titles II and V; Amendments to the National

Defense Education Act (P.L. 88-665) TitTes III, VII, XI, Sec. 602; and the

Vocational Education Act of 1963 (P.L. 88-210) Sec. 4(c).

Media specialists, conditioned by Title VII of NDEA and the Educational

Television Facilities Act, wherein the relationship between applicants and

the Federal Government direct, may mistakenly look to Washington for the

key decisions when exploring the opportunities under other programs. However,

by and large, major decisions are made at the State and local level. Research

and Development funds are generally excepted from this rule, hnwever. While

they usually involve final approval at the Federal level, media specialists

should remember that the cooperation of local field agencies is normally

essential.

Systematic review of opportunities to adapt media to educational needs involves

a broad acquaintanceship with State and local administrative authorities- -

State Welfare Directors, Commissioners of Public Health, Consultants on the

Aging, Commissioners of Commerce, and the list could go on at length. The

resources of those University departments close to the public services, and

partners with them in research, innovating demonstrations, and professional

training, can be particularly important during pioneering stages. Within HEW

a great deal of assistance can be provided by HEW Regional Offices.*

As the specialist in educational media seeks to serve the whole community he

will direct his attention to the many needs of many audiences. Unfettered by

the need to produce mass audiences and create mass markets for mass production,

educational broadcasting and the newer media are capable of adapting program

services to the multiple needs of the diversified human race. By enlisting

in the effort to elevate life and improve opportunity in America, the person

*Persons interested in further detail about HEW program opportunities may

wish to arrange for interviews with program field office representatives.

Region 1 - Mt. Bresnahan, 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 02116

Region II - Mr. 010nnor, 42 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10004
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who takes leadership in the development of noncommercial communication systems

for the public services contributes to the creative differences of individuals

and the dynamic pluralism of the Nation.



ADMINISTRATORS TAKE A LOOK AT EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

Bernarr Cooper, State Education Department

Considerations of the television medium from the administrator's point of

view are not usually based upon what the administrator says. What is signifi-

Nutt is what the administrator does or considers when he approaches the possi-

bility of using the television medium.

Tho average administrator usually begins with a double-headed question.

What kind of equipment or hardware do I need and how much does it cost? I'm

sure that those of you who have been in a position of selling your adminis-

trators on the potential of the medium have found that this is the first con-

sideration: amount, in terms of equipment; aud then awareness of the budget

within which he must live.

When he begins to talk about the economics of the acquisition of the

'hardware,' the administrator soon comes to realize (if you have presented

your problem to him well and if he is 'sold' on it) that he must add to his

acquisition costs the cost of installation. Usually, the equipment or hard-

ware is where the administrator begins his thinking, depending upon who is

selling what to who. However, as we in the State Education Department talk

with administrators and consider with them the use of the medium, we encourage

a certain kind of thinking approach -- one that indicates there is a place at

which to begin, her than money and hardware,

This suggestion applies to administrators at all levels. Where does the

'good' administrator, the one who is truly and deeply involved in what it is

he wishes to accomplish -- where does he begin in this chore? The good administrator\

begin first with the identification of his own needs in his own system. He'll

ask the simple question, "What does my faculty and staff need if I am to con-

sider the installation of this medium to meet the basic instructional needs to

which we are committed?" Identification of needs is a universal 'must' at all

levels of education. There are certain differences at the elementary and sec-

ondary levels which enter into the consideration of administrator-staff rela-

tionships when embarking on the use of a new mass medium of distribution. The

administrator who is concerned with the 41ementary level must begin (oddly

enough and practically enough) with his counseling and guidance people. The

way in which a medium shall be put to use to meet needs at the elementary

level will depend upon a consideration of the broad spectrum of needs that

exist at the primary level and that become refined as we get to tha third grade

level.

A simple approach to the needs at the primary level indicates what we al-

ready know -- that the broad spectrum of readiness knowledge, and readiness

skill to be inculcated in the kindergarten-through-third-grade child needs to

determine the specific use to which a medium will be put. When we get beyond

the third grade level, there is a need to reflect on the potential of the child

of 'the middle years' as some.psycholegists have referred to it. What we do in

early childhood, and the basis we lay there in meeting needs for readiness skills

and basic knowledge will determine to a great extent the rate at which we exer-

cise the use of the medium when we begin to approach the child and his needs for

learning at the 'imiddle childhood' level. These are conclusions to which many

of the administrators have came.



We may begin with these considerations in mind before we consider the

medium itself. Such a consideration helps evolve a most successful program

in teaching and learning. At the secondary level, the teaching of a specific

subject presents a whole host of scheduling problems. Here the administrator

wanting to use television begins with a consideration of how he is going to

meet the scheduling problems. What the administrator is encouraged to do is

to consider the content needs which he is now satisfyivm either in depth or

in breadth. Next, he must consider the problem of moving the total student

body for each subject to be learned. Then the administrator must consider the

way in which differences in somatic development within thP tudent group in-

fluence interest and learning spans. Unquestionably, leve.101 of interest are

in sharp contrast as the teen-ager proceeds from one level of somatic develop-

ment to the other and from one content area to another.

One of the things that the expe7imenting administrators discovered was

that differences I. somatic development in the target student group effect the

use to which the sedlum can be put. In using television, adalnistrators found

that, changes that we have experiences in the whole learning process were still

valid. Just as we have moved from a society in which the deductive learning

process was for several centuries the methodology of approach to learning in

the classroom, in television, too, we have moved to an inductive method. This

latter method more readily satisfins. A:- inductive approach to learning brings

about the kind of environmental situation that leads to intelligent questions

that should evolve from that which is presented through the medium. Once the

student recognizes that learning when motivated brings clear indications of

reward -- regardless of the medium -- then the administrator can successfully

use not only TV but also programed instruction, in various subject areas.

Most administrators, as they look back on their experience with the use of

television, have recognised that there is a real need to establish centers in

schools that shall be demonstration centers in new methodologies of teaching

and learning, new approaches to teaching and learning needs. Many of the ad-

ministrators who experienced some let-down with the objective measurements of

learning outcomes when information was presented through the television medium

have equated the potential of television, and the potential of film. They

have come to the conclusion that what they need in order to effectively use

any mass distribution medium is a properly focused utilization orientaton on

the part of the using teachers. Some of the more forward thinkers among the

administrators have proposed that which is needed is a whole spectrum of films,

video tapes, and the like which take the entire utilisation process from the

very beginning of planning, to demonstrations by outstanding teachers in the

actual process of using media, to measured outcomes, to the follow-up tech-

niques. This is what administrators have been asking for. Whether or not we

have yet produced such a utilization series is a greet question mark. We all

know that Airborne has produced some very outstanding utilization films in

specific areas related to the specific programs which they do. Administrators

have been highly critical of some of these. Some of dm are overextended.

Some of them do not depict an ongoing idea that they feel presents a learning

situation in a positive way. Several attempts have been made at the University

of Michigan to produce utilization materials. One outstanding film on the ac-

tivity of a studio teacher has found a great deal of acceptance, but the adminis-

trator criticises it as doing only part of the job.

A current series emerging in Florida is a proposal of ten programs of orients

tion to and utilization of the television medium. This series has already been

viewed and rejected by the Eastern Educational Network, Committee on Utilisation.
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The administrator charges that persons concerned with the use of mass media

in the learning process must readily adapt themselves to recognizing needs of

the total educational system tot as it is now, but as it will be in ten to fif-

teen years. We must evolve mete 's of approach in teaching and learning which

can be viable in light of the tu.-dity of the changes which we are experiencing

now, and in terms of influences from outside the field of education that clearly

indicate our present methods of d.ssemanating, inculcating, or whatever you want

to call the teaching process are no longer adequate. The method that we are

pursuing now is no longer (in the administrator's mind) a viable mode for teach-

ing and learning in relation to the many problems that continue to arise with

the passage of time. The charge is clear. We must stop thinking of knowledge

as a resultant product on the part of the learner. Knowledge is no longer a

completed product. If we use the inductive method of teaching through the tele-

vision medium, we will not complete a learning cycle, but leave it open-ended.

Thus the learner will continue to learn in Continuing Education situations. In

a word, what the administrator has said is we need both new institutions of

teacher-training and new teacher training methods. The existing ones, overlaid

with utilization techniques as we conceive them, are not enough for the forward-

looking administrator and create great difficulty if the administrator tries to

take that which is new and impose it upon that which is ongoing and which has

already become rather conventional.

The administrator at the elementary and secondary level charges us with

what all of us have known, with what all of us have been told time and time

again. It is such an old statement that it Ls almost a cliche and many of us

be tended to almost shrug our shoulders every time we hear it. He starts

first with the premise that ellildhood needs to be a time when the learner

recognizes that school learning leads to worthwhile outcomes. How we achieve

this, I don't know. How this can be achieved as a continuing thing is yet to be

demonstrated, in most school systems. The second charge is rather simple, a

three worded method of direction to all of us. The administrator looking to the

teaching level, looking to the use of media says "Learning is pleasant." Some

of us observing the student in the average school environmett cynically wonder

whether or not the student really finds under all conditions that "learning is

pleasant." Of course the ,third statement of direction to ua is something that

every teacher has tried to achieve both for the learner and for the administra-

tor who observes him. We are committed to the belief that learning must be at

such a level as to make the developing child feel that he is mare like the

adult with whom he associates or whom he admires. Whether or not some of our

administrators are realistic in suggesting that all of our children admire all

of the adults with whom they associate, I'm sure a realistic question and a

challenge.



CURRICULUM PLANNING FOR EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

Bernarr Cooper, State Education Department

The major problem in curriculum planning for educational television re-
volves around the problem of a team approach to the total concept of that which
shall be done through the medium. The concept of team teaching, the involve-
ment of supervisory and content personnel, and the total approach to instruc-
tional needs in the classroom and maximum learning effectiveness are not new
either to the content specialist, to the teacher, or to the curriculum coordi-
nator. What is new (and what frequently creates problems) is the need to
recognize that a combination of total reeaurces dedicated to the student and
the learning situation can be disseminated through a mass medium such as edu-

cational television.

I think there can be no doubt that the major goal to which all of us feel

committed in the instructional program is that of the need, the desire of the
student to take away the maximum amount of information from the learning situa-

tion. But what there is frequently little agreement upon is the need for this
information to be disseminated and absorbed by the student as a positive learn-
ing experience in a minimum amount of time. The point at which time becomes of

an easence is the point at which wecome to the realization that the compounding
of knowledge and sheer rote content information Las increased at a geometric rate.
Whereas during the last century it was thought that knowledge doubled every 50
veers we now face the reality that the doubling of knowledge takes place within

it decade and it is rapidly approaching the point where we can now project that
the doubling of knowledge will take place within a five year span. If we ac-

cept the fact that the present generation of elementary school pupils will re-

quire reeducation at least 3 times in their own life-time then we must recognize

the equally compulsive need of the classroom teacher to disseminate as much
information as is possible so that her present elementary student will indeed
be capable of this reeducation.

Curriculum planning for educational television cannot take place in a

vacuum. It cannot be simple curriculum planning according to the traditional

method of approach. Experience is clear -- the kind of curriculum approaches
planned for one medium are not necessarily satisfactory or possible in another

medium. It is at the point where the content is defined, where there is agree-

ment between the supervisor or curriculum coordinator (or moth) with the teach-

ing faculty as to what the objectives shall be that the specialist must be

brought into the picture.

The function of the educational television specialist whether he be pro-
ducer, director or educational television coordinator is to make possible
the maximum effective use of the medium in terms of what the student shall

learn. It is the educational television 'specialist' who must give

insights and directions as to what the medium can accomplish.

Properly prepared for this task, the educational television specialist

will bring insights to the problems of student learning-effectiveness. It is

a hoped for goal that the educational television specialist can lend insights

not only to the functioning of technical equipment, but to the advantages (as

well as the limitations) of the medium in being able to project a particular

piece of information. The curriculum planners, too, have an obligation to pro-
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vide the broadcast base of planning approach possible so that the educational

television specialis way advise well. If other media are to be used or may

be used the curriculum pLenner must have the information and indeed the materi-

al at hand. Workint-, together, the curriculum planner and the educational

television specialiiTZ can bring a high order of learning-effectiveness-approach

to every curriculum planning problem.

But we cannot: stop with the simple consideration of media and content,

alone. The curriculum cannot be effectively planned, nor can the educational

television spe(Aalist be an effective advisor and coordinator unless a total

picture of the utilisation function in the classroom or in the home is care-

fully structured. Certain significant questions must remain in the foreground

of all curriculum planning, whether it be for educational television, for the

use of any of the other mass media, or for the traditional classroom approach.

Basic to all of what has been said here are such questions as: that is

the learner expected to take away from this experience? How is he expected to

continue with the learning process that has been stimulated through the tele-

vision medium? To what extent are the classroom teacher and other content

specialists available to the student for follow-up or for adequate preparation

for viewing? What provisions are made for the 'average,' the 'acceleratecW

or the 'slow learner-viewer?' How adequately have guide materials for the

teacher, supplementary resources or suggestions for these, or other types of

follow-up materials been provided or recommended in the over-all curriculum

planning of the particular broadcast or series of broadcasts?

It would be a simple matter to place upon the shoulders of the teacher or

the curriculum planner the responsibility for making decisions in relation to

all of the questions indicated above, but this may not and cannot be done un-

less such information is conveyed to the educational television specialists as

well. To provide him with maximum insights into both material and learning

goals is to provide him with the where- with -all for making himself an effective

instrument for curriculum planning in educational television.



TRAINING BY TELEVISION

Morris Freedman and Pierre A. Lehmuller,

New York City Board of Education

Morris Freedman

INTRODUCTION

Each year many teachers leave the New York City Public Schools, for

a variety of reasons. Leaves of absence are granted for sabbaticals,

reasons of health and maternity, and for continued education. In addition,

teachers transfer to other systems retire and change professions each year.

As a result of this turnover teacher education becomes a major task of

the school system. In 1963-64 six thousand new teachers were assigned to

fill vacancies and new positions. Many of these teachers required in-service

courses. Teachers also register for in-service courses to receive credits

for salary differentials and to supplement their professional competencies.

The Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction is organized to meet part of

this problem of in-service education. Our thirteen field supervisors pro-

vide demonstrations and workshops, train audiovisual coordinators, organize

school audiovisual programs and offer in-service courses. Twently courses

are being offered during this 1964-65 school year. Other teacher training

services are provided through publications, catalogues and regource bulletins.

PURPOSE OF A TELEVISED IN-SERVICE COURSE

To strengthen our teacher training program the Bureau planned a fifteen

week televised in-service course. The course was designed for home viewing

and credited in much the same way as the more traditional classroom course.

The purpose of the series was to demonstrate the values of audiovisual media

in helping teachers to resolve teaching and learning problems. To this end

the series presented a variety of media and their implementation in the

course of study. Other objectives of the course were to: (1) Stimulate

teachers to usn aud ...visual media in their teaching; (2) Motivate teachers to

ask for more audiovisual services; (3) Familiarize teachers with programed

instruction materials so that they could train themselves in the operation of

a tape recorder and a 16mm sound motion picture projector.

TELEVISION COURSE DESIGN

The rationale used for selecting content and the sequence for the series

was not unique. The series opened with a general overview of the audiovisual

program in New York City and its relationship to the teacher. What followed

for the next thirteen weeks was a progressive development of the utilization

of simple materials starting with flat pictures, slides, filmstrips and

transparencies. This grouping was followed by a presentation of audio

devicEJ such as tape, phonograph and radio. The combined sense approaches

used in television and 16mm sound film were covered later in the series.

Programs were also devoted to cultural and community resources. The com-
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plete series is listed blow by title.

PROGRAM # TITLE

1 Classroom Communications - An Overview

2 Teaching With Flat Pictures
3 Application of Filmstrips to Instruction

4 Learning From Projected Slides
5 The Versatility of Large Transparencies

6 Instructional Uses of the Tape Recorder

7 Creative Teaching with the Radio and

Phonograph
8 Teaching With Television
9 Using Television in the Classroom, Pt. I

10 Using Television in the Classroom, Pt. II

11 Using 16mm Sound Film in the Classroom,
Part I

12 Using 16mm Sound Film in the Classroom,
Part II

13 Cultural Resource Opportunities for The
Schools

14 Using Community Resources for Teaching

15 Evaluation Meeting

TELEVISION COURSE REQUIREMENTS

Each of the telecasts was one-half hour and presented from 4:00 P.M. to

4:30 P.M., once a week via Channel 13, WNDT, New York. Designed for home

viewing the original course proscribed several rigorous requirements. Each

registrant had to view each telecast; complete assignments after viewing

each program; teach themselves how to operate a tape recorder and a 16mm

sound projector using two programed instruction manuals; and participate in

the end-term course evaluation. To guide each teacher's viewing a television

manual was prepared. For each telecast the teacher was given an overview,

undersandings the program intended to impart, an assignment and selected

references.

Assignments which were considered sub-standard were returned with ap-

propriate reasons for rejection. Registrants were permitted to miss two

homework assignments which were considered the equivalent of two absences

from a traditional course.

EVALUATION OF THE TELEVISION COURSE

After the course was initially publicized 1,467 teachers applied for

registration. Because of administrative and materials limitations 787

teachers were accepted. Each teacher registered received a kit: of materials

for use during the course. (Each kit contained a Teacher's Manual, a list of

course requirements, a program schedule, registration cards, two self-instruc-

tion programed manuals and corresponding answer sheets.) When the registra-

tion cards were received 379 enrollees remained. By the end of the course

274 registrants completed all requirements and received credit. Twenty-two

dropped the course and 112 did not complete course requirements.
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Although the course was designed to provide 15 telecasts fourteen

programs were produced and the fifteenth week was devoted to an evaluation

of the series. The evaluation meeting was held in the auditorium of a

centrally located high school. Registrants were notified well in advaac..

and 193 attended. An evaluation form was prepared for completion at this

meeting. Small group sessions were organized to give each teacher the op-

portunity to express 4heir most candid reactions to the course. The most

pertinent findings are listed below:

TEACHER RESPONSES TO EVALUATION STATEMENTS AND THEIR TEACHING LEVEL

N = 198

Teacher responses are keyed as follows:

A - Very strong
B - Moderate agreement
C - Neither agreement
D - Moderate iisagreement

E - Very strong

Statement I

agreement

or disagreement (neutral)

disagreement

One course objective was to show how audiovisual media

can be used by teachers to resolve classroom problems.

This course objective was attained.

Teacher Responses

Teaching Level A E Total

Elementary 71 45 7 2 0 125

Junior H.S. 15 22 2 7 1 47

High School 11 11 2 1 3 28

atstment II One course objective was to present a variety of ap-

plications of audiovisual media in a variety of content

IMM.1111111.01~..

areas. This course objective was attained.

Teacher Responses

Teaching Level A B C D E Total

.11MMEM.

Elementary 78 34 8 2 1 123

Junior H.S. 21 15 5 2 9 45

High School 11 7 5 2 3 28

111111011110

Statement It One course objective was to stimulate viewers to use

audiovisual media in the classroom. This course

objective was obtained.
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Teaching Level

Teacher, Responses

A Total

Elementary

Junior H.S.

High School

84 36 3 0

23 14 4 2

12 12 2 1

0

1

123

44

28

Statement IV One course objective etas to stimulate viewers to

ask for more audiovisual services for their classes.

This course objective was attained.

Teaching Level
Teacher Responses

A E Total

Elementary 73 31 17 3 1 125

Junior H.S. 18 21 3 4 1 47

High School 11 11 3 1 2 28

Statement V One course objective was to indicate the availability
of specific materials through the Board of Education's
G-1 List requisitioning procedures. This objective
was attained.

Teaching Level A
Teacher Res onses

E Total

Elementary 74 42 2 4 3 125

Junior H.S. 14 19 7 3 2 45

High School 16 6 5 1 0 28

011118111MIIIII16,1,M1

Statement VI One course objective was to familiarize ceachers with
programed instruction (self-instruction) materials
through their use of two programed manuals. This ob-
jective was attained.

Teaching Level A
Teacher Responses

E Total

Elementary

Junior H.S.

High School

73

21

14

40 4

15 5

9 3

5

5

0

3

0

1

125

46

27
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Statement VII One course objective was to teach the operation of

the Revere Tape Recorder, Model T-2000 and the RCA

Motion Picture Projector, Model 416. This objective

was attained.

a...m..p.womnamminwrollwpmMilm=.111INK
Teacher Responses

Teaching Level A E Total

P.P.~11=11=1,..111111101MIIMMININIM

Elementary 59 45 11 4 4 123

Junior H.S. 22 16 4 4 1 47

High School 13 9 3 1 1 27

44

Statement VIII, One course objective was to show the role of the

school audiovisual coordinator. This objective

was attained.

Teaching Level A
Teacher Responses

E Total

Elementary 43 34 25 12 7 121

Junior H.S. 15 19 5 5 3 47

High School 11 10 4 2 1 28

NEXT STEPS

All indications point to the fact that home-viewed telecasts provide

a highly successful method for :gin-service teacher training. Although

teachers found the series valuable a number of changes were suggested in

terms of organization and content. In preparation for a second offering

for the Fall 1964, course requirements were modified as follows: Assign-

ments were reduced, the programed instruction manuals were withdrawn and

administrative procedures were improved. When specific films are revised

we hope to include more demonstration teaching lessons which will be more

representative of all school levels.

* * * w * * * * * * *

Pierre A. Lehmuller

INTRODUCTION

11s the person selected as television teacher for the series, "The

Utilization of Audiovisual Media in the Classroom," I viewed my role as

one centered on translating the goal;: of the series into fourteen effective

telecasts.
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PERSONNEL INVOLVED

Each individual telecast actively involved the following personnel:

1. the television teacher
2. the program producer
3. the koduction supervisor
4. the director and his staff

Each telecast had a different producer who was the Bureau of Audio-

visual Instruction Supervisor with a special competency in the media being

emphasized on that program. The producer organized the basic framework of

the telecast, prepared a working script, did research, identified potential

participants in the telecast, initiated, when necessary, production of filmed

lessons for inclusion in the telecast, assisted in producing graphics, photo-

graphs or slides, and, on occasion, appeared on the telecast. As television

teacher, I kept in constant touch with each producer in all these activities,

since, in the final analysis, I would be responsible for what the final

product looked and sounded like.

The production supervisor was assigned to the series by the Bureau of

Radio P-i Television. He brought to the oeries years of experience in pro-

dnIcirt ,i participating in radio and television broadcasts. Basically, he

.4 in selecting the most stimulating means of presentation and steer-

ing is around the many obstacles that confront the neophyte in television.

The director of the series was assigned by Channel 13, WNDT, and was the

professional television person responsible for getting each telecast success-

fully taped.

DEVELOPING THE PROGRAM

To assist new television teachers, the School Television Service of

WNDT conducts a thorough workshop that covers all aspects of television

ranging from the philosophy of instructional television to the techniques of

applying make-up.

At any given time during the series three programs were in active

development.

I. Immediate preparation of the telecast of that week which included

final conferences with guests, rehearsing demonstrations, film

editing, transporting materials to the studio and tying down loose

ends.

2. Final preparation of the next program which included conferences

with the director to plot timing and camera action, meetings with

guests and timing of sequences.

3. Organizing the final structure of the telecast two weeks distant.

In addition, the framework of future telecasts was worked on whenever

there was a free moment. Personal preparation for each telecast ranged from

75 hours for the first few telecasts down to 35 hours for the final telecast.
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND APPROACUES

No telecast used a single approach to illustrate utilization of the

media being presented. Rather, a variety of activities and methods of
presentation was used in each program. Some of the methods used were:

1. Filmed classroom demonstracion lessons produced by the Motion

Picture Production Unit of the Bureau of Audiinisual Instruction,

2. Remote "live taped" classroom lessons.
3. Students in individual and small group activities in the studio

ranging from interviews with high school students on the values

derived from attending the theater to elementary school pupils

in an original playlet.
4. Interviews with, and demonstrations by, authorities in the

communications media.
5. Roundtable discussions with teachers and principals.

6. Demonstrations of media.
7. Film excerpts fr m educational and commercial sources.

PROBLEMS

1. Limitation on activities within the television studio,

2. High costs involved in filming or remote television pickups.

3. Operating within the structure of rigid union regulations.

EVALUATIONS

The teachers viewing the telecast were the best source for an honest

and frank evaluation. Excerpts from ,:heir evaluations have been summarized

by Dr. Freedman.



VIDEO TAPE RECORDER: AID TO CCTV

Dalton Levy, Plainedge

Several years ago ct Plainedge there was no need for a v4leo tape

recorder. We were restricted in our closed circuit operation to only one

building with equipment that was of inadequate sophistication. The reason

for this inadequacy was the lack of technical development of lou cost

television ,studio equipment that could be obtained with a public school

budget.

However we were very satisfied to be able to prepare programs in the

studio and transmit them directly to the rooms via the school distribution

system. The studio equipment consisted of industrial type observation

cameras wh...ch provided an acceptable sync picture. Audio was transmitted

through the PA system of the school.

Video tape recorders at that time were just being widely accepted in

commercial stations and were prohibitively expensive for a closed circuit

educational television operation. Even though many of the programs we pro-

duced had excellent content, the development stage of the "school" VTR had

not as yet been reached. Therefore only the audio portion of the program

could be saved.

During the years 1960 to 1962 our teachers became adjusted to educa-

tional television and the desire to save programs for later showings became

stronger. It was forseen how scheduling problems could be solved with the

use of the VTR. Programs could be made available to teachers when they

could best utilize them in their instruction.

Prior to the video tape recorder becoming a reality, it was necessary

for us to obtain better origination equipment. During the time interval

from our initial step into educational tetevision technological improvements

in closed circuit equipment moved ahead by leaps and bounds. It was not long

before professional type closed circuit equipment could be purchased within

a public school budget limitation. As soon as practicable the Plainedge

Board of Education and the Superintendent of Schools, John Rinehart, approved

the necessary budget to obtain this equipment. With the backing of the State

Education Department two new Sarkes Tarzian camera chains, a film chain,

switcherifeer, wave form monitor, oscilloscope and many other items were

purchased. We also expanded our distril-Jtion systams. All the other schools

in the district were wired for educational television and we were experimenting

with 2,500 megacycle microwave transmission. All schools in the district were

joine4 together with this transmitting system developed by the Adler Educational

System e. This expansion as well as the increase in acceptance of educational

television in the high school led to many scheduling problems. In turn, there-

fore, we realized an intensive desire to obtain a closed circuit video tape

recorder.

Mare was a major breakthrough into the low priced VTR in 1963. The

Ampex Corporation, Nechtronics, and the Sony Corporation almost simultaneously

introduced CC,I1R's that were to be the answer to our school districts problems.

These units finally were in production. The cost averaged about $15,000

(0,
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND APPROACHES

No telecast used a single approach to illustrate utilization of the

media being presented. Rather, a variety of activities and methods of

presentation was used in each program. Some of the methods used were:

1. Filmed classroom demonstration lessons produced by the Motion

Picture Production Unit of the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction.

2. Remote "live taped" classroom lessons.

3. Students in individual and small group activities in the studio

ranging from interviews with high school students on the values

derived from attending the theater to elementary school pupils

in an original playlet.

4. Interviews with, and demonstrations by, authorities in the

communications media.

5. Roundtable discussions with teachers and principals.

6. Demonstrations of media.

7. Film excerpts from educational and commercial sources.

PROBLEMS

1. Limitation on activities within the television studio.

2. High costs involved in filming or remote television pickups.

3. Operating within the structure of rigid union regulations.

EVALUATIONS

The teachers viewing the telecast were the best source for an honest

and frank evaluation. Excerpts from theil evaluations have been summarized

by Dr. Freedman.
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When our VTR was delivered it was quickly put into use. Anticipating

its arrival our eatire studio system was designed to provide for the most

versatile use 4f both live and taped programs. It was possible to provide

live, filmed or taped programs to either of high school llosed circuit dis-

tribution system or to the microwave transmitter, therby reaching all our

schools. If a program were being presented live or on film it could be

simultaneously taped with the video tape recorder. This process took place

through the use of a special electrical program switcher which did not re-

quire the use of jumper cords. The switcher designed by Sarkes Tarzian gave

us positive accurate electronic push-button control over whatever system we

wanted to program, and the video tape recorder was the key to open this com-

plex of versatility.

It now became possible to prepare programs ahead of schedule. Taped

segments of our live programs were held in reserve to be used if the tele-

vision teacher were absent or could not for some reason or another present

a live program. Each live program was taped and held for several days in the

event that a class wanted to have it replayed. This was usually done as a.

review or if the class was on a field trip and missed the lesson. The pro-

grams that we handled like this were our regularly scheduled elzmentary

lessons presented via the caosed circuit system, and included elementary

foreign languages to all the 4th and 5th grades in the district and modern

mathematics to all grade 6 students. No full-time television teachers were

employed to prepare and present these telelessons and then follow up each

lesson by visiting the classrooms in the district on a regular schedule.

Video-taped programs permitted these teachers to observe their lessons and

teaching techniques in a classroom during an actual presentation. By so doing

they could evaluate their own work by seeing first hand how it was accepted by

teachers and students. Needless to say this was and is the most positive

evaluation that any teacher could desire, to sit in the back of a classroom

and see yourself teaching while observing class response.

With the use of the video tape recorder in the high school we were able

to overcome all scheduling problems. Originally only those classes that were

meeting during the period that the talent was available could watch the pro-

grams. We considered ouselves ver fortunate when the participants on the

program consented to go through the ritual twice so two groups of students

could take advantage of the media. In addition to this factor there were many

times when teachers would have preferred the program at a later time in the

year coinciding with their curriculum presentation.

11,

In addition the video- taped high school programs decidedly changed

teacher attitudes toward television. Originally with a research project, classes

were required to watch programs. There was little enthusiasm moat of the time.

The video tape recorder in making it possible for teachers to have their

classes watch the lesson when it was appropriate led subsequently to the demand

for televised lessons to such an extent that requests far outnumbered the re-

quired watching. Programs in the high school are now by request only, first

come first serve. Many times there are insufficient television receivers to

accomodate all the teachers and classes.
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Our latent operations in the high school calls for all programs to he

taped and replayed each period for a full day when it is released. They are

taped for later rebroadcast to eliminate any scheduling problems. With the

video tape recorder we produce the programs when the talent is available and

then provide the playback during the time when teachers can utilize the con-

tents. The tapes are kept on file for review or later presentations.

One of the big problems that immediately confronted us was the shortage

of raw video tape stock in the district. Program after program was recorded

and put aside until there was no tape left. Then came the very difficult

decision as to which tape to erase and use for the new program, with the

possibility that the new program might not be am good as tae one originally

recorded on the reel. Unfortunately the video tape recorder created budgetary

problems. The quantities required for complete flexibility of operation are

not easily obtained from an educational budget already enacted on by the

Board of Education.

As with anything new, it takes only a short while before difficulties

reveal themselves. The Plainedge School District was one of the first

educational systems to get delivery on a video tape recorder. From the

moment it was installed it provided us with enough good results to whet our

appetites for more. Yet, at times it dampened our enthusiasm with the

frustrations resulting from many petty malfunctions. The primary problem

was heads were wearing out within several weeks of operations. The video

tape itself had numerous drop outs (which results in a condition of flashes

across the screen during reproduction) which became very disconcerting.

Heads continually clogged with the oxide from the tape and more times than

not the program was not recorded. However, during the months that we had the

VTR a considerable number of manufacturing production changes took place. Even

though the company did its beat to keep us in operation, the demand on the

video tape recorder was too much. Regardless, we finished the school year with

a definite desire for a video tape recorder that would provide us with depend-

able service.

Fortunately "lady luck" smiled in our direction. The Federal Communi-

cations Commission approved the 2.5 KMC band for fixed service closed circuit

use, and since we had been experimenting with this system, the district

Superintendent and the Board of Education concurred that a permanent installa-

tion should be obtained. The FCC rules required that we obtain a different

model VTR which could be used for broadcast via microwave CCTV. In subsequent

discussions with the video tape recorder manufacturer he agreed, for an addi-

tional sum of money within our budgetary allocation, to replace our recorder

with one of the broadcast type.

There is no question that we anxiously awaited the new machine. We had

been in touch with the company and knew that many modifications and advances

had been made in the few short months of its existence. The recorder was

finally delivered and unpacked. The cables and connectors were plugged in and

the instruction book read. Less than half an hour later, the first short tape

was being replayed. It was beautiful! Clarity, stability and ease of opera-

tion of the recorder unquestionably spelled out that this was what we initially

desired. After two months use the recorder is still operating daily recording

and playing programs to all our elementary schools and high school with com-

pletely satisfactory results. A new videotape developed by the manufactuyer

seems to have solved the drop out and head wear problems.
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Now it is possible for us to strongly rely on the video tape re-

corder. Our television teachers produce the programs and then visit the

classrooms when they are being replayed. If the initial result is not

satisfactory the program is reworked until it has the qualities desired.

Our tapes are kept handy and replayed when requested by teachers in the

district.

Operations on the VTR, as well as the studio equipment is relatively

simple. Students on the AV squad perform 957. of all the studio tasks.

Each period a new group of boys arrives in the studio and each must perform

his assigned duty. If one is absent, the others know what &dust be done.

The squad is an efficient well organized group which has exceptionaly

high morale.

Five years of operation with ETV has certainly shown us in Plain-

edge that this form of instruction can be an outstanding tool for the

classroom teacher. With proper direction and interest and enthusiasm,

television and the video tape recorder have become improtant members of

the Plainedge family. There have been many difficulties and successes,

all listed in reports available from the school district. Our final

results indicate that it has been worth all the effort.



DEVELOPMENT OF "PROGRAMED" AV INSTRUCTION FOR TELEVISION

P. X. Komoski, Columbia University

This is a brief description of a demonstration project now underway at

the Institute of Educational Technology, Teachers College, Columbia University,

dealing with the application of self-instructional programing principles to

the production of televisions lessons.

Background

The purpose of this project is to demonstrate and disseminate how the

findings of a growing body of educational research may be effectively applied

to the development of videotaped and filmed instruction. Ir ssence, the

project consists of a systematic application of principles derived from pro-

gramed instruction and a substantial body of instructional film research to

the creation of six demonstration videotaped lessons. Upon completion of the

work, consideration will be given to the desirability of an additional phase

during which the lessons would be translated onto film for purposes of field

testing and broader dissemination. It is hoped that the techniques and pro-

cedures developed during this project may be successfully applied by others

to increase the general effectivenear of television as an instructional

medium.

The six demonstration lessons created during the proposed project wi. be

developed and validated on small groups of learners, with a view toward possi-

ble dissemination in a later project via as many means as possible; e.g., edu-

cational television stations and educational film libraries. The work now

underway pertains only to the development and initial validation of these dem-

onstration lessons.

Procedures

The procedures being used in this project are:

1. The development of a detailed statement of instructional

objectives to be achieved by each of six lessons in a series

on human ecology keyed to the fifth and sixth grades, and by

the series as a whole. The creation of a complete behavioral

analysis for Lesson I of all things the learner must do during

the process of acquiring the stated objectives, including

those behaviors (skills, information, procedure) he should

already possess in order to respond appropriately to the in-

struction. The translation of the behavioral analysis for

Lesson I onto a reliable criterion test, and development of a

script and storyboard for this lesson.

2. The production of the first version of Lesson I. In developing

the format for the lessons, particular application will be made

of the following self-instructional programing techniques:

active student response, immediate knowledge of result, prompt-

ing of correcting responses, and such other appropriate tech-

niques as may be suggested by the behavioral objectives. It is
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intended that the external pacing required by the use of video-
tape will be determined first by the behavioral analysis, and
ultimately by an empirical validation. Following this produc-
tion, the lesson will be presented to a group of fifth and sixth
grade subjects. The subjects will be tested after this presen-
tation to determine whether the criterion performance has been,
achieved. Each subject's behavior during and after instruction
will be analyzed, making use of learner-recorded responses,
experimenters' observations, post-test data, and interview data.
The lesson will be revised and re-tested until the criterion
performance is attained. The fourth version of this lesson is

now being produced. At this point, behavioral analyses, criter-
ion tests, and scripts for Lessons II through VI will be devel-
oped.

3c Videotape and empirically validation of Lessons II through VI,
in accordance with the same cycle employed for Lesson I. Com-

pletion of the entire series and appropriate revision of the
series on the basis of student trials.

Project Staff

Principe/ Investigator: P. Kenneth Komoski, Associate Executive
Officer, Institute of Educational
Technology, Teachers College, Columbia
University

Production Director: Robert D. Smith, Director of Program
Development, WETA-TV, Washington, D.C.

Research Psychologist: Edward J. Green, Professor of Psychology,
Teachers College, Columbia University

Programed Instruction HerbertalgymeGlatafson, Research Associate,

Specialists: Institute of Educational Technology,
Teachers College, Columbia University

Subject Matter Specialist:

Bernard Basescu, Research Assistant,
Institute of Educational Technology,
Teachers College, Columbia University

George Warren Carey, Assistant Professor
of Geography, Teachers College, Columbia
University

Rationale for Selectin Videota e Production as a Process

1. Videotape This process permits rapid production of
programing sequences and entire instructional programs, immediate
viewing and evaluation, immediate pre-testing with students, and

immediate reproduction of segments and entire sequences determined

to require revision. Thus, the use of videotape will permit reduc-
tion of time, required for the project over that which would be re-

quired by film production, which would demand more set-up time,
delays for laboratory processing, and additional delays for editing.
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Videotape will be used to record all segments and complete programs.

Those determined to be unsuccessful will be erased, and the video-

tape reused. Certain segments or complete sequences which prove

usaful as a record of early attempts will be saved to compare with

later efforts. If it becomes desirable to have 16mm film copies

made of certain segments or complete programs for use away from the

television studio, transfers to film will be made and the videotape

reused. Some film production may be required for animation effects

which are beyond the capability of television and videotape, but a

variety of inexpensive animation techniques will be possible with

the television facility.

2. The WETS -TV Production Facilit As the Institute of Educational

Technology does not have the necessary equipment and studio space

xequiree for this project, WETA-TV, the Greater Washington Educa-

tional Television Association, Inc., of Washington, D.C., was

selected as subcontractor to the Institute.

The students being used for validation purposes: student populations

in the area of WETA studios (installations at American University and

Howard University) provide a sampling of children from a variety of

socio-economic backgrounds. At present they are being bussed to the

production studio. Later in the project, testing will be conducted

in regular classroom settings.



THE EFFICACY OF TELEVISION IN THE SCHOOLS

C. Fred Kelley, Channel 13-WNDT, New York City

The topic, "The Efficacy of Television in the Schools," was chosen a few

years ago as a title of my graduate study and it continues to pose the

paramount question of my professional interest. The power of television

to produce the intended e.:fect of improved instruction seems to me to be

enormous. Using this revolutionary medium will mean much to all American

schools, and especially to those of us assembled here today.

In this introduction I would suggest we first think back eight short years

and ask ourselves the questions: How many school systems were regularly

using te/tvision as an instructional medium in 1956? How many classrooms

across America were equipped with television receivers in 1956? How many

school television production facilities were operative in 1956?

I would also suggest we reflect on each of our respective professional

positions eight years ago. Were any here directly concerned with television

in the schools? If not, were any of us at least making personal or possibly

some public utterances and predictions as to the potential of this

electronic medium as a tool for teaching?

It was just seven years ago, 1957, when Dr..Alexander J. Stoddard

challenged, dared and soon rallied many school men to seriously utilize

television as a means to improve instruction.

You may recall that in a little blue book he stated at that time:

Let there he experimentation to determine, first, whether

there is a practical way to incorporate television into

the school program in such a manner as to substitute for

and lessen what the regular teacher must do so she can do

the remainder better and also possibly to teach some

things even more efficiently then the could do otherwise;

and second, to determine which phases and types of the

learning experience lend themselves best to the television

medium of presentation; and third, whether a high level of

teaching efficiency can 11:8 attained with fewer trained

teachers than would be involved in the usual school

organization.1

Since this challenge to experiment with television,

of elementary and secondary schools have either put

"Blueprint" or have, in some manner, systematically

as a means to carry part of the instructional load.

literally thousands
to action Stoddard's
incorporated television
Since 1957, the use of

'Alexander J. Stoddard, Schools For Tomorrow, An Educator's Blue rint,

(New York: The Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1957), p. 43.
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television in the schools has, indeed, become a huge adventure involving

most major metropolitan school systems as well as their surrounding

suburban and many rural districts. It is here that I must disagree with

Professor Carpenter when he stated a year ago at this convocation that he

estimated that "all of these gadgets with which we are concerned, all of

the media, however well developed, probably are affecting only about 1%

of the total educational enterprise in this country."2

I am impressed about the positive efficacy of television in the school,c,.

As another New Yorker once said, "Let's look at the record."

Eight years ago there was barely a school district seriously utilizing

television. It was 1956 before any imaginative and systematic experimen-

tation was undertaken. The City of Pittsburgh Schools began pioneering

school television of the first community-sponsor cd ETV statiJn, WQED.

This was the first ETV station to bring television instruction into

elementary classrooms and attempt to carefully evaluate the effects.3

This year, the Pitteburgh ETV station is celebrating its tenth anniversary.

At about the same time the St. Louis City Schools were beginning regular,

systematic use of instructional telecasts presented via educational

television station KETC-TV. At first, the number of lessons were but a

few hours per week but by 1956 a total of thirty-six hours a week were

'ling produced including some of the first Ford-supported experiments to

utilize television as a means to present the core of instruction to larger

than normal size classes.4

The first thorough attempt to collect data concerning how elementary and

secondary schools might effectively be organized for television, began in

1956 when a group of schools in Washington County, Maryland, was connected

by coaxial cable, and under the leadership and the "bold imagination and

uncompromising love of excellence" of its superintendent of schools, a

"brave advance into uncharted territory began."5 From this beginning has

2C. R. Carpenter, "The Sciences of Learning and Technology of Education,"

Proceedings of the New York State Convocation on Educational Communications,

(Albany: The State Education Department, 1964), p. 7.

3Earl A. Dimmick, ha...Anli.Ltysis and Evaluation of a Television Demonstration of

the Teachin of Fifth-Grade ReacIaLlOgeWascand French, (Pittsburgh:

The Public Schools, 1957), pp. 187.

4Ear1 G. Heminghouse, An Investigation of Televipi_ on Teachism, (St. Louis

Public Schools, Mimeograph, 1956).

5Charles Siepmann, Ty and Our School Crisis, (New York: Dodd, Mead and

Company, 1958), p. 64.
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come the recently published full report on the Hagerstown closed circuit

network.6 The experience at Hagerstown has been and continues to be a

vital source of guidance for school administrators contemplating the use

of television.

question: What chan es have occurred in u il achievement

after the use of television as a re

instructional resource?

lar

From a survey made two years ago of the leading school systems that placed

major emphasis upon research Indings, in which tests of significance were

applied to classes using television versus conventional instruction, I was

able to compile the following table:

SUMMARY OF COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT OF

THE FOUR SUBJECT AREAS WHEN USING OR NOT USING

TELEVISION AS A REGULAR RESOURCE FOR TEACHING

Subject

Erglish
MO.th

Science
Social Studies

Totals

N In Favor of
TV Classes

In Favor of
Control Classes

No Reported
Differences

45 25 (10) 8 (3) 12

35 24 (11) 9 (1) 2

97 78 (23) 10 9

122 50 (38) 21 (8), 51

299 177 (83) 48 (12) 64

Note: "N" signifies the number of comparisons.

Numbers in parentheses indicate cases

where the difference in achievement

was reported statistically significant.

6William M. Brish, Full Report On the Closed Circuit Television Network,
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Upon examination of these data, a total of two hundred ninety-nine com-

parisons were made between 1957-62 involving over one hundred forty

thousand pupils plus one hundred sixty tc ©hers; released from their usual

classroom responsibilities in order to spend their full time presenting

television lectures and demonstrations. There were four times as many

teachers involved who conducted either "experimental" or "control" classes

in these various school systems experimenting with television during this

period.

In summarizing this survey, in light of changes in pupil achievement, the

following conclusion was made:

Pupils generally did as well, and at times made significantly

better achievement test scores when television was used as a

regular resource. Significantly higher achievement scores were

registered by television experimental groups in one out of

every four comparisons made.

You might ask the question here, "So what?" You might hasten to point out

that the basic trends of such comparison studies were established at least

five years ago.

It is true there has been a great repetition of such studies of achievement

comparing "television classes" with "conventional classes." Nevertheless,

I would urge that more subject matter achievement studies be conducted,

particularly by school systems in their early stages of utilizing television.

I say this for two reasons. First, if television is to be used by a school

district in an attempt to improve its program of instruction, then re-

search associated with television's use must be appropriate. Far too many

of the reported school television studies have been blindly accepted even

though there were inadequate controls of important environmental variables.

Upon close examination of past research, it becomes clear that the ex-

perimental designs in many of these studies were too often oriented around

available evaluation techniques rather than toward what should have been

expected from and fol pupil6, teachers and schools. In my judgement, we

have not really learned how to measure the difference in the experience of

a student who receives part of his instruction by television and that of a

student who is taught in a conventional classroom situation. Existing tests

for measuring student achievement are not measuring the right thing. They

are not measuring the extr increment, the richer, deeper experience that

a student has when he has tie opportunity to experience something in a

more meaningful way. The very process of designing and then applying

newer evaluative techniques can challenge and stimulate the professional

staff of the school system that invests in television equipment.

Second, I submit that trough the evaluative process can come significant,

adaptive changes for better instruction. I have witnessed too many so-called

"traditional" elementary and secondary teachers catch the fever of experi-

mentation, of participation in something new, to be convinced otherwise. It

is through cooperative evaluation involving those who will be most

affected--the teachers and pupils themselves--that significant changes can
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take place. The process of establishing a research design and seeing it

through can be "action research" at its best.7

Question; What changes have occurred in staff
responsibility after the use of television
as a regular instructional resource?

In each of the fifteen city, regional and state educational television

operations surveyed, approximately 180 teachers were released from all their

regular classroom responsibilities in order to present television lectures

and demonstrations. In this role, none of these "studio teachers" taught

less than twenty, nor more than thirty minutes per day over television. In

several cases, studio teachers were presenting a lesson or program each day

of the school week. Some were expected to present programs two, three or

four times during the school week. Ia one case, the teacher was released

from all classroom responsibilities to present one twenty minute telecast

each week.

This survey clearly iradicated that the classroom teacher, the teacher with

the boys and girls in the school that utilizes television, has remained

"the teacher" of the pupils and that the television lesson is used as a

resource or as an "organized center for learning" within the total program

of instruction.8 In this process, the role of the classroom teacher has

changed in that, along with the studio teacher, he has become a member of

a teaching team that utilizes television as well as numerous other teaching

media and techniques.

Furthermore, a certain freeing of classroom teachers appears to have taken

place through changed organization and altered scheduling, usually involving

larger than normal size television viewing groups. It is believed that such

scheduling has provided the classroom teacher with more open periods to

concentrate on planning related classroom activities and (made more time avail

able) provided special help to individual pupils who needed it. For more de-

tailed information on this scheduling, I suggest one observe the use of

television in the following school systems:

Atlanta, Georgia; Dade County, Florida; Des Moines, Iowa;

Detroit, Michigan; Jefferson County, Kentucky; Kansas City,

Missouri; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Norfolk, Virginia; Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania; Southwestern Indiana; Tampa, Florida; or

Washington County, Maryland.

I believe that television's powerful effect upon motivation for its use,

through novelty or the excitement of doing something new, has been

neutralized in the school districts that have regularly used television

instruction the past six or seven years. Today, there are ninety

7Stephen M. Corey, Action Research To Mm rove School Practices, (Colambia

University Press, pp.

8John I. Goodlad, "The Teacher Selects, Plans, Organizes," Learning and the

Teacher, (Washington, D. C.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development, N.E.A. Yearbook, 1959), p. 55.
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educational television stations broadcasting in the nation. This means

that practically every major metropolitan school district in the nation

has access this semester to school telecasts. It is not unreasonable to

hope that by July, 1965,after two years of the Federal Educational

Television Facilities Act operation, the number of educational television

stations in the United States will more than double.9

In this great metropolitan area alone we reliably know that Channel

13/WNDT-ETV can reach over 5,600 schools, public and private alike, in

thirty-two counties located in four states.10 It is estimated that

three-fourths of these schools have television sets with more and more

being ordered chiefly due to the continuation, of the National Defense

Education Azt which enables school districts to have local moneys spent on

TV receivers matched with federal funds. In the total Channel 13 viewing

area, there are approximately 3,000,000 students of whom more than half

are enrolled in school systems actively supporting Channel 13's School

Television Service.11 Someone has said that by the end of this decade this

powerful educational television signal being transmitted from atop the

world's largest building could be viewed by 15.000,000 citizens.

In addition to the growth of broadcasting facilities for school television,

the last count indicated there are over five hundred closed-circuit television

installations in education in which an estimated 300,000 students were re-

ceiving part of their formal education through these systems.12 This figure

has and will grow partiallarly as states such as South Carolina and Delaware

continue to realize thc:s goal of linking all their elementary and secondary

schools within their borders via closed-circuit television.

With all this development and growth of television in the schools, it remains

questionable to me that American educators are currently able to provide the

quality of public education desired by them. It is questionable that states

are issuing fewer emergency teaching permits each year and that an adequate

9National Association of Educational Broadcaster, mtopampn Report,

(Washington, D. C N.A.E.B. May 15, 1964)

10Xenneth J. Lenihan, Utilization of the Resents Educational Television

Broadcast _.P-us. (New York: University, 1963), p. 13.

''Educational Broadcasting Corporation, A Narrative Re ort of Operations,

(New York: Channel 13/WNDT-ETV, July t, 1963 -June 30, 1964), p. 13.

l2Lee E. Campion and Harold E. Nilsson, st.,...../thstructional,,..
Technology, A Directory of Closed-Circuit Television Installationsin
American Education, (Washington: The National Education Association,

D.A.V.I., 1963). pp. 31-32.
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supply of our talented youth are entering the teaching profession and will

be fully prepared to teach within the decade ahead. Growing population,

lack of capital and insufficient training of teachers are steadily sabotaging

the rising expectations of Americansparticularly in the lower socioi-eoonammic

areas. This seems to be a time in which the affluent soQiety of the United

States deprives many of an adequately supported program of public education.

William Van Til says it well when he speaks as president of the ASCD, "it

is the heyday of the Great Hypocrisy lip worship of education, mouthing

concern, and pretentions of zeal for excellence, accompanied by too many

local school budget defeats and by national atrophy on broad federal aid to

public education."13

It is true an operational theory for the use of television in the schools

has yet to be formulated. This fact should surprise no one when one

considers that television was not seriously tested in elementary and

secondary schools prior to 1957.

However, the scope of school television's use and the very nature of the

television medium helps, undeniably to bring greater equality © opportunity

for all pupils, regardless of socio-economic class. In an underprivileged

area or the most wealthy and cultured district, children are able to partia.

cipate in the same lesson and special events through television. Pupils in

small rural schools can have the same variety in courses as do children in

larger schools.

I feel that this paper makes evident the fact that television has become a

major element in American schools in a relatively brief period of time.

Undoubtedly, its role in the future will be even more important than it is

today.

13William VanTil, "The Genuine Educational Frontiers," Saturday Review,

(April 18, 1964), p. 66.



CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION IN CENTEREACH

Bernard T. Hanley, Centereach

In a medium so new it would seem the best way to greet you all would be....
....fellow "frustrates" -- it does give me a great deal of pleasure to be able
to address you and by so doing attempt to share with you some of my experiences
as a persrn who has been held responsible for the development of educational TV
at the Middle Country School District Schools. Often during the struggle and
turmoil of developing a closed circuit TV hook-up for our schools, I felt that
it was absolutely the worst task that a man ever faced: but suddenly as I face
you as an audience I begin to feel that public speaking on ETV is making a
challenge for the title of "worst task."

During these past few years I've become quite alarmed over the fact that I ,

find many things difficult to discover, understand, and accomplish. In discus-
sing this with a past friend of mine I was informed it was middle age setting in
-- he's probably right but sometimes I hate these fellows who tell the truth.
Another thing that has bothered me recently is the fact that where once I could
identify conservatives and progressives now I can only find a few good conserva-
tives and the rest aggressive.. I'm sure you all know what an aggressive is --
he's the fellow who, when you comment that it takes an open mind to develop ed-
ucational TV; adds -- an open pocketbook also.

To get down to serious remarks, let me begin by saying that I do not appear
here today as an expert or an authority on ETV in any manner, shape, or form --
I'm too close to home to be termed an expert. But I do speak to you today to
share my limited experiences and my personal feelings with you. I'm sure there
are many of you who are present who know much more about ETV than I. Now that
I've established what I am not, I would like to take a moment to tell you where
I' from. Middle Country Central School District #11 is located about 50 miles
from here out on Long Island. It takes in the commueties of Centereach, Selden,
and part of Lake Grove. The communities that are a part of our district are
undergoing rapid growth at this time. To give you an idea -- this year's kin-
dergarten class numbered 1,000 and our graduating class numbers approximately
250. The importance of this fact is that while we have a student population of
8,000 today, it is possible, if this rapid rate continues, that our district
eventually will have a pupil population of 18,000.

Not too many years ago our local communities were quiet, comfortable, little
places with the pace of living more relaxed than at present. It was near the end
of this comfortable period and the beginning of the housing boom when ETV was
initiated in the Middle Country Schools.

In 1959 - 60 our first facility was readied -- of course it took some selling
to the Board and the Community -- but it actually took a lot more imagination and
vision, than hindsight for its instclltion. Whether or not it was fate, uncon-
cious planning, concious planning, or lack of funds, we started in a way that I
mow feel was beat. We started in one classroom with an attached control room,
and the system herein contained was designed for that elementary school building
on an experimental basis. One might refer to it as a closediocircuit-closed-
circuit hookup. It was an antenna system, but just for that building.

It was in this facility that vs (we, meaning myself and a few brave teach-
ers) began to learn for ourselves. We rediscovered many of the things that we
had read about, and we discovered some things that were not written about. The
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important fact was, we were having first-hand experiences for which there are

no real substitutes. We learned in every conceivable way, and believe me I'm

not ruling out a great many mistakes. At the time we were making them we pre-

ferred to use the tern noxperience" -- it's long enough in the past now how-

ever, to admit to them either way.

Probably the first thing that struck home was that there was a great deal

more to educational TV than purchasing equipment and getting it to work. The

proper operation of TV equipment takes training and experience. After control

and use of the basic equipment is mastered, the techniques of production --

starting with a sequential check list to think of before actual programing is

attempted -- calls for more study and experimentation. The selection of proper

persons for the actual teaching and their training -- and after this knowing

the number of hours needed to produce a refined, well organised lesson -- is

essential.

Some of you at this point may be confused as to my purpose in pointing out

in detail the various musts before actual refined productions can be accomplished.

I am pointing this out for two reasons. First, 311 these prerequisite were

accomplished in a one-room studio in an elementary school. Sc-^1d, for those .2

you who may be on the thrtshold of initiating educational TV in your own district

or group of districts, it would behoove you to be congnizant of the requirements

necessary before refined productions can be expected. Of course, you can ignore

all of these if you can manage to recruit a person who is: one-eighth dramatic

coach; one-eighth public specking coach; one-eighth electronic engineer; one-

eighth lighting specialist; one-eighth educator; one-eighth administrator; one-

eighth mechanic; and one-eighth electrician -- and who is courageous, thick-

skinned, and needs less than two hours of sleep a night.

The interesting part of this experimental phase is that it is so full of

surprises it never becomes tedious. In our one-room studio, after initial

training and learning, we produced progracs in science, spelling and other

language arts, music, fine art, and many special events which used community

resource people. From these productions we began to see many of the good things

that are associated with ETV. Student and teacher interest increased -- the

students in learning the teachers in methods of teaching. Pupil achieve-

ment in science in ou l. professional judgement improved considerably and was re-

flected in standardized tests.

Daily and weekly achievement in spelling was improved. Even in art, where

one might feel that the lack of color might limit the motivation of students and

limit the use of the medium in this particular instructional *rest, we were

pleased to find good to excellent results from the lessons that were presented.

Our ETV allowed the use of community persons, with a minimum amount of time

and effort on their part. Aside from the value te our students, the resource

people in our community developed a rapport and public relations most desired and

needed by and school district.

Please remember, all of the aforementioned was happening in a one-room

studio, and in one elementary school. Of course, we had our programs that fell

flat, that did little to motivate the children to learn, and were crude in com-

parison to a refined production. We did, however, demonstrate to ourselves and

the teachers that ETV was an educational tool, and aid that could and did in-

prove instruction even on the limited basis that we provided for it in these
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beginning years. It was from this first laboratory experiment -- actually this

is in essence what the one-room studio and one-school antenna system represented

-- that the decision was finalized to build future schools in our district with

the necessary conduits. Since that time three elementary schools, one junior

high, and one senior high have been built, and each with the necessary conduit

for TV installations.

In 1961 with the opening of the Newfield High, a second studio was equipped

and put into operation. Further study of educational TV as it related to

secondary schools has progressed to this time. Special programs which included

a series for the literature section of English were produced, as well as a stu-

dent produced daily news program -- which was a huge success.

During this developmental period, the State Education Department was

authorized to expend funds, on a matching basis, to further the progress of

educational TV. Because of the foresight, interest, and enthusiasm shown at

Centereach for this medium, it was chosen as one of the original ten school

districts to be state sponsored.

Another important decision reached during this time was an exhaustive

study of antenna micro-wave v.s. coaxial cable. It got to a point where I

became an expert on distances between buildings and even the number of telephone

poles between our schools, together with their relation to sea-level, or alti-

tude which ever you prefer. There are many studies which emphasize the cost of

ETV and while this certainly must be considered, it was my personal experience

to find -- with the assistance of many technical people -- that no real com-

parisons were available to definitely decide which system for closed circuit

television was cheapest. As a result of this investigation, which lasted over a

period of years, we arrived at the decision to develop a complete system con-

necting all nine schools of our district with coaxial cable (on an installation-

charge-rental-basis from the New York Telephone Company). Thus, this past Octo-

ber 9th, the entire school district was tied together with a centralized studio

located in the high school building; this now permits the transmission of lessons

and programs from a common center to any or all classrooms in the district. I

cannot say enough in the way of praise for the technical assistance given us by

the New York Telephone Company.

Another important feature added as a result of our previous experience has

been the addition of video tape recorders which allow us to tape our own programs

and to play back purchased or loaned tapes from the State Education Department.

This addition of tape recorders has made our system over 1002 more versatile than

before. Future school buildings now being built, and planned, all contain the

necessary conduit which will allow for their tie-in with our central studio, and

these facilities.

For those of you who fear the work of initiating ETV, you must realize that

there are agencies that lend their full support to school districts that are

willing to develop their own ETV systems. In our case -- without the assistance

of Dr. Lee Campion, and his Department, but especially Ray Graf who is in this

Department of Educational Communications in Albany and the expert advice and

assistance of Dick Deuel, Morris Cohen, and Jim Ermet of the New York Telephone

Company -- I'm sure the title of my talk today might have been "The time we

tried ETV." I'm certain that other school districts have had the same experiJnce

with other commercial companies and agencies.

In summarizing our experiences for you here today, let me say that ETV as a
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part of the total Educational Communications Center concept, so sorely needed

by all school districts the nation over, is here to stay. It is no longer an

experiment. It is rated a proven tool, an important aid to bringing about the

reality of improved and refined instruction. The question that you must ask

yourself today is not whether you should have educational TV but rather

-- in what form, what administrative organization, and how soon?



FULLY INTEGRATED AV FRENCH ODURSE FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

V. V. Kameneff, Tavor Aids

(Presentation of a 16mm sound motion picture "On Parle Francais" produced for

the British Ministry of E' "cation by the Educational Foundation for Visual Aids,

Lts. of London. Audiovisual Materials by TAVOR Aids.)

Mr. Kameneff (Director of the Firm of TAVOR Aids): This presentation concerns a

new audiovisual French course for beginners of Junior High School age. The title

of the Course is "Cours Preliminaire de Francais." The course was created in New

York and Paris (where all the voice recording took place), and has been on the

British market since 1960. Because of its predominant position in British schools

today, it was chosen as typical of an audiovisual approach when, early in 1964,

the decision was made to produce the film you are about to see. The film is, in

fact, a training aid to guide British teachers of French toward some of the

techniques that are possible when using integrated audiovisual materials.

We begin therefore with a mixed class aged 11 or 12) who are in their sixth

month of French. They have been following the TAVOR course all along. The film

is going to take this class through an abbreviated series of sessions, showing

bits of all the activities they engage in.

The school is a secondary mitIm school. It is this category of school to

which children go who are considered, after testing at age 11+, to lack aptitude

for an academic, college preparatory program. They are thus usually less priv-

ileged children of a lower achievement level.

Brighter children go to a grammar school. It was in this sort of school

that the TAVOR course was first used, proving most successful for ages 11 - 13,

i.e. before it was necessary to revert in the 3rd year to a traditional program

of reading, translation and grammar analysis (England is like the U. S. in that,

at present, a heavy emphasis is placed in college entrance examinations on

achievement in the manipulation of the written language).

In secondary modern classrooms, traditional book courses proved virtually'

unusable. Audiovisual approaches such as this one made foreign language pro-

grams feasible. It has been pointed out to us that these children developed a

find esprit de corps upon finding out that they could keep up with the work.

The teachers attribute both the success and the favorable morale picture to the

development of an approach that was not an intellectual obstacle course, seem-

ingly designed to harass the slower student. Learning to speak this way was

like learning a secret code, which you could show off in the school yard. In

conclusion, an audiovisual approach, emphasizing oral fluency, is effective both

with gifted and less talented children. With the Secondary Modern children, you

simply have to proceed at a somewhat slower pace.

The children you are now going to see have narertieerrilvt French in

connection with the course. They are illiterate in the foreign language, having

concentrated on speaking and understanding. While their pronunciation betrays

somewhat their native Lancashire, what is interesting and significant to the

language teacher is the largely good intonation and the very good cadence -- the

rate of speed approaching that of the native.

Film Clip: The children enter the class. The first activity is a short warm-up.

Individual children are called upon at random to answer simple questions: name,
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age, time of day, home, school, etc. Everything is in French. Then the audio-

visual session begins. This section of the lesson is entitled "Ecoutez en fran-

cais:" the children listen and watch the screen carefully but do not speak.

Mr. Kameneff: What you have seen is the "exposure phase" of the lesson. In this

filmed episode, you are being shown 9 out of about 45 images constituting this

lesson. The entire course requires approximately 1,500 of these color cartoons.
While they vary considerably in content as the course progresses, the style re-

mains constant: they may seem to you to be like dry geometric sketches, but
they are, in fact, a quite successful means of conveying a single concept or a
controlled number of concepts.

The accompanying soundtrack was played on the classroom tape recorder.
What is striking is that there is a very small variety of statements, or "struc-

tures." The variety in the episodes is strictly pictorial, made possible by the

substitution of train and bateau for autobus. What we are up to in using this

system of recurring episodes is of course making constant repetition palatable,

by swapping one "lexical fill-in" for another, and changing the art-work to suit.

Repetition to known patterns is the key to language learning. In the sec-

tion of the film that follows, you will see this being done. Now, there is

nothing inherently exciting about saying the same sentence again and again. It

helps to be looking at a picture on the screen (the cartoon character is a sort

of surrogate through whom the child can participate in French life before he is

linguistically able to live it). It also helps to have a skillful teacher who
resorts to the different sorts of tricks you see here to animate the session.

Film CliE: Repetition by the class alter each French phrase is heard. The

images and the soundtrack are the same as before, except for pauses for repeti-

tion in the tape. The teacher signals with a gesture whether he wishes the en-
tire class to repeat chorally, or just the girls, just the boys, or a single

individual. Each dialog is heard and repeated three times.

Mr. Kameneff: From here on, the teacher's role becomes increasingly important.

Although this is at no time a "push-button" course, the teacher has more of a

care-taker role at first, when the audiovisual sessions are going on (he is

gathering his forces, as it were, and letting the tape do the shouting). But

from this moment on, the teacher takes over. He starts by using the first film-

strip sequence ("Ecoutez") again, together with the soundtrack tape, but in a

different way:

Film Clip: An image is projected. The teacher calls on a student to supply the

"caption.'' Then the recorder is started to play back the actual soundtrack as a

check on the correctness of the student's effort. Another child is called on to

do the same for the next image.

Mr. Kameneff: The exercise you have just seen forces the child to become auto-

nomous. Previously, he was simply parroting the tape. From this point on, the

teacher takes charge of the proceedings, working with the class to emphasize

the autonomy of each child. He must make sure that every member of the class

can make use of the contents of the lesson in a variety of situations.

This particular teacher has two interesting techniques. The first is re-

creation of the dialogs through a sort of humorous hieroglyphic system of his own

invention, obviously very popular with the children. He has to do this since no

reading or writing is done during this first year, by the decision of the school.
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His other technique is the familiar one of having the class act out dialogs.

Rather than memorize lines, the children are simply asked to stick to the gen-

eral situation and make up details as they go on, just as in real life, Notice

the increase in vocabulary and variety of expressions. The teacher has added

vocabulary to suit the needs of his students, and the students themselves have

asked to be taught certain expressions. Finally, the teacher has shown great

originality in having trained individuals in his class to act as "teacher,"

and trained groups to go through their paces in acting out dialogs with a minimum

of prompting by him,

Film CUE: A number of classroom exercises are seen. Departures and arrivals of

the various vehicles of the lesson are rehearsed with the aid of a dummy clock.

Dialogs are re-created by the students aided by the teacher's use of simplified

rapid-fire drawings. Next, students one by one replace the teacher at the black-

board, calling on other individuals to interpret aloud their versions of the

teacher's hieroglyphic drawings. Finally, the students pair off to act out a

number of situations taught in earlier lessons. The teacher and the class have

assembled an impressive number of "props" such as stage money, articles to buy,

tickets to sell, etc. to make this activity more vivid. End of film.



PORTABLE TELEVISION IN TEACHER TRAINING

Harold Harder and Edward Berkowitz, New York City

Introduction

The utilization of portable single camera closed-circuit television systems
has taken place in selected New York City schools at each educational level
since the 1960-61 school year. Thus far, this form of intra-school television
has been used predominantly for teacher training. This reflects a felt-need in
a city with 45,000 teachers and a school system which is committed to consistent
self-improvement. Schools having the TV equipment are located strategically
throughout the five boroughs of the City. The portable closed circuit televi-
sion system commonly called a "minimal rig," has been used for either pre-serv-
ice student-teacher training, in-service teacher-training, or for preparing
teachers and supervisors for forth-coming examinations. This system was intro-
duced into the schools by the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction under the
direction of Dr. Edward G. Bernard.

This form of television has been accepted for use as a teacher-training
device because the rig has enabled a larger audience to view demonstration
lessons than would be possible under ordinary classroom conditions. The pro-
ducers of telecasts can utilize the selective view of the television camera to
highlight specific aspects of a lesson. A commentary can be made to direct the
viewers' attention to specific classroom situations during group TV, observa-
tion without interrupting the classroom teacher. Because of its portable con-
struction, the 'minimal rig" can be moved from one school to another as the need
arises. The "minimal rig" enables an audience to view a lesson within a school.
The atmosphere of the school is preserved so that the audience is not removed
from the learning enrivonment where the demonstration is taking place as would be
the case with open circuit television.

What is the 'minimal rig" closed circuit television system?

This portable single camera closed circuit television chain was modeled
after those one camera systems developed by the Navy and used by the State
Education Department. The system, while admittedly minimal, allows for achiev-
ing the values of in-school CCTV without necessitating a large outlay for person-
nel, equipment and permanent installations.

The "minimal rig" consists of one industrial, non-viewfinder, vidicon camera
with a zoom lens capable of normal, wide angle and close-up views; a tripod and
dolly; an audio mixer to integrate sound from as many as four microphones, and an
audio-video mixer which sends picture and sound signals over the necessary dis-
tribution cables. Two simple light bars are included, but it has been the prac-
tice to use available light.

The limits placed on the use of this "minimal rig" are governed by what a
single camera can see and the capability of its audio components. This system
provides for either direct viewing within an "originating classroom" or for re-
mote viewing in another "receiving room." Usually the television camera, micro-
phones, and other originating equipment are placed in one classroom where the
cameraman uses a standard television receiver to monitor the picture which is
telecast to as many as three other television receivers located in one or more
adjacent classrooms.
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A diagram of the complete system is included in Figure (1). The cost of

the "minimal rig" is approximately $3,000.

What has been done in the Cit schools?

Thus far, twelve schools have used this form of closed-circuit television.

The utilization of the "minimal rig" for teacher-training can be exemplified by

programs currently in operation in P. S. 22, Richmond, Harold G. Campbell Jun-

ior High School, Queens, and F. S. 86, The Bronx. The Richmond School serves

as a district teacher-training center. Here a committee of teachers and super-

visors have been selected to prepare model lessons to be viewed by new teachers.

Demonstrations take place each month. The committee has shown some act of

teaching9 pupil-teacher interaction, or some aspect of methodology as closely

as the television medium permits.

Campbell is a campus school offering extensive pre-service training in

association with nearby Queens College. Through the use of CCTV large groups

of "participant" students who are beginning to major in education are able to

observe actual classroom lessons. Experienced teachers in the school give

special demonstration lessons to illustrate teaching techniques. The four

assistant principals in this school have become familiar with television by

working on model lessons with teachers in their respective areas. An expert

teacher in French gave a model lesson to illustrate the audio-lingual approach.

Television was effective in demonstrating pronunciation and pattern drills for

members of the language department. (There were demonstrations of interview

techniques, illustrations of classroom routines, class management and teacher-

class relations.)

Another school following a similar pattern, had a series of six demonstra-

tions which were conducted to orient teachers and student teachers to the tech-

niques of an individualised reading approach.

P. S. 86, The Bronx, is an elementary school in a more favored area of the

city located on the same street as Hunter College. The television installation

was more elaborate in this school during the first year of our project, than in

(nil]: schools since an originating room was interconnected to receivers in three

adjacent rooms, the maximum for this rig. The principal demonstrated the flexi-

bility of our system as a teacher-training device in many interesting ways. For

example: A speech lesson using small group instruction for young Uppers was

given in the originating classroom. In the three observation rooms viewers

watched while a discussion leader directed the attention of the audience to

important items. In one room were the Director of Speech Improvement and regu-

larly appointed speech teachers; student teachers and classroom teachers ob-

served in other rooms. Thus, the same viewing experience was suited to the

varying needs of different audiences. At a district conference on spelling,

supervisors and parents observed in the second room and college students ob-

served in the third.

One use of the single camera equipment was for guidance demonstrations.

The equipment was used in a fixed position without a cameraman. Successive inter-

views of children were hold by a guidance counselor. A viewing audience of

teachers and guidance personnel were then able to analyze the interview.

Another important use of the equipment is related to the preparation of

teachers and supervisors for forthcoming examinations. This service is em-

ployed at all schools where the equipment is located. It serves as an excel-

lent review for people who will be responsible for evaluating classroom teaching.
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Conclusion

This low cost unit has served as a practical and effective instrument to

assist us in the training and recruitment of teachers and supervisors, especial..

ly when the "minima, rig" used within its limitations. One problem has been a

tendency to try to over-reach the capabilities of the equipment. It tends to

arouse a desire on the part of local school personnel for more sophisticated

equipment.

The allocation of the eight rigs to campus schools serving as demonstra-

tion research centers for lrcal colleges and to schools designated as district

centers serves to justify thy: use of television for this type of training. Many

student tes:hers and newly appointed teachers have received a background in such

key curriculum areas as reading, science, mathematics, and social studies. The

flexibility of the portable unit demonstrated its capabilities to serve almost

anywhere in the City. The equipment has been used creatively for guidance in

lieu of a one-way vision room. Personnel with no prior television experience

can be trained to operate and instruct over this system in a brief period of

time. In fact, some of the most effective forms of teacher-training have come

about during the periods when teachers and cameramen have been able to effective-

ly work together in the preparation of a telecast. This device serves to iden-

tify talented teachers and to make use of the services of designated experts who

have district or city-wide responsibilities.

The use of video recording devices and master antenna distribution systems

within newly built schools will enable the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction to

extend the horizons of in-school telecasting. This minimal portable closed

circuit television system, although limited, serves to bridge the gap in the

technological revolution that is changing the face of education today. Schools

which use this equipment have obtained valuable experience with a dramatic

seditna which serves special needs at a self-scheduled time.



THE TV TEACHER AND THE PRODUCER-DIRECTOR: THEIR ROLES ON THE TEAM

Jay M. Brill, Plainedge

The "On-the-Air" sign goes off- the air conditioning unit goes back

on, (shut off during programs because it makes too much noise) and the

producer-director, namely myself

1. Rush into the studio and congratulates the teacher on the tremendous

job he or she has done. A great, award-winning, instructional sound,

instructional lesson, visually exciting program! Everybody is happy!

2. I stroll into the studio, correct the mistakes of the crew

members, and casually let the studio teacher know that the pro-

gram went without any major technical interference or mishaps.

What I don't voice is: "Second half of the program was awful,

it just fell apart. You didn't listen to my suggestions and

the results came out to bo clnll television." What I don't hear

from the teacher (that is, that day anyway) is: "Second

half of the program was perfect, too bad I listened to him on

the presentation and pacing of the first half. The first part

was complicated, unnecessary, dull, not even on the subject I

wanted to teach..." or,

3. I stay in the control roam knowing that the program was not a

%ood one and the technical work was no better. I see the studio

teacher rush off to the schools for follow-up lessons. He knows

what I know© I quickly think about the next days programs.

Maybe Irene Dailey is coming or Norman Thomas, or some other less

temperamental established star.

My topic for this session, "The Producer-Director and the Studio

Teacher Their Roles on the Team."

My remarks are based on my experience as Producer-Director for the

Plainedge Public Schools. The team is comprised of the studio teachers

who work for our system, Mr. Levy, the AV Director, myself, and the many

other people at our school who help.

Before we investigate how the producer-director and the studio

teacher work together, and what their respective tasks are, let us focus

our attention on the selection of the studio teacher. We try to choose......

A. Someone who has a good knowledge and competency in his subject

field. However, the teacher doesn't have to be an expert, or

the chairman of a department or even a scholar. He must be

extremely knowledgeable and comfortable with his subject material

area so that research in new material and current literature can

be emphasized instead of the basins. Factual information is not

enough.

B. We need someone who has an imaginative and creative approach to

teaching; someone who is classified as an exciting teacher, one

who has skill in interesting the student audience and in varying

the presentations or lessons. We all have our subjective analysis

of what makes a good TV teacher, but there is usually consensus of

opinion, when a teacher is on the screen who I would call telegenic,
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meaning one who "comes through". Can we find these people?

C. When selecting studio teachers, it is best to offer the

assignment on a voluntary basis to the entire school system.
Let everyone feel that they have an equal opportunity to work

in this new area of teaching, in exploring a new and vibrant

teaching method. I would suggest the following means of selec-

tion;
1. Meeting of all aspirants with producer-director to briefly

discuss auditions. Some facts about TV utilization dis-
cussed, and directions for writing a ten minute telelesson

are given.
2. Viewing the presentations with the aid of a committee;

membership possibly consisting of an AV director, producer, -

director, department head, director of elementary education

or a secondary school administrator. Narrow selection to

two or three teachers based on performance.

3. Giving them aome additional time and information, and con-

tinuing the competition until a teacher is selected.

4. If you fail to come up with a competent person frcm your
own system, and you are determined to teach the subject

via television - advertise, audition and select a teacher

from outside of the district. We have no right to choose

a mediocre teacher who will be teaching hundreds or thou-
sands of students and who will be imitated by scores of

other teachers. Mediocrity in the classroom is bad enough;
let's keep it there if we must, but let us not spread it

around.

Assuming that a teacher is chosen to work in the studio, let us now

turn our attention to the demands that will be made of this person. The

first demand is that the teacher be able to switch his format and presen-

tation from that of a classroom lesson to that of a television format.

At this state the producer-director becomes the teacher and helps the

studio teacher to make this conversion.

I ask them to choose a lesson and list: topic, objective, factual

information, what kind of presentation would he or she use, pacing,

visuals, etc.

The same lesson is taken and they are shown the variations and possi-

bilities including:

A. Camera capabilities...angles, lenses, groupings, movements

B. Requirements of color, contrast, size, artwork limitations,

textures
C. AV tools and their application to TV - opaque projector, film-

strips, audio tapes, overhead projection, control room projection

facilities
D. Different pacing patterns including the use of visuals for pacing

effects, films insertion, physical movement, set design

E. The way we outline a script, and then write it up on a script

form, separating the audio portion from the video
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To summarize: The studio teacher is entering a new world, and must

be made to realize the potentialities as well as the shortcomings of the

medium. He must know what TV will do for him and what he must do to take

advantage of this miracle tool. It is the producer-director who functions

as his instructor.

ILLUSTRATION:

This is a brief discussion of just one Channel 6 production.

It will show how many people working together were able to accomplish

the objectives of the studio teacher.

Program: Science

Topic: Biology, The Cell

Objectives: To teach the physical appearance of cells. That cells

are three dimensional.

Producer-Director...contributed opening...using microscope and egg

crates
Studio Teacher...contributed lesson material, use of certain props,

conception for utilizing the three dimensional aspect of the studio

set
AV Director...contributed ideas for props
ProdurAer-Director...guided art staff to make models of cells

Lesson created in which the out of focus device of TV contributed

to the presentation of cells, (plastic bags, pots of jello, etc.)

as three dimensional units.

The telelesson utilized. imagination, contributions from

various tea members, rehearsal time and planning time. Testing and

comments from audience showed us that we accomplished our objectives.

Additional duties of the studio teacher:

Syllabus and course outline must be prepared in addition to

workshops and study guides to accompany each lesson. At Plainedge

the secretarial staff is short of help and the studio teacher most

often has to type, mimeograph and collate all of the materials.

This is a tremendous task and should not be the job of the studio

teacher. The producer-director roan assist in a minor way by freeing

some of the student crew to help out in these tasks.

Artists are not always available, and the studio teacher often has to

do the art work for the program. Here the use of projection equipment to

aid in making graphics comes in handy, along with a picture file we are

developing, and the many lettering aids we have collected. The producer..

director functions as a resource person for the teacher who is looking

for materials for a telelesson.

Testing via television is another form of a TV lesson at Plainedge.

On the suggestion of the producer-director, teachers conduct tests via TV.

Programs must be carefully organized, answer sheets distributed and the

papers must be graded by the studio teacher.

Television demands that teachers be assigned on a full time basis in

order to accomplish the tasks I have mentioned. However, one of the most

important tasks or jobs of the studio teacher, one that takes up consider-

able time and energy, hasn't even been mentioned. I refer to the teaching
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of follow-up lessons in the classrooms throughout the district.

Even at Plainedge, with our six elementary schools, this becomes

an almost impossible task. The teacher tends to visit those schools

and those classes that:

A. Request her presence, either to review some work or to go

ahead and introduce supplemental work

B. Try out material that will later be incorporated into TV lessons

C. Do student and teacher reactions to past lessons

D. Evaluate lessons and pacing while watching tapes of lessons with

students
E. May have talented studentu for: a program

The Producer-Director has a job in this phase of the project in

developing and issuing evaluation forms. I ask questions concerning the

technical aspects of the reception as well as questions directed to stu-

dents and teachers concerning the interest levels, the pacing, the clarity

of instruction, the use of visuals, etc.

The most difficult situation to bridge, and a situation which is ever

present is in the working relationship that develops between the producer-

director and the studio teacher. The fact is that the teachers have been

working behine closed doors for so long and they have been their own bosses.

Very few people have criticized their work, and, if they have, suggestions

could just as well be ignored as taken up. Contrasted to this is the

situation in which the producer-director passes judgement on many facets

of the zelelesson and makes many suggestions. The suggestions are some-

times very numerous, and if some of them aren't used, an irrate producer-

director exists. So, from complete freedom to a working partnership is

something that takes lots of time and patience. my opening statement could

be re-read here to emphasize that sometimes it is a smooth relationship and

at other times it is a ruffled, angry one.

One must remember that the studio teacher is under great pressure:

working in a new medium; having to please a producer-director and being

watdhed by thousands of students and countless number of peers and col-

leagues (including the superintendent of schools and the director of

elementary education and the many guests that visit our project daily).

The role of the producer-director is to help the studio teacher do a

great job. Dull gray teachers in front of dull gray curtains makes for

dull gray television. In trying to combat this, the producer-director

calls on his teaching skills, his audiovisual skills, his television

experience, and a great quantity of human endurance and energy to help

teachers accomplish their goals. When the studio teacher is satisfied with

a telecast, meaning it was well paced, clear, visually exciting, involved

the students, technically perfect,....the producer-director is most often

satisfied too.
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A final word of advice and caution to those of you who are thinking

about setting up an instructional TV project:

A. Assign or hire the best for television teaching

B. Make it a full time job, with summer work, if possible

C. Provide funds for resource materials

D. Give the teacher support by providing an art staff and art

materials
E. Find a producer-director who has plenty of energy



MEDIA AND MATERIALS DISTRIBUTION SERVICE: VIDEO TAPES

Norbert Nathanson, State Education Department

One of the newest and most used services of the New York State Educa-

tion Department is a library of video tape and kinescope programs which

have been produced for the State Education Department by various educational

television councils in the state, and which are now available on free loan

basis to all educational institutions in the state of New York.

This service was organized and instituted in order to attain maximum

use of television and film programs produced by the educational television

councils on contract and funded by the State Education Department. In

addition to considerable reuse by the councils for rebroadcast purposes, the

programs are used in considerable quantity by various school systems and/or

higher educational institutions which either own or have access to video

tape machines.

Since there are two basic types of Video tape machines currently in use

in educational and instructional television (professional broadcast model

and the slant-track or helical scan machine), the Department is making ex-

isting programing available on tapes to fit either machine. In most instan-

ces this requires dubbing programs from one type of video tape to another,

In addition to in-state use, these programs are also receiving considerable

notice out of state, where they are being played by educational television

organizations. In such instances a slight charge is made. For the purposes

of making the video tape library easily available to educators in New /brk

State, an Educational Media -Materials Distribution Service catalog has been

printed in loose-leaf form and will be made available upon request from the

Bureau of Mass Communications, Division of Educational Communications, State

Education Department, Albany, New York. In order that the Department not be

required to maintain either duplicate copies of any given program or series

of programs or large quantities of raw tape stock, all requests for program

use must be accompanied by blank 2-inch slant-track tape in sufficient

quantities for dubbing the requested programs. At the end of usage time,

tape can be re-used for additional requests or blank tape may be returned to

the requesting agency.

All tapes listed in the catalog, which at this writing is in excess of

one million dollars worth of programs, are available for play-back on either

transverse or slant-track scan, and all slant-track copies will be made on

the Ampex VTR. In addition to the taped program a teacher manual for each

series is available upon request for some of the programs or series.

The video tape holdings of the Department will be subject to deletions

from time to time as programing becomes outmoded or no longer timely;

acquisitions are added in considerable number yearly and new data sheets

are issued periodically to the mailing list of catalog holders.



TELEVISION CuUNCIL ACTIVITIES

Norbert Nathanson, State Education Department

In 1952 immediately following the release by the Federal Communications

Commission of its assignment of television channels and reservations, the

Board of Regents requested and received the reservation of ten channels for

non-commercial educational television projecting a plan for a state-wide

network of stations to serve the educational needs of the peop,...e in New

York State.

The backbone of the New York State educational television plan outlined

basically in the Glen Starlin report entitled Television and Higher Education

is the development of local educational television councils which will event-

ually be connected by a microwave network which will allow educational tele-

vision programing to be originated at any given council and distributed si-

multan%pusly across the state. Basically, the Starlin Report envisions a

4-phase development starting with the cities located along the New York

State Thruway (Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, New York City); a

microwave link system would interconnect these stations on a two-way basis.

As other stations are added in other phases of the development, additional

microwave will be added to facilitate their being a part of the state network.

The stations located along the Thruway would by themselves reach 88% of the

population of the state.

The local councils are the key to the state network. In New York State

. an educational television council is a non-profit cooperative structure

chartered goy the New York State Board of Regents and licensed by the Federal

Communications Commission to broadcast non-commercial educational programing

on an assigned television channel. There are nine councils presently exist-

ing, in New York State, at various degrees of development. Three, Buffalo,

WNED; Schenectady, WVET; and New York City, WNDT, are currently operating

broadcast stations; three, Rochester, Syracuse and Long Island are in such

stages of development as to justify the expectations of their being "on the

air" within the next twelve months; the remaining councils,Binghamton, Water-

town, and Corning, are currently involved on the more basic problems of organ-

ization and funding. In addition to the nine above specified councils, there

is a considerable activity in the formation of new councils in Ithaca and

Poughkeepsie.

It should be noted that the nine existing councils whether or not they

are "on the air" as channel-assigned broadcast educational television stations

are all programing educational television to their respective schools and

communities. Those which are not broadcast stations via local commercial

stations on donated time, and in one, instance the medium of dissemination is

a community antenna system. Of the nine, six councils produce programs which

become a part of the Educational Media-Materials Distribution Service and

through this service are available to educational institutions throughout the

state.

Councils are charged with the prior responsibility of serving their

community with both in-school and adult educational and cultural programing.

Each council,when possible, contracts with local schools to use council pro-
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graining. By cooperative efforts the schools determine and recommend 'o the

council those reeds which can be scrAsfied by television programing, supply

television teachers9 content and curriculum experts, and frequently nectosary

props and equipment. The counci in-school programing, in all cases, reflects

the curriceum needs of schools of the community that the council serves.

Similarly, the adult cultural program reflects the needs and interests of the

community at large.

The council@ acts as a production center as well as a dissemination, point.

They produce programs for local use or for state-wide or national use. They

may contract with any non-commercial agency to produce programs to satisfy

that agency's needs. They contract to produce programs for the New York State

Education Department ';hrough the Division of Educational Communications. The

procedure of selective contracting of programs on the part of the State Educa-

tion Department follows a cooperative sequence of council proposal, department

evaluation and selection, council evaluation and selection and final contract.

New York State Education Department contracted with ETV Councils in the 1964 -

65 fiscal year for programs worth $340,000.

In order that communities interested in bringing educational broadcast

television to their area be advised of the required procedures, the Division

of Educational COmmunicativas has published a pamphlet "Establishing Education-

al Television Councils: A Manuel for Procedure" which is available upon re-

quest from the Bureau of Mass Communications, Division of Educational Communi-

cations, State Education Department, Albany, New York. This, together with

Law Pamphlet 9 "Inauguration of Educational Institutions by the Regent"

comprises a legally sound, well organized, and operational reference point for

council organization. In addition, the members of the Bureau of Mass Communi-

cation* and in particular the Associate for Educational Television (councils)

stand ready to consult with any groups interested in exploring the possibili-

ties of establishins an educational television council in their community.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF 7.EGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES

David J. Rees, State Education Department

I think we can all agree that the motion picture is a marvelous

invention and that it has great educational value. Our problem is to

encourage its correct utilization. In order: to encourage correct

utilization you must first have the fib and the means to project it.

The Department believes that the local educational communications
specialist, who works closely with the teacher, is best situated to

'stimulate correct use. It is the Departmentse function to devise
means to increase the amount of filet and film equipment in the state.

It is also the Department's function to analyze and to project the

implications inherent in the technological advances effecting the

motion picture. I would first like to explain the Department's action

in attempting to increase the quantity of available film.

Dr. Walter Crewson, Associate Commissioner for Elementary,
Secondary and Adult Education for the state has stated:

It ie my contention that wp have not yet realized the
maximum instructional potential of the motion picture. Good
films, prudently selected and correctly used by the teacher are
unquestionably effective teaching materials. I would therefore

urge school administrators to seek all means by which teachers

may have convenient access to larger selections of films. In
this regard, considering the cost of film, it might be well for
administrators to investigate the possibilities of merging re-

sources to create regional film libraries. The local control of
such expanded film libraries should afford the teacher an effici-

ent and economical source of this valuable teaching material.

The Department feels that all school districts with the exception

of the six large city districts should look toward the pooling of their

film resources under the existing administrative units of the Boards of

Cooperative Educational Services. It should be also mentioned that the

Department is not opposed to individual school districts owning their

own film. School districts that find they have high rates of use for

certain films should certainly, if they feel it is necessary, own such

films, The Department feels that the division of school owned and

Boards of Cooperative Educational Services owned films will be adjusted

in accordance with local needs.

To encourage the creation of regional libraries and the expansion

of existing regional libraries, the Department last year inaugurated a

special aid plan for film. BONS, under this plan, receive annual aid

according to their reimbursement rates for 502, of all film purchased up

to $20,000. They also receive aid for the salary of a Director of Educa-

tional Communications acid a clerk assistant. Equipment, supplies and the

rental of space for the operation of the film library are also aided. The

recent expansion of NDEA money to BOCES is also applicable.
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There am 74 BOCES in the state. Since the Department's plan has

been in effect, six BOCES have started film libraries which brings to a

total of sixteen BOCES film librarica now in operation. These six new

BOCES film libraries have increased the quantity of film in the state by

approximately 2,200 prints and brings,to a total of approximately 11,500

prints owned by all BOCES. Five additional BO= are now comtemplating

the establishment of firm libraries. If by the end of this school year

these become operational, their addition will probably bring another 2000

prints into circulation and increase the number of BOCES film libraries

to twenty-one.
a..

An example of the advantages of a regional BOCES film library

might be in order. Let us say there are four school districts located

within a 30 mile radius. Each district decides to spend $3,000 on film.

Matching funds from NDEA will double their $3,000 to $6,000, and, if we

use an average of $100 per film, each district will be able to buy 60

films. Their individual purchases will bring to their region 240 films.

However, it must be pointed out, that a teacher in that region will only

have a selection of 60 films.

Now suppose the snie four school districts decided to invest their

total of $12,000 into a BOCES regional film library. By doing so they

could acquire through NDEA and the state plan, 160 additionak films for

a total of 400 films in the region. A teacher would now have a selection

of 400 films instead of 60. It is hoped by the Department that the BOCES

plan will greatly aid in increasing the amount of instructional films

available to teachers.

In conclusion in reference to regional film libraries, I should

mention that aside from the economics of the BOCES, the Department

envisions the regional film library as the nucleus of a communications

center. Film was chosen as the initial step because it represents a

large capital outlay; however, under, we trust, the capable guidance 6f

a certified Director of Educational Communications. The BOCES film

program should lead to expansion in other communications areas. The

BOCES Director of Educational Communications
should function in a com-

plementary capacity to the school Director of Educational Communications.

The BOLES should be the center for the inservice training of teachers

in the use of the new media, for various media innovations, for the

production of instructional material, and for all other activities re-

quiring large investments in capital and space.

I should now like to direct my remarks to the second function of

the Department in this area of the motion picture; to analyze and to

project the implications inherent in the technological advances affecting

the motion picture.

What I have been saying regarding regional film libraries amounts to

a matter of logistics and economics concerning an existing material. If

the motion picture is to achieve its full potential as an instructional

material more than the traffic of film must be considered.
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A large step in the improvement of use would be the elimination of

16mm motion picture film as the predominant size. Its bulkiness dictates

that large and heavy projectors !De used in the classroom. These projectors

are expensive and, in spite of solf-threading, complicated to use. Consider

also the can and container in which film is shipped. A fiber board carton

with metal edges and two cloth straps: inside a can which teachers some-

times cannot open. Film comes to the teacher today the same way it did

thirty years ago. You can consider the film container as inacative of the

stagnation of thought regarding film. I imagine that any of 25 plastics

could be used for one neat container to replace can and carton. Yet, we

still accept the same shoddy present arrangement. There seems to be a

complacency concerning 16mm film. We think of shipping it around. Of

sharing it. Of preventing damage to it. Of projectors on which to show

it. But we never, it seems to me, think of changing it.

Fortunately a change will occur in the near future, and that is the

advent of the 8mm film. I envision the next five years will place us in a

transitional period. During this time the 8mm film will gradually replace

the 16 in the classroom. Schools will have both, bie. the 16mm films and

equipment will be replaced as they wear out with 8mm film and equipment.

At present a high speed printer is all that is really needed to initiate

the first impact of 8mm. Films, from the sheer necessity of business, will

be at least three to four times as plentiful as they are today. We all

know that it will still cost relatively the same to produce a film. The

difference will be in quantity prints.

There is also another factor to consider when one thinks of 8mm, and

that is that the film will have a market other than the schools. Large

quantities of 8mm film are today sold for the amateur use in making home

movies. It is not inconceivable to consider then an 8mm optical sound

projector will be developed for this home market, and that popular films

will be reduced to emm after they have had their major theater runs.

This broader market will be advantageous to the schools because lane,

volume sales will allow low purchase costs.

Instructional 8mm films might probably be divided into two main

categories; those that are for general classroom instruction and those

designed for indivAual instruction. Of the general classroom category,

there might possibly be packages of films, such as a series of three

films on a given unit of instruction, one film as initial introduction

of subject matter, another as reinforcement, and a third as a participation

film or individual instruction review film. Imagination ould be the only

limit to the uses and refinements that could be found for the 8mm motion

picture once production is stimulated and competition becomes accelerated.

8mm projectors should be light and considered consumable; that is,

they should never undergo any major repair. They should be made cheap

enough so that a school might buy 10 times as many as they would 16mm

projectors. They should all be cartridge load, and the cartridge should

be the shipping container. That is to say that the cartridge should be

of such durable construction that it need not be placed in a carton or

box for shipping.
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We are today in the genesis of what I have described. There is a

complete language course available on emra film. There are cartridge

load projectors and there are numerous films available for these pro-

jectors. There is under development high speed printers; 8mm optical

sound projectors are also urcler development.

In conclusion, I would like to state that I forestall the acceptance

of 8mm as the renaissance of instructional film. I believe that we

should do all we can to hasten this renaissance.



CUSTOMIZE YOUR CLASSROOM FILMS

John A. Davis, Geneseo

The present decade has been characterized as a time of explosions. "The

population explosion," "the knowledge explosion," and "the technological

explosion" are familiar phrases testifying to the rapid increase in students,

subject matter, and teaching materials that are inundating today's class-

rooms. The educator's task in such a time is to evaluate and select from the

wealth of materials those which are most effective in communicating to the

ever-growing number of students the information they require.

The "explosion" of new teaching materials may be exemplified by the greatly

expanded availability of instructional motion pictures, with new titles

offered to schools almost daily. Instructional films have been subjected to

a greater quantity of research than any comparable medium of instructional

communication; yet, inconsistencies of communication effectiveness persist.

Regular use of films in the classroom is still far from universal practice.

One of the problems confronting the user of classroom films is the fact that

the great majority of such films are produced for dotribution to a mass

market. They are enrichment films designed primarily to bring otherwise

remote experiences into the classroom. They are made by a producer who has

no way of knowing what his audience brings to the film--what they already

know--nor what they will go on to learn.

The wealth of literature on classroom film research has given the teacher

several important guidelines to solving this problem. It has been shown,

for example, that students learn more from seeing a film twice than just once.

They learn more if the teacher introduces the film, anticipating its content

and directing attention to key-words and concepts. It may be veuable to

stop the film for discussion in the middle, or to reshow certain scenes.

Review exercises, evaluations, and follow-up activities all are known to in-

crease the amount students learn from a film. It is no great surprise that

the most impressive learning gains result when students are engaged in a

program that precedes the film showing by use of a study guide, follows the

showing with a test, discusses the film again the fokiowing day, reshows it,

and repeats the test.

But if one of the advantages we claim for film is a saving of teaching time,

the program I just described is a pretty poor example. Good teachers are now

used to previewing and planning their use of films, but to commit this much

teaching time to a given film is asking quite a lot unless the film presents

something of unusual. value. In fact, I suspect that many potentially

valuable film experiences are bypassed just because of this time factor.

Recently people have been seeking efficient ways to overcome this problem.

Many interesting approaches have emerged. One approach is to produce films

in integrated series. Each film builds upon the information imparted by the

previous film and leads, in turn, toward the next film. Examples of this
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approach are found in the P.S.S.C. films, which are coordinated with each

other and with a wealth of other teaching materials. Another approach was

described to this Convocation last year by Dr. Richard Hubbard--the use of

a multiple screen technique with slides or transparencies appearing alcag-

side the motion picture on the screen. These approaches are fresh and ex-

hilarating, it seems to me, and their impact is being felt all across the

State.

But wnat about the school that has neither the facilities nor the personnel

to use multiscreen techniques? What can we do for the teacher who, for one

reason or another, cannot use a whole film series in her teaching? What can

be done to enable us to get more efficient teaching from a film that is not

part of a series, but which contains a valuable experience we want our

students to have? Short of treating the film as the focal point of the

lesson, how can we improve the teaching milage we get from an "enrichment"

film?

At Syracuse University this past year a series of explorations was made in

developing a technique which may hold promise. The technique consists of

flashing messages onto the screen superimposed upon the picture, as the film

is run. These messages deal with the film content, and may either reinforce

or supplement information the film is developing. More important, the

messages can easily be formulated and produced at the local level, so that

they can better integrate a film into the school's curriculum.

I'd like to describ::: the development and testing of this technique for you,

and suggest how it might be used in a classroom.

First, let's consider what kind of messages one might superimpose upon a film.

By using short verbal phrases, we may send messages to reinforce or update

vocabulary, to suggest topic headings, or to show the spelling of a word used

in the sound track. This may sound very much like the use of subtitles in

foreign movies or on television. But there are some important differences,

as we shall see.

In developing the technique it was important to show that viewers were re-

ceiving information from the superimposed messages and not guessing from the

film itself. To accomplish this we chose a film in two versions, and wrote

a comprehensive test based on the longer version. A group of students who

saw the condensed version were unable to answer several questions that

viewers of the longer film could answer. Analysis of the films verified that

these questions dealt with information not contained in the shorter version

of the film. The messages to be superimposed were then taken from this en-

richment material in the longer film. It was reasoned that if viewers of the

short film could answer questions about this material correctly, they must

have gcnan the information from the superimposed messages.

The next considerations were mechanical. How long should the messages be on

screen? How often need they be repeated to insure communication? How could

their placement in the film context be controlled? These were really the key

questions whose solutions were to result in the technique.
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The messages were printed on 2" X 2" slides which were shown to randomly

selected students via a tachistoscopic projector. Each person was shown

the messages at successively slower speeds until he could correctly identify

the message. The average of these exposure times was then the basis for

deciding "Am; long each message should be on the screen--in this case, 1/4th

of a second.

At that rapid an exposure there was a real possibility that viewers might

miss the messages--blink at the wrong time and you miss a question on the

test! Obviously the message should be repeated. But how many times?

Previous research was of little help here. Traditional experiments simply

left a message on the screen an average duration of 1/2 second per word--or

longer. Experiments in message-flashing had repeated one message continuously

for the length of the film. Our problem was resolved by choosing segments of

film where a supplemental message would be directly relevant to the film con-

text for the longest period of time. Four such segments were found, each one

minute in length. Saying the messages aloud, which was done for the aural

portion of the experiment, took approximately one and a half seconds,

suggesting a limit to repetition space of two seconds. Thus, the messages

were repeated thirty times in one minute, one repetition every two seconds.

This pattern was followed for both the visual and aural sets of messages, so

that the numbers of repetitions of the visual messages and aural messages

were the same.

A simple, acceptable way to control the placement and duration of all these

messages was to commit them to motion picture film. By means of single frame

exposure, a film was made with six frames of messages, 42 frames of black,

thirty times for each message. The sound portions were recorded on

magnastripe, and the message sections were placed in a reel of opaque leader

spaced so that they would appear at the appropriate contexts in the instruc-

tional film. Punch marks at the beginning of the instructional film and

the message film assured synchronization of the two films, and the two

motion picture projectors started at the same instant through a common power

cord.

We showed the film, BY MAP AND COMPASS, to four groups of college students

who had been tested for their previous knowledge of the subject. One group

got just the film, no supplemental flashes of any kind. A second group saw

the film with supplemental visual messages. A third group got their messages

by ear--from the sound recorded on the magnastripe. The fourth group got

messages both visually and aurally. All were given a 50-item test about the

film and message content immediately after seeing the film.

The results of these tests provided some very interesting comparisons. The

groups that received the supplemental messages were able to answer the test

questions about the message information; people in the groups that received

no supplemental messages could only guess at the answers. This indicated

that messages sent by superimposition were indeed received by the film viewers

and recognized in the answer phrases to the multiple-choice questions. This

was true for all three types of superimposition--visual, aural and aural-

visual.
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Was any one mode of superimposition more effective than the others? The

results showed a decided advantage for visual superimposition over aural

superimpositi)n. It was even more effective in this experiment than the

combined aura-visual presentation, possibly because the aural super.

imposition was a bit distracting. Remember that in the aural superimposition

the viewers heard the same phrase repeated thirty times in one minute. In

the aural-visual presentation they both heard and saw the phrase. Hearing

the same phrase that often in that apace of time might understandably become

tedious!

What are the limitations of this technique, as shown by the experiment?

Unfortunately there was one prominent limitation. The analysis of the

responses to the test questions indicated that many viewers received, the

superimposed information at the cost of other information in the film.

Scores on the total test for all groups were about the same, where

theoretically the groups receiving .superimposed messages should have scored

higher. The superimposition of supplemental messages upon the film presen-

tation made a difference not in amount but in kind of information received by

the viewer. This is in keeping with previous research findings in which

emphasized points in a film are recalled at the expense of other points.

There is an important footnote to ade here. Post-experiment discussions

with the students indicated teat the amount of repetition of each message

could be greatly reduced without endangering the probability of communication.

This was particularly true of the aural superimposition, but also true for the

visual flashes. A series of follow-up studies is presently under way in the

hope that refinement of the technique will result in communication of super,

imposed messages without interference to the film's information.

However, I'm not here to tell you we think we're GOING TO have something

useful; I think we have something useful right now. The superimposition

of supplemental information at its present stage of development is a simple

means for providing "selective emptissis" of information relative to a given

instructional film. I think the technique could well be used, for example,

to emphasize certain words or phreses linked with key concepts in a film.

The emphasis would occur when the words are repeated during the film showing

instead of before and after the film. New vocabulary could be provided by

supplemental messages. Important term, or names for people or places,

things or concepts shown in the film, mould be reinforced in this way.

Labels and categories for concepts, procedures, or situations shown in the

film could be provided by the superimposition technique. This might be of

particular value in analyzing filmed examples of communication or human

relations situations, in studies such as speech, group processes, human

development, persuasion, or general semantics. I can see the same sort of

approach in teaching motion picture or television studio techniques, or

appreciation of art, music, film, or drama. 'feu could even suggest cues to

an outline organization of the film by superimposing messages.

The present limitation of the technique could also be turned to instructional

advantage. If superimposed messages communicate at the expense of the material

under them, this technique could be used to supplant erroneous or outdated

references.
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Of course, the greatest usefulness of the superimposition technique will
come when and if we can overcome the interference factor. Then it is
possible that several supplemental messages could be sent during a film,
tying the film information to material the class had already studied or
was about to study, or relating a film from one field to subject matter in
another field. It is even possible, I suppose, that with superimposed
supplemental material we could actually double the amount of information
students received from a single film showings The potentialities are
fascinating!

Probably the most important contribution of this technique for superimposing
supplemental information is its technical simplicity. Supplemental messages
for a film could be quickly and inexpensively prepared by a local audiovisual
center. The equipment required includes a 16mm motion picture camera capable
of single-frame exposures, and an editing synchronizer. Standard 16mm motion
picture film and opaque leader constitute the stock of film footage which
should be long enough to present the desired messages at the places appro-
priate in the instructional film. If precise placement of the messages in
the film context is not essential, you could use 8mm motion picture facilities.
Or if you wish to use aural superimposition rather than visual, a tape re-
corder could do the job.

With this comparatively simple equipment a school system, or perhaps an
individual school, could create supplemental message films to meet its own
educational requirements in adapting films to the needs of their particular
students or their curricula. Different sets of supplemental messages could
be prepared for the same film so its use in different grade levels would be
feasible depending upon the level of the content in the supplemental film.
To simultaneously present the instructional film and its appropriate supple-
mental messages, the teacher would simply use two motion picture projectors,
or a projector and tape recorder.

So here is a new way to adapt a good general enrichment film to meet the needs
of particular students without using an inordinate amount of teaching time.
This technique of rapidly superimposing supplemental messages is a way to
customize your classroom films.



CREATING AN ACTIVE FILM AUDIENCE

John M. Culkin, S.J., Fordham University

The man in Time said it: "The movies have suddenly and powerfully

emerged as a new and brilliant international art, indeed as perhaps the

central and characteristic art of the age...The new generation of movie

goers believes that an educated man must be cinemate as well as literate".

An age that is becoming increasingly dominated by the projected image

faces the cultural imperative of training taste and judgement in films

and television. Reasons both positive and negative urge us to the task.

The Educational Policies Commission of the National Education

Association said it: "in the light of the time spent by today's student

with the media of mass communication, some study of these media and the

communication process is essential...A considerable body of research

literature which provides the basis for teaching how to watch and listen

is emerging, although established curriculum patterns are still rare.

The need for such teachingi;everaisre."

Film study is to motion pictures what a literature course is to

books. It is a systematic attempt to develop in students the habits of

analysis, understanding, and appreciation which will make them selective

and intelligent moviegoers. It involves an exposure to excellence within

the medium and it studies both the content and the form of the medium.

It encourages cross-media comparisons cir".11 novels, playsi, and television.

It operates out of a basic respect for, not a fear of, its medium.

Dr. Stuart Selby's recent doctoral dissertation at Columbia docu-

ments the history of film study in the American high school --- a flurry

of activity during the 1930's, a petering out during the war, ten post-

war years of silence, and now a renewed interest on the part of teachers.

The reasons behind these basic phases are explained elsewhere, but for

present purposes the fact is that teachers are interested and that the

idea lacks not motivation but classroom-tested programs. Teachers don't

quite know where to get started. The vacuous chapters inserted in most

literature tests are useless; there is nothing in print which vaguely

approaches a curriculum design far the high school teacher.

Two recent programs of action which attempted to bring together

the worlds of film and education may be of interest.

a. The Youn: Peo le's Film Festival of New York. The title suggests

the tone of this event -- an honest and non-condescending effort

to make film relevant and understood to the student in the way

that Leonard Bernstein has treated music. For five days in August

1964, 500 high school students from the public and private schools

of New York City saw five feature films and discussed them with the

makers of the films. The project was sponsored by Mayer Wagner,

financed by the Brookdale Foundation, coordinated by a Mayor's Com-

mittee.consisting of representatives of the Office of Cultural

Affairs, the Mayor's office, the Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction,

the Motion Picture Association of America, the Hollywood Museum, and

Fordham University.
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The schedule of films and speakers tells the whole exciting story:

1) David and Lisa - discussed with Director Frank Perry, Writer
Eleanor Perry, and Actress Diane Baker

2) To Kill a Mockingbird - discussed with Screenwriter Horton Foote
3) The Hustler - discussed with Director Robert Rossen
4) Seven Brides for Seven Brothers - discussed with Singer-Actor

Howard Keel
5) The Miracle Worker - discussed with Director Arthur Penn

A few of the many comments of the students will give a feel for the
generally enthusiastic reaction. Actually the most enthusiastic response
came from the motion picture talent, many of whom were meeting this type
of concerned audience for the first time.

Student Comments

"I learned more about motion pictures in this one week than I have
in my whole life. I have learned how to judge and experience great moments
in films and to love films as art."

"The festival is a marvelous idea. For the sake of teenage America -

Keep it up!"

"I feel honored that people like Mr. Keel, Mr. Rossen, etc., should
take interest in the young audience."

There were no dissenting voices. The lasting value of the festival
will be in the precedent it set for bringing together the creative talent
of both the film world and the schools. Film has been called "a shotgun
marriage of commerce and culture." Any movement based on film must emulate
this union. The festival got them hitched without the shotgun.

This is far too brief a escription of a nationally significant event,
but it will keep contributing to the film study movement by reminding us that
we can involve the makers of film in the film study movement. The festival

showed that they want to be involved.

b. Study The Selby thesis men-
tioned above could not mention one film curriculum which could be used

as a prototype for interested high school teachers. To fill this gap,

I took on such a project as my doctoral thesis at Harvard. And to give
it the practical bent required of the idea, I taught the course for six

weeks to 30 sophomores at Newton South High School in Massachusetts.
This gave me a good look at both the theoretical and practical aspects
of film study.

Not all of the experiment can be recorded here. In the enviable posi-

tion of one reporting on his own activity, I can optimistically say that the

idea came through as being both academically desirable and administratively
feasible. The school is training ten teachers to continue the program next

year. In outline form I will sketch some of my own postulates and then

indicate the program itself.
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1) Film courses must be built on films.
2) Films used should represent both feature and short films,
3) Films should be well-made and of irterest to students.

4) Discussion of films should be student-oriented, non-directive.
5) Stress should be placed on the medium itself, on the way it

communicates.
6) The medium involves sound (dialogue, music, sound effects),

motion (subject, camera, cutting), pictures (frame, composition,
tone).

7) Cross-media comparisons are most fruitful: books made into films,
films based on plays and TV shows. (Best example is Caine Mutiny
which was book, stage play, film, TV play -- and in each version
media and audience changes brought about a change in the protagonist
of the story).

The weekly schedule allowed for five hours of teaching time. The

program lasted six weeks. I chose these units, not because all of film can
be taught in six weeks, but because I felt that a 30 hour unit would serve
as a practical curricular module for teachers wanting to teach film as a
unit within another course, as a separate subject, or as an extra-curricular
activity. On Monday of each week two hours were devoted to the screening of
a feature film. One hour was spent discussing this film. One hour was de-
voted to some positive teaching of the grammar of the film, film history, or
film genres. The final hour of the week centered around the screening and
discussion of shorter films.

The feature films used in the program were: High Noon, On the Water-
front, La Strada, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, Raisin in the Sun,
The Caine Mutiny, Citizen Kane, bald To Kill a Mockingbird. (That adds up to

eight; we couldn't bear to break up a winning combination after only six

weeks.) Shorter films included Lonely Boy, Fiddle De Dee, Neighbors, Tellimi

a Story in Pictures, ...AVLSAJEAIALCanely, and several films made by

high school students in England.

The experience deepened my conviction of the need and worth of film
study. It also pointed up the desperate need we have for teaching materials
both filmed and printed. We need excerpts of feature films for intensive
study, still shots, films that teach about film (lighting, cutting, camera
perspective, etc.). We need kits of printed material containing comments by
film-makers, critical reviews, articles. Any teacher entering the movement

now has to develop almost all the needed materials.

The idea will become a legitimate movement when we have trained

teachers and adequate teaching materials. Few colleges (I count three -
Fordham, Notre Dame, and Boston University) are directly engaged in train-
ing teachers for high school film study programs. The Communication Arts
Department of these three schools will be delighted to hear from interested
teachers. Contact Professor Edward Fischer at Notre Dame, Professor Anthony
Hodgkinson at Boston University and the speaker at Fordham. It's a worth-

while idea. Someone will be shaping the movement and the students. If not

you, who? - If not now, when?



PRIORITIES AND TARGETS IN FILM SERVICE

Henry 3, Queen, New York City Board of Education

The sound motion picture makes possible educational communication in certain
areas in which no other medium is effective. These areas are:

. recreating past events

. compressing action time through time lapse photography

. providing motion analysis by means of high speed photography

. recreating danerous, expensive and highly skilled performances

. making small moving objects visible by microphotography

. making large moving objects comprehensible by macrophotography

. illustrating interdependence, function and invisible phenomena
by animation

. bringing distant lands and peoples to the classroom

An example of the degree of availability of motion pictures to communicate
in a field noted for its abstraction can be seen in the seventh year course
of study in mathematics.

To is

The Meaning of Integers
Extension of Number System
Roman Number System
Rounding off Numbers

Fundamental Operations, Integers
Addition and Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

Fundamental Operations, Fractions
Meaning of Fractions
Meaning of Factor and Applica-

to Fractional Equivalence
Addition and Subtraction,

Fractions
Multiplication of Fractions
Division of Fractions--Inversion

Correlated Film

How Man Learned to Count
Big Numbers, Little Numbers
Story of Our Number System
None

None
Multiplication is Easy
None

Introduction to Fractions

How to Change Fractions
How to Add Fractions
How to Subtract Fractions
How to Multiply Fractions

How to Divide Fractions

Fundamental Operations, Decimals

Meaning
Operations

Percent
Meaning
Conversions and Operations Percentage

Idea of Numbers
Decimal Fractions
Decimals are Easy

Meaning of Percentage
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Measurement
Length
Precision of Measurement
Perimeters and Areas

Scale Drawing

Graphs

Geometric Forms
Recognition of Geometric

Plane Figures
Lines and Angles

The Circle

The Angle
Lines
Measurement and Types
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Correlated Film

Let's Measure: Inches, Feet, Yards

None
Area and Perimeter
Measuring Areas: Square and Rectangle

None

Language of Grapns

Solids Solids in the World Around Us
None
Parallel Lines
What's the Angle?

None

What's the Angle
None

The Triangle Similar Triangles in Use

Applications to Life

Mathematics in the Home

Business Practices
Banking

How to Find the Answer
Arithmetic: Estimating and Checking

Arithmetic: Understanding the Problem
The Family Budget
None
Using the Bank
Fred Meets the Bank

Some would offer alternative aids for these topics. They should not be

alternatives but supplements. The poor state of mathematics instruction
today is the result of reliance on a single medium for all applications

rather than recognizing that all media have limitations of application.

Present Status of the Motion Picture Medium

The motion picture film medium of instruction has shown a healthy growth

over the past ten years. The following comparison indicates the quantitative

expansion:

Item 1953 1964

Sound Motion Picture
Projectors 1,630 3,569

Sound Motion Picture Prints
not including kinescopes
in Central Loan 410 11,796

in Field Centers 11,000 24,000

Annual Classroom Showings200,000 Classes 600,000 Classes
Available Titles,

Central Loan n.a. 2,607
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Not apparent from these statistics is the improved utilization practices of

the teachers. Ten years ago a common r:quest received by the AV Coordinator

was for "a twenty-minute film on any entertaining topic." Such requests are

rare today and field supervisors are reporting increasing evidence of

specific motion picture films being listed as an integral part of individual

teacher's lesson plans. Three factors are probably responsible for this

desirable trend: The organization of field and central film catalogues on a

subject area and grade level basis with teacher-designed annotation, the

issuance of motion picture resource lists geared to specific problems and

areas of instruction, and the gradual easing of the problem of access to

materials and equipment to teachers.

Theyuture

There are many problems that inhibit optimum utilization of motion pictures by

teachers in their work. However, it may be stated without reservation that reel

progress is being made or is in sight on all the basic difficulties. The

remainder of this paper will be devoted to a discussion of each of these

problems and what is being done about them.

1. Film in Better Condition

70,502 films were distributed during 1963-64 from Central Loan. 140 cases of

film failure for mechanical reasons were reported. These failures were traced

to damage suffered during one of the multiple showings of the film during the

booking. Teams of film inspectors assigned to rehabilitate field center

collections report that half of the films cannot be projected without an

interrupted presentation. The startling difference in quality is a result

of the inspection and maintenance practices. In Central Loan every film is

inspected, cleaned and necessary repairs made between each booking by skilled

personnel. In the field centers there are no regularly assigned personnel.

Classroom teachers are assigned the task on time taken from their teaching

duties. As a result, the Central Loan prints have a life expectancy of ten

years, the time of their educational usefulness, whereas field center film

has a useful life of only three years.

To provide teachers with film in mechanically perfect condition, the Bureau

is following a plan of film consolidation as rapidly as space and personnel

become available.

2. Improved Access tf.) Film

The present system of centralized film distribution is a result of high print

cost and the necessity for specialized inspection and maintenance procedures.

Ideally films should be 11,J accessible as books and therefore should be deposited

in the school. Two recent developments will help make this goal possible.

The Bureau has been testing the durability of cartridge 8mm films and although

they are not as foolproof as claims indicate, they might prove serviceable in

school use. Another limitation at present, is the fact that the film used in

the cartridges has a magnetic sound track which does not lend itself to
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economical mass duplication. We have been advised that an acceptable optical

track will be offered in the near future. As soon as this last development is

available we have been assured that the film producers will make their product

available in the reducci size at substantially reduced prices. The second

development is the automatic threading device available for the 160mm sound

projector. Again this minimizes film damage and may make it possible to set

up local collections of the basic film material.

The latter alternative raises the question as to the point at which it is as

economical to place a print in a school as it is to distribute it from a

central location. The maximum number of showings fir centrally diotrl,buted

prints is 24 times a year and the annual audience for such a film is 1200

children. Since the typical elementary school has 150 children on a grade

level and a basic film should be shown at least three times to the same

audience, it would appear that a film suitable for a two-year grade span

should probably be placed in the school. Certainly the series of films on

fractions would meet this criterion. A by-product of this policy would be

to make available materials for individualized instruction of children. The

State University at Stony Brook has placed the PSSC Physics films on the

shelves of their Physics reference room and provides four self-threading

projectors on tables. Students use the films as they feel the need for the

material. Also available on the same basis are a number of 8mm sound film

cartridges and one cartridge-loaded Fairchild sound projector. The students

find the material very helpful but the project is still in too early a stage

for evaluation.

3. Equipment

One has only to compare sound motion picture projectors manufactured ten

years ago with today's models to appreciate the improvements that have been

made. They are lighter in weight, have fewer and better marked controls,

higher light output from improved lamps, more light on the screen because

of more efficient optics and easier threading patterns. The recent advent

of self-threading projectors as mentioned earlier is another step in the

direction of simplicity. The Bureau is equipping ten schools with these

projectors to see how they stand up in service as compared with standard

type projectors.

The twin problems of room light control and ventilation are being minimized

by the improved light output of the projectors. In some locations where the

problems are acute, the Bureau is trying several models of rear screen

projection. The cartridge-loaded projectors use rear projection as a standard

and therefore may eliminate the problem altogether.

4. Filling. the Gaps

A conservative estimate indicates that 12,000 basic titles would be needed to

cover the essential topics of the curriculum that require the communications

technique described in the first part of this talk. Examing the 7th year

mathematics film coverage more critically we are aware of the complete

absence of detailed topical treatment. It is estimated that approximately
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100 basic films should be used instead of the 29 listed. The fact is that this

particular area has had the advantage of the impetus of N. D. E. A. financing

points up to the extent that coverage is inadequate in other curriculum areas.

Aside from the formal curriculum topics there is the vast area of human re-

lations that sorely needs implementation through attitudes that can best be

built through the motion picture medium. Dissenters to this viewpoint probably

also discount the role that the entertainment motion picture and television

program plays in the moral decline among the youth around us. Our own motion

picture unit is concerned with this problem and the second half of this session

will 72e devoted to the role they have assumed in helping meet the needs of

the cr,ordvantaged child and the minority groups in the city.

In conci)ion I would like to call to your attention a few thoughts from

page 1 of a recent Curriculum Bulletin on "Reading." It is pointed out that

the assumption that if a child is taught word recognition comprehension will

follow naturally is a fallacy. It goes on to say that reading is too closely

allied to the thinking process to be considered merely a simple or single

ability. We would like you to consider that this complexity permeates the

entire area of communications and that it is rather shortsighted to neglect

multisensory tools of communication in favor of single sensory approaches.

The climate of opinion and practice is typified by teachers who will not

use the motion picture medium because of mechanical imperfections or material

shortage, but who persist in using mutilated texts over twenty years old and

compensate for shortages by duplicating the missing material by hand.



FILM FOR RAISING THE SELF-IMAGE OF THE DISADVANTAGED

Herman Jacobs, New York City

The Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction of the City of New York is currently

providing a series of guidance films called the "If You Believe in Yourself"

series. It is being produced for the Human Relations Unit and the Bureau of

Educational and Vocational Guidance. The purpose of these films is to encourage

and assist disadvantaged children of varied backgrounds. They will present

interviews and visits with successful people in various professional and occu-

pational fields who have overcome difficulties and handicaps in achieving their

present status.

While the content of each film will be limited to a specific occupational

area, the series will by no means be solely career oriented. It is directed,

rather, at the elimination of the myth that impoverishment and defeatism are a

heritage of minority groups. The task is not a simple one. The undesirable

predisposition of the target audience is deeply rooted in an historically biased

and projudicial past. The perpetuation of this fiction in the present, is one

of the most serious blocks to the hopes and aspirations of these minority peoples.

Through the "If You Believe in Yourself" series, we will bring to our

school children many examples of successes and gratifications in the lives of

their adult counterparts. The underlying technique of eye-witness reporting

will endow these examples with an air of veracity and believability. We hope

that this will result in a strong indentity of the children in the audience

with the people presented in the film.

The shortcomings of the eye-witness interview, however, were apparent to us

in the early planning stages. Yet, we were not willing to forego this vital,

truthful, on-the-spot method of portraying desirable experiences. We knew that

our target Audience was picture, rather than language minded. We knew that

these children had to be motivated by dynamic visuals and by entertaining and

engrossing stories.

For our first production, Harriet Garamone, out guidance consultant with a

decided talent for writing, developed a script that combined the essential inter-

views with a story form film and made them part of an interesting continuity.

Yesterday, the answer print was rushed in from the laboratories. It was pre-

viewed by the project committee and is about to receive its premier screening by

you.

It is called "The Doctor Ortiz Story" and is based on the life of Doctor

Gilbert Ortiz, now working in a city hospital where much of the story was filmed.

Strange as it may seem to you, the story was written first; we found Doctor Ortiz

later. The important characters are real and are called by their. ,cal names.

The interviewees appear at their regular work locations and give unrehearsed an-

swers to questions put to them by fifth grade children.

The project committee for the entire series of films consists of the

following people:

Dr. Edward G. Bernard -- Director of the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction.

Daisy K. Shaw -- Director of the Bureau of Educational and Vocational Guidanc



Frederick H. Williams -- Director of the Human Relations Uait.

Dr. Clifford Ettinger -- Supervisor of Educational Motion Picture Production.

Harriet Garramone Script writer and guidance consultant.

Rufus Shorter -- Human relations consultant.

Herman Jacobs -- Producer of the "If You Believe In Yourself" series.



THE TECHNOLOGY OF FILM REJUVENATION

Ivan M. Ellis, Comprehensive Filmtreat Inc.

To many of you the term film rejuvenation may sound strange. But the con-

cept this treatment describes is as old as motion picture film itself and it is

used by every motion picture ctzpany.

Literally, the word rejuvenation means "bring back to youthful strength

and appearance." I am going to talk with you about a systematic approach to

bringing back the strength and appearance of the films in your library. While

none of you may approach the millions of dollars that Paramount Pictures or

Walt Disney Productions or Metro Goldwyn Mayer, or the other major companies

save in print costs, this time-tested way to protect your film investment is

worth knowing about.

This much I can tell you now, film rejuvenation is not merely a set of

chemical treatments, but the know how of catching the symptoms of old age and

systematically treating the film to bring back the vitality of youth, the sparkle

of color brilliance, and the cleanliness of newness.

We can all use a little rejuvenation and I'm sure each of us knows what to

do about putting some pep, vim and vitality back into our everyday lives. But

what of the 16mm prints that you have in your film libraries for which you have

spent thousands of dollars. When do you put this pep, vim and vitality back

into these prints?

Of course, there is an easy way out. You can discard the prints when they

become so damaged that they no longer run smoothly through a projector, promptly

go out into the market and buy others to replace them. But let's analyze this

thought. Let us assume the print you discard is 800' in color. To replace it in

today's market would cost you as mach as $185. This same 800' to rejuvenate

would cost you as little as $13. So you see, to rejuvenate would cost you lees

than 102 of the replacement cost. Sounds wonderful, doesn't it?

SLIDE #1: Here is the typical life span of a motion picture print in regu-

lar use. Up to this point your film continues to project in good condition and

very little if any scratches or film damage will show from this point down to

here. From this point on the film has become so scratched and in such a state

of disrepair that the cast of saving these prints is uneconomical. Now that

leaves this area between here and here. This is where our laboratory can suc-

cessfully prolong the life of your film through the technology of this film re-

juvenation. If we receive prints that fall in this area, we can, by the (applica-

tion of the film technology add to the longevity of the motion picture prints in

your film library because we clean out imbedded dirt as well as surface soil.

We remove scratches and give corrective treatment for brittleness, buckle and

curl, and as a bonus we give a protective treatment, which makes for a smoother

projection and because of the antistatic qualities in the chemicals helps pre-

vent dirt from accumulating in the aperature gate.

SLIDE #2: What you have seen here has been a few exapples of what you

might rightfully consider to be minor symptoms of wear and tear, anyone of which

if neglected can result in extensive damage to your film. The lesson of this

slide is obvious, to put it tritely, don't wait too late to rejuvenate.
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SLIDE #3: Now let us review briefly some of the noticeable and not so

obvious symptoms of wear and tear. What would you say is wrong with this slide?

Nothing. At first glance you are right, except of course for the blurred pic-

ture which you might attribute to the projector being out of focus.

But this projector is not our of focus. The film is. The strip film in

this slide is badly buckled which means that it does not lie flat when it passes

through the projector gate. This phenomenen is a natural result of shrinkage

which is a normal symptom of wear and tear.

SLIDE #4: If you can read the figures on this shrinkage gauge you will

note that the film being measured has a shrinkage of over 1% which is not at all

uncommon in prints. If the shrinkage is distributed unevenly across the width

or along the length of the print, the image will go in and out of focus in pro-

jection such as you saw in the previous slide. Quite frequently films with more

than 1% shrinkage will chatter in the gate. The next visual tells you the harm-

ful effect this condition has on the life of the print.

SLIDE #5: Do you notice the slight nicL3 on the perforations? These fre-

quently result from stress on the film due to shrinkage. Extensive perforation

damage is costly to correct, shrinkage is not.

SLIDE #6: Here is something I'm sure you are all too familiar with. Poorly

made splices. Every splice is a potential breaking point and it is especially so

if the splice is made as sloppily as the one you see on this slide. Splices prop-

erly made reduce the likelihood of splices coming apart and you minimize missing

footage in your print.

SLIDE #7 and #7A: Let us consider for a moment the appearance of your film.

There may be some here who are not deeply conceraed with the appearance of the

film on the screen as leas as the film runs through the projector. But, by and

large, when you have invested a sizeable sum in a print, you want that print to

retain the sparkling, brilliant image it projected wham it was new. For those

of you who don't, let me say this. Dirt and scratches on the screen are a sure

sign of trouble ahead. It's a rare day when we receive prints from an Educa-

tional Library with heavy scratches and abrasions that do not also suffer from

some degree of shrinkage, damaged perforations and weakened splices. Any one of

which defects can end the life of a film without warning. To pile a cliche on

to cliche "a word to the wise is sufficient, a stitch in time saves nine."

SLIDE #8: The value of rejuvenation is now established, but just what is

rejuvenation? To over-simplify it, rejuvenation consists of two stages, detec-

tion and correction. Here is how we do it.

The first step is examination of a print by an expert film technician. He

looks for two things, the obvious existing damage and the not so obvious. Then

his inspection report is prepared with recommendations for corrective action.

The decision whether or not to rejuvenate revolves around the question: Is

the expenditure justified? If the film is still in earty perfect condition,

the answer to this question is no. If, at the other extreme the film is so badly

damaged as to require rt lot of visual repairs, the answer may again be no. It

may depend not only on the condition of the film itself, but on the availability

of replacement and on the remaining usefulness of the film's content. The latter,

of course, is a matter of curricula judgment.
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SLIDE #9: Here is a typical report (explain the various entries and what

they mean) I might add here that no work is done at any time until the inspec-

tion report is gone over with the customer, either on the phone, or in person,

so that we can discuss what action is necessary on questionable prints.

SLIDE #10: To go into a description of what the corrective phase of reju-

venation involved may be too lengthy and technical for the occasion. Let me

just show you the photograph of a precision controlled high-speed machine used

in chemical treatment of motion picture prints. As you can see, rejuvenation

of motion picture film is no do-it-yourself project.

But there is an important role that the film library plays that can in-

crease the value of every dollar spent for rejuvenation. We have conducted an

extensive survey of educational and institutional film library facilities. The

most outstanding fact that we have gleaned from this survey is that very few

audiovisual departments have the time, the personnel, nor the equipment adequate-

ly to inspect prints after each booking. As I said earlier, rejuvenation con-

sists of two phases, detection and correction. In our lab we have the facilities

to correct the defects we have been talking about. Let's talk for a moment on

the all important subject of detection.

The most economical way of performing this function is in your own library.

At the conclusion of my talk one of our technicians will demonstrate some of

the techniques for detecting signs of wear and tear in your film. Perhaps after

you see them at work you will wish you could borrow them to help you set up a

systematic rejuvenation progrom in your library, which begins with economical

do-it-yourself inspection. We are announcing for the first time a field service

program that will make your wish a reality. We will send out to any organiza-

tion an expert 16mm film technician direct from our laboratory. This techni-

cian's function will be to orient your film inspectors and teach them various

laboratory techniques, little tricks in splicing, in repairing damaged perfora-

tions, how to handle film, how to detect the presence of scratches on motion

picture film and classify them light, medium or heavy so that they will know,

and you will know, it is time to get a specific print treated before it becomes

too late for rejuvenation.

If you will remember the visuals you have just seen, and specifically re-

call these that had dirt, scratches, torn perforations, nicked perforations and

other forms of damage, all of this can be controlled through periodic inspection

of your prints and our field service program is designed for such inspection.

Let's summarize -- film rejuvenation is of more than a set of chemical

treatments. It is a philosophy -- correct defects while they are minor and in-

expensive to correct. Ten dollars spent for rejuvenation can spare you an ex-

penditure of fifteen times that for replacement. The secret to gaining full

value of film rejuvenation lies in the timing. I cannot give you a stock answer

to the question when should film be rejuvenated. This depends on such factors

as how well the teachers and students are trained to operate a projector, how

carefully your film is examined after each booking, and how frequently it is

cleaned. An audiovisual director I know quite well once described the benefits

of film rejuvenation in eight words: "It costs so little, it saves so much."

Now I can stand here all night and go on ad infinitum on why you should have

your films rejuvenated, or even more important, avail yourself of our field service

program, but in order to save time, I have, through the courtesy of Dr. Charles

Luminati, AV Director of Great Neck School System, been given a print in color,



which Dr. Luminati picked a random from his film library and graciously gave
se to use. I am not going to show you the whole, but for the record, we have
spliced out the first 150', and treated the rest of the print as if it came
into our laboratory on a regular job. Then we spliced back this 150' of un-
treated film. This demonstration will last approximately three minutes,
thirty seconds, and you will see demonstrated the problems about which I have
been talking.



production



A TECHNIQUE ODOR DEVELOPING LOCAL AUDIOVISUAL PRESENTATIONS

Roger S. Hall, Boy Scouts of America

I come before you as a qurriner'....not only because I'm from the wild
and wooly outland district of New Jersey, out there across the }Jason....
but also because, strictly speaking, I'm now an educator to an organization
which, because of its volunteer training activities, has been called the
.argest independent adult education program in the country.

If I were to ask he/ many of this audience are or have been among those
scouting volunteers who have been trained, as commissioners, den mothers,
explorer advisors, council presidents, or whatever -- I suspect I would get
quite a show of hands. I have here an array of manuals -- a mere fraction of
the total number -- which illustrate the kind uf training we do.- I show you
these and tell you all this, not to boast, but to lead into my subject. 1 am
a member of the staff of National Council, Boy Scouts or America. More spe-
cifically, I am an AV specialist in our Visual Education Service, responsible
for the production of most of the filmstrips and other visual materials which
are part of these volunteer training sessions. Our Service has complete staff
and facilities for planning and producing visuals of most every kind, includ-
ing a large sound stage for motion picture production. It is with the plan-
ning process that I am concerned here, because it is out of our planning pro-
cedure that this technique for developing local production grew.

About four years ago, our Service was the object of an intense scrutiny
by our Research Service. They analyzed our planning and production, our sales
and service, and how our products were being used -- or misused -- across the
country. Their report recommended many things, among them a very detailed
systematic procedure for planning. And a feature of this planning procedure

was a worksheet. It's really a series of worksheets, totalling 15 pages in

all. In minute detail, it guides a task committee through many tough chewey
questions, about the purpose, audience, contents, use, promotion, etc., of the

proposed visual. It sometimes keeps a task committee busy over a total of eight

hours, arriving at basic agreements. I shall not attempt of describe it here.

What is important right now is the role this worksheet played (albeit unknow-
ingly) in an area completely unrelated to Scouting, but quite closely related
to your interests -- the public schools.

I live in Plainfield, New Jersey. Since I have two youngsters in the
public schools there, I try to keep in reasonably close touch with the teach-
ers and the administration and conditions generally. Shortly after this
worksheet was developed, the president of the city-wide PTA described to me
a problem, and knowing my interest in AV affairs, suggested I talk to Super-
intendent Podesta about it. I was, and I did. Vic Podesta had a real prob-

lem: to 'sell' a new and somewhat costly idea for the curriculum to those
who held the pursestrings. The new idea was an integrated (if you'll pardon
the expression) elementary school library system, to be developed over a per-
iod of five years. He thought it was a good idea; his staff certainly did,
and the PTA had been beating the drums for it for several years. His Board
said, in effect, if you and your staff think so, so do we. Put it in the
budget. And they did. The catch was that the budget had to be approved by

the city's Common Council, whose members were very economy-minded, and who
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thought this new idea was a "frill." No amount of explaining

or philosophizing could dent them. Could I help develop some

presentation to do the job?

My instincts told me to tackle this thing the way we did

although obviously not in such detail. So --

(Slide #1)

or statistics
sort of a slide

at the office --

-- one evening I found myself meeting with the assistanc superintendent of

schools -- not in his office, but at the instructional materials center. AV

materials play a relatively progressive role in the Plainfield school system,

and the center has several facilities for local production -- copy stands,

-tape recorders in the semi-professional range, cameras, etc.

(Slide #2)

Joe Ennis, azaistant, had been given the assignment of representing ad-

ministration. He not only filled me in on wnat they wanted, out also warned

of pitfalls, such as what might nappen if we were not objective and tried to

'sell' it in a high-powered manner. He also had some pet ideas as to what

should go into this thing.

(Slide #3)

He had not been too enthusiastic about my proposal to follow a modified

form of the planning worksheets, so I had decided to try a different approach.

I brought along a storyboard used by our staff writers at the office, and

decided to try it as a "planning-board." I had explained how we'd need some

resource-people right now, before we started, in order to shape up a presen-

tation. I had said that I could probably go ahead on my own, do research,

and write a creditable script, but that there was more involved here. Besides,

I didn't have the times

(Slide #4)

So Mrs. Ruth Wellman, a trained elementary school librarian whom the

administration was considering as the co-ordinator of the proposed project,

found herself seated at the table with us --

(Slide #5)

-- along with Caryl Dunavan, the director of the system's cZnstructional

materials center. Some of you know "Donny," I believe, from his many years of

service in New Jersey and in DAVI nationally. This was in '61, and he's since

retired -- officially, at least -- though he still cannot keep from getting

involved in AV!

(Slide #6)

Our next step was a planning-board session. Mich more is involved here

than meets the eye -- and its success depends on how willing the various

people involved are to think and be specific.



Four points were put up on the board at one time, so that their relation-

ship to each other could be seen at all times:

(Slide #7)

The Problem....The Purpose....The Audience....The Circumstances. Zech

one was examined separately and in depth -- and continually cross-referenced

with the others. For instance, what was our basic problem? We had a story

to tell which had some educational philosophy behind it. We had the passive

support of the school board, without whose active backing the Council would

not be impressed. So that affected our primary audience, which now became

the Board. These were busy people, with not much time to listen to anything

in depth.

(Slio.;e #8)

I am really 'capsullizing,' as the Madison Avenue people would say. Just

examining the problem took a long time. Then, in light of that problem, what

was cur purpose? Obviously, in a short time, and with one slide presentation,

we had ti intrigue and stir up the thinking of some busy men who went to school

in another era, and, while intelligent, did not comprehend a certain philosophy

or technique or learning.

(Slide #9)

It went with the other topics of "Audience" and ''Circumstances." You'll

note that the topic of "Content" was not included. This consideration was

inevitable, but it quite rightly came last. Mrs. Wellman, having sat through

the planning session, was able to furnish the right information at the right

time. Then she and the script-writer were backed up by the Rutgers University

Library School, who were of great help.

This planning phase took quite a bit of time -- two evenings, in fact.

Our notes were voluminous, but we decided that any recitation of facts or

costs should be kept to a minimum. We did have to analyze and point up the

basic philosophy and explain how it could be implemented, but, since some

rather competent people would be present to answer questions, we left the

"tough ones" to them. Essentially, we decided upon c very simple 'story-line'

e'sout how a pupil had a study-problem, and now she got the answers.

(Slide #10)

Then we were joined by Dick Betz, an art instructor in the Plainfield

schools. He brought with him not only an ability to sketch, but also a lively

imagination, and it was with his help that the presentation really took shape.

(Slide 011)

He was able to grasp quickly the story-line we had in mind, and to visual-

ize the various points we wanted to make.

(Slide #12)

This was a new experience for Dick. Mind you, he had no script or story

to illustrate. The pictures were coming first, with only brief notations

under each one. Can you blame him for scratching his head? Sometimes Joe

Ennis would suggest an idea --
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(Slide #13)

and then I would chime in with something. We didn't necessarily follow a

sequences but tried to visualize ideas as they occurred to us.

(Slide #14)

The presentation began to develop, however disconnectedly. The beauty of

it was everyone was involved; everyone could see the thing developing, the

relationship of one part to another, and where we were 'overloading' or where

the big 'holes' were. Lacking an artist, we could have scratched notes or

crude sketches on cards and put them up there. Joe Ennis wanted to shoe-horn

in quite a few 'messages,' but as you will see in a moment, the cause of good

communication triumphed -- or did it?

(Slide #15)

This is a sample sketch -- the first frame of our storyboard, as it turned

out. After we had filled the board with all we could, we were fortunate to

secure the services of an experienced script-writer, Bob Johnson, from North

Plainfield, to elaborate upon the sketches, to rearrange then, and to further

sketches (if needed).

This was a new experience for him; too. I suspect he rather resented

being handed an array of sketches and being told to "write the narration."

But he went ahead and created the narration anyway.

I could talk for some time about the relationship of a creative person to

this kind of process, but perhaps you will want to pursue this later. I shall

also have to pass over all too quickly the role of Caryl Dunavan in making the

photos and other visuals called for by our story board, in recording the narra-

tion, and in putting the whole thing together, after the rest of us had long

since gone back to our regular jobs. (Hear Tape).

Those of you who have had any experience in planning and production may at

first have some negative reactions to this little presentation. One might be:

"So what's new:" Admitted, there's nothing new in the planning technique it-

self. Every competent producer uses it. But sometimes "It ain't what you do --

it's the way that you do it!" We were able to use a non-professional version of

a professional technique.

Another reaction might be: "Technically, it isn't exactly a John Ford

Hollywood production!" Granted -- and we didn't want i o be. The inexpensive

'lccall look was important. Anything pretentious or gaudy would have lessened

our communication with our audience, who recognized a home-town product when

they saw it.

Well -- how well did it communicate with its audience. Did it accomplish

what it was supposed to do? It was shown to the Board; they took it upon them-

selves to show it to some of the members of the Common Council, and at the

Council's budget session, where other items are being cut 'across the board,'

this new library item was voted in with only a slight reduction.

This effectiveness was not due to any special talent of any of us, but to

two 'facts of life,' you might say: (1) We were willing and able to sit down
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and chew over the who, what, when, where, why and how of our project, ahead of

time, and (2) We involved all related people in the drawing up of a blueprint

which everyone cou_d understand and follow.

There are also some less-obvious features in this technique: (1) The

planning-board becomes a sounding-board, or arbiter, before which everyone is

equal. It's a kind of 'third force,' where personalities ane ,,olitics are

played down. Joe Ennis, the boss, was 'one of the gang,' throwing up ideas.

As you well know, status and rank can be a real problem in such a conference.

(2) The technique is flexible. It can be used to design an ambitious sound

motion picture, or it can help to develop an informal overhead presentation

for the classroom. (3) Most appealing to the over-worked AV man, I think, is

the feature that, the planning board, once completed, becomes a kind of auto-

matic control board, or blueprint, which can be assigned piecemeal to the

various specialists involved in the production, with very little overall control

needed. You can literally deal out the finished storyboard cards like a deck

of playing cards, to artists, photographers, writers, whoever -- and go back to

your desk.

. So -- you too can be a producer - director. Not exactly an 'instant' one,

but what does John Ford have that you don't have -- besides, six, million dollars?



THE ANATOMY OF A GRAPHICS COMMUNICATION CENTER FOR LOCAL PRODUCTION

George Wiesner, State Education Department

Over on 57th Street there is a film showing entitled "Anatomy of a Marriage."

The most unusual thing about this film is that it is two films; or3 tells the

husband's story at the Little Carnegie; the other which gives the wife's side

of the story is told at the Cinema Rendez-Vous. One ticket admits you to

both theatres.

Well, the "Anatomy of a Graphics Communications Center" is likewise being

presented in two parts. Earlier today, we presented the "Romance of the

Overhead Projector;" and, this evenin, "Can an Honest but Hardworking

AV Coordinator Be Happy in the Role of Director of a Graphics Communications

Center?"

Let me begin by describing an aspect of the world in which we live which I feel

is pertinent to this discussion. We are going through a time which could be

revolutionary in the true sense of the word. We are experiencing a Communica-

tions Revolution. The need to communicate has never been greater. The

emerging nations of the world are for the first time establishing a dialogue

with their neighbors and with their former landlords. Genuine lines of

communication are being drawn up, at long last, between the races of this

country. The communications satellite system is becoming a reality. The

Washington - Moscow "hot-line" exists. The test ban tre.ty is evidence that

the East and West can communicate.

And under this major weather system, we have the familiar routine of n

the United States, where I suspect that television sets outnumber bathtL, -

with color TV here, and with home video-tape recorders around the carnet.

Every family has its photographer and its own projectionist. Even the

littlest ones have their "Give-A-Show" projectors. There are children°s

Book -of -the- Month Clubs, Record-of-the-Month Clubs, and Children's DigeEt.

There are magazitos for Mom, for Dad, for teenagers. There are paperback

editions of hArd covers, and hard cover editions of paperbacks. There are re-

productions rAtisse in the supermarket, with or without brushstrokes.

And so we live in a graphic world. We're surrounded and inundated.

If, in our classrooms, the educational experience is to successfully compete

for the enthusiasm of our young people, then there must be a full commitment

to modern methods of communication. Anything less will cause the school

encounter to appear lack-lustred when compared with the other adventures in

our graphic world.

Education is highly susceptible to being swept along by trends. This spring

in Rochester, the DAVI conference theme was "Creativity in Education." The

ripples which teaching machines made are no longer visible. There are

trumpets being sounded for Ethics education, for the disadvantaged, for the

gifted, for a return to individualised learning expericacee.
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If I may take the liberty to insert my oar into the Education Pond, I would

like to create a ripple which would bear the following inscription -

"Motivation Through Graphic Involvement." The failure to motivate is one of

the more serious probXems facing our educational establishment. I believe

that the motivational power of involvement in a production project can be

extrelely fruitful.

Take, for instance, the following hypothetical projects:

. A student-produced commercial television progrem for teen-agers

entitled - "What's In It For Me?" - an approach to do-it-yourself

guidance counseling.
. A slide-tape show on "The Day We Ran The School" - giving children

an opportunity to perceive the problems of teaching, administering,

disciplining, and perhaps feeding the whole student body.

. A dramatization iiith sets of foreign language plays for all grades

K thru 12.
. The production of a science newspaper - complete with interviews

(of local scientists) and deadlines.

. A student run profit-making photography studio as a living lesson

in economics, and photography.

. An 8mm film production by 7th graders entitled - "Our Town: How It

Began."
. A semi-annual classroom TV program. - "That Was the Term That Was!"

Unfortunately, there is a Curriculum Cage which inhibits much of this kind

of activity. Do we use Math time? Gym time? Perhaps study time.

In any event, in the beginning we can use Club time, extracurricular day or

night time, or Saturday morning time.

However, in order to engage in activities, wherein production of a graphic

sort takes place, you've got to build a base.

Let us, for a moment, consider the nature of this base. Primarily, it is

built out of insight - insight into the scope of the job to be donee insight

into the mechanics of getting the job done; and insight into the pccterns of

change as they affect what you do and how you do it.

Scope - Mechanics - Change

Wtat do we mean by "the scope of the job to be done?" In many, if not all,

local situations there is ao little activity in school community creation,

that you can practically prescribe the dimensions of your dream house. The

actual construction of this coramunications dream house would proceed in exact

accordance with your success in selling your ideas to the top administrators.

Perhaps the easiest idea to sell is the concept of offering a production

service to teachers; a place where teachers can come to make, or have made,

a chart, a slide, a transparency, a single concept 8mm film, a model, an

exhibit, a recording whether oral or visual.
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As this service is instituted and begis to be utilized, the most apparent

benefit will result from their examination which the teacher must ake of

his or her classroom performance. Az, I getting across the lesson objectives?

Is the sequence of presentation correct? Does the class participate in a

meaningful learning experience? Has the lesson been placed in the context

of life's experience - life, that is, as it is understood by the student?

It would seem natural for many teachers in adjusting to the rhythm of the

teaching year, to work out a recipe for executing their assignment; and then

to perform in a similar fashion, year after year, with only minor variations

on the theme.

This opportunity to integrate the products of a graphics communication center

into one's recipe for teaching can only serve to improve the good teaching

and, in some cases, to salvage the bad.

A previ'us reference to student participation in production could be inserted

at this point. (REPRISE) In addition to the motivational values of this

activity, there is much that can be said for these experiences as they relate

to the development of living skills, of learning how to work with other people,

either as a subordinate, or in the exercise of leadership; of the maturing

experience of accepting responsibility; of gaining a perspective to assist in

the difficult process of making career decisions; of achieving a relaxed social

posture, one based on "real" situations, rather than the "unreal" situation

of a school dance or the Friday night football rally.

We could talk about the psychological balm that comes from achievement, from

doing a job well, from having something of value with which to identify.

Designing the scope of the job to undertake in a communications center,

therefore, involves considering all of these things.

Now, the mechanics. As the person who will serve as the nucleus around which

this facility will be constructed, the communications specialist, or AV

coordinator, must equip himself with a certain set of tools. Some of these

tools we are born with, some we can develop, others we can requisition.

Certainly an active and free-wheeling imagination would be essential. An

inclination to invent, to improvise, to adapt, would be important. An ability

to grasp and relate the significant core factors in a challenge or an

opportunity is necessary. When confronted with an assignment to oversee the

creation of a system of materials which will help to teach, the communicator

must first learn the lesson, then separate out the long sticks from the short

sticl.s, and then articulate in visual terms the shape of the message.

A knowledge of design, both two dimensional and three dimensional must be

acquired. An appreciation of the techniques of drama and stagecraft is very

useful. The rhetoric, the pace, and the texture of modern journalism must be

thoroughly understood. This includes an ability to recognize, or to produce,

well written, interesting, concise copy; this includes being sensitive to

visually exciting formats whether contained on a printed page or on a reel of

motion picture film; this includes approaching the creation of any piece of
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work with a sense of context as to what it will appear with, at what time,

and to what audience.

Now, to the requisition pad. First off, let's requisition a room. The biggest

one you dare request...with an option on the rest of the building to allow for

modest expansion. This space is then subdivided according to the services

which you elect to offer.

The preparation of art work, whether for flip charts, overhead transparencies,

35mm slides or filmstrips, requires good light and good materials. The

choice of drafting table, stool, mechanical drawing instruments, brushes,

pens, Ada, papers, paints, inks - the choice of all of these should be made

solely on how well they perform. This is not the place to economize. The

best talent in the art world will be frustated by "bargain" supplies.

In overhead transparency production there are three dominant methods. The first

could be called direct mechanical production; i.e., applying ink or grease

pencil or tape or opaque cutouts directly to the acetate sheet, A second

approach would be the copy method; wherein office copiers and book copiers and

lift techniques would be utilized to transpose to transparency from existing

opaque printed material. The final and most sophisticated method is that

which uses di....a.zotia materials. This material is manufactured with latent

colors which are released upon exposure to ammonia vapors. An adjunct of

this method is the use of pre-printed translucent masters which are prepared

as complete courses by certain publishers.

The ideal Graphics Center would take advantage of each of these methods. A

phot(jraphy arm is the next essential dimension of this Center. The require-

ments of a darkroom are special and need early planning. A generous and con-

stant supply of hot and cold water is needed. The room itself must be

light-tight and should have a light-trapped entrance. A method of ventilating

this space must also be installed. The accompanying equipment list gives just

an indication of the kinds and costs of material for photography. A finishing

room is desirable for drying and mounting prints. If the preparation of

exhibits is part of your undertaking, a facilit7 to produce photo-murals would

be extremely useful.

Other possible Center activities might encompass film-making or closed circuit

television production. Because of the highly specialized nature of the skills

required in these areas it would be advisable for the coordinator of this

Center to become conversant with film and television techniques.

The final insight - that into the patterns of change as they affect what you

do and how you do it is perhaps the most important long range consideration.

Because no matter how well conceived, how completely equipped, or how

excellently staffed your Center may be, it 411! begin to go downhill the day

you stop scanning the horizons of need, the frontiers of method, and the

upper reaches of taste.



LO! THE POOR CHALKBOARD

Herman E. London, Jersey City State College

*very year dozens of new audiovisual techniques and devices appear on the
market. Each new gimmick is hailed as "this week's panacea."

Daily, we hear school administrators and professional educators in teacher
training institutions bemoan the fact that teachers do not know how to operate
such "basic" audiovisual devices as the filmstrip projector, the 16mm motion
picture projector and the tape recore4ar.

Perhaps we are asking our teachers to run before we teach them to walk.
Are teachers' colleges training teachers in the proper use of the most basic
visual communication device?

What would your reaction be if I were to tell you of a marvelous device
that operates without electricity (either AC or batteries), has no bulbs, fuses,
no tubes to burn out, requires no threading or operating skill (in the mechanical
sense) on the part of the user, and can present large images in both black and
white color? Would you be thrilled? Well, I am referring to the forgotten mem-
ber of the audiovisual family lo! the poor chalkboard.

I contend that teachers should be trained in the specific techniques of
chalkboard utilization, should use boards more effectively in class and should
have a greater say in the related aspects of school building renovation and
future planning.

A variety of chalkboard installations are available. Even with the standard
wall instaltAion, the teacher should be consulted as to suitable height and most
appropriate wall. The kernel of my audiovisual philosophy is, "If the pupils
can't see it, and can't hear it, they're not going to learn it."

But other possible chalkboard installations should be considered, In
Chemistry lecture halls boards slide up and down; in Physics lecture halls boards
slide to the sides to permit the equipment to be passed through kr= the prepara-
tions room. Consider also modular chalkboards, roll-up (Imp type) chalkboards,
continuous loop chalk surfaces, and roll-around chalkboard units. Maybe the wall
installation is not the only possible approach!

We've all heard of the Blackboard Jungle. Join me new as we pick our way
through the chalkboard jumble of possible surfaces. The traditional chalkboard
surface material is, of course, slate. However, nowadays boards are available
made of glass, plastic, composition, steel (magnetic), steel clad with other
material, pressed board, painted pressed board, 12-ply linen, and even bltek
construction paper.

In terms of color, we have many choices in addition to the traditional
black (grey) slate. For a while, the fad in green chalkboards held sway. Green
boards were supposedly more legible and easier on the eyes of the students. I
used to say "Blackboards will be read when they are green," until the advent of
boards in so many other hues. The while, plastics, washable chalkboard requires
special writing instruments, but standard chalk is suitable for the grayish,

blue, yellow, ivory, coral, and tan boards available to match the decor of the
classroom.
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Lighting is a factor in chalkboard legibility. Even the ratural lighting
streaming in from the windows at the side of the classroom must be controlled.
Do you draw the ohades on the window nearest the front of the room to reduce
the glare on the board? You should. Incandescent light fixtures overhead or.
flourescent fixtures above the board can cause glare if the angle of incidence
of the light equals the angle of reflection into the students' eyes. Ultra-
violet light is of course necessary if one wishes to use the chalks that glow
in the dark.

Perhaps we are more accustomed to the soft white chalks. We think in
terms of rubbing a chip of limestone from the White Cliffs of Dover on a slab

of compressed shale from the quarries of Pennsylvania. Consider also the hard-
skilled, coated, so called "dustless" type that tends to squeak more, Let's not

forget colored chalk. It is not to be held in reserve, as the ultimate weapon,
or used only in anger, as my own third grade teacher did when she found that re-
peated verbal instruction could not convince me that both "there" and "their"

began with "the". Heed this word of caution about using colored chalk. Never

use the type sold for pastel art work. The oil content in that type will dam-
age your slate board just as irreparably as if a student had written on the

surface with a crayon. Luminescent chalk, glowing under the rays of black
light, can be very useful in inserting a "quickie" explanation while a slide is
still being projected on an adjacent screen.

While I was a child, too young to appreciate that the Board of Education
a group of men, I thought that the board of education was the one on the

front wall of thy; classroom. Accessories can help to make it truly so. Math-
ematics instructors can and should use the large plactic or wooden devices

marketed. Pretractors, complicities, rulers, straight-edges, Metric and English
scales, 30-60 and 45-90 triangles can enhance the effectiveness of the lesson.

Dotted-line stencils can enable a teacher to "dust- through" graph lines,
and map outlines by using an eraser. Large plastic stencils can save immeas-
urable time in drawing chemistry apparatus and electront's symbols during a
lesson. Music staff-liners, other multiple liners, and chalk-holding devices
are used by the true "pro". Magnetic materials can be used in conjunction with
chalked diagrams if the board is made of ferromagnetic material.

Chalkboard types of surfaces can be found elsewhere. Roll-up outline maps
and black globes are but two such places. Have you thought of painting a chalk-
board surface on the floor of the inside playyard for the more meaningful teach-
ing of Geometry? Have you thought of painting a chalkboard surface on a wall of
the building near the outside play area for use in the teaching of physical ed-
ucation skill and team formations?

The actual techniques of using the chalkboard properly are not taught by
our cplleges, I contend. Teachers-to-be are never told to use their inside
arms rather than reaching across their own bodies to point to something on the
board. They are not told to support the stick of chalk with a forefinger as
they write to prevent the chalk from breaking during use. They are not told to
hold the stick of chalk at a small angle to the board (as contrasted with the
way in which a pencil is held) to prevent nerve-chilling squeaks. They are not
shown how to make the dotted lines often necessary in diagrams.

"Starting with a clean slate" is a familiar metaphor but teachers neglect
the duty of erasing the board completely at the beginning of the class period
and run the risk of distracting their students with unrelated material.
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Tomorrow's teachers av "sever told that they might paint basic lines on

a board permansntly for repeata use. They are not warned egainst performing
algebraic manipulations with an eraser. (Students rewriting the whole equation

in their notebooks fall behind). Student teachers are not told to write as if

every class were a sight-conservation class. They are not told that printed
letters (manuscript) are more legible than (cursiv) writing. They are not
reminded that should use the upper half of the chalkboard so that students in
the stubs of pencils, serve their purposes when they are wasted.

Next year's teachers are never told that an opaqpe projector or an over-
head projector can be used for the advance preparation of a chalkboard diagram.

They should be happy to hear about the class time thus saved and the improved

diagrams that result.

Whether you use the felt erasers or the rubber erasers, keep your board

clean. When you have your board washed be sure that no soap is used and that

the board is dried with a soft cloth afterwards Chemicals should never be used!
The intervals between resurfacings will vary according to the intensity of the

use of the board, .-11 particular material, and the care it receives. Uho should

clean the boards daily? The teacher? Well, at one time teachers had, among
their other assigned chores, the cutting of wood for the stove in the school room.

The pupil? Evan though we may wish to indoctrinate the pupils with good house-

keeping habits, is this the way to do it? The custodial staff? Will board

cleaning mean that other tasks are neglected?

In addition to the problem of who cleans the beard, there are many others

of philosophy vs. hardware to be reconsidered. Should we have chalkboard sur-

faces on the many walls of the room or should we limit chalkboard installations

to one key wall? Modern school buildings are no longer the series of egg-crate.

like rooms they once were. A larger proportion of the rooms are "special" Music,

Science, Art, etc. Perhaps no boards at all should be included among the facil-

ities in certain rooms. In an American Literature seminar room, a turnback chart

on an easel might be more suitable.

If you find yourself frequently printing the words "DO NOT ERASE" adjacent

to other material on your chalkboard, perhaps you are not using the medium cor-

rectly. Rather than freezing tbgt chalkboard, prepare your subject matter con-

tent on overhead projector traftarencies and the material will be available for

carry-over lessons and for review weeks later.

Is the chalkboard really a valid device for ,student use? I think not. The

chalkboard is one of the tools of the trade, so to speak, for those in the teach-

ing profession. Our aim is not to train all our little pupils to become future

teachers. In his book Culture Against Man, Jules Henry contends that the pro-

cedure whereby a pupil is called to the board to calculate an arithmetical
problem while the rest of the class looks on impatiently, is one way in which we

transmit the success-failure value system of our culture to the children.

Numerous idiomatic and slang expressions permeate our daily speeds and re-

veal how much the chalkboard has influenced our philosophy. We hear of a Chicago

rub-out, chalking one up, and the clean slate mentioned above.

If you are seeking the manufacturers and di3tributors of the various boards,

materials and accessories described above, "let your fingers do the walking", and

refer to the yellow pages of the classified telephone directory.
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By way of conclusion let me reiterate the key points made above.

(1) Maybe we should not take chalkboards for granted but should
re-examine our philosophy concerning their installation and
utilization.

(2) Maybe other communication techniques are morn appropriate
for certain teaching learning situations.

(3) Maybr the chalkboard is not a device suitable for pupils' use.

(4) Perhaps our teacher-training institutions should tighten up the
course outlines and teach some specific skills such as the pro-
per use of the chalkboard.

(5) Perhaps that old cliche about getting out of something just
what you put into it applies to the chalkboard as well.

Many years ago, Hugh A. D'Arcy'e poem, The Face Upon The Floor, was
a popular recitation. Let's quote from the last two verses.

"Say, boys, if you give me juat another whiskey I'll be glad,
And I'll draw right here a picture of the face that drove me mad.
Give me that piece of chalk with which you mark the baseball score
You shall see the lovely Madeline upon the bar-room floor.

Another drink, and with chalk in hand the vagabond began
To cketch a face that well might buy the soul of any man;
Then, as he placed another lock upon the shapely head
With a fearful shriek he leaped and fell across the picture -- dead."

Let us hope that teachers will take a new look at the poor chalkboard,
and that the next time we pick up a piece of chalk, we use it more skillfully
instead of falling flat on our faces -- dead.



DEVELOPING SERVICES FOR OVERHEAD PROJECTION

Eugene J. Erdos, New York City Branch of Education

In 1958 the Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction and the High School Coordinator

of mathematics introduced the overhead projector into the high school system

in New York City. Funds used were those provided by the NDEA Title III

program. High school mathematics was chosen because most of the teaching

continued to be traditional in approach and there had been little done to

change these methods. It was decided to requisition one projector for each

5 mathematics teachers in each high school. To support the use of these

projectors, a kit of materials containing acetate sheets, marking pencils

and mounts were ordered fox each school. In addition, a set of 50 trans-

parencies were made at a production center for the teaching of algebra,

plane solid geometry and trigonometry. The subject matter for these trans-

parencies was produced by two chairmen of mathematics departments in New York

City. The transparencies were produced at a center In color by the

Tecnifax process. Many were overlays and represented a beginning, an attempt

to stimulate the use of transparencies.

Through the cooperation of the Tecnifax Corporation, supervisors at the

Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction took a one day session at Tecnifax in the

use of the overhead and the manufacture of diazochromc transparencies. The

course was also made available to school supervisors and teachers in the

New York City system and more than ors hundred teachers attended.

However, the lack of materials still plagued us in 1960 and for that matter

still does in many different ways which I shall discuss later. Commercially

produced materials began to filter in - our evaluation committees approved

transparencies which appeared on lists as a result of work done in 1961 and

early 1962. There now are on our current approved lists over 600 items in

Mechanical Drawing, Driver Education, General Science, Physics, Elementary

Education, Earth Science, etc.

The high schools now average 5 projectors per school (one school has 11, another

20). Junior High Schools have all received at least one by the end of this

year. The immensity of implementing the various schools is indicated by the

fact that we ordered 500 projectors for the elementary schools alone, during

the past year. This hardly scratches the surface, when one feels that there

ought to be an overhead projector in each classroom.

Our teacher training program in the use of all audiovisual equipment and

materials is our basic problem whether it is in the use of the overhead pro-

jrctor, language laboratory or a sound motion picture film. In spite of the

fact that in-service and television courses are given, there is no question

that the person-to-person approach that a workshop affords, is the best

method of teaching teachers to use audiovisual materials and equipment.

Workshops of 5 to 10 people are being given to encourage the use of the

overhead projector. Workshops are often given without cradit and after school.
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In my work with the high schools, I have appeared at innumerable faculty

meetings, Cabinet meetings (chairmen's conferences), departmental meetings,

experimental meetings, etc. In order to stitulate interest and a desire to

achieve a modest amount of skill in the use of the overhead projector. As

a result, in my visits to the schools I find that the overhead projector is

being used in many different ways, under the guidance of chairmen, who are

the teacher-trainers, and with the helpful ingenuity of the teachers themselves.

Some examples;: One of our best users, and chairman of the accounting depart-

ment at Martin Van Buren High School is Mr. Murray Millar who has in the last

few years developed enough transparencies to cover the course in accounting.

With an associate Mr. Janus, Chairman of Accounting at Canarsie High School,

is writing a textbook which will have tracings from which transparencies

an be made by users of the book. A mathematics ch:Arman, Dr. Dodes at the

Bronx High School of Science, teaches the use of the IBM Computer with the

transparencies supplied by IBM. Throughout the system we have had varying

degrees of success in the use of the overhead projector in mathematics

departments. This, of course, would be true of any new device which is

introduced into our schools' system. The library has used the overhead

projector rather effectively at Erasmus Hall High School.

Earth Science and Chemistry has been developed at Bay Ridge High School by

two interested and active people, Mr. Walter Ross and Miss Joan Leonard. I

saw an interesting lesson using some cartoons as a motivation in a business

law class and another lesson given to high school dropouts in our special

Project III program, on how to write up a sales check. One of the first

uses of the overhead projector was in the field of electronics for circuitry

at William E. Grady Vocational and Technical High School, where a teacher

developed a series of transparencies for his use. At the same school a set

was developed for teaching of trade drawing. In all of our 87 high schools

it is safe to say that the overhead projector is being used more and more

as the teachers learn the techniques of using the projector properly and

as they learn to use and make their own materials.

There is no question t' tt the teacher is a highly specialized individual who

likes to give his or her teaching a rather special personal touch. As a

result we find that teachers like to use equipment that will give them an

easy way of making their own materials. Some methods like the Thermofax

transparencies give teachers a chance to make transparencies from the daily

newspapers, black print material, and pencil sketches. The preparation of

rexograph stencils from original typed or drawn copy, makes it easy for

teachers to not only have rexographed sheets but transparencies as well.

The Tecnifax process will provide diazochrome in color as you all know. But

the time needed for this process tends to discourage teachers from making

their own. To help these teachers, it is the intention of the Bureau of

Audiovisual Instruction to set up a Production Center which will produce

transparencies based on sketches and material submitted by teachers.

Other machines for production of transparencies have been submitted but none

seem to be as useful as those already mentioned.
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To make teachers self-sufficient there has been made available through the

usual source of G-1 or supplies list, acetate sheets, pencils, acetate inks,

transparencies papers, etc. An entire list of items has been placed on the

G-1 list for easy ordering.

To help teachers solve personal problems, articles have been written in our

publication, "AV Learning;" a mimeographed bulletin has been made available

to teachers, a program on the use of the overhead projector is part of a

course on Audiovisual and, of course, we are ready to back up our program with

visits to answer questions and show new techniques as they develop.

More than ever, what our experience in introducing a program for the use of

overhead projector or any program indicates, is the need for a teacher of

Audiovisual Communications who is at the school on a full time basis, ready

to aid new teachers and help experienced teachers use the new technology in

teaching. In this way, the audiovisualist can lead the way to more effective

teaching and quality education.



PHOTOGRAPHY INNOVATIONS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

James C. Yoe, Montrose

For many years I have used the camera in my elementary art room to
record projects and working situations of various groups. While the pictures

taken may have been somewhat amateurish, they served my needs, Later, I

became involved with motion picture photography w%thin the school. It was

during this experience that the camera seemed to )ffer possibilities as a tool

for Art expression.

A group of sixth grade children in the Elementary At Club undertook to

illustrate a story through painting. These paintings were photographed on a
16mm color film in a manner that would suggest real movement to still objects -

an illusion of animation but not animation in its true sense. The characters

and the objects in the paintings did not move. The only movements were those
of the camera, the picture, and objects placed about the painting. The effect

of motion was also produced by zoom lens and use of other lenses. A recording

of the narration of the story with sound effects afforded greater sense of

motion.

_Twenty -five children painted over seventy-five pictures to tell the

story. The first attempt in photographing proved unsuccessful because of

various camera techniques of which we were unaware. We next tried auplicating

each painting on 35mm Kodachrome II transparencies. Each transparency is
projected on a rear projection screen and the movie camera picks up the image

through the screen. This system affords the camera man much better parallax,

more opportunity for suggested motion, because the projected still is much

larger and the color is more vivid.

A film was shown wherein simple stories written by fourth graders were

animated by use of cut-outs made of black, white and gray paper. The cut-outs

were moved before the movie camera and photographed one fraiie at a time (four

frames to each movement).

The project was highly successful with the children. They not only

realized another dimension in their art but also became more fully aware and

appreciative of the artistry involved in Aovie and TV cartoons.

The camera in our school has gained much more importance in the past few

years. Our Sixth Grade Art Club is now engaged in producing animated films,

and also short length live films portraying safety, health, and educational

features that pertain to our school. In addition to the movie films, still
slides have been made by the sixth graders for classroom use. Some of the slides

have been used with rear view screens (in lieu of overhead projectors) for class-

room work in situations where the overhead lights could not be turned off.

It was explained that a rear-projection screen can be made by using four

canvass stretchers on which 24" X 36" matte surface acetate is stretched.

Slides were shown that were made for the music department on black and

white positive 35mm panchromatic film. These slides enabled the instructor to

teach large choral groups the meaning and value of special musical arrangements



that are not generally found in the books. This illustration is given to

illustrate that every teacher can have a larger assortment of visual aids at

his fingertips quickly if he makes his own. (A 36 picture strip of 35mm

film can be processed in 45 minutes in any dark room using Kodak chemicals

that come in a kit. One kit will develop eight 36 frame rolls of film. Bulk

35mm positive film can be purchased).
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AUTOMATED TEACIIM EQUIPMENT IN LEARNING

Alexander Schutt and Sheldon Littwin

New York Institute of Technology

I with to describe to you a pattern of research resulting from a recent grant

averted the New York Institute of Technology by the Carnegie Corporation

of New 'York. This assistance has supported research on a model system for

the training of engineering technicians. One offshoot has been the develop-

ment of a self-organizing, computer -based educational system by which a

computer makes diagnostic examinations of a student's level of knorledge,

feeds him the learning materials he requires, checks his progress, and helps

him to achieve successful completion of the objectives specified for a

particular course.

The individual diagnosis permits a student or participant to enter a learning

situation at that point most closely related to his needs and capacity to

perfotm. Having discovered the precita point of a student's level of

knowlodge in a given subject, the computer selects his appropriate learning

resources - the lectures and seminars he should attend, the best texts for

his to study, the best books for him at the library, the films for him to

see.

In this self - organizing lean ,log method, the computer then sets up a

mechanism for checking the learner's progress according to his stipulated

objective, whether it be to complete credits for a degree course, satisfy a

need for continuing education, update his professional background, or reach

a level of technical skill. The student is ready to leave the system without

restriction to artificial time limitations, when he has satisfied his objectives.

The self-organizing system permits critical examination of the 'unalterable

truths' under which many present educational systems now operate. These

include tho fixed student-teacher ratio, the assumption that the slumber of

years determines student educational attainment, and the belief that present

curriculum patterns meet widely diversified student'needs. With the

assistance of computers, students in the schools to come will organize

their own curriculums.

The solf.organizing system stems from a systems analysis approach to education.

Systems engineering analysis offers a scientific method to the educator for the

organization, statement, and derivation of alternatives in the solutions

possOle to the many complex problems of education. Its techniques require

precise stipulation of objectives, resources, alternatives, an? criteria.

Proposed modes or methods of organization may then be derived and structured.

The selected mode permits the allocation of various choices to be applied to

a particular problem. Ito*, also infer new techniques, equipment and

facilities better suited to a specific objective.

Systems engineering analysis offers a new orientation with which to approach

the may complex problems of education. The main objectives are tc permit

maximum utilization of faculty skills, improve the learning rate of students,



permit each student to realize his capacities at his individual optimum

pace, control the content and quality of curriculums, and create greater

efficiency in teaching methods. A systems approach may use a combination

of midi& for mass instruction (such as television) along with media for

individual instruction (such as programed learning). It requires the

integrated application of teaching teams, related technical personnel, machines,

and programed or sequenced materials. Since the aim is greater productivity

without sacrifiCng standards of quality, a systems approach involves the

use of labor-saving devices such as teaching machines, constituting one factor

within a "system", and computers for rapid data acquisition and analysis. The

system should be self-improving, bayed on constant feedback information at

all stages.

The computer in the system serves to acquire data and rapidly analyze the

student's progress and rate of progress, his difficulties and patterns of

difficulty. In conventional classroom situations, patterns of difficulties

exhibited by students may n ©t be apparent for weeks or months. By the time

the difficulties are uncovered, it may be too late to effect adequate remedial

measures. The loss of student time is irrecoverable. Utilizing computer

diagnosis, difficulties may be revealed within the course of a angle period

or at most a few periods, and rapid, effective remedial measures may be

undertaken. On the other hand, as patterns of accomplishment are revealed,

accelerated measures for advancement may be instituted.

Prior to a fuller explanation of the operation of Vv.!, self-organizing,

computer-based system, an explanation of the philosophy that lay behind its

development may be of value.

We know that the teacher today, whatever his level of involvement may be,

faces an almost unprecedented challenge. We live today in a world that

consists of lets, computerc, Voshkods and space exploration. Our conversa-

tions and knowledge range from broad cultural themes through atomic fission

to the chemistry of life. Our teachers today are faced not only with the

problem of transmitting all of this new knowledge, but the awesome responsi-

bility of guaranteeing that the young people in their trust actually understand

it all. Further, they must not equip these young men and women with the

ability to use this knowledge, satisfying both individual aspirations and the

world's needs, but must also develop in them a state of mind which, through

analysis and synthesis, relates pertinent material to everyday use. In our

more prosperous, sophisticated, heavily industrialized nations we live under

the impact of many kinds of technology and the effects of automation. In

the emerging newly developing countries, there is an urgent need to solve the

enormous problems that stem from expanding populations, inadequate food

supplies and unsuitable public health facilities. Possibly most important

of all, the desire for independence, so dominant in these nations, makes

imperative educational solutions which will allow total realization of these

goals. In both classifications, the educational problems are so complex,

and the needs so severe, that we no longer dare to allow the teacher to work

alone and unaided.

Tice devoted dedication that almost all teachers bring to their task is not

enough to satisfy the problems which exist today. In the many sectors of

human endeavo, the field of education is among the last to which technology
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has made any truly substantial contribution, There now exists, therefore,

in terms of present efforts to modernize the educational structure, an

urgency to provide appropriate and adequate technological measures, sufficient

to support the resources and dedication offered by the human teacher. Without

the application of educational technology, it is difficult to see how the

teachers of today, small in number in proportion to our enormous student

population, will be able to lead each student to explore, to learn, to evaluate

and to master the prodigious quantities of evolving knowledge.'

The systems approach to technology, particularly as it reitces to educational

technology, is not just a collection of hardware it is much more. It is

much more. It is a social activity involving people, ideas, methods, machines,

communications and various interacting systems. But always, it comes back to

people. Utilization by people is always the prime objective. The effect of

interjecting technology into education is to come up with an efficient and

rational division of labor between men and machines, subject elver: to the

rational control of the human being. Once we have done this, we have an

opportunity to expand the benefits tbnt human personalities bring to the

process of education, and through tecianology to relieve much of the rote work

normally associated with the educational process. In no way would we be

restricting human values. The responsibility for the design and operation

of the system proposed herewith relates both to the professionals who practice

in the educational morld, and to their students.

In the beginning of this presentation I referred to the development of a

self-organizing, computer-based system, the kind of system that tailors an

educational program to meet a specific individual need. There are normally

two kinds of goala common in educational organization. One arrangement is

the typically formal curriculum that exists in our conventional institutions.

Thus, for example, when a young man in high school or in college elects a

specifically oriented program, one which includes a course in mathematics,

he will, at the conclusion of a finite time, take a series of objective

examinations. The results, coupled with other evaluations made by the teacher

in the classroom, are used to determine his competency in that subject. In

both high school and college this kind of formal authoritarian structure is

amplified to include a number of required courses leading to either a diploma,

a degree, or to some professional objective.

There is another type of educational organization where this structure and

responsibility is either less evident or completely absent. An the wide gamut

of continuing education, whether the impetus be social or concerned with the

upgrading of a technical or a professional skill, the objectives are less

formal. Such goals if stated at all, are usually less precise than in the

formal educational system, and most often are evolved by the learner in the

system. Thus, a practicing physician liho wishes to stay abreast of the

field may say: "I must have certain knowledge relating to a new kind of

drug". He has now formulated his objective and proceeds to organize his

own method, entering the educational system to do a nlmber of things to

satisfy the need he has expressed. For example, singly or in combinations,

he may attend a seminar being given by a professional group, or use the

resources of the best available libraries, or ask his colleagues about the
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persons or groups having the most knowledge relative to his problem,

visiting these people in order to get the specific information he desires.

The moment he has satisfied his defined objective he says: "I may now leave

the educational system for the moment, having completed this particular

task".

education is not really a eerier of separate little compartmemts of knowledge.

Over the last decade this belief has been shaken, steadily and progressively,

throughout school and college organizations founded upon recurring quarter,

semester, or annual intervals. The concepts of advanced collegiate placement,

non-graded classes, dual-progress schools, and multitrack programs are

evidences of an increasing orientation towards non-routinized pupil time

organization.

It is only when full range is given to the flexibility of schedule inherent

in a fully adaptive and differentially paced teaching mode that the capability

of the mode to react to various pupil differences - or to situational

exigencies- becomes primarily related to one single factor - time. This is

the truly revolutionary quality of an adaptive teaching mode, replacing the

rigidity - native to outworn patterns of scheduled, routinized learning -

by a flexible, learner-time based system.

The hypothesis put forth in organizing the computer-based system is that

it is perfectly possible to design a system, aided by the computer, where,

with great precision, the satisfaction of defined objectives can be met.

Here the computer can guide not only the student, but in addition all those

concerned with the student, including, among others, the teacher, the

professional guidance counselor and the psychologist. The system declares

precisely and exactly what it is that the student is accomplishing, and

the learning experiences that he should undertake to complete the particular

educational task he has in mind.

The description which follows stems from the experimental operation of such

a system, and its application, at the 11441 York Institute of Technology. It

relates to courses now being given in college physics and will give you an

understanding of how the system works in practice. The teams responsible

for evolving the "software" - or programs - structure their materials in

accordance with specific goals defined by responsible faculty members in the

Physics Department.

Theme objectives are normally specified as heuristic in nature. In effect,

they tell the learner embarking on a freshman course in the theory of physics

that he is expected to be able to solve a number oil mathematical and conceptual

problems relating to physics, and that once he has demonstrated his capacity

to do so, he has completed the course for formal credit. The studentig

progreas through the course is purely individual, completion ranging iron

one week to sixteen weeks. (In practicer the most rapid progress C.3r a

student without prior background !so six weeks.) A series of diagnostic

examinations is organised to test the knowledge of each student who enters

the system. NA takes this series of examinations on special apparatus which

automaticaily translates the ^Admiration in a form that may be fed into the
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computer (a 1620 IBM). The computer mikes a series of analyses including

the structuring of a pupil profile pattern, and integrates these tests with

prior indices of performance© -ads as I.Q reading level, and mathematical

capacity of the student. it olen projects, in terms of such measures, the

areas in physics in which the student has achieved competence, the segments

in which further learning is required because of demonstrated deficiencies,

and the Specific institutional resources available to the student to help

meet the objectives for that unit.

As an example, if the student were concerned with learning something as

simple as the fsndamental units relating to measurements, the computer
would produce a routine record outlining all of the resource material available

to the student to supplement the demonstrated areas of deficiency relating

to the use of such measurement units. This record would include additional

study programs, references to textual material in the library, available films

or video tape recordings, pertinent seminars or lectnre classes offered by
professors in the department, the times these are available, all as they

relate to his learning objective, along with final diagnostic post tests to

verify the student's progress. A student, in accordance with his attitudes,

capacities and desires, chooses from among these resources and svganizes his

own schedule of learning. The computer may indicate suggestions dt4rived from

the attitudes of the student, but the responsibility for organising his

educational program remains with the learner. He may choose from among the
available resources those which are sufficient to bring him to the next point

stipulated in the objectives defined for the course. I stress that he may

select any resource he chooses, including the human resources available in

the faculty, to the extent he desires, as available within the institution.

Whenever he meets the final "terminal" objectives put forth for the particular

course, he has completed that course. No then "leaves" the learning system,

in the sense of having no further needs relating to this course.

thgg machamissi for meaningful independent study thus allows a more complete

utilisation of the Lumen resources of both the student and his educational

Wtitution. Experimental work to date has indicated a major reduction in

the time necessary to complete typical courses in degree curriculums. The

computer oriented proves may make possible individual education oa a mass

basis, within or outside universities and other formal educational institutions.



COMMERCIAL GUIDANCE WITH PROGRAMED MATERIALS

Richard J. Jarvis, Nanuet

At the last count there were some eighty commercial organizations

involved with programed materials and programed instruction. I have been

called upon, as a school administrator, to say a few words about com-

mercial guidance and its relationship to programed materials.

Probably my role is to motivate and charge a few questions so that

the panel may develop interaction on the various topics. So let me pose

a few questions.

1. How does a school administrator work with commercial companies?

2. What should be the relationship between the two?

3. What are the responsibilities of both parties?

Before I attempt to answer these questions, I would like to give

you a little background of our experience at Nanuet. We have been ex-

perimenting, for about two years, with programed materials. We he-1

learned of the potential value of programed materials and, probably

more important, some of the problems faced by a school system, specifi-

cally a high school, in their use. We have tried several commercial

programs in our curriculum, on a limited basis. The problems encount-

ered center around those tasks of educational administration, namely,

developing a philosophy, adopting a curriculum, functions of the teach-

ers in this process of programed instruction, scheduling, the position

of the teacher as it relates to the learning process and the teaching

process, classroom management - and I could add several mare, but I

won't at this point.

Now, to identify a few problems that school officials may face when

commercial companies knock on their doors and attempt to get not one, but

both feet in. The first problem or category is "How do educational ad-

ministrators react to what I would like to call advertising?" The con-

notation of the word "advertising" could relate to "hard sell," "cold

turkey," "canned pitch," "salesmen's jargon," and all of those skills

that make salesmen successful. Probably a better way to identify this

would be to read a few examples of some of the commercial advertising

found in journals and advertising literature that have come across my

desk:

Excerpt #1 "Now a remarkable new programed course immediately gives

you all the words you need to build a forceful and vig-

orous vocabulary .....words you can use to sharpen and

polish your speaking skills - with a minimum of effort.

tecauoe insteAd of books, pamphlets or records, the

VOCABULARY BUILDING COURSE consists of three teaching

mae!hines that teach you more in a week than other

methods do in a year."

Excerpt #2 "Teachers in every area of the United States have said those

students using our programs find classroom hours more in-
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teresting, appear to work harder, definitely learn more

and seem to have better retention than with conventional

texts."

"Even with small increments of knowledge, active partici-

pation, and immediate reinforcement, a student still

might not achieve his maximum potential unless he could

proceed at his own rate. Programed materials make this

possible. The slow learner has as much chance to learn

as the fast student; it may just take him a little long-

er. In putting an end to the lock-step process that has

plagued the traditional classroom, programed materials

free the teacher for individualized instruction when-

ever it is needed, and for an enrichment of the entire

curriculum."

The publisher's programs have undergone extensive test-

ing since they were first conceived in the fall of 1959.

They have proven that they strengthen understanding and

improve the retention of subject matter when they are

used by competent teachers."

Excerpt #4 "Announcing a fabulous new program that opens up the

world of reading to your entire family!"

"Educators - An invaluable tool for teachers"

"Thoroughly tested in schools, the AUTOMATED SPEED READING

COURSE is a tool that enables teachers to give immediate

corrective help to problem readers. Because it is ideal

for home use, the Course saves hours of valuable classroom

time. And teachers who take the Course themselves find

that it gives them more time for professional reading and

study."

Excerpt #5
(acceptable) "Although the development of programed instruction has

been based on sound research and practical experience,

we recognize that there are many important questions
that have not yet been answered, and doubtless some that

remain to be asked. We need to know much more about the
human learning process and its implications for programed

instruction."

"We believe mucb remains to be learned about how
a program can best be used in a course."

The above excerpts of advertising would seem to cure all the Ms
of instruction for the school administrator if such materials as these were

adopted and put into the curriculum. It is obvious that they do not cure

all ills. What should be the guidance role here in working with such

materials or sales people? Probably the first thing to do is to look at

the two parties concerned.
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(1) The school principal's role is to improve instruction and to

bring about conditions conducive to improvement, either in

the learning process or the teaching process.

(2) On the other hand, the commercial organization's purpose is

to show a profit, to make enough money for the salesman to

Crew his commission, to see sales graphs increase from month

to month or year to year.

Someone once said that the publishing business is a low volume,

low profit, and high risk enterprise. I am not sure of this, but I

do know that all publishers are in the business for the dollar, and

rightfully so, if one understands this role. When an individual under-

stands this role, and probably to understand it one has to be "burned,"

or at least have a negative experience, he is in a better position to

work objectively with commercial orgainzations. If an individual has

had this experience, he develops a sensitivity to the need to be in-

creasingly critical of all programed materials and teaching machines.

He should be critical, not because of a "slick" salesman, but because

adoption has a terrific impact on m school organization. This impact

I am referring to would range from the area of expendable programs to

textbook expenditures, to changing the physical climate of the building

by design, or to changing of the psychological climate of the teaching

process. before adoption, one must ask the question, "Are we ready

for these changes and do we have the financial base for these changes?"

I think what I am proposing here is that schools need help in

merging new concepts of instruction, programed instruction being one

of them. The commercial organization is in a great resource position

to give this aid. The image of all but one of those advertising excerpts

that I have related above must be erased so that "backwoods" schools

and "quaint" administretors can feel at ease in working with commercial

organizations. There should be no questions or poor relationships if

we understand that profit is the role of one and instruction the role

of the other. The commercial organization has the responsibility for

more than just the delivery of 50 programed texts to the school system

and writing the account off as "paid."

I have made some comments criticizing poor relationships between

commercial orgainzations and schools, but let me tell of one positive

relationship I had with a commercial organization. I was not sure if

this company's initiative was to get test data from a public high

school because their program had been tested on other lever but not

with high school students, or if it was the policy of the company.

Nevertheless, I would like to comment on a positive relationship that

school officials can have with commercial organizations.

1. The representative had a command of and an understanding for

educational problems.

He met with school officials and those teachers concerned,

in group process, for at least two or three sessions. He

introduced consultants in the field; he helped set up the

pilot program. There was involvement of this representative

and consultant with parent orientation meetings.

3. The company called frequently to check on how things were
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moving in the local school and to promote service as the first
position of the company. The company introduced supplementary
materials; in some cases these materials were from competitive
companies.

The description of this relationship, in essence, would indicate a
positive, wholesome, and even more improtant, concern of involvement by
the commercial organization and the local school. This shows service, at
the highest possible level.

I would like to take this one step further ark! say that publishing
companies can probably do more than that which I have described. As I
mentioned before, they are considered to be low volume, low profit, and
high risk enterprises. Would it not be a good idea for the commercial
organizations to take some of their low profits and organize staffs which
depict a consulting service approach rather than a "slick" salesman ap-
proach with programed materials? By doing this, the commercial organiza-
tions would be developing an image that would encourage good relationships
between the schools and the commercial organizations.

These representatives, or staff members, I am referring to must be
able to speak educational jargon but, z-ore improtant, must be able to
understand the school's problems in launching new horizons of innovation.
In the area of programed instruction I would propose that a commercial
organization's best selling point be that of service to tin local school.
In a competitive market, service is the one sales criteria that pays
dividends.

At this time I would like to identify a few specific items that
I look for in comeercial companies or programs:

1. What is the philosophy of the commercial organization with
programed instruction?

2. Does the company create an image that their product is the
panacea to cure all the ills of public school instruction?

is the philosophy based on good educational technique, or is
it based strictly on a salesman's approach to selling a pro-
duct?

3. It is interesting to note who makes up the advisory board for
the rublisher of programed instruction, What are their names?
Who are the educators who are behind the publisher in pro-
gramed instruction?

When you ask the following questions, it is interesting to think
about the caliber of the educators and if there is an advisory board:

1. What about editorial assistance to the programer? Does the
company buy programs carte blanche or does it aid the pro-
gramer with editorial assistance to assure a good program?
This point is interesting because if they do provide editorial
assistance it would indicate to as that the moral fiber of the
organization is such that they do want to produce good pro-
grams.



2. What about field testing? Does the company readily have

copies di their field testing available to give to the school

for evaluation? A specific field test should relate to a

local situatiGn with programed instruction. What are the

items to look for in a specific field test?

a. The objectives of the program. What is the program

attempting to do?

b. What type of testing instruments were used?

c. What was the profile of the students tested? Does it

relate to our local school?

d. What were the conditions of the field test?

3. Does the programed material have a handbook for teachers?

The haudbook for teachers in the use of programed instruction

can be a valuable aid for technique and method. It can give

teachers the sense of security that sometimes is needed.

4. Does the commercial organization have a consulting service or

just a sales organization to sell in volutes?

The items suggested above can give one a good background of the

organizational structure of the commercial enterprise. It can also

identify points of view and philosopy in selling programs.

There are many more questions I would like to raise at this time,

primarily to bring about interaction for the panel discussion later.

Some of these questions are:

1. What about the cost of programed materials as compared with

traditional textbooks? How are commercial orgainzations
attempting to bring the cost of these materials into line

with traditional textbooks?

2. What about expendable materials of programed instruction?

(the hard cover versus the soft cover approach, again relating

to cost factors).

3. What about programs that do not do the job that they have been

expected to do? How does the local administrator explain this

point to local taxpayers in relationship to textbook budgets?

4. What about the scope and sequence of programed materials to

curriculum? For instance, if a local school has introduced

modern math into the curriculum, are programed materials up-

dated, with curriculum revision?

5. What about commercial guidance in writing programs? Is there,

and should there be responsibility on the commercial organiza-

tion's part?
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6. Programed instruction, if it does nothing else, is making
teachers increasingly sensitive to the different ways in
which children learn, and the importance of providing for

these individual differences. On this point, should commercial
organizations share in the responsibility of getting these
facts within a school system, or is it the prime responsibility,

in terms of cost, of the local school district?



MASS MEDIA AND PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION

Phil C. Lange, Teachers College, Columbia University

This title should intrigue those matchmakers who anticipate unlikely

but not impossible marriages. Programed materials are typically character-

ized as "individually paced" -- giving the individual learner control as to

how fast and when he will move through a program or sequence of learning

activities. The program has been tailored to a special kind of individual.

But mass media are paced by the sender, not the receiver, and they transmit

messages typically aimed at a broad norm for a larGe audience. Two very

different patterns: one stresses a sequence of individual interaction; the

other stresses the means for communicating concurrently to a mass ox learn-

ers collectively or individually. Can they live together? Of course they

can, if they respect their unique differences!

"Mass media" has a dual connotation. Ine connotation is that the media

-- the materials of instruction, the content and the form -- is wasproduced;

in this sense, newspapers and phonograph records and the products of printing

presses and mimeograph machines can be mass media even though the mass-produced

product does not reach its audience at a simultaneous moment. The other con-

notation highlights the mediating agent which amplifies or transmits a message

to a mass audience at a simultaneous moment; in this sense, the megaphone or

loud speaker, radio, movies, and TV are media for mass audiences.

But note that neither of these meanings for mass media justifies either

the waste or misdirection that is often associated with our popular use of

mass media. For example, a man who wants two pages of sports news gets thirty

pages of waste paper added; or sixty pages of Sunday newspaper are brought

into the home so that a child can have four pages of comics. Or, the sound

that is brought into the home by one family member's interest in a radio or TV

program is imposed wastefully and annoyingly on uninterested persons. Thus it

is NOT a characteristic of mass media that the system (a) must be wasteful

like a scattergun, or (b) must throw messages like a net over hugh "captured

audiences" on the slim chance that a few will respond to the communication

stimuli.

In short, the mass media could be the means for teaching learners with

learning tasks appropriate to the individual, both in terms of readiness and

in terms of pacing. But this will require much better diagnosis than we now

practice in determining the readiness and performance abilities of students,

and in estimating and adjusting instruction to the learning styles and pat-

terns of students. In fact, we already have research by Carpenter and Green-

hill at Pennsylvania State University, and by others elsewhere, to show that

radio, film, or TV can be used successfully to present programed material to

individuals in a "mass audience" -- if the learners have been selected to

have the requisite "entering behaviors" and to be like-minded with the type

student for whom the program was delieloped.

It is too soon to make predictions about evolutionary developments that

will necessarily result from the matching of the Image idea in mass media

with the emphasis on researching and designing individual learning as stressed

in programed instruction. Certainly we shall have new technologies, new de-

vices, new needs. Undoubtedly, also, we will have to keep in mind what is

feasible, what we can afford in instruction. A major economy is usually
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found in replication of instruction; in one form, it is seen as teaching
the same thing at the same time to two or more learners. In another form,

it appears as read -made instruction (pre-packaged lessons or "stored

stimuli") to be used repeatedly for appropriate students as they come along.
Thus we have the persisting issue of whether the learner is moved to the

message or the message to the learner, and we have new devices -- like the
computer and electronic data processing systems -- for storing and giving

random access to a vast information bank. We can expect new definitions

for mass media, and changes in the media themselves.

see the "population explosion" and the " explosion of new knowledW

as being related to the likelihood that programed instruction will be ex-

ploited successfully by mass media. The mushrooming of "new knowledge"
has made it evident that no one person can encompass everything in his own

selecting and sorting; and thus we have a reappraisal for basic structures,
concepts, natural sequences and relationships. We stress searchi tech-

niques more than memory; interaction more than passive reception. The

"population explosion" has made it very evident that we have more people

"different" in the same pattern; and thus it becomes reasonable (and profit-

able or efficient) to mass produce for the respective differences. This is

somewhat like saying, if there are enough people with different sized feet

who need shoes and will secure then, and if someone "standardizes" the dif-

ferent sizes or lasts for shoes to fit respectively the different sized

feet, it becomes much more practical to mass produce shoes than to create

anew for each foot. Central to such a "shoe technology" is the orderliness

and standardization, and especially the ability of the shoe-man (or the

finicky customer) to see that the right-sized shoe is a proper fit.

If programed instruction is to be transmitted via mass media it poses

this central question: Does the program, so carefully fitted to the type

learner with whom it was empirically developed, fit the learner to whom it

is now being broadcast or disseminated? If the answer is yes, then the big-

gest hurdle is overcome. The problem of pacing still remains; but this

problem can be subjected to research, using student-response monitors both

to invite individual overt interaction with the program and also to give

feedback data as to whether in general the presentation is moving at about

the right speed, or too slow or too fast.

What t am implying is that in the future we should expect to have

some programed materials presented via mass media; and we can expect new

ways of analyzing a student's readiness for such instruction, and new ways

of pacing the individual to norms that are not his own but appropriate to

him. Obviously much of programed instruction will be presented differently.

Moreover, it seems inevitable that much of what we now call mass media which

is so completely controlled and paced by a central sending station will be

re-packaged for individualized self-management and control by the learner or

his teacher-adviser. The sharp instructional targets and the feed-back system

or programed instruction CAN BE combined with the potential economy of communi-

cation in mass media. In a few years I expect this to be a reality.



PROGRAMING COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA FOR LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTION

John F. Roniano, Plainview

In 1950 the school population of Plainview consisted of about 150 students.
The school district was made up of a single building, while the Plainview
community consisted of about 2,000 people.

Today, in 1964 the population coasists of about 33,000 people. Eleven
thousand students are serviced by nine elementary schools, two junior high
schools, one senior high school; a second senior high school is now out to
bid.

Population explosion in Plainview has been repeated many times over through
fast growing suburbs throughout every state in the country. With this
explosion a dual continuing problem exists in today's schools:

1. Increased Class Size
2. Dilution of Teacher Effectiveness

The length of the average teacher's day is about seven hours, excluding the
time spent in extracurricular activities such as club sponsorships, etc.
Out of these seven hours, about five hours are devoted to teaching class
group situations. About one hour a day is consumed by the preparation for
these classes. And, it is the rare teacher that averages at least one-half
hour a day working completely with tie individual student. For the most
part, this phase of individual instruction is performed by specialists. One

can readily see that the majority of the average teacher's day, therefore,

is spent in group situations.

As these groups increase in size due to growth of student population the
teacher must divide his attention into many more parts; consequently, his
teaching effectiveness becomes diluted.

In an attempt to provide solutions to this dual problem we referred to
previously new patterns of school organization, school designs and methods
of presentation for these larger group situations are developing.

One pattern of scha-' organization that has hit the educational scene with
tremendous impact is the Team Teaching Approach. Much of the professional
interest has been stimulated by the Committee on Staff Utilization and the
Fund for the Advancement of Education.

In this kind of situation the teacher becomes more effective because in

many cases new ideas and methods of presentation spring out through inter-

action among fellow teaching members.

By way of illustration teachers in thc Howard B. Mattlin Junior High School

have been structured into vertical subject matter teams in the four academic

areas of Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science. These teams are further

broken down into subteams of each grade level. Consequently, a seventh

grade science teacher plans together with other seventh grade science
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teachers. They determine the curriculum for the entire student body of
seventh grade science students.

Large group or small group presentations are planned, which help to cope with
the phase of the dual problem dealing with increasing class grcup sizes.

Dr. Judson Shaplin suggests, "In some cases the fact that teaching teams
encourages the use of large group instruction seems to be the main reason
for having the team."'

With this new pattern of school organization schools are becoming increasingly
involved with the use of communication media and equipment. Many school
teem teaching projects report an Increased use of audiovisual equipment as
evidenced by the Norwalk Plan that reports, "Significant increases occur in
the uses of the overhead projectors, tape recorders, controlled readers and
open circuit televfaion; and heavy uses have been made by the team teachers
of the resources of the systems curriculum materials center."2

One can readily see the involvement that team teaching has with audiovisual
materials and equipment. In order to meet the needs of large group presen-
tations a program must exist that would coordinate the approach and the im-
plementation of this approach.

Programing communications media for large group presentation require the
combined efforts of several types of specialists. These specialists form a
Communications Team of their own. Members of this team consists of the
Subject Matter Controller, Communications Programer and Technical Personnel.

The Subject Matter Controller - may consist of teacher, curriculum

specialist, teaching team members,
whose function is to determine what

subject matter is to be presented

The Communications Programer - has knowledge of programing techniques
and communications media to determine
how subject matter is to be presented.

The Technical Personnel - prepare the actual material to be presented.
Includes graphic artists, photographers,
technicians, printers, etc.

MEM. AftialleismeMONNIImerrIrmwmaioNswarmalinftmorismima

1Shaplin, Judson T., "Team Teaching," Harper and Row, 1964, p. 13.

2Perkins, Bryce, et al, "Teamwork Produces Audiovisual Techniques," Grade
Teacher, Vol. LXXXVIII, June, 1960.
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The following indicate some of the steps that are used for programing

communications media for large group instruction:

1. Subject matter controller identified:

(a) subject matter to be covered

(b) audience through criteria of ability and achievement, and

(c) evaluation procedures.

2. Subject Matter Controller and Presenter meet with Communications

to relay identifications.

3. Communications Programer determines, through research facilities,

communication media to be programed into presentation.

4. Communications Programer finalizes with Subject Matter Controller

media to be programed.

5. Communications Programer meets with Technical Personnel to produce

materials, and arrange for equipment.

6. Communications Programer briefs Subject Matter Presenter with entire

programed presentation.

7. Subject Matter Controller, Presenter and Communications Programw

meet to study evaluation procedures.

The preceding suggests that a more premeditated and widespread use of equip-

ment and materials will result, providing there are the proper facilities

available.

Again by way of illustration I would like to refer to the Howard B. HAttlin

Junior High School Plant as a building which attempts to provide the means

for these facilities. The following are included:

1. Team centers

2. Overall physical plant

3. Seminar rooms

4. Flexible classrooms-resource areas

5. Local production facilities, duplication, AV equipment, storage and

scheduling
6. Large group instruction area:

(a) Movable wall facility

(b) Rear projection facility-automated equipment-16mm., two 2X2

slide with FS adapters

-screens-three 9x12 movable for

Multimedia Simulation
-teaching stations-three remote consoles

(c) Student response system - -to be designed (read out system to

evaluate large group presentations)

-individual response system to program

lessons
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7. Production facilities - graphic facilities

- darkroom facilities (4X5 and 35mm.)

- duplication facilities - dittos, mimeos,

and transparencies
- broadcase facilities - taping and recording

equipment

There are three methods of presentation that have evolved concerning the

presentation of communication media for large group instruction. These are:

1. The extensive use of one type of medium;

. The integration of ,a variety of communication media, and

3. The combining.ofigteRrated and inter-related communication

media with timed automated audiovisual equipment.

The first method involves the use of a specific type of medium in order to

meet all the requirements of the presentation. In this situation, for

instance, the transparency may be used to introduce, recall, re-inforce and

culminate within the same presentation. There are variations in the use as

in the case of the transparency such as partial disclosures, slides, hinges,

and windows. But the medium remains the same.

This method is most usually employed in situations where teachers are en-

couraged to make their own materials. Teachers become proficient in making

one type of medium and because of convenience or technical inadequacies use

this method almost exclusively. Although the material is made by the

amateur it has something which the producers of professionally made materials

find too costly to include; the amateur materials are made for a specific

teacher-designed lesson. Here the medium is made to fit the teacher's lesson.

In the case of the professionally prepared material the teacher usually must

gear her lesson to fit the material. The ideal situation, of course, is to

produce professionally prepared material for each individual teaching

situation.

The second method of presentation involves the use of an integration of a

variety of communications media to be presented in a group presentation,

For example, a program may consist of a set of films, matching filmstrips,

tapes,-student texts, manuals, etc. This method of presentation is finding

wide acceptance among producers of instructional materials today. This is

evidenced by the fact that more and more manufacturers are becoming more

diversified in the kinds of materials they produce. For the most part,

excepting for the printed matter, these integrated packages are not used

simultaneously. Their main purpose seems to be to re-inforce learning by

repitition.

Let us assume that you have followed those procedural steps which have been

herewith outlined. After experiencing a variety of large group presentations

you will eventually discover that there is an element missing from your

presentation. This is the element of TINING.



You may have the best and most professionally integrated materials approved

and used the best programers and subject matter controllers but, unless

your presentation takes place at the moment of learning, some of it is lost.

In order to introduce this element of timing into your presentations,

automated audiovisual equipment is required. You may recall that Dr.

Hubbard made reference to this type of automated equipment during his

convention presentation last year concerning the Systems Approach to

teaching. At that time, he referred to the Miltimedia Laboratory in-

stallation at the University of Wisconsin.

We at Plainview have designed with TelePro Industries a similar installation

of automated equipment to be installed in the Howard B. !attain Junior High

School within the next few months. It is with a great deal of anticipation

that we face the challenge of programing communication media for this

installation.



TEACHER TRAINING EXPERIENCES WITH PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION

George Fernandez, New Paltz (BOCES)

Introduction

After reflecting upon the original topic which was assigned me
(Teacher Training for Programing Materials), I felt compelled to alter
the title with the presentation of this paper for fear that the work
which we have been doing might reflect an emphasis by us in the area
of "preparing teachers to write programs." This has not been our real
concern to date. Our work and our interests, however, have been geared
to providing a representative number of teachers from the central schools

which our Board serves in a variety of selected teacher training experi-
ences which may be described as both formal and informal.

The Role of the Curriculum Center

I firmly believe that any staff member of a BOCES program who,
cooperatively with the schools, is attempting to develop an attitude
towards some new curricular innovation through inservice experienced
is quite often confronted with at least two immediate considerations
which will reflect upon any project's success. The first is the
necessary, and very desirable administrative review and inquiry on the

reasons behind a particular set of teacher training experiences for its

staff, or segments of its staff. The second consideration is the degree
of respect and confidence that teachers may have towards the work and
investigations conducted by BOCES personnel which have taken place in
their schools in the past. The work of our Curriculum Center has re-
ceived the administrative clearance to continue the explorations with
them which quite often are prompted through informal inquiries and

personal conversations by teachers with both their administrators, as
well as our own staff members. At no time has there been any encourage-
ment of across the board inservice training experiences mandated by the

schools under our Center's program of inservice activities.

The role of the Cooperatigre Board in the area of curricular in-
novation may be considered one of initiating inquiry and investigation
into those educational practices and technologies which seem promising

and potentially valuable. At present, and in the immediate past the
Curriculum Center has felt that the new technology of programed in-
struction is promising, and will become more and more a valuable media

of teaching both the individual and the group.

A Local Definition of Inservice Ex eriences

Within our county, and in relation to the work of the Center, an
operational definition of "inservice training" may be thought of as

follows: That series of experiences (formal or informal) provided
periodically for a selected group of teachers who have indicated a
willingness, to work with the Center in pursuing the study of a particu-
lar subject, engaging themselves and their students in a trial use and
experience with new materials and methods, and analyzing as much of the
observable behavior as possible within the limits of their time and com-

petencies.
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The key words in the above definition are that these experiences

are provided with the teacher's interest and willingness. The adminis'

trator's role has been crucial. They have, in substance;

A) released time for teacher workshops at the Center;

B) purchased materials for "trial and usage" experiences;

C) expedited Delta amusements when researchers and consult-

ants visited their schools to discuss progress, etc.. Also,

clerical assistance;

D) paid travel expenses for their teachers to visit school systems

that are working on similar problems; and

E) meat time in analyzing and discussing the new methodology being

suggested, or the use of the new materials being tried or tested.

It is not necessary for me to develop the point for this experienced

group that when there exists an "air of indifference," or possibly a strong

"noncommittal attitude" by the administration towards a new innovation or

new idea in education, that potentially interested members of the staff are

quite often "undecided," still "reading about developments," and waiting

for "results," Frequently, however, the most dramatic results reported do

not really make one degree of difference to their immediate method of in-

struction. It is with cautious pride that I have sensed an increase in the

administrvtive attitudes of our central schools to involve themselves in

small scale experimentation, investigate the use of new procedures and

materials, and share with each other their experiences and results.

Teacher TrainingEmeriences

Since 1961 the Center has been working with teachers in studying and

investigating what the new media called "programed instruction" may have

to offer. During the school years from September 1961 to June 1963, the

following kinds of teacher training activities took place:

A) Direct involvement with our students in a retention study

conducted by the Center for Programed Instruction. All

central schools were represented in this work.

B) Participation in a research study dealing with overt and

covert modes of response.

C) The Curriculum Center conducted various teacher workshops which

were for general information on the subject of programed in-

struction (Theories - display of actual programed materials -

reports of research and work being done by other schools,

teaching machines, etc.).

D) We cooperated with the Grolier Publishing Company in the field

testing of the improved design upon the Min Max I machine, the

new machine being the Min Max II.

It) A teacher training project was set up for the year starting in

October 1962 to June 1963 with training sessions held once a

month at the Curriculum Center. The attached description is a

brief breakdown of this training project which was conducted

for the schools with their financial support of approximately

$10000. The consultants, programers and researchers were ob-

tained from the CPI staff, and the training sessions were

planned and developed with the assistance and direction of

Dr. Lincoln Hanson. Re conducted certain sessions, and coor-

dinated the efforts of the CPI staff personnel during these

training sessions. The prima purpose behind this project was
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to prepare a small core of trained teachers within our

county to competently understand, use, and evaluate this

new tool of instruction and learning.

1963-1264 jorkur with the Materials Teacher Experiences

During this past year 20 teachers representing five out of the

six central schools served by our Center worked with programed materials

in a variety of ways. Eight of the twenty teachers were involved in our

original training group. I might add that most of the teachers who were

involved in our training program have been considered, although not

officially designated, as good resource people on the subject of pro-

gramed instruction in general, and quite often a specific source of in.

formation dealing Frith their own grade level subjects.

During the 1963-1964 school year, there were approximately 500

students from grades 4 through 12 representing the five districts of

Ellenville, Highland, Onteora, Rondout Valley and Wallkill Central

Schools. A survey of the programs used and some simple arithmetic

would reveal some of the following information:

A) There was a total of 32 programs used.
B) A ratio of about 4 to 1 was clearly evidenced as it related

to the programs which were used by average and above average
students as compared to the below average students. This seems

to reaffirm other reports of not enough useful and effective

materials for the "slower student."
C) 607 of the 500 students fell in the average or above average

category based on teacher evaluations and I.Q. records. 407.

of the students were in the low and low average category as
indicated by teacher ratings,

D) About (7) of the programs were used under strict field test
conditions with very little teacher interaction allowed with

the program and the students. The rest of the programs (22)

were worked with under a "trial usage" experience.

B) Over 60% of the programs were used for enrichment, while the

remaining programs were used for remedial purposes of regular

instruction.
F) The minimum number of hours per program ranged from 1 to 2

hours up to 160 hours, However, most of the programs took
less than 20 hours to complete with half of them under 10 hours.

0 When teachers were asked to report on the effectiveness of their
experiences, their reaction for each of the programs were dis-

tributed as follows:

34xtremely Effective
10 -Very Effective

7-Adequate

3- Completely Ineffective
7-Not Too Effective

One teacher reacted Ineffective, Not Effective and Very Ef-

fective with the same program based on a grouping situation.

H) The teachers' experiences also showed that about 30% of the

students did not generally enjoy their experiences using pro-

gramed materials. With no real suprise to us, this percentage

of students included the spectrum of abilities from low to above
average.
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I) Over 707. of the teachers' reactions to each individual program

indicated that they would like to use the program again, but

quite oftenalIka04121111112tEstRuhmaEigAndia210-
J) About 914 of the reactions indicated that they thought the "for-

mat" and "style" of the program WAS "generally good." For what

this observation is worth, only one teacher felt compelled to

rate her particular program as "excellent."

K) Just about every teacher felt that progtamed instruction could

become a valuable media to support their instruction.. One

teacher, however, reported that she is still undecided.

What Have We Learned?

Looking at the word "train," Webster's Collegiate Dictionary also

refers you to the word "teach" which is partially defined by the basic

sense of "to show" or "to demonstrate." Although many of our teacher

training experiences may be informal, they RevaMheless are structured

so that teachers may personally "see" and "dewmstrate" to themselves the

merits, or disadvantages of one particular aps,.11 to instruction over

another.

Some of our feelings to date based on our ':*v:Avements and experi-

ences may include the following observations and convictions:

A) The high and almost absurd expectations of what programed

materials can actually do has been leveled.

B) I believe that a very respectable number of our teachers can

competently "break," for their own communities and parents,

the large and hazy bubble which the popular press has released

with such sparkling claims of "instant success," or "guaranteed

education", etc..
Welhave had our share of misusitg programs. We have given these

programs to students who were simply not ready for the material
which was indicated by the nature of their abilities and Lack

of prerequisite skills necessary to enter into the program. The

lack of reading skills is the most frequent reason given for

difficulties with the slower student. I feel at times that the

damage caused my misuse of the program is obviously more devasta-

ting to the student's attitude towards program and content than no

use of the program at all.

D) Programs have acted as an excellent "teacher training" device for

us. Some teachers have read through a program, and have success-

fully taught a sequence of instruction based on the program's

approach. Their comments have usually included a testimony that

they were positive that their own presentation and sequence of

instruction would not have been as orderly and clearly given.

They enjoyed the experience.

E) Our teachers, I believe, have gained much more respect for the

efforts of some publishing concerns in their realization of the

amount of time, technical skills and earnest efforts that are

made in the development of a program. From our point of view, it

is clearly evident that schools, in general, cannot easily say

that we'll plan to "program" part of their curriculum. The job

is tremendous, and a working knowledge of the new technology of
programing is not very apparent in most of the professional staffs

of schools.,
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F) We have been impressed with what the new technology is tryiv'g

to show, and trying to do. Teachers are just beginning to

understand the necessity of learning a "new language of learn-

ing theory" as ma, eventually be applied in their day to day

classroom experiences. Terms such as strategies of learning,

systems approach to instruction, task analysis, input, output,

quality control, simulated environments, shaping, and behavioral

analysis are but a few of the influences which are a part of the

intricate world of the programing technologies.

G) As I met with the teachers while working through their units,

the following remarks were frequently expressed:

(1) "I probably should be entering into the program

more often."
(2) "I should probably take more efforts to ask more

individual students more individual questions."

(3) "They seem to respond better when I take a more

active part,"

I think that these expressions reveal a certain timidity on

our behalf to teach in as natural way as we feel that we should

with programed materials. These teachers now feel that they

would definitely interact with their students and the program

the next time around. One obvious problem with this valuable

extension of the use of the program is time Reorganization

of staff may be implied.

H) In a paper presented by Rober Gagne of Princeton University,

at a symposium on Teaching Machines and Mathematics Porgrams,

he state,'

"I am inclined to suggest that the enterprise of developing

learning programs is very likely to end up with a high degree

of similarity to that of developing mental tests.. It seems

to me that it will continue to require the separate functions

of content specification, communication, and development-

coupled-with-evaluation."
It has been, in part, through our directly working with re-

searchers, programers, editors, behavioral psychologists, etc.

that we have gained both respect and insight into what we may

eventually consider a well defined, well constructed, validly

tested and effectively used program.

1- Gagne, Robert, Statement reprinted from symposium on Teaching

Machines and Mathematics Programs - American Mathematical MOnthlx Vol. 69,

No. 6, JUne-July, 1962.
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I) Lastly, and by no ihnns a small point, we are convinced that

if a program is to be used at the most optimum degree of its

efficiency possible, that it will take additional planning

and thoroughness on behalf of the teacher using the program

for a particular purpose. The time spent, however, will

provide a bonus of additional information as to what goes on

as a student proceeds through a program, and discusses fine

points of content and concepts which may have been completely

missed in other situations. Our teachers are becoming more

sensitive to what their stue.ents are thinking, w:,at they are

looking at, and how they arc reacting to the materials (new

or old) with which they are teaching.



STUDENT INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM

James P. Maguire, Advanced Educational Systems /ac.

Introduction

The problem of intercommunication between the students and the teacher

as seen by Advanced Educational Systems, Incorporated will be described in

this paper. With this problem in mind, we will describe the objectives that

we established for ourselves; and the AID System that was designed and de-

veloped to meet these objectives, The major modes of operation of the system

in a conventional classroom will be portrayed by a series of slide presenta

tions which will be followed by a description of the future application areas

such as: auditorium lecture halls, educational television, teacher training,

programed texts, and large scale computer data processing.

Intercommunication Problem In A Conventional Classroom

The effectiveness of classroom instrution in education depends on the

degree of communication existing between the teacher and the students. With

our present techniques the teacher carries the major load of the communication

problem during the presentation of the information; and frequently he does not

know the degree of comprehension attained by all the students during his pre-

sentation. He can make sample checks on the students' understanding of the

subject matter by asking a specific person a particular question, but he can

never determine the knowledge for the entire class simultaneously. Without

this thorough knowledge the teacher never knows when to elaborate on a speci-

fic point or when to move forward in his presentation. The only other alter-

native he has is to give a test to the entire class and after the papers are

laboriously corrected he knows who and how many have mastered the lesson.

Ojectives Of The_AIRAWIE

The following communication objectives are accomplished in the Teaching

and Test modes of operation of the AID System:

Teaching Mode

1. All correct answers are recorded for each student in the class.

2. The teacher always knows the degree of receptivity of the entire

class.

3, Students must be attentive in order to answer all questions

posed by the teacher during his presentation,

Test Mode

1. Students answer test questions at their own rate, and grades

are recorded at the teacher's console.

Description Of The AID System

The basic equipment consists of a teacher's console, a remote control

unit, student response units for each student, and a low voltage power supply.
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The teacher's console consists of a meter showing the percentage of class

correct, a test plugboard, counters and lights for each student, five answer

switches, a reset switch, a test mode switch, and a power switch. A remote

control box operates in conjunction with the console to allow the teacher to

indicate the correct answer while away from the console. Tne student res-

ponse units for each student have five answer switcnes and a correct answer

indicator. The low voltage supply has five indicating fuzes for each of the

main circuits in the system to aid in the maintenance of tle equipment.

er at ITE&1z,Modes of The AID agtera

The system is designed to operate in either a Teaching or a Testing mode

of operation.

In the Teaching Mode, the teacher presents information to the class,

poses a multiple choice question based on the material that has just been

presented, and the students respond by indicating their answer by means of

one of the switches on the student response units. After the students make

their choices, the teacher indicates the correct answer by a switch on his

console; and the console indicates the percentage of the class with the correct

answer, along with lights that indicate each student with the correct answer.

In addition a counter records the correct answer for each student in the class.

If the teacher wishes to perform an analysis on how many students gave answers

other than the correct answer, he can do so by activating other answer suitch-

es on the console, and reading the percentage meter. The student also gets an

indication that he has given a correct answer, by a light on the student re-

sponse unit.

In the Testing Mode, the students reset their response units to question

number one in conjunction with the teacher's reset switch on the console.

The teacher then sets the correct answers for each questir oy means of small

pins that are placed in the test unit plugboard. The test questions are given

to the students, and they answer the questions at their own rate of speed.

Each time they give an answer, they are automatically moved to the next ques-

tion. At the completion of the test, the student's grades are recorded by

each student's counter on the teacher's console. While taking the test the

student gets a light indication each time a correct answer is given; and if

he marks those questions that he did not get correct, he can get the correct

answer when the teacher reviews the test.

AalicatimAreasay AID System Concepts

The AID System can be used in a conventional classroom for a majority

of the subjects presented in our educational curricula today. It is safe

to say that'wherever the multiple choice concept can be used the AID System

can be used effectively.

Typical applications for future AID System concepts are:

1. Auditorium lecture halls where a large number of students are

assembled. The communication level is most difficult to main-

tain at a high point when so many are involved; and it is here
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that the lecturer will profit most from the electronic assist-
ance provided by the AID System.

2. Educational Television also suffers because of the undirection-
al flow of information. The AID System could assist a "live"
presentation by providing feedback; and if the presentation is
taped, the response system would indicate where editing would
improve the instructional quality.

3. Teacher Training also appears to be an ideal application for
the AID System. Here the student teacher can readily measure
his effectiveness in presenting information to a class using
varying techniques for different subjects.

4. Programed Texts could be used in Student Carrels where the
pre-programed answers could be stored in the test plugboard
at a central console which would monitor the individual stuis
dent's responses and record his progress.

5. Large Scale Computer Data Processing could be integrated into
the system by converting the student responses to digital cod-
ing suitable for storage on magnetic tape. These tapes could
then be processed by high speed computers which could perform
analyses on total class response, along with storing informa-
tion on the complete educational history of each individual
student.

Conclusion

The electronic communication system, as examplified in the AID Systems
has a tremendous potential that has not been fully explored in the field of
educational communications. The applications for equipment of this type in-
clude a very broad spectrum of the new media for improving communications
along with the basic teacher-student communication relationship in convention-
al classrooms that our present educational system is based upon.

The ever-increasing workload on the teachers of America is demanding a
solution that only electronic data processing can resolve. With the advent
of automation and data processing in all fields of American industry, can
we in education hope to meet our responsibilities without the assistance that
the AID System can provide?



NEW YORK STATE SUPPORTED RESEARCH IN PROGRAMED LEARNING

Marjorie Lehman, Rochester

n the past few years the growth in scientific and technological

developments has inflicted heavier demands upon the educational system.

Since World War II the rapid development of knowledge and the constant

instability of international relationships has stirred national and

state legislation designed to foster improved educational programs.

There is, also, a greater awareness in local commuities of this

necessity. Therefore, both the immediate community, as well as the

broader state, national, and international communities dictate that

local educators explore all avenues towards the end of a more effec-

tive and efficient educational program. The promising claims of

programed instruction offered one possible approach to meet these

demands and to partially satisfy these needs.

Local interest in the possibilities and potential of programed

instruction made its impact upon the educational scene in Rochester

during the early 1960's. As a result, in the fall of 1962, the City

School Distrgt began a study of the place and effectiveness of prow

grained learning in its fifty-two schools and among its 45,000 pupils.

To coordinate this study and to aid teachers in the selection and

use of appropriate materials, a programed learning specialist was

appointed. This Programing Chairman was directly responsible to the

Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Instruction.

Most of the first year's work was done in the elementary schools.

A survey wen taken of all elementary school teachers to determine which

of these teachers desired to use programed materials. Orientation

sessions were then held for all interested teachers, after which these

teachers began using programed learning units it their classrooms. Pre-

tests and post-tests,as well as the comments of teachers and students,

were used to evaluate the materials.

As the year progressed, it became increasingly apparent that we

must begin to gain experience on a larger scale. It was felt this

should be done within the environment of the school while considering

our own curriculum requirements and using the skills of our regular

instructors. It was noted that the majority of the available studies

had obtained their impetus from universities or research centers which

Involved highly specialized personnel. In contrast, it seemed more

realistic to us to involve personnel who were faced with the daily task

of supervising and teaching in the public schools. This type of thinking

provided the background for the administrative go-ahead to develop an

experimental design for a large-scale controlled experiment which could

be eligible for state aid. The responsibility for the design was shared

by the Research Director and the Programing Chairman. After several

consultations with the State Education Department, University consultants,

subject area consultants and our Director of Elementary Education, a pvo-

posal was submitted.

In brief, the fifty-eight page proposal outlines a design for a one

year project which was to involve 2700 pupils at grades 5, 6, and 7. The
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study was to explore the relative effectiveness of three instructional

approaches in the teaching of science and mathematics. The instruc-

tional methods compared wo3e programed instruction alone, traditional

instruction alone, and a combination of the two methods. Essentially,

the experiment was designed to determine which of these methods would

yield the greatest student achievement gains, which ability of students

(high, average, or low ) would benefit most from each of these methods,

and whether pupil dependency would affect achievement undets these three

methods.

The State Education Department approved our proposal, as submitted,

for implementation in the 1963-64 school year with just one minor"

exception. The budget was cut by approximately one-third.

Our Research Department carried the entire responsibility for the

experimental design and the analysis and interpretation of the data.

My role as Co-director of this experiment has tam involved with the

instructional application of programed materials and the administration

of procedures and details vital to the success of the experiment.

Thirty-five of our forty-three elementary schools were involved in

varying degrees by the experiment. Without state funds such a compre-

hensive undertaking would have been Impossible. This is not, however,

the sole benefit of state involvement.

The fact that this experiment was state-aided seemed to lend pres-

tige and importance to the total effort in the eyes of those who were

asked to participate. The feeling that they were "blazing new trails"

motivated both students and teachers.

Not to be minimized was the effect that experimentation had upon the

'Ascher of the traditional method who seemed to be challenged to excellence.

Some of the best teaching I have ever observed was carried on in many of

these classrooms where teachers were being truly creative, and, in turn,

were inspiring creative thinking on the part of their students.

Conside4 too, the fact that the extra funds allowed more students to

have an opportunity to use programed units than would have been possible

otherwise. Approximately 5000 programed textbooks were used by 1800

students in the project, alone.

With this added opportunity, however, came a great amount of adminis-

trative planning, data collection, and clerical work. It was at this point

that the cut in our proposed budget was most detrUnental The deletion of

a research assistant and a second clerk from the project proved to be un-

realistic in light of the scope of the experiment. As a result, the Co-

director was prevented from providing individual guidance to teachers and

was severely curtailed front observing the application of the instructional

methods in the classrooms. It proved necessary to take the City School

District's research assistant from his regularly assigned duties to work on

the research activities of the project. This consumed well beyond one-half

of his time.
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The experimental period extended from February until May of 1964.

Five units in science and three unite in mathematics were taught via the

three instructional methods.

The basic method of analysis employed was a two-way treatment-by-

levels analysis of covariance technique. Analysis was completed on the

IBM 7074 electronic digital computer at the University of Rochester.

Achievement gains of students using the three methods of instruc-

tion were compared for each of the units. No differences in achievement

were found among the three methods in three of the nine units of instruc-

tion. A tentative conclusion, based on the other six instructional units,

indicated that students receiving instruction from programed textbooks

alone achieved significantly less than students receiving ins9 uction by

either of the other two methods. It was observed, however, that bright

students achieved more from using programed materials alone in some cases

than they did when the same concepts were supplemented with or taught

exclusively by the traditional method. In contrast, students of average

and low ability consistently achieved less when receiving programed in-

struction alone than did students using the other two methods.

Superficial consideration of these findings raise some rather dis-

quieting questions regarding the value or effectiveness of programed

materials - particularly for the student of average or low ability.

However, a deeper look would demand a closer scrutiny of the actual

program utilized in relation to its suitability for the learner. As

was suggested by Wilbur Shramm in his introduction to the Four Case

Studies of Programed "The more the responsibility for

teaching is carried by the program, the better the program must fit

each student's needs and ways of working taking into account the

individual's reading level, present understanding, approaches to meaning,

and other characteristics." It is obvious that programs in their present

form do not satisfactorily meet these criteria for every child at one grade

level in our school system. The best program available is of little value

in the hands of a student who does not have the prerequisite skills upon

which the program is built.

With these and other considerations in mind, we attempted to design

a continuation study to include different programs that would be more

suited to a student's ability rather than hls grade level. Our design

will include tighter statistical control which, hopefully, will yield

more valid results. On December 1 we expect to launch the first group

in the actual experiment. Despite our present research activities, we

can still forsee many unanswered questions such as:

1) How can we best and most effectively utilize available programs?

2) Is there a better way to ..dividualize a program?

3) Are there not other paradigms or modifications of present para-

digms which could be developed to improve efficiency of learning?
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Perhaps one solution would be the granting of monies for the develop-
ment of programs which will be more individualized, rather than for the
controlled evaluation of programs written for the illusive "average" student.

Programed instruction has much more to offer than we have been able
to observe to date. Its possibilities are as exciting as they ever have
been. My only hope is that we who are responsible for its present use in
our schools and classrooms are equal to the challenge of stepping over its
present limitations to merge our creative vision with concrete developmental
research. Such a combination will yield the satisfying rewards of better
and more effective applications of programed learning and will provide one
more way to help equip today's student for tomorrow's world.
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CURRICULUM MATERIALS CENTER: THE PHILOSOPHY

Murray G. Phillips, Hofstra University

The title of this program is an imposing one. It speaks of curriculum,

of materials, of a center, and of philosophy. For the purposes of this dis-

cussion, these terms require definition.

Curriculum is regarded as being different from a curriculum guide. A

curriculum guide indicates the general nature of the goals to be pursued by

teachers and students during the course of the school year. A curriculum

guide is just that, a guide and not a prescription. Since the actual happen-

ings within the classroom vary from room to room within any school district

even though all classrooms are following the same guide, we must apply some name

to these actual happenings. The curriculum for a particular classroom, then, is

an exact description of what has actually transpired during the course of the

school year as the teacher and students attempted to reach the goals set down in

the curriculum guide. It is obvious that, since no two classrooms approach these

goals in exactly the same manner, the curriculum of each classroom is unique

and distinct from the curricula of all other classrooms. It is more appropriate

in the context of this discussion, therefore, to speak of educational rather

than curriculum materials.

Materials are regarded as that complex of media, equipment, and facilities

which an institution makes available to its teachers and students to facilitate

the achievement of its educational goals. Since this definition is so broad,

the word "materials" is inadequate to its intended purpose. "Resources" is

more inclusive and therefore preferable term. It does not carry any limiting

connotations with it. It includes book and non-book media. It includes all

types of equipment: both presentational and production. It includes the space

provided for carrying out specific functions: reference, circulation, consul-

tation, maintenance and servicing, production, storage, display, and office.

How shall we define the term "center?" Certainly it refers to place. It

is singular and implies that there is some one place where resources should be

located. At this point it is only frir to say that the remainder of the dis-

cussion, after the term philosophy has been defined, will be devoted to the

proposition that there should be more than one center.

From the manner in which I have re-defined all the terms, you may be

thinking that I am not happy with the phrase "Curriculum Materials Center."

You are perfectly correct. Rather than speak about something distasteful to me,

I have taken the privilege of changing the words so that both you and I will be

happy. It seems eminently more reasonable for this talk to be retitled "Educa-

tional Resources Centers: The Philosophy."

Please notice that the word "philosophy" remains unchanged. I am very

happy to accept a standard definition for this term, namely: the body of

principles underlying a given branch of learning or a human activity.

Before launching into a discussion of the principles underlying the con-

cept of Educational Resources Centers, it will be useful to state some commonly

accepted ideas.
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A good teacher is the basic element in a good educational program.

School buildings, equipment, materials and libraries have limited value for

most students if not used under the guidance of good teachers.

Educational media specialists believe that teachers and students need

instructional media with which to work if they are to teach and/or learn at

an optimum level. Educational media specialists believe that instructional

media help make good teachers beater. Educational media specialists believe

that instructional media help improve the quality of student learning.

Seven principles are sufficient to make the case for Curriculum Materials

Centers or Educational Resources Centers or whatever you wish to call them.

Many names have been suggested and are being used in various parts of the

nation. They are all valid as long as the exact meaning of each term is known

to all and no confusion exists.

The seven principles to be discussed represent one approach to a philoso-

phy of Educational Resources Centers. Undoubtedly, other principles can be

enunciated. For me these seven principles serve as the foundation for a con-

sistent and valid approach to the provision and utilization of educational re-

sources in educational institutions.

Principle I

Each teaching-learning task requires a unique combination of resources

for its successful completion. It is the responsibility of school administra-

tors to provide these resources so that teachers may utilize and make available

to their students the appropriate medium or comtination of media at the appro-

priate time and place.

This is a concept which cannot be implemented by unsophistical.ed teachers.

It requires skill and explrience in individualizing teaching and learning.

It means that different students studying the same subject at the same

grade level require exposure to different combinations of resources. It is not

enough for teachers to say that they use audiovisual materials. They should say

that they are using different materials with different students. They should

say that their choice of materials is determined by the unique learning abilities

of each student.

Those students capable of handling abstractions should be exposed to ab-

stract materials. Those students who are able to handle only concrete ideas

should be exposed to concrete types of resources. Those students who require

prolonged exposure to materials because they learn at a slower pace than other

students should have access to materials which will allow them to proceed at

their own pace.

This principle also means that different students studying the same sub-

ject at different grade levels require exposure to different combinations of

resources. The combinations of resources used to teach the concept of magnet-

ism to primary grade children are not the appropriate combinations to be used

with senior high school physics students. The background and sophistication

of each student must be the determiner of the appropriateness of various re-

sources for that student.
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Principle Ii

Administrative and supervisory attitudes must be such that teachers feel

free to utilize a variety of resources. Teachers and students are quick to

realize what the atmosphere is with regard to using different media. Teachers

will do no more than their administrators and/or supervisors allow. Students

will do no more than their teachers allow. Available resources will not be

utilized if those in authority make it evident, openly or subtly, that they do

not consider it "cricket" to use these resources.

One evidence of administrative attitude is the availability, or lack there-

of, of an educational resources specialist to work with teachers. It is not

enough to say that there is a building coordinator available. The following

questions need to be answered also. Is he released full-time, part-time or no-

time from classroom duties? Is he considered to be a curriculum worker or is

he the man who delivers the projectors and changes burnt-out projection lamps?

Teachers sense administrative attitude by observing what type of personnel

are provided to help them make optimum use of available resources.

Principle III

Teachers can use only those resources available to them. This sounds so

obvious that it need not be mentioned. Yet how often is it violated? School

districts often adopt new curriculum guides and in effect tell teachers: "Do

things differently." How often do these very same districts fail to provide

their teachers with any new resources to enable change to take place?

Change requires more than good intentions and administrative sanction.

Change must be facilitated.

The degree of availability of resources is determined by several factors:

quantity, quality, variety, balance, and physical facilities.

An obvious requirement is that a balanced collection containing a wide

variety of high quality resources in sufficient quantity be available in a

structure whose facilities enable teachers to use these resources with ease

and dispatch.

A balanced collection is one which supports all areas of the curriculum.

No one subject area should be favored at the expense of others. A collection

has variety when it contain; many different types of resources. A collection

consisting entirely of filmstrips, all of which pertain to language arts, has

neither variety nor balance.

Sufficient quantity of anything can be determined only by demand. It is

apparent that at least one of any given item must be present. No arbitrary

national standard can serve as the sole determiner of how much of this type or

that type or equipment is sufficient. Degree of high quality usage can be the

only safe guide. Teachers will not use poor quality materials for very long.

They soon give up trying because, as far as they are concerned, nothing they

would be willing to use is available to them. Quality, therefore, is a power-

ful determiner of availability.

Physical facilities very intimately affect the concept of availability.

Is an opaque projector really available if no classroom can be sufficiently
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available is any heavy piece of equipment to
down the hall, if she must first find the
ask him to lug it into her classroom?

Availability of resources is not the same as accessibility. Accessibility

means "ease of access." Accessibility is affected by location of resources,

by quantity of resources available, and by the amount of paperwork required to

receive resources when needed.

The question of where resources are best located does not have a simple

answer. Should they be centralized of decentralized? For a school district

as a whole, the benefits of decentralization outzeigh those of centralization.

Decentralization by locating resources in the individual school buildings --

the points of use -- certainly makes for greater ease of access. We do not

question the desirability of decentralizing equipment, but some of us still

hesitate about decentralizing materials. If we believe in accessibility, then

we can make no blanket distinction between decentralization of materials as

compared with decentralization of equipment. The prime consideration should

be that unless a material, such as motion pictures, requires special inspec-

tion, handling, and repair equipment, it should be decentralized.

Once we have decided to decentralize to the individual schools, the

question next arises as to whether or not we should carry the process any

further. To the extent that decentralization proceeds to the point where no one

knows where anything is, decentralization is a hindrance. Common sense and

local problems must dictate the extent to which in-school decentralization is

carried out.

Location of resources within a building affects accessibility in a dif-

ferent sense, too. Is a projector, stored in the school safe for "safekeeping,"

accessible? Is a projector locked in a closet accessible?

Another facet of the concept of accessibility is that of quantity. Will

teachers consider something accessible, if because of heavy booking requests

by other teachers, they can rarely acquire the needed resource at the appro-

priate time for their classes. To the extent that necessary paperwork is held

to a minimum, to that extent will accessibility increase. Paperwork inhibits

use to some extent. It should be as simple as possible if we wish to encourage

use.

Princialey

Teachers and students must be helped to use resources at an optimum level.

When we see teachers and students making fine use of a wide variety of resour-

ces, we will normally be correct if we assume that they are not, as the words

of a popular song once went, "doing what comes naturally." The -rast majority

of teachers and students must learn the techniques which lead to success.

An in-service program, formal and/or informal, is a necessity. It is

also a never-ending program. Changing personnel and new resources and tech-

niques require some type of on-going in-service activity.
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Principle VI

All needed materials are not commercially available. This means that

there are occasions when it is quite appropriate for a school district to

engage in local production activities. The key decisions which have to be

made relate to which types of local production are appropriate and which are

not. The important consideration is that required equipment and raw materials

be on hand to permit local production whenever it is necessary.

Principle VII

Adequate budgetary allotments are dependent upon community support and

understanding. Community support and understanding must be based upon some

type of evaluation of the educational resources program. This evaluation must

be carried out by the professional staff and reported via the administration

to the community. Community support requires understanding. Understanding

requires facts and figures. 4ithout some type of evaluation system, long term

community support cannot be maintained.

Conclusion

;That does all this have to do with Educational Resources Centers?

Acceptance of the principles discussed in this paper inevitably leads to the

following conclusions:

1. An excellent educational resources program requires that a school

district makes available to its students and staff a number of

resource centers.

2. These centers must make accessible a wide variety of book and non-

book resources and facilities.

3. These centers must be staffed by well-qualified, full-time profession-

als. No one person can do the job alone. Tt requires a team effort.

4. These professionals must work with teachers and students as curricu-

lum personnel in helping them to decide which resources are most

appropriate for given tasks.

An Educational Resources Center is a fcility within a school, which makes

available a wide variety of commercially and locally produced book and non-book

resources, and which is staffed by a team of qualified specialists who are able

to consult with teachers and students as to approaches to solutions to teaching-

learning problems and who are able to evaluate the effectiveness of what takes

place.

This is my concept of an Educational Resources Center.



VALUES OF AN INSERVICE AV COURSE FOR TEACHERS

Ivanelle Braun, Rockville Centre

it seems probable that your interest in this subject has been

motivated by a desire to know if there is a real advantage in con-

ducting a course in Effective Audiovisual Practices on the local

kevel in preference to hoping that your teachers can benefit by

courses they may seek in the college of their choice. The course

given in Rockville Centre was greatly appreciated by the teachers

and the results were most gratifying to the administration.

Perhaps the biggest mistake made in the Communications field

is the idea that we have it. We cannot assume that owning equipment

and materials presupposes good educational communications. Inservice

courses can be very helpful in achieving our goal.

You may find as we have that there may be many benefits to your

schools as well as to the teachers. Such as:

I. The director of the program is aware of local needs and

facilities and can mold the areas covered accordingly.

Teachers are aware of problems for which they may find

satisfactory solutions.

2. Requirements for the course can be directed toward the im-

provement of educational communications in the school system.

3. Liaison between the teachers and the A-V department can be

imporved througL close association.

4. The facilities of the center of operations can be examined

and better teacher use can be made of its services in the

future.

5. It is important and possible to have many pieces of equip-

ment available for adequate practice in handling, all of which

is then immediately available for classroom use. Surely many

teachers in your system are acquainted with techniques which are

never used due to their lack of competence and a fear of ap-

proaching a new tool. Your local program can overcome this

handicap.
6. Repeated emphasis was placed on careful evaluation of mater-

ials. Teachers were given an opportunity to evaluate ex-

cellent, average, and poor visuals. They are now more crit-

ical and discriminate in selection of materials.

7. Every opportunity was taken to discuss teaching methods and

to emphasize the importance of using the best medium for each

learning situation.

Our administration allowed two hours of inservice credit for

fifteen two-hour sessions. Our experience bears out our assumption

that class size should be limited to twenty. Teachers of Kindergarten

through Chemistry were involved. Yet the dropout problem was negli-

gible and it was possible to maintain a high level of interest.

The content of the course follows:
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EFFECTIVE AUDIOVISUAL PRACTICES

1. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR - Description and demonstration; available
commercial materials

2. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR - Demonstration of classroom use; planning
of a lesson supported by overhead projection

3. WORKSHOP - Preparation of master for transparency
4. & 5. WORKSHOP - Preparation of transparencies, mounting
6. EDUCATIONAL FILMS & FILMSTRIPS - Sources and proper usage
7. PHOTOGRAPHY, FLANNEL BOARDS - Local production of visuals
8. LAMINATING, DRY-MOUNT PROCESS - Preparation and care of Class-

room Picture Files
9. HANDMADE PLASTIC SLIDES, a student project. Making and uses of

them. Operation of LANTERN SLIDE PROJECTOR and OPAQUE PROJECTOR

10. 16mm MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR - Operation and care
11. FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE PROJECTORS, TAPE RECORDERS - Operation and

care

12. TACHISTOSCOPE, CONTROLLED READER - Demonstration, Uses, Programs
13. TEACHING MACHINES & PROGRAMMED LEARNING
14. TELEVISION - Open and Closed Circuits
15. DEMONSTRATION OF LANGUAGE LABORATORY - Presentation of Teachers'

Projects, EVALUATION OF THE COURSE

The first meeting was opened to the entire faculty with the intention
of informing everyone concerning the uses of the Overhead Projector. A
commercial dealer gave an excellent demonstration as well as displaying
materials and equipment.

Sessions 3-5 were workshops and we found that the success here depended
upon ample equipment and an instructor for each five students. We were as-

sisted by teachers already competent in this area as well as commercial per-

sonnel.

In the sixth meeting, the class met at the AV Center where they were
acquainted with the use of EDFLA evaluation files, local evaluation files,
and catalogs as well as the Educational Film and Filmstrip Guides which
of course would now be supplemented by the Educational Media Index.

Each participant brought a camera to the class where he either demon-
strated its use or learned how to use it. The overhead projector proved
useful in explaining the construction of a camera. Preparation of sets of

slides for instruction was discussed.

The laminating and dry-mount process was demonstrated by a dealer.
Interest in this process led us to purchase the equipment since that time.

The teachers were surprisingly interested in eparing their own

plastic lantern slides. This technique has been used with increased fre-

quency and satisfaction since that time.

The entire faculty was again invited to participate in the demonstra-
tion arranged by the Educational Developmental Laboratories to show the
uses of the tachistoscope and controlled reader.

Programed learining has been introduced in some areas in our class-

rooms. We all benefited by hearing teacher evaluations of programs in

use and future possibilities were discussed.
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The merits and difficulties encountered in using open circuit

Television in the classes were discussed. The subject of closed cir-

cuit TV was presented by a fellow AV Director who is deeply involved

in its use. A visit to a school where such an installation could be

examined would be helpZul for this unit.

A very competent foreign language instructor on our faculty demon-

strated his use of the Language Laboratory. This was very interesting

to us and immediately roused interest in possible uses of this method

for instruction in other subjects.

A further requirement for, completion of the course was the prepara-

tion of a project which could be put to immediate use in Jur curriculum

and, if practical, copied for use of other teachers in the same area.

Almost without exception, these projects were much more interesting and

useful than our highest expectations. Several examples may interest you -

In the Guidance Area -

35mm Slides and accompanying recording were prepared to be

used as a means oo orientation of 9th graders to the Senior High School.

These materials have replaced, with a good economy to the district, a

9th grade bus trip to the school which had been considered far from

effective.

In the Chemistry Department -

A file of available commercial projectuals was prepared, sample

copies procured, and previewed.

A careful study made it clear that AV materials could be in-

cluded in the curriculum to effect an improved program.

The result was the preparation of a budget presented to the

Board of Education for consideration of purchase of equipment and materials.

Many of these items were purchased and are now in use. The project came

as a real surprise since our Doubting Thomas of this department had pre-

viously been very dubious of the value of any AV medium in this particular

subject.

In the Home Economics Department -

The instructor prepared a very useful reserve lesson for the

use of a substitute teacher. The material was tape recorded and accompany-

ing materials prepared.

Both commercial and professional people assisted in covering areas

where they could be most helpful. In this respect, my association with the

Long Island A-V Council' was most helpful.

The interest shown by our Director of Instruction was instrumental

both in making the course possible and in motivating interest in it.

If your administration should question the value of such a course,

a very strong point in its favor is the maximum utilization of instruc-

tional materials already owned. Another point is the economy of effici-

ency that may be achieved in improved instruction, As an examp:e of this,

the use of the tachistoscope has reduced instructional time by 30% in our

typing classes. A similar result is felt possible in Chemistry classes

1
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with the use of the overhead projector.

Successful completion of this course may convince your teachers

that what has been termed audio-visual aids to learning is in truth

basic materials.
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DEVELOPING AND USING "MEDIA" KITS

Richard Hubbard, State Education Department

The tojc for development via this multimedia presentation is

"The Intersect of Materials and Devices as Applied to the Pedagogical

Process" or "Developing and Using Media Kits".

INTRODUCTION

A recent development, at, least in terminolcgy and tn concept, is

the cross media use of materials and vomited activities appropriate to

a specific topic. By cross media we mean the use of more than one type

of material for the teaching of a specific concept or topic. It is

obvious that at times one medium is more appropriate than another in

teaching a particular lesson to a particular group. Then, too, a

certain medium may be better for motivation, development, or culmination.

The creative teacher uses that medium which is most effective for the

occasion. It was with this correlated application of educational caw.

munications media in mind that a package, or kit, of teaching materials

was recently planned and collected on the topic, The Solar SItem and

payond, for grades 2,3, and 4, These materials included 16mm sound

motion picture films, filmstrips, sound filmstrips, shortstrips, flannel

board materials, overhead materials, flat pictures, and charts.

Reasons for Developing Kits

As a teacher prepares to teach a new unit, literally hours and

hours can be spent in searching out, securing, and evaluating educational

communications materials appropriate for his use.

It seems logical, therefore, that if much of this sifting and

choosing could be done by competent personnel and the core material

developed into a kit available to the teachers, that time spent on this

chore could ba greatly reduced. In addition, a well designed and care.

fully written lesson guide full of resources, utilization ideas, and

curriculum integration plans could well save time and stimulate ideas

for the classroom teacher. Research has pointed out that the use of

materials in an organized and "programed" fashion produces more learning

in a shorter time and this learning becomes more permanent. The psychologies

cal factors of perception and reinforcement are at work in this type of

teaching and learning, therefore, becomes more efficient and effective.

The barriers to communication seem to become less as these materials are

used in a logical sequence. It might be emphasized at this point that

the more assistance which can be given the teacher in organizing learning

activities, in addition to regular lectures, the resulting time saved *Vows

the teacher to providemors extensively for small group needs and individual

differences.
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There are certain considerations which must be taken into account
when kits are being developed and used:

1. The development of a kit involves team effort - curriculum
and educational communications specialists, librarians, and
teachers. Production technicians may well be involved to
design and make materials not available commercially.

2. A school or a school system should have an instructional
materials center organized so that kits can be more effec-
tively developed and distributed. All resources must be
investigated.

3. The existing materials plus the new ones developed on a
particular subject will be many. A prime source of current
materials is the Media Index. Someone needs to know about
these, preview them, and replace the inadequate ones.

To develop any teaching kit, the exact topic (or unit), intended
audience (or grade level), and specific purposes (or objectives) should
be determined. Then certain steps may be followed:

1. Gather the Material
Refer to all available resources

Select and order for preview all
appropriate materials -

- producer catalogs
special lists & publications

Media Index
Service guides
Education Progress

Motion pictures are relatively expensive and cannot always be
included physically in the kit. With advance planning, however,
films suggested in the teacher's guide can be rented or obtained
from regular sources. In Nle not to distant future, 8mm sound
motion pictures in cart idges may offer a more economical pro -.

duct which can be purchase©
2. Preview and Evaluate the Material

Look at each material carefully determining whether it is core,
supplementary, or not appropriate for purpose. Determine what
concepts are best developed by which materials. Whenever gaps
remain or existing materials do not seem appropriate, local
production should take place. The teacher can suit his particu-
lar needs by planning and making such materials as tape record-
ings, overhead transparencies, 2" x 2" and or 3k" x 4" slides,
models, dioramas, bulletin board displays, and charts, posters,
8mm motion pictures, and flannel board materials.

3. Write the Teacher Guide
Break the major topics of the subject into specific concepts.
Write an outline showing where materials fit best. Add activi-
ties related to the concept indicating motivational, developmental,
or culminative utilization. Develop lists and resources for the
appendix.
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4. Use and Evaluate the Kit

Have the kit tried in several teaching situations. Gather

comments as to the kit's usefulness. Add to it from time to

time to keep it up-to-date.

The Kit and How to Use It

Let's consider what we have to work with. The items in this

particular teaching package include:

(12) Films,

(40) Filmstrips,

( 4) Sound Filmstrips,

( 6) Shortstrips,

(23) Overhead Transparencies,

(24) Flat Pictures,

(2 sets) Flannel Board Material, and

(12) Charts

A special filmstrip projector completes the kit with a wide variety

of instructional materials. A teacher's guide has been specially pre-

pared to help in using the kit.

All concepts are correlated with the suggested curriculums and

grade placement of the recent New York State Education Department sylla-

buses - Science for Children, K-3, and Science for Children, 4-6. There

is a definite emphasis on the media and activities related to them rather

than repeat the reservior of suggestions in the syllabuses.

The activities have been categorized as introductory (or motivational),

developmental (or basic teaching), and culminative (or review). Although

an activity or material has been inc uded in one of these categories, the

teacher may use it wherever he feels it is appropriate and serves his

specific purpose. Also a material may be used more than once either by

the class or as a whole, by a committee, or by an individual. The format

of the teacher guide includes a listing of each major heading within the

Solar System subject with a breakdown of concepts, with their suggested

grade placement. For each concept or group of related concepts, learning

activities and supplementary information are listed, Detailed descriptions

of activities are listed in the appendix. Also lieted as appendices are:

annotated list of all materials (by category and by company), a list of

equipment and materials assumed on hand at school, teacher and pupil

bibliographies, and list of free and inexpensive materials. The teacher

guide and the State syllabuses should be used as companion pieces.

The key to the success of any teaching kit is the mAnner in which

it is used by the classroom teacher. Like any good teaci&:4, it requires

advance planning, correlation of good quality materials, and appropriate

content, proper application, and evaluation of effectiveness. Teaching

kits can be devices to help improve the quality of education in *my

teaching situation. Are you ready to give them a try?



PROJECT CUE: CULTURAL ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

Robert M. Brown and Grace N. Lacy, State Education Department

New forces it' society constantly press in upon and reshape curricu-
lum and teaching methods. Many people throughout the country have felt
the: what has been done for mathematics, science and foreign languages
should also be done for the arts and humanities. This desire stems from
a particular line of thought in our society - an awareness

that the post-Sputnik emphasis on science might cause other vital
areas of the curriculum to be neglected.

of the necessity of nurturing creativity to solve the problems of
a complex age.

of the need to provide bases for the development of moral and
spiritual values.

of the necessity for the intelligent use of leisure as automation
produces leisure faster than our capacity to use it wisely.

that a basis for understanding other peoples and cultures is needed
in a shrinking world.

of the enduring and humanizing effects of the arts and humanities
on the individual in a complex, technological society whose influs.
ence tends to dehumanize him.

that facts, skills, and methods are not enough for life in today's .

world.

Sensing these aspirations, the Division of Educational Commvnica-
tions and the Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development of the State
Education Department worked jointly on a project to bring the humani-
ties to all the itudents. A proposal to integrate the arts and humani-
ties into the curriculum through the newer media was prepared and
submitted to the New Media Branch of the U.S. Office of Education. The
proposal was approved and Project CUE became operational.

The aims of the project are: to investigate a different approach to
studying the arts and humanities; to bring the arts and humanities to all
the students so that they may be brought to the highest possible degree
of sensitivity to their cultural heritage; to integrate the arts and hu-
manities into the on-going curriculum so that the student might see the
inter-relationships of the arts and humanities with other disciplines, and
to demonstrate the feasibility of introducing new ideas and materials into
the curriculum through packages of the new media.

(In media terminology a package is a group of materials with a guide,
selected to assist the teacher to teach a subject, idea or group of con-
cepts.)

The ninth grade was chosen as the level, of the experiment and 13
schools throughout the State were invited to participate. In the summer
of 1963 the materials were assembled and the working guides prepared in



the areas of social studies, industrial arts, English, home economics

and science. The first year of the experiment was used to field-test

the materials and guides in the 13 schools with almost 3,000 students

and 120 teachers.

The project schools are Bronxville, Chateaugay, Charles Dewey

Junior High School in Brooklyn, Draper School in Rotterdam, East Green-

bush Junior High School, William Floyd in Shirley, Joan of Arc Junior

High School in Manhattan, McArthur Junior High School in Binghamton,

Niagara-Wheatfield in Sanborn, Penfield High School, Shenendehowa School

in Elnora, Solvay High School and Ver aldi Junior High School iL Middle-

town.

CUE brought one package for each of the subject areas to each school

or five packages per school. The packages contained a guide, films, film-

strips, records, slides and other materials for the teacher to integrate

the arts and humanities into his subject area. Trawling and permanent

exhibits of arts materials were loaned to the school to create a stimula-

ting atmosphere from such sources as the National Gallery of Arts, the

Asia Society and the New York State Museum.

Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts provided programs in opera,

ballet, modern dance and others. These programs are avail le to other

schools for a nominal fee. The New York State Council on the Arts par-

tially underwrote performances for some of the schools. A 13-program

television series, CULTURES AND CONTINENTS, was produced. This series

promotes understanding of non-western cultures through their arts.

Mountain-top experiences are brought to the student through visits to

Angkor Wat, Macchu Picchu and Brazilia with experts to explain the sig-

nificance of the arts in these places. This series will be broadcast

again this year on educational and commercial stations throughout the

State and nation.

Aid, assistance and encouragement were given to communities to use

their local resouz.ces by visits to museums, patronage of community the-

atres, and field trips to cultural centers. CUE's NEWSLETTER kept teach-

ers informed of the progress of the experiment and stimulated them through

articles showing the value of the arts and humanities in education and

news of what other schools were doing. Insight sheets were distributed

to give further information to the teachers to assist them in understanding

the role of the arts and humanities and their relationships to other dis-

ciplirs Utilization of new teaching procedures, such as multi-media and

telelecture were encouraged. Visitation, conference and interview were

used to stimulate teachers and to obtain their evaluations of materials and

guides. Periodic meeting of school personnel were held in Albany.

CUE has been in operation for only a short time, but it has achieved

some remarkable results. CUE has heightened student interest and invave-

ment both in subject matter and new interests. Many students, when pro-

perly oriented, reveal a great enthusiasm for opera, string ensembles, bal-

let and other types of artistic performances. There has been a great

stimulation of creativity in the art of painting, writing and handicrafts.

The students have exhibited a deeper involvement in subject matter by seeing

the relationships of the subjects through insights gained in the arts and

humanities.
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This stimulation of pupil interest has been true of all types of

students and many times those least expected to benefit from the arts

and humanities have gained the most. This is one of the main reasons

CUE did not preclude any student from its program by pre-selection

based on external criteria, for it was felt that all the students could

benefit to some degree by knowing their cultural heritage.

Teachers have become involved in more mutual, planning and coopera-

tion so that they can provide a more unified educational experience for

the students. Teachers have also made better use of newer media bring-

ing many benefits to all the students. The teachers have also experi-

mented with team teaching, large group instruction and television. There

have been many psychic rewards as teachers see students grasp a new view

of life and school and slowly realize that there may be more to this

world than the student's view customarily encompasses.

The role of many teachers has changed noticeably. This is especi-

ally true of art and music teachers who are frequently called on to

lecture on color and sound in science gasses or to explain. nineteenth

century painting to English classes studying the literature of that per-

iod. The science teacher may find himself explaining the science of

sound to a music class. These changing roles have added new life to many

courses.

The materials and guides proved quite successful in their field tests

in the last school year and many valuable suggestions have been received.

Package guides were published in 1964, and plans have been made for a

student's guide, which will be published in 1965.

During the present school year the. project schools will serve as

demonstration centers for other schools in the State. Teachers, parents,

administrators and other interested groups are invited to visit the school

nearest to them to see how CUE operates and to learn how they may bring

CUE to their schools. The project staff has prepared a "do it yourself"

CUE manual, which shows how to start a CUE program in schools, This man-

ual, plus the subject guides, will enable a determined professional staff

to bring CUE to their students. All of these publications are available

to schools from Project CUE at the State Education Department in Albany,

New York.



REACHING THE CULTURALLY DIFFERENT CHILD THROUGH

AUDIOVISUAL APPROACHES

Kathryn Hearle, New York City Branch of Education
Helen Hildebrandt, New York City Public Schools

A. Who Xs the, Culturally Different Child?

He is:

1. Physical and visual styled rather than aural.

2. Externally oriented rather than introspective.

3. Inductive rather than deductive.
4. Verbally inadequate since he is deficient in formal language.

5. Fearful of failure.

6. Frightened of everything - the size of the schools and city, the

strangers everywhere, the fear of being scorned.

7. Eager to learn if he is given a chance of success.

8. Misunderstood by many teachers who cannot adapt to teaching more

thoroughly and more slowly.

9. Shy, inarticulate and very eager to please for the most part,

sometimes over-aggressive and badly-behaved if the home situation

lacks parental strength and care.

10. Facile ic "tuning out" the teacher who, through insufficient motiva-

tion and preparation, has failed to reach him.

B. Here. Is His School

Public School 61, Bronx, New York City

Pupil Register - 1,958 - as of October 30, 1964

6 Kindergarten classes
12 First-grade classes
11 Second-grade classes

7 Sixth-grade

Total: 64 classes

Ethnic Pupil Population

10 Third-grade classes

9 Fourth-grade classes
9 Fifth-grade classes

classes

Spanish-speaking children - 60%

Negro children - 38%

Others - 2%

Building

Classrooms - 46
Portable classrooms in school yard - 12

(No outdoor play space)
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The 12 first-grade classes share rooms, on back-to-back session,

7:50 to 12:00, 12:00 to 4:00.

Personnel Involved in Plannin

All grades - 4 teachers p 2 supervisors 0 1 team leader
from Grade 4 ¢ 1 team captain 0 1 materials teacher

C. Reaching Him is Teaching Hial!

The culturally different child cannot be taught in the old traditional

fashion.

It is a fact that teachers tend to teach their pupils as they had been

taught.

They are frustrated and harrassed when the familiar ways are unsuccessful.

Many teachers feel that the different child is impossible to teach so

they lost heart and are despairing.

This is extremely unfortunate since the advent of the different child

should be considered a blessing rather than a disaster.

This blessed youngster has shaken the complacency of educators and

standard educational methodology. The earthquake has been long in

coming and is a splendid thing. We needed it.

Our teachers have been accumtomed to teaching children whose parents were

eager to aid the educational process in every vay. Home standards and

care were the order of the day.

The culturally different child is giving his teacher the chance to prove

her ability as a teacher in the truest sense. Can she adept herself to

different ways of teaching? Can she be creative? Can she be experimental?

Can she meet the challenges of the day with courage and a belief in the

worth and high potential of the youngster before her?

D. How Do We Teach Him?

There are innumerable new approaches.

At this time I will explore only one - TEAM TEACHING.

E. The Benefits in TEAM TEACHING

For Our Teachers:

1. Professional growth. Teacher training opportunities are

excellent.
2. The realization that teaching can bring successful results if

we do not allow our children to fail.
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3. The inestimable values of cooperative latwthl, preparation and

strong,motivation,

4. The opportunities for creativity and originality.

5. The use of splendid BAVX facilities in presenting large group

and class lessons.

6. The prestige in being a team teacher or leader.

For Our Children:

1. Training in the use of modern methods of communication (overhead

projectors, microphones, tape recorders, records, television,

radio, realia, etc.).
2. Training in the socialization procedures (speaking in sentences,

standing to speak, the use of names). This serves to habituate

the high standards we want the children to acquire. It also

forces them to overcome shyness and lack of articulation.

3. Training in listening skills. The impact of the audiovisual

lesson presentation helps the child to concentrate.

4. Opportunities unlimited for creative follow-up activities.

5. Exposure to excellently preparod lessons specifically designed

to allow the children to be successful - and not to fail,

F. Team Teaching attedule at P.S. 6,1, Bronx

Grade Large-Group Lessons Planning Sessions

9:45 to. 10:30 12:50 to 2:10

5 Friday Wednesday

4 Monday Friday

3 Wednesday Monday

T h e Lessons

A. Motivation

1. Mast be striking, relevant, colorful, strong.

2. Can often start at the child's level. At times we have used

Superman, Moon Maid, Dennis the Menace, and other well -known and

well-loved comic strip characters to motivate a lesson.

The children are surprised that their teachers can be so modern and

and so perceptive.

B. ?reparation

1. Mist be intensive for the child so that when the lesson is presented,

he will be successful. We must not let him fail.
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C. Lesson Oblectives are Three-Fold

1. To teach the Intangibles
2. To teach the 3 R's plus
3. To avoid the lecture aspect by stressing and planning for

PUPIL ACTION

D. Lesson Description

Iklaskatelnleudals.
1. Al jilat So_ story by Rudyard Kipling, "How the Whale Got Its

Throat" was used to have the children learn that:

1.1 Imagination grows out of one's own ideas, and
1.2 Ideas can be stronger than force.

2. Courtesy and good manners were presented enchantingly on
colorad acetates:

2.1 You are picking dandelions and columbines outside the
castle. Suddenly a fierce dragon appears and blows red
smoke at you, but just then a brave knight gallops up and
cuts off the dragon's head.

What do you say, dear?

"Thank you very muth."

2.2 You are a cowboy riding around the range. Suddenly Bad-Nose
Bill comes up behind you with a gun. He says, "Would you like
me to shoot a hole in your head?"

What do you say, dear?

"No, thank you."

2.3 You are at the princess' ball and she is telling you a secret
but her orchestra of bears is making such a fearful lot of
noise you cannot hear what she is saying.

What do you say, dear?

"I beg your pardon."

3. The values in being "different" were realized through a story about
Pepito, who danced beautifully. The other children thought him
weird and would not play with him.

Pepitocs grandmother constantly tried to comfort him with these words:

"If every child were like every other,
You wouldn't know who was your sister or brother.
And if every flower looked just the same,
Flower would have to be each flower's name."
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Nothing really helped until the mayor's daughter fell ill. Her

worried father did everything to arouse her interest in staying alive,

with no success. When he heard of Pepito and his dancing, he sent for

him. Pepito danced and soon nad the little girl bright-eyed and nappy

once more.

Everyone was so pleased with Pepito that they all sought his friend-

ship. He had playmates galore. Best of all, he had learned that

"It is good to be different."

Thus was taught a major concept for the culturally different child.

4. The spirit of Hallowe'en is often misunderstood by children.

Through a delightful story, "Tell Me, Mister Owl" our youngsters

were led to a true realization and they then developed their own

rules for good, clean fun and safe conduct.

To Teach Language

An overlay of a crossword puzzle was used in a lesson on synonyms.

An introduction tf) poetry and rhyme was achieved through the

charming "My Dog." The children worked at two overhead projectors

in identifying the rhyming words. Later, the opportunity to write

their own poems was developed creatively and very successfully.

Our children were elatedly responsive.

On beautifully colored acetates our fourth-graders were introduced

to "A Camel Who Went for a Walk." He met a monkey, a bird, a lion,

a tiger, and numerous other creatures. An acetate followed with a

garbled version of the story.

In this engaging way out youngsters were taught the elements of

story seguence.

To Teach Music

Music instruction lends itself admirably to large-group teaching.

Acetates of the songs that are taught during the regular assembly

periods are a MUST at '61. We take full advantage of every situ-

ation to have our children read. The Language Arts are an integral

part of every learning area.

There have been team lessons to introduce the musical staff, rhythm

and rhythmic patterns, and music notation. Instruments are used by

the children.

The emotional impact of music has not been neglected. Recordings

such as "Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child," "I Know an Old

Lady," "Sonata in C Sharp Minor," "The Irish Washerwoman," etc.

have been used to elicit creative expression from the children.

The rewards have been equally rich in vocabulary enrichment and

articulation.
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To Teach Science

Some may not agree that science has a place in large-group
teaching.

We have lessons to ve them wrong.

A lesson on sound was very effective. Another lesson on air
demonstrated that when children are given commonplace materials
with which to experiment, they can arrive at basic scientific
concepts - in their own language.

One hundred thirty-three children were given plastic bags, an
item with which they were familiar. With 1,his one standard item

the children discovered:

1. That air takes up room (air occupies space)
2. That air holds things up (air supports weight)
3. That the inside of the bag was wet after it had been

blown into. (There is moisture in the air we breathe out)

There were many other learnings; however, the above three items
show that the science learning was real, that the children's
language is acceptable, and best of all, that the children were
led to make the discoveries on their own.

Could these lessons have been as successful in the self-contained
classroom? Of course. But the interest that was engendered in
the large-group lessons may never have been born without the
stimulus of the excellent planning that is part and parcel of
large-group instruction.

To Teach Social Studies

Acetate overlays are splendid teaching aids.

In a "Know Your City" team lesson, the first acetate to be pro-
jected showed the 5 boroughs in outline. We located the Bronx
and had a child block in P.S. 61, his school. The first overlay
added Manhattan which the children know well, having been on
trips to the United Nations building and the Museums of Natural
History, Art, and the City of New York. The second overlay
brought in Queens, a very interesting borough since we were
anticipating a visit to the World's Fair. Brooklyn and Richmond
were added - one by one.

The same overlay procedure was used in subsequent lessons to
teach the bridges and tunnels of New York City.

The teachers were gratifyingly surprised that the high interest
level attained in the large-group lesson was maintained and even
surpassed in the follow-pp classroom lessons.

To DeveloegmAunciAtion for Literature

This has been our most successful area. We have amassed a library
of lessons that project beauty - in reality.
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The beauty in literature, prose and poetry, has become a living,

vital thing for our children who otherwise would see very little

of it. Our objectives are to overcome cultural deprivation and

to have our boys and girls realize that reading can influence

and transform life.

A Bemelman's story "Madeline and the Bad Hat" was used for pupil

enjoyment and to develop criteria for judging books. Our librar-

ian reports a land-office business.

Children's Creative Efforts

The following examples of creative writing were results of

follow-up lessons in the self-contained classroom.

FALL IS A PERSON

Fall is a woman. When she is cutting her hair, it looks like

leaves falling down. And when she puts on perfume, it smells

like the fresh air of fall.
Elsie S.

HOW DID THE ZEBRA GET HIS STRIPES?

I think the zebra got his stripes when a mar was painting a

bench. 'Mae zebra did not know how to read so the zebra went

to sleep on the bench. When the zebra woke up, he had his stripes.

And that's how the zebra got his stripes.
Iris L.

Pupil Evaluation

When the children were invited to express their opinions on

team teaching, the following contributions were made:

OUR TEAM

I like team teaching because at that period I can talk through

microphones and they teach me how to talk properly instead of

just blab, blab, blab. I like team teaching because you can meet

new friends and teachers that you have never seen before.
Leo M.

WHAT TEAM TEACHING MEANS TO NE AND TO OTHER CHILDREN

Team teaching means a great deal to me because it helps me wa,h,

my work. And it helps other children too, so those of you who

want to learn, listen to team teaching. You will be proud of

yourselves.
Robert R.

WHAT TEAM TEACHING MEANS T3 ME

Team teaching has done a wonderful thing to me because I learned

how to speak in whole sentences. The teachers who taught me how

to speak in whole sentences are: 'Ass Zemlowitz, Miss Sayers,

Miss Tabb and Miss Schild. They are wonderful teachers. They

teach us about poems and stories without endings. I like team

teaching because I learn very much.
Lillian R.
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WHAT TEAM TEACHING MEANS TO ME

Team teaching is very wonderful. When you go to team teaching

you learn ab)ut poetry. You learn more things that you did not

know. That's why team teaching is so wonderful.
Lester M.

WHAT TEAM TEACHING MEANS TO ME

Team teaching means Ain to me. The teachers we have are Miss

Zemlowitz, Miss Sayers, Mrs. Tabb and Miss Schild. They all are

great teachers. One teacher has to teach four classes and I think

that is very hard. I like team teaching very much.
Elsie S.

WHAT TEM TEACHING MEANS TO ME

Team teaching means a lot to me because as I said, you have fun

while you learn.
Joan A.

WHY I LIKE TEM TEACHING

I like team teaching because I like the lessons very, very much.

I also like to talk into the microphone.
Elizabeth S.

WHY I LIRE TEAM TEACHING

I like team teaching very much. I like it because we learn

much more interesting things. In team teaching the teachers read

us stories without endings. I used to think that they all had

endings, but they don't.
Maritza M.

WHAT I THINK ABOUT TEAM TEACHING

I think team teaching is very important because we learn a lot

of poems and famous people's stories.
Julia E.

W1 AT TEAM TEACHING MEANS TO ME

Team teaching means a lot to me. We learn about different books

and meny interesting activities. I like all the teachers that

help make team teaching so wonderful. At team teaching we use our

imagination once in a while. At other times we us, our heads.

Team teaching is a good opportunity for all children to understand

clearly. That's what team teaching means to me.
Francine F.

WHAT TEAM TEACHING MEANS TO ME

Teem teaching means a lot to me because you learn and you learn

more than what you know already. It means a lot to me because the

teachers are wonderful to get up end tell us about things we didn't

know. Some kids don't realize how lucky they are to have such good

teachers. 1 think that people who don't have teen teaching in
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school should get it and learn how to start it.

WHAT I THINK OF TEAM TEACHING

Donald F.

I think that team teaching is fun. I like the idea of working

in one big group. I also like to talk into thy; microphone. I

have already gotten a star and I am proud to wear it.

Another reason why I like team teaching is that we learn things

that not even the teachers know. We learned that poems can tell

stories and show pictures in our minds and other wonderful things.

I just love team teaching and hope you do too.
Dennison J.

Dennison said it for me, too.



AUDIOVISUAL IMPLICATIONS DRAWN FROM RESEARCH
ON THE DISADVANTAGED CHILD

Allen Landowne, New York City Board of Education

TEEN-AGERS SPARK RIOTS IN NINE CITIES!
MANY TEEN-AGE DROPOUTS UNEMPLOYED.

Headlines such as these remind us of our personal sake in the suc-

cessful education of culturally disadvantaged children. The slum child

who reaches high school three or four years retarded in reading will be-

come an uninformed citizen, an unwanted worker with minimal purchase power,

a frustrated rebel against the society that provides a good life for others

around him.

In Slums and Suburbs: Dr. James B. Conant writes: "In a slum section

composed almost entirely 4,2 Degroes in one of our largest cities the follow-

ing situation was found. A total of 59 per cent of the male youth between

the ages of sixteen and twenty-one were out of school and unemployed. They

were roaming the streets...."The fate of freedom in the world hangs very

much in balance Communism feeds upon discontented, frustrated, unem-

ployed people." ( #2; pp. 33-34).

Dr. Conant goes on to point out that, unlike that of our earlier

minority groups, the situation faced by Negro youth is alarming because of

a lack of conviction that they can rise out of poverty, because of an un-
stable societal origin, and because of the impact of automation on the

demand for unskilled labor. (#2, p. 37).

In their desire to obtain a reasonable education for the children of

impoverished homes as well as to cooperate with representatives of minority

groups seeking more e'2ective education for Negro and Puerto Rican children,

educational authorities have allotted increasing amounts of attention, funds

and personnel to the taLc of raising the achievement levels and cultural

horizons of disadvantaged children.

What can we do as teachers, administrators and producers to hlep solve

these problems? The first question to ask is, "What are the characteristics

oftLnectIlturalllchild that tend to retard his educational

achievement?"
4 ANINA.

Recent studies by psychologists and sociologists offer similar, although

not always consistent, findings and theories. While there is rarely any

suggestion of the possible use of audiovisual materials in helping these

children to learn, the informed audiovisualist will be excited to find that

the proven values of the proper use of A-V methods and materials have an

obvious role in the instruction of the culturally disadvantaged child.

A. Non-Verbal Learning Style

Frank Riessman has stated:

"The whole style of learning of the devived is not set to respond to
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oral or written stimuli. These children respond much more readily to visual

and kinesthetic signals. We must remodel the school to suit the styles and

meet the needs of these children." ( #10, p. 8).

In a recent report of a study of first and fifth grade pupils i4 12

schools in New York City, Martin Deutsch and his associates reported that:

"Social class differences in certain receptive language skills are

considerably more apparent at fifth grade than first grade." (#6 p. 123).

"It is clear," they concluded, "that the auditory mode of presentation

was quantitively more difficult for the children than the visual form was."

(#6, at p. 129).

Implications for the Educator

"The findings of this broad study of expressive and receptive language

in children have the following implications for the educator:

Children disadvantaged by conditions related to social class

status and/or minority group membership require special train-

ing in such language areas as vocabulary development, general

ease in self-expression leading to lengthy but meaningful

verbalization, greater exactness in sound discrimination and

in precision in the use of language." (#6 pp. 129-130).

What are the implications for the audiovisualist? First, we need to

provide enriched background experiences.

"At the first grade level the disadvantaged child's experiences seem

to have been relatively sufficient to provide him with certain language

skillse By the fifth grade, however, he does not seem to have had the back-

ground of experiences....necessary....for expressing himself meaningfully in

complex sentence structure." (Deutsch et. al., #6, p. 118).

These investigators found a drop in performance on verbal tests and on

tests of general intellectual ability during the school years, particularly

with a "cumulative deficit" among lower social class Negro youngsters in

homes broken by absence of father. They have attributed this drop in per-

formance to "limited environmental stimulation." (#6, p. 119).

From the Orbis Pictus of Comenius in 1658 to Edgar Dale's "cone of

learning" the audiovisual movement has offered the theory, methods, materials

and equipment for providing enriched background axperiences for children

"Audiovisual materials, by adding picture and sound, by bringing the faraway

in time and place into the classroom, or by enlarging what is too small to

see with the naked eye, make words stand for something and lend meaning to

facts and concepts which are vague when conveyed only in words." (Freedman,

Florence B. and Berg, Esther L., Classroom Teacher's Guide to Audiovisual

Materials, Chilton Company, 1961).

Deutsch feels that it is the lack of variety of environmental stimula-

tion, rather than a lack of quantity, that leads to a deficiency in the equip-
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went required for school learning (4) (#5).

Sexton (11) points out that poorer children, less mobile in crowded
areas, are "deprived of the broad range of life experiences.,
which give children confidence in themselves and interest in their studies."
(p. 144). She urges that schools open up this world of experience to
lower-income children through trips, T.V., movies and other media. (p. 146).

B. Need for Physical Laarnin Experiences

Frank Riessman, in "The Culturally Deprived Child" (#9), includes the
following characteristics of the deprived child's style in his summary
(p. 72):

"1. Physical and visual rather than aural.

Externally oriented rather than introspective.

Problem-centered rather than abstract-centered.

Inductive rather than deductive.

Special rather than temporal...."

Since the deprived individual appears to learn on a "much more physical
or motoric fashion" (p. 29), Riessman suggests drawing, singing, role-playing
and programed instruction.

"Perhaps music forms more attractive to the disadvantaged, such as
spirituals, jazz, and blues, could be introduced more frequently in music
courses." (p. 32). He urges teachers to "stress the visual, the physical,
the active, as much as possible." (p. 80).

The recognition of the value of involving muscles and tactile senses in
fundamental learning operations has led to a revived interest in the work of
Maria Montessori "Schools Slums and Montessori," Martin Mayer, in Commentary,
Vol. 37, No. 6, June 1964, pp. 33-39).

Teachers may provide physical experiences in the classroom through the
use of tzatt - made materials. Among these are the 3 1/4" X 4" slide, the
large transparency, the tape recording, the inexpensift photograph and the
drawing used in an opaque projector. Using a multimedia approach, we have
included in the televised B.A.V.I. in-service course, scenes of a third-year
class singing about transportation to the music of a Negro folksong and il-
lustrated by rall - made 3 1/4" X 4" slides (cf. infra.)

Use of A-V materials to effect "physical" learning does not relieve the
teacher of the need to upgrade listening skills as well. Thus by setting up
small groups with earphones, teachers can make use of specially-prepared
tape recordings or commercially produced recordings; such as, "Dglia
ibaughEistual." (Educational Services, 1730 Eye Street, N.W., Washington
6, D.C.).

C. Poor Attention Span

Reissman (#9, p. 84) contends that the deprived child has a poor
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"auditory set," because he is not used to listening to adults give "talks."

His learned response to sidings is transferred to other children in the

class, rather than to the teacher, creating "behavior problems."

The power of audiovisual materials to increase attention is based on

their high motivation effect, their pleasurable content, and on the use of

the projected image to remove distractions. This is recognized by the

classroom teacher as well as by the business world, from the use of dis-

plays to the T.V. "commercial." Let us use this power to help the cultural-

ly disadvantaged to learn.

D. Poor Self

In an earlier study (1960), Deutsch found that a relatively high

proportion of white lower-class children had "negative self-responses, but

not nearly as many as in the Negro group. (3, p. 11).

He felt that the Negro child sensed that the larger society views him

as inferior and expects inferior performances from him, as evidenced by

the general denial to him of realistic vertical mobility possibilities.

(#3, p. 11). This attitude toward self may act as a depressing factor on

scholastic achievement. (#3, p. 19).

At a later conference, (1963), Deutsch stated:

"The best theoretical model for

theory of competence motivation. He

and accomplishment engender feelings

primary motivation." (#7, p. 39).

thinking about this, I think, is White's

pointed out that experiences of success

of competence which in turn generate

Audiovisual materials and methods can enhance the self-image of the

disadvantaged child in various ways; e.g., by:

1. Permitting activities which he can perform well, painting and

drawing, taking photographs, singing, dancing, role-playing.

2. Providing equipment for group presentation of his efforts, thus

enhancing pride of accomplishment. (cameras, ;.rojection equip-

ment, tape recorders and even the old "disc recorders").

3. Presenting audiovisual evidence of the cultural contributions

made by members of his own race. Many believe that the self-

image of a memLer of a minority group would be enhanced by the

use of "human relations" material.

We might in this way increase the respect for that culture by other

pupils and by teachers with dissimilar backgrounds, together with the use

of social studies material to emphasize a "conscious approach to the teaching

of civil rights and civic responsibilities." (#1, p. 2).

E. Lack of Realizable Life Goals

Deutsch found that the Negro boy is "often left with no strong personal

male figure with whom to identify. The impersonal ones, from T.V., movies,

and other mass media are nearly invariably white and middle class, with the

exception of a few sports and entertainment figures." (#3, p. 12).
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Dr. Clifford Ettinger, Motion Picture Production Supervisor, will
report to this convocation on the plans of the Bureau of Audiovisual
Instruction of the New York City Board of Education to produce a series of
motion picture films of successful Negroes and Puerto Ricans in occupations
which offer realistic opportunities. In simple foic-1, it would also seem
possible to arrange for interviews, in and out of the school, with success-
ful graduates, and thus provide a school collection of tape recordings or
8mm films for the information of individual pupils or guidance classes.

The "Unique contribution" is up to you!

In presenting some of the highlights of recent research, together
with a few suggestions for audiovisual applications, it is our hope that
you in the audiovisual field will be encouraged to envision further utiliza-
tion and experimentation. With the urgent need and growing public support
and money the "unique contribution" is up to you!

References,: (#1) Board of Education, New York, N. Y.,
The Integration Movement in Education,
Curriculum and Materials, XVIII, No. 3, Spring, 1964.

(#2) Conant, James B.
Slums and Suburbs,
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961.

(#3) Deutsch, Martin P.
Minority Grou and Class Status as Related to
Social and Personality Factors in Scholastic
Achievement,
New York: The Society for Applied Anthropology, 1960.

(#4) Deutsch, Martin P.
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Development of the Disadvantagsd Learner,
Merrill-Palmer Quarterly, Spring, 1964.
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(#5) Deutsch, M. and Brown, B.
Social Influences in Negro - White Intelligence
Differences,
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Film Presentation

A third-year class a,. P.S. 161, 133rd Street and Amsterdam Avenue, Man-

hattan, is shown in a song session for reading improvement. The words, for

a unit on transportation, are sung to a Negro folk-song. These special

lyrics were typed, then copied on Thermo-Fax acetate and then mounted as

3 1/4" X 4" slides. Each type of transportation was illustrated by showing

a pupil-made hand-colored slide before the words were projected.

Points to observe:

1. Physical act of singing and clapping follows earlier

slide-making.

2. Slide projection compels attention and eliminates distraction.

3. Activity is interesting and pleasurable.

4. Self-image is raised by pride of accomplishment in good

singing of a Negro folk-song and in having one's own

colored slide shown to the gy

5. Repetition in "answer-back" song provides drill in reading.

6. Large-group instruction permits use of teacher-time for

remedial work with small groups.

This film was used as part of a Televised In-Service Course, "Utiliza-

tion of Audiovisual Media in the Classroom," produced by the New York City

Bureau of Audiovisual Instruction. The broadcasts were coordinated by Morris

Freedman, Assistant Director, under the supervision of Edward G. Bernard,

Director. Clifford Ettinger, Motion Picture Supervisor, and his staff pre-

pared the films used in the series now being shown for the second time on

Channel 13, New York.



PROFESSIONAL THEATRE AND THE LANGUAGE ARTS

Paula E. Silberstein, New York City Board of Education

At tue outset, let me clarify this title, "Professional Theatre and the

Language Arts." By profescioual theatre, I refer to any performance given on

a "stage" by highly-trained, skilled performers or soloists. Thus, wa may

encompass all the "performing arts."

Now, let me carry you ba-4 to the first time you entered a "theatre."

It may have been a school auditorium, a converted gym or movie house, the

area around a bandstand in a park or on a town green, a street or park where

a makeshift stage had been set up, a building specifically built to house

"theatrical" productions or some other area improvised and adapted to meet

the needs of the performers To you, it was a "theatre," for it held the

promise of a theilling experience of which you had heard and were now about

to encounter. I may be badly mistaken, but I suspect you were never the same

after that performance. That hush which falls over an audience, as lights

are lowered or batons raised, in anticipation of its admission into the world
of stirred imaginations, of empathy, in the truest sense of the word, or pure

magic which, for the moment, will be reality, is ever-recurring. To the novice,

it is something never to be forgotten, and to be shared, throughout a lifetime,

by ell who will listen.

The second part of the title, "Language Arts," hardly needs defining for

educators. To all of us, it is the art of communication, orally, in writing --

or visually. From the time man first became cogent and articulate, he has

utilized these abilities for communication, whether it was by paintings such as

those in the caves of Lascaux, the religious dramas of the ancient Greeks, the

ritual dances of the aborigine or the twentieth century wonders of the telephone,

motion picture, radio and television.

It is important to notice how much of man's communication is done dramatical-

ly. When the aborigine wishes to impress upon the boy entering manhood the

importance of the occasion, as well as the traditions of the tribe, he dons a

mask and costume and enacts what he wishes to have remembered. In the Middle

Ages, the church first had simple choral renditions of the Bible stories per-

formed within its walls, only to find that more people could be reached by

taking to the streets -- and so the Miracle and Morality plays were born.

Today, in Russia and other totalitarian countries, the theatre is being used

for 2ropdgandistic purposes because it is the perfect medium of communication.

The performing Arts have always been akin to the language arts. It remains

for us to utilize this kinship to the fullest.

For the past eight years at BAIYI, we have had a Cultural Resources Program

of which I at, currently the administrator. The origin of this program stems

directly from the language arts area of the senior high schools. To be more

specific, ;dome twenty-five years ago, the then president of the New York City

High School Teachers of English Association appointed five or six members to

a School and Theatre Committee to see what could be done to obtain theatre

tickets for students at prices they could afford. A member of Actors' Equity

was added to represent the "professional theatre" that had been conjoined with

the "language arts." After several years, their efforts resulted in special
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weekday matinees for which the students paid ten cents to see Jose' Ferrer

as Cyrano, Katherine Cornell as Cleopatra, The Winslowasx, The Importance

sollamjsapst and other such worthwhile then current Broadway productions.

When this arrangements was no longer feasible, arrangements were ultimately

made, with the help of the Mayor's office, for theatre tickets to be made

available to classes of students attending with their teachers on off-nights

at a vast reduction. In the meantime, the program had been functioning for

some time almost independently, with a very tenuous tie to its parent organ-

ization. This was broken for good some eight years ago and BAVI adopted the

orphan, possibly because discount ,ickets for worthwhile motion pictures were

also being distributed. When the original chairman.of the committee resigned

nearly six years ago, the committee was disbanded but I, who had been on the

committee almost from its inception, was brought in to carry on and expand

its work. Today we offer cultural experiences, either directly or indirectly,

to all the more than a million children in our public schools, in the fields

of drama, dance, opera, concert, readings, motion pictures and whatever other

performing arts areas that may arise. From our initial definition, it may be

noted that these are all media of communication.

However, they also tie in with language arts in another way. Today, there

is great educational emphasis on the need to stimulate an interest in reading,

writing and/or speaking. Children must be prepared for any live theatrical

experience since their normal exposure to the "lively arts" is the single

dimensional, black and white of the television screen and the sometimes

colored motion picture screen. Depending on the age of the youngsters, there

may be some advance research, study, discussion and writing involved in this

preparation. Once the experience is over, the need to communicate reactions

is usually so overpowering that the flood iv as are burst and many who had been

timid and even backward vie for an opportunity to express themselves, however

poorly. They talk about it to any one who will listen, discuss it as a common

interest with classmates, write compositions giving reactions, original poems,

stories or articles for school publications or letters to those connected with

the performance. Some may be inspired to go to books for enrichment, research

or further information in connection with what they have seen and heard. Imag-

inations have been stirred and an awakening of interest and an awareness of

things beyond the four walls of the home and school have been aroused. This

may sound like "a consummation devoutly to be wished" but such results have

been attested by the Higher Horizons and other such programs where the stress

has been on enriching culturally deprived lives. Perhaps the speaker from

CUE* may have discovered that the program has achieved similar results.

If I may, I should now like to give you some of the specifics of our

program in the hope that you may find some aspects of it which can be intro-

duced into your school or system. Since the original program started with the

high school students, we might also start at this level. However, we now

consider the secondary schools, or grades 7 - 12, the age level for which these

projects are geared. What are they? They are both for on-school and after-

schel time both in school and out of school experiences. Some six years ago

the American National Theatre and Academy, know, because of its initials, as

ANTA, and representing the "professional theatre" joined forces with the

* Excerpts of students' writings will be found at the end.
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Cultural Resources program or "language arts" phase of BAVI to bring on and
off-Broadway theatre and these students together. Students now pay $1 a
ticket to attend the theatre with classmates and teacher (usually from the
English or Speech department) in class sized units on those nights when there
are normally empty seats. In a peak season, 45,000 such tickets were sold.
Last season, the Shubert interests corralled all Broadway producers in order
to give free tickets for Broadway productions to high school students only.
This is administered by the Associate Superintendent for high schools through
the high school principals. BAVI and ANTA continue to service all secondary
school students with tickets for off-Broadway productions. Of course,
throughout this program, only such activities as have educational worth and
validity are offered. The teacher prepares 1,:tr students in advance and has
material for many hours of class activity afterwards.

Many children, now grown up, have had their first taste of drama this
way and have become devoted theatre-goers. Several years ago, when Hamlet
was playing at the Phoenix Theatre, I went to several performances. At one
of these, a youtig Negro woman approached me and recalled that I had been her
teacher at a vocational high school. She and her husband were seeing the
play in the celebration of their fifth wedding anniversary, at her suggestion.
She had attended her first play while a student of mine and had returned to
see others as often as she could afford it because her first experience had
so widened her horizons. Incidentally, many thousand of students saw that
production through a student discount program that also included an introduc-
tory discussion on Saturday mornings for those attending the matinee. How
many have been inspired to write, act or be active in the Humanities through
this, or any other of our activities, will never be known but, if even one
has been, the program has proven its worth.

Various cultural centers in the City have also become interested in
seeing that our teenagers have an opportunity to be introduced to the cultur-
al advantages of living in New York. Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
has a complete Student Program with a special educational fund to further it.
Tickets for the performances by the New York City Ballet, Lincoln Center
Repertory and Music Theatre Companies and the New York Philharmonic are under-
written so that children throughou the Metropolitan area will be able to feel
that Lincoln Center holds something for them. When the Metropolitan Opera
Company moves uptown, it most assuredly will continue its policy of student
performances from the repertoire as performed by the up-coming stellar singers.
Regina Resnik, Rise Stevens, Jeanette Scavotti and other native New Yorkers on
the Met's roster are quick to admit that their introduction to staged opera
came when they attended a student performance.

For many years, the City Center of Music and Drama has offered tickets
at a discount for school groups to all its own sponsored performances except
for opening and Saturday evenings. Thus, its normally popular priced, now
$4.95 top, tickets could be had for as little as $1.05 for the cheapest seats,
enabling youngsters -- and their parents -- to see and hear outstanding perform-
an:es of opera, drama, musical comedy and ballet. There is some one employed
just to handle this phase of the ticket sales because of the importance placed
on introducing young people to the performing arts.

The Brooklyn Academy of Music has become interested in this necessity,
also, and approached BAVI and the administrators of the Higher Horizons program



with a proposition to present special student matinees of operas. The fifth

such performance in three years, a performance in English of Die Fledermaus

by Johan Strauss, was given before a sold-out house two weeks ago. Since its

inception, I have served as narrator, introducing the audience to opera in

general and the one to be heard, in particular. I have always questioned the

children to find out how many were hearing an opera for the first time, how

many were repeats and how many had gone to hear an opera on their own. The

number of hands raised in the last two categories has grown appreciably over

the years.

Concert managers have become aware in recent years, that unsold tickets

offered to BAVI for free distribution to students, will bring a look of a

sold-out house, even if it isn't. They have also learned that these audiences

are most enthusiastic. When schools became aware of this bonanza for their

students and their parents, they wrote in, asking to be considered whenever

such tickets become available. One principal of a school, where very many

pupils are musically inclined, insists that a student must have attended a

concert for which he bought a ticket before he may receive any free ones. The

principal arranges for the purchase of blocks of concert tickets for these

students who come from a middle-income area. He is thus sure that the student

receiving the free ticket is sincerely interested in attending the concert.

Some of the motion pictures that have opened commercially in New York

over the past years have been truly adjuncts of the language arts programs of

the schools. They are also professional theatre, though not "living theatre,"

because they are a definite means of communication. Of course, before they

were captured on film, they were living theatre, just as were the performances

caught on audio or video tape or the plastic used for recording. The producers

of sucll films as Ben Hur, How The ATeet Was Won, Windjammer, the Cinerama travel

films and other current ones feel so sufficiently interested in bringing stu-

dents to their productions that they employ some one solely to handle the sale

of tickets at 99c to the special student matinees they set up, after consulting

us and others as to the educational worthwhileness of using the experience as a

co-curricular activity. Films that have been made from books or plays are too

obvious a union of the two arts under discussion to be more than mentioned.

A further union of the two arts was dramatically illustrated this past

summer. In the spring, the Mayor appointed a committee on Young Peoples'

Film Festivals, chaired by Dr. E. G. Bernard, Director of BAVI. Also on the

committee were representatives of Fordham University, the Mayor's Cultural

Affairs Committee, the Motion Picture Association and the Hollywood Museum.

A full report on the First Young Peoples' Film Festival held in July at

Brooklyn College is the subject of another panel today. Suffice it to say

that five prizewinning films, selected by students in Motion Picture Appre-

ciation classes in the high schools, were shown on five mornings to an audience

composed of five outstanding students from each of the public, private and

parochial schools in the city, along with, wherever possible, a teacher from

each school. Each afternoon a producer, director or actor connected with the

morning's film addressed the youngsters. They, in turn, were questioned first

by a panel of young people, different each day, and then by the audience at

large. Neither rain nor ferry strike deterred these seven hundred young resi-

dents from the five boroughs from coming regularly. Their questions indicated

a mature acumen and a deep introspection that could not help but carry over

into their school work or be a result of it. They were assuredly one of the

WM11111111.1P,^w
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most mature audiences of which I have ever been a part.

All of the activities mentioned so far have required that a student

leave his neighborhood, pay money for carfare and/or his ticket and attend

the performance, more frequently than not, on his own leisure time. Some

students are ready to do this because of environmental or other causes. The

vast majority, however, need a catalyst before the mental explosion occurs

that propels them into a theatre. Here BAVI has supplied that agent in

various ways. Six years ago, Miss Helen Menken, head of the American Theatre

Wing School, offered to prepare her students in condensations of classical

and modern plays, with and without music, fully costumed, to tour the schools

at no expense, fir several weeks in the spring. A touring schedule was set up

and students in some forty secondary schools had their appetites whetted this

way. For four years, until Miss Menken became ill, this project continued.

The plays offered, by the way, were selected because they were listed in the

language arts curricula of the juniJr and senior high schools. When the

Phoenix Theatre was based on Second Avenue, it sent out several units (at a

small fee) presenting excerpts of plays joined together through historical or

other bonds. These, too, were selected because of their educational importance.

New York has among its theatrical producers a young man who believes that,

if people are exposed to Shakespeare at no expense, they will be more inclined

to take the chance. Mr. Joseph Papp has been presenting free Shakespeare in

Central Park for many years. Five years ago he persuaded the Board of Estimate

to appropriate a sizable amount of money so that he could tour the schools, crew

sending between seventy and eighty performances of Romeo and Juliet. The tour

by his company is now an annual affair. School auditoria in the five boroughs

are used for stands of fwom three to ten days and students from schools in the

area are booked in. The audiences normally have been limited to students in

grades 9 - 12 with some 7 an 8 SP's being added. This season, because A Mid-

gigElEALLEI2Ese5 is being presented, we are experimenting with audiences

of fifth and sixth grade intellectually gifted children. It will be interesting

to study their reactions and follow-up. Each year some 60,000 students, many

typical of the groundlings who stood to see the original plays, and reacting

just as lustily, attend these performances in the fall. They are then ready to

trek up to Stratford, Connecticut, to become part of the 30 - 40 thousand stu-

dents we send to the Student Programs there. Each year the student season has

grown so that this year it will fill the theatre from early March to mid-June,

will present three productions and will draw stud ats from the eastern coast

from Maine to Washington, D.C. Other areas than New York City have discovered

the happy combination of the professional theatre and the language arts.

Until recently, most of the stress of the in-school performances has been

on drama. Two years ago this was rectified when arrangements were made with us

by Ballet Society for Miss Melissa Hayden and members of the New York City Ballet

to tour schools in a dance-demonstration. They visited about thirty schools.

Last year Mr. Edward Vilella and his aides joined Miss Hayden and together they

were able to reach another forty schools. This experience not only inspired

youngsters to write but they took to drawing as well. Our film production unit

recorded one of Miss Hayden's performances and this half hour film will shortly

be available, through our Loan Library, for showing in as many of our schools as

are interecited. We have also filmed a program that Asia Society has been sending

into schools, at a small fee, showing the comparisons and contrasts of the dance
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steps of China, Japan and Korea. Last season, also, the Brooklyn Academy sent
a modern dance unit touring schools for a fee. The Lincoln Center Fund has sent
tours into scht,ols by the Metropolitan Opera Studio Workshop and Juilliard music
and dance students. Word of the interested and enthusiastic reception accorded
touring performers has been getting around. Arrangements are presently being
made for a well -known television and motion picture actor to tour high schools,
at his own expense and request, in readings from Sandburg and Frost. What better
way could there be to show youngsters the close relationship between the perform-
ing and language ar.s? Through all these various programs, it is hoped that a
majority of our secondary school students will be reached and inspired to read,
write and speak about their experiences and so gain more from their educations
both for the present. and the future.

If these teenagers had been exposed to theatrical experiences when they
were in the elementary grades, they would have been more fully prepared to ap-
preciate the banquet spread before them now. Up to a few years ago, the most
exposure the younger children were given to anything approaching a theatrical
experience was an often amateurist puppet or marionette show, a health clown or
other such innocuous and uninspiring performance as part of an assembly program.
However, within recent years, just as the designing of clothes and the writing
of books for children have become a specialized art, so, too, has theatre for
children. It is still in its infancy, so to speak, and is going through growing
pains, but it is here to stay.

We, at BAVI, have realized this and have become actively involved in intro-
ducing as many young children as/possible to good theatre as reasonably as possi-

ble, . We believe with Pope that "as the twig is bent so is the tree inclined."
If we wish to have future creators, performers and audiences for the performing
arts, we must start training them early. We began several years ago by arranging
for the producers of a modem musical for children to give performances on school
time at very reduced rates. They were to assume all monetary risks in case it
was not a successful venture. Fortunately, the schools were delighted with this
co-curricular activity and it has been expanded each year. Our only connection
now is to bring the productions to the attention of the schools. The program is
set up half of the time at the 92 Street Y in Manhattan and the other half at
the Brooklyn Academy. The Producers Association will give between 80 and 100
performances of their Preludes to Greatness Series of musicals based on the early
lives of Jefferson, Lincoln, Edison and Franklin and of the Merry-Go-Rounders
dance group in Dr. Fasolati's Dilemma (wherein a piece of music is written and
performed for the students) and The Emperor's NightlaaaiR. Lesson plans are
sent to the schools in advance to help the teachers prepare the students for
their theatre-going experience. You will notice that all the productions fit in
with the school curriculum, including the Language Arts.

The next step is to get the child to attend theatre on his own time, whether
escorted by a teacher or parent or unescorted. The Board of Education has a
project called the All-Day Neighborhood Schools which gives a cultural enrichment
program, by means of clubs, from 3 - 5 in the afternoon in areas where both
parents are usually to work at these hours. They experimented in one school with
the possibility of bringing theatre into the school on Saturday mornings for

these children. It was so successful that they invited BAVI to come in on it

about four years ago. Parents, volunteer citizens and school personnel work to-

gether in previewing and administering the program which this year will bring at

least 125 performances to about 35 schools, most of which are not affiliated with

All-Day Neighborhood Schools. Last year, with half as many schools and performan-

ces involved, about 27,000 children 'were exposed to a live theatrical experience
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(opera, ethnic dance, play, musical drama, pantomine, etc.) with the help of

about 500 volunteers. Because producers are guaranteed at least ten pe7form-

ances, they are willing to cut their fees and the New York State Council on

the Arts has given support for last season and this. Now that NDEA funds may

be used for Language Arts, perhaps they can assist here, too. Because we

strive to reach youngsters who are culturally underexposed, we keep the cost

to a bare minimum so that schools can cover expenses. We also encourage the

program in the outlying areas of the City to reach children who would not

normally be brought to Manhattan because it is too far to travel.

The children are awakened to musical experiences through the tours by

Young Audiences, ( a touring concert program), which introduces them to the

musical instruments and chamber music in their assembly programs and through

concerts such as those by the Brooklyn Philharmonica, and the Choral Symphoay

Society. Sometimes some of them attend some of the operas or concerts to which

the secondary students go.

Some parents' associations like to treat the children in the schools to

special experiences, either at an assembly or after school. They, too, are

hoping to help their youngsters with their work in language arts by introducing

them to the performing arts. There are several ways in which we can help them

select the best productions to bring to their schools. We keep a list of worth-

while productions, developed by dreviewing as many performances for children as

possible. We have many parents helping with this previewing by filling out

questionnaires about shows they have seen. These may have been at one of the

centers where different performances are given each week-end, like Town Hall,

the 92 Street Y or Brooklyn Academy, or at one of the theatres where a play runs

on week-ends for a season. Sometimes, producers, anxious to have their work

seen, will set up a special showcase, or we will be invited to a school at which

a performance is being given. High school and college drama groups sometimes

are interested in playing for the younger students and need to be previewed

before their offers, often to appear at no cost, may be accepted. Sometimes

members of the PTA wish to perform, but they, too, should be judged by competent

previewers before being permitted to appear in the school.

There is an organization that is a sub-division of the American Education

Theatre Association, called Children's Theatre Conference. We, in New York

State, are part of Region 14 of this national, institution which is striving to

improve the calibre of plays shown to children. Every spring, Children's Theatre

Conference, Region 14, presents a two-day showcase during which half hour seg-

ments of the dozen or so outstanding productions for children seen by previewers

that winter are shown. Hundreds of sponsors (parents and educators) come from

all over our state, New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania to get ideas about good

shows (plays with or without music, dance productions, pantominists, puppets,

etc.) which they can bring to their schools.

We have also been working with the Advisory Council on Children's Theatre,

which includes ANTA, the New York State Library Association, several colleges

and other public school groups. It is trying to improve the status of theatre

for children as well as to help establish a permanent theatre where outstanding

and educationally worthwhile experiences in the performing arts will be presented

just for the six to twelve year old. These would be more elaborate productions

than those which tour the schools and a trip here, either on school time or over

the week-end would be a final step before the child attends a performance as

part of an adult audience.



Of course, thLs first concert, play, musical comedy or dance program

to which the child is finally taken, should be carefully chosen to be sure

it is appropriate to his age and interest span. Assuredly, much of it may

be above his understanding; but the value of just sharing the experience with

the older members of the family and later talking about it with friends and

schoolmates is inestimable. His imagination will be stimulated and, even

better, as a sign ill our subways states, "An evening in the theatre is a

lifetime of memory."



ORGANIZING STUDENT TV SQUADS

Jay M. Brill, Plainedge

As television manager of the Plainedge Public School System, I am

responsible for the production and direction of the instructional tele-

vision programs originating in our studio. Dalton Levy as the district

Audiovisual Director is my supervisor.

Many of you are already familiar with the Plainedge television

project and the role the State Education Department has played in its

expansion and development. Ray Graf, Bill Humphry and others working

in the Division of Communication have given freely of their time,

talent and energies and have truly helped to upgrade the television

operation.

The Plainedge Public School System is in Bethpage, New York, and

is comprised of six elementary schools, two junior high schools, and a

high school. In addition to these schools, the central administration

building receives all telecasts.

Last year (1963-64), we telecast over 400 segments of instructional

television. We aired Spanish and Modern Math to the elementary schools and

science to the high school In addition, we had a weekly enrichment series

in the high school that was seen on a voluntary basis by the English

classesc

This school year (1964-65), we are continuing with the elementary

level Spanish and math, and have expanded the concept of the high school

program so that it now reaches all of the departments and subject areas

at least some of the time. This program, entitled, Let's Live, presents

outstanding guests who perform their talents or who are interviewed by

teachers and students. The program is aired on Fridays and is available

to all teachers throughout the school day.

The studio is located on the second floor of the high school, and

is separated from the control room by a walled-in glass partition. The

studio equipment includes two Sarkes Tarzian cameras on hydraulic pedestals,

an assortment of lights, microphones, microphone stands and a microphone

boom. The control room houses our third camera (film chain); filmstrip

projector and 16mm projector; console for taking, fading and superimposing

pictures; audio panel for sound selection; and the videotape machine.

At Plainedge, we transmit our signal to the schools via the new 2500 me

transmission system. You may recall that it was at Plainedge that the FCC

experimented with this tra2rmission system, As a result of the successful

operation the FCC has allocated the 2500-2690 me band for instructional

purposes under the name, Instructional Fixed Service for Educators.

I hope this sounds like the energetic project it is. The factor that

allows us to operate and to achieve the degree of success we have attained

is to be found in our ambitious, highly skilled, and energetic student tele-

vision squad. This squad is made up of boys, and xirls, who are trained in

studio and control room ol,srations (technical and non-technical). This

group of high school students is necessary for the functioning of our

district operated television project.
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Before I present a visual account of the tasks they are asked to

complete, I will outline the procedure we use for selecting these

youngsters.

1. Bulletin boards are set-up around the school to show other

students working on the various pieces of equipment and to spell

out the what, why and how of the teevision project.

2. Announcements are read in each home room (official room), asking

for volunteers for the squad and giving the same information which

is found on the bulletin boards. The announcement states that

students must have passed all subjects on their previous report

card; have an assigned study hall period evailable throughout the

week; or desire to eat a quick lunch and report to the studio

immediately after eating.

3. The interested applicants are directed to the audiovisual office,

where the secretary lists their names, and sends the applications

to the guidance office for their approval.

4. The students are then notified of their rejection or acceptance,

If accepted, their official program is changed to read AV-TV in

place of the original class assignment.

5. We issue armbands to students who are accepted, and these serve

as passes and help to identify the squad members when teachers

need help with any audio visual equipment. The armbands also

serve to give the members a sense of importance in belonging to

an exciting and importaut school organization.

The following slides will give you an idea of the tasks the squad

members carry out and the equipment they are asked to work with.

Slides
A. Studio

1. camera operator

2. floor manager
3. boom operator

4. setting lights

5. setting clocks

6. operating light panel

B. Control Room

1. console operator (video)

2. console operator (audio)

3. video tape operator

4. cleaning video tape machine

5. erasing tapes

6. storage of tapes

7. making audio tapes and recording awsic

8. operating slide projector

9. operating film projector
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C. Art Work

1. cutting out pictures

2. working on resource file

3. using the opaque projector

4. lettering with various materials

5. preparing models and dioramas

D. MIPALLEItt

1. repairing tv sets

2. repairing antenna cords

3. repairing classroom antenna connector boxes

4. building backdrops and sets

E. Secretarial Work

1. collating worksheets for studio teachers

2. tabulating evaluation forms

3. grading exams
4. aiding secretaries

All of these skills have to be taught to the squad members. When

we first started to train a staff, it took the better part of three

weeks to train the various crews and to familiarize the students with the

equipment. Often, and especially with our new equipment, I was able to

keep one or two days ahead of them. I'd learn how to operate a piece of

equipment, and then would instruct the students.

At the present time, I rely heavily on the experienced members to

teach the new members. This technique has proved to be successful and

ft allows me greater freedom during the first few weeks of the year. In

addition, I have prepared several training tapes that are used in the

studio and control room for training the crews. These tapes allow the

students to practice repetitive operations while they take direction from

the tapes.

In the hectic world that takes over when production begins, great

demands are made upon the students, and invariably they come through

with good work. After the program ends and the tension subsides, they

are,a busy, happy group in the studio at Plainedge. Everyone concerned

with the project knows that the squad members are as important to the

success of the television project as is anyone else on the project. There

would be no Plainedge project if not for the AV-TV squad.



THE AUDIOVISUAL ASPECT OF THE READING PHASE IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Ruth Cornfield, University of Pennsylvania

The audio and visual aspects of language teaching begin from the first day

that our students come into our room and long before we show them the printed

word. We must make them aware of the sound of the language and the meaning of

what they hear before we can put the printed word in their hand. If it is our

hope to produce students who can read the foreign language we must build up

concepts of sight and sound so that meaning will come directly through the

foreign language and not through its English translation.

Audio and visual materials are among the best tools a teacher has for the

instruction of foreign languages. Our constant problem is comprehension. Do

our students understand what they are hearing, what we are saying to them what

they are saying to us, what they are reading?

With enough drill, with the proper use of audio materials in the classroom,

in the language laboratory we can be very successful with speech production, we

can be very successful with getting our students to produce sounds. In fact we

can get them to pronounce whole paragraphs with a high degree of accuracy. now-

ever, it is often with dismay that we realize that they can produce these sounds

without knowing what they are talking about. They can even answer questions

correctly and not know what they are talking about.

I like to tell this anecdote because it happened to me. It set me back on

my heels and gave me something to think about. I was teaching a class of eight

year olds at the Language Institute at Hunter College one summer. This was

their first experience with any foreign language, I began to teach them the

usual short sentences and phrases by pointing to the things around the class-

room and saying "Voici la table, voici la chaise, voici ie plancher, etc," We

drilled and drilled and they imitated every sound, every intonation perfectly.

In the ensuing days proceeded to the questions "Ou est la table? Ou est la

chaise? Ou est le planche?" and the answers were given correctly each time.

One day, just for variety, I asked my students to go over to the objects as they

answered and show me la table, la chaise, etc. I called upon one little girl

and asked "Ou est le plancher?" Without hesitation this little one came forward

to where I stood reproduced the sounds of the answer perfectly "Voici ?Le plancher

but instead of touching 0.N. floor she bent down and touched both my shoes. I at

astounded and dismayed. had asked the question about "?,e plancher" innumerable

times during the past wee.s. I had received the right answer, given with perfect

vowel and consonant sounds, in the right intonation and I assumed that perfect

speech production meant perfect understanding. I had not thought to check until

that day. The misunderstanding arose because when I taught "le plancher" I had

pointed down to the 21oor and my student thought I was pointing down to my shoes

From that day on I am never content with the answer alone. Something must

accompany the answer to prove to me that there is understanding as well. Here

is where the well-chosen visual provides us with the perfect tool. It is a

vehicle through which we can teach meaning L'trectly in the foreign language.

Without it we lean heavily upon questions and answers. Our students learn very

soon how to answer questions by resorting to a kind of verbal ping-pong where

they give us answers to our questions bat we are never sure that they really

understand what they are saying.
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"Is John's father behind the house?"
"Yes, John's father is behind the house?"

"Is the book red?"
"Yes, the book is red?"

Do they really know what the phrase "behind the house" means? Do they

really know which color is red? We can take nothing for granted. A well-chosen

visual will help to be sure that our students do understand.

"Point to red. Show me where John's father is. What else is behind the

house?" Such questions and directions show us whether the student understands

what we are saying, what; he is saying without once using any form of translation.

Visuals, also help the student build up authentic concepts about the land

and the people whose language he is studying. No matter how well organized his

words are, if he does not have authentic concerts the language he hears and uses

may have very little meaning. For instance, if the words for breakfast in

French, "le petit dejeuner," mean orange juice, scrambled eggs and bacon, mar-

malade and toast and hot, fragrant coffee to my student, he has no idea of the

true meaning of the French words. If, however, we show a French breakfast of

hot chocolate and croissants as we teach the word "le petit dejeuner" my stu-

dent gets meaning and is beginning to build up concepts of how French people

begin their day. The visuals we show must depict authentic scenes, must give

our student the atmosphere, the climate in which the language he is studying

grows.

Properly designed audio and visual materials become an intrinsic part of

the program through which one teaches. The student's ltnguistic processes are

developed through correlating language to the visuals. This kind of training

carries him through the audio-lingual phases of language learning to the point

when he starts reading the material he has heard and practiced speaking. He

will read directly in the foreign language since he understands what he sees

printed before him. He. will not need to resort to translation, the page in

front of him is meaningful.

I have chosen to show you today materials which have been designed to carry

out the ideas I have been discussing. They run the gamut of programs for the

elementary school, the junior high school, the senior high school as well as for

the language laboratory. In all of these materials the idiom is built iau, the

design of both audio and visual and meaning comes through the correlation of

both. You will notice that the visuals are all authentic and can serve for dis-

cussions on the culture and civilization of France in the case of the French

materials and Spain or Mexico in the case of the materials in Spanish.

(Materials which were shown were from Teaching Audials and Visual, Inc.)

JE VAIS A PARIS - a song-game-lesson in French.

EN LA ESCUELA - a unit from the series of "Spanish for Beginners."

LA CIUDAD - an aural comprehension exercise with visuals in Spanish.

KEYS TO PRONUNCIATION AWD THE WRITTEN WORD - a programed course in
French pronunciation on tape.



EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA IN SECONDARY SCHOOL ENGLISH

Ruth Nelson, Hewlett

My subject is articulation in the subject fie;d of English. A tall,

order, certainly no one fool-proof method to offer you to take home to your

various schools, but perhaps a chance to think out with you various success-

ful ways for us to inspire and communicate with our students so that they

find an excitement, a joy, in expressing themselves in their native language.

Way back in the prehistoric audiovisual days before the War II, I dis-

covered step by step and through many a fumble the teaching power of a class

movie, music records, stuffed birds for third grade science classes, folk

costumes for fifth grade social science classes. And on and on.

Forgive this detail of autobiography, but there is a point to it. After

years of fighting for visuals, employing visuals, even personally buying

audiovisual materials, I realize that this vital teaching area has reached a

new plateau. Instead of worrying if a movie will ever be made of color in

motion, we teachers now must decide which color-motion movie will really be

of greatest help to our teaching aims. So that instead of fighting on the

front lines for an audiovisual department, concerned teachers now can afford

to assume the role of "selector."

I certainly will not attempt to claim that all of my experiments with

various media have been successful. Instead, perhaps it would be most

profitable to tell you specifically about some of the efforts that seemed

to have worked for me this past year or two. To be more specific, I am

going to discuss these projects in four kinds of English classes: a sen-

ior English class, a senior creative writing class, a slow learning soph-

omore class, and a team teaching experimental group.

Teaching mechanics of grammar and punctuation in senior English level

is quite a challenge. Those students who have wanted to learn, have learned

skills; those who have had difficulties, have often chosen to ignore skills.

Problem. How to encourage a basic standard. I decided to aim for correcting

ten common writing errors, and each student would keep a grid sheet (mimeoed)

noting his scores for the eight or ten themes due for that six week period.

Private conferences could then help explain these problems.

But the difficulty. I wanted to review the ten errors in a first day

of the year kind of lecture.

Did you ever think how to make an interesting lecture on ten basic

punctuation rules? It was a challenge. First was to get attention. There-

fore, I began the session by asking them to relax and hear a record, John

and Marcia.

This did stir them from apathy! Now to get the punctuation rules going.

I first had to explain the difference between oral and written communication.

Here, the overhead proved invaluable. How would John and Marcia communicate

on paper? Could anything go?

With the lecture well under way, I could move into specific rules: Over-

lay methods on such items as compound sentences, subordinate clauses and the
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semicolon overlays.

All were, I thought, pretty effective teaching devices. Other rules
were explained in like manner. The lecture ended with a reverse switch,.
How would one communicate orally-with a written form of comrnnication?
After a few minutes of questions and answers on this problem, I ended the
lecture with the delightful punctuation record of Victor Borges

Were the aural-visual devices a success? Yes. But only after six
weeks of pragmatic study of these errors and a fifteen minute final review
of these overlays at the end of the six-week period. Frankly, the second
lecture was essential. The original lecture could have been "gimicky"
without the follow-up drill, a recapitulation.

The overhead is invaluable to my composition classes. At senior level,
expository outlines and conclusion are stressed. For each major paper(be
it on Hamlet, Utopia, the Lake poets)final approval of the outline must be
made from class discussion and the proposed outline corrected at that time.

For example, here is a before-after study that can be made in a class
at the outline level. Seeing the two outlines can, of course, stimulate an
exciting class discussion.

Often a student's corrected paragraph from a private conference is re-
produced alongside his rewrite, and perhaps even challenges those corrections.
All this can trigger a class into a concern, an involvement.

Now, to other devices: the bulletin board. I found out the hard way
that it is of no use if the students themselves are not involved. This
particular display was most effective: We were studying modern American
poetry. Through class discussions, we listed those poets whom we had "met"
through out texts, magazines, newspapers, etc. After listing namee on the
bulletin boards, we culled the most important for our first display.

Then, as each student studied one particular poet, he wrote a report
why a specific poem was a success to him. Only after he had explained the
poem was he permitted to add the poem to the display. Eventually, the
bulletin board became a tribute to a stimulating study of American poe,:y.
Each student in the class knew every fresh poem added. The board was not
a room decoration. It was a Bronze Star of a group of students aware of
the strong American poets.

Now, to move quickly. How can an English teacher vitalize a piece of
literature? The reading is the important aim. But the comprehension deter
mines the success. The multi-media approach will always encourage the in-
structor to explore various areas. To save time, let me illustrate with
two literary forms: First, let us say "What can the English teacher do to
stimulate concern about a book? A classic? Why and how can it retain blood
and heart beat?* Then any exploration of its stimulus must involve as many
sense perceptions as can be recognized.

"or example, let's explore Huckleberry Finn. What kid of class dis-
cussion can begin this unit when we flash the following overhead? Or explain
with a man the horrifying truth that the Mississippi River goes on South of
the Ohio, and there is no way of turning back? Or let a student show, as was
done with stocking puppets, why in isolation of moral principles of the land
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Jim and Muck could determine their values. So much so that Huck could cry

out, "All right, I'll go to Hell." Let me tell you, those puppets, one
black button-eyed stocking and one white button-eyed stocking, were real.

When our eyes were upon them, so were our minds and our own moral deci-

sions.

Then what kind of fellow could write this kind of novel? Was he

too far away f%om our world to communicate an American humor? A time-

less awareness of the flaws in our special culture? Here a record helped

introduce the voice of the novelist, and, thanks to Hal Malbrooke, he

became the real voice.

Or, on film his world became a world we could contact. The river

towns became our world of characters in the special McGraw -Hill film of

Mark Twain's World.

And in one assignment of personal expression, several chose to collate

an impression rather than write some kind of routine report. The results

were exciting and provided a bulletin board display that attracted many

students and teachers of other classes.

The same approach with a play is equally as exciting. Let's try the

standard senior English play - Hamlet. Of course, this current season

Richard Burton is our contact man. We are using this year the Burton recording

of the play. Several of my students saw the Broadway production last spring,

and also the movie televised show this fall. I also make use of parts of

the EBF films of Maynard Mack.

For other sources, I used the biology department for the ear poisoning

of the king and the skull in proper lighting for the grave differs' speech.

Just because it has become such a local "chic topic"this year, one of my

girls and her mother gave to the class a lecture on the particular "wild"

flowers involved with Aphelia's mad scene.

When we discussed the play within the play and the court reception,

one of my students, an excellent ballet dancer, decided that we needed to

know more about Elizabethan court dancing. She arrived the next day in

leotards! It didn't seem quite Elizabethan, but we did learn about Hamlet

and Aphelia and dancing. Then the class profited by a magnificent mural

from a promising art major. Also this time we used TV for a different

interpretation and discussion by Christopher Plummer and the BBC.

Now, to move on quickly to the second segment: Creative writing

Oh, what a vast and wonderful worlds Here, the students are geared to
explore every media - every approach to communication. Let me list a few

of our many explorations: First, the mimeo machine is vital. Every Mon-

day morning they receive from me the wee'itly bulletin of all the best sen-

tences, paragraphs, ideas of the week. All the good parts signed by the

authors, of course. There is also offered a problem of the week or

criticism of an anonymous passage.

Also, the mimeograph serves the students to help explain their problems.

Here on overlays is a typical exploration of a final poem which in reality

was done on mimeograph and used as a wzmk sheet for the poet and his col-

leagues.

Another approach to poetry came about because of our American Field
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Service student of last year - a Japanese girl. She graciously lectured to

an art class and our creative writing class. First, on the theories of

Japanese flower arrangement. After she had attempted that philosophic chore,
she talked to us about the qualifications of the Japanese poetry called
Haiku. After philosophy and art arrangement of space, we were ready to list

rules and talk about haiku verse.

Many of the ensuing poems were exciting and self revealing. The art
class members at the same time began to express themselves in pen and brush.
Then we combined efforts and made a display in our front hall that truly
stopped traffic. We combined the poems and the paintings in an area of about

25 feet long. Each poem with its suitable drawing was mounted on a 3' by 2'

black matting. It was impressive. Later the local library borrowed the
show for a two-week display.

Another media I continually use in creative writing is the experimental

film. I use it, so far, in two ways:

First, as free writing. For example, a few weeks ago we saw without
title and credits Contemporary's film "The Sky..r4 Some worked iz

poetry.

Another kind of movie I have employed is the essay type. One of the
moat successful was the line drawing cartoon film of Thurber's "My

Financial Career."

Also effective are the fairy tale variety, that provide a sophis-
ticated comment on our culture such as Little Yellow or Munro. As

the result of the fairy tale films, we listened to the adult so-
called child stories of such men as Sandburg and Oscar Wilde. We
heard Sandburg tell "Rutabaga Stories." Then the more sophisticated
fairy tales of Oscar Wilde. (TAPE) The results were better than good.

Some of my most so-called mature seniors came through with miraculous
fantasies. One imaginative girl made her own illustrations and
signed her own book for her tale about "A Seafull and a Lonely Prin-
cess."

We then (through my Future Teachers of America Group) looked at a
collection of first graders' art efforts. Each creative writer chose one
first grade drawing and wrote a fairy tale or fantasy on that drawing.

The next outdoes the story of any Greek relay event. My so-called

"regular" English classes were studying Greece. The unit inspired some

music and art projects. The creative writing class was studying the sonnet

form. The students, seeing the room full of Greek references, suggest that

they try a sonnet with a Greek allusion.

The class also became involved, while working on the short story form,

with ghost stories and science fiction stories. Here was a time when the

stimulant was all audio, not visual. Fortunate enough to know Basil Daven-

port, an editor of innumberable ghost anthologies and a delightful story

teller, I invited him to my home one night - right at Halloween. The creative

writing students came. We turned out the lights after we had set up a mike,

and recorded, leaned back, and heard wild and eerie tales to our Hitchcock,

Hitchcock



After writing new plot outlines and rehearing Mr. Davenport on tape,

the students, were given a class day to write on their "far out" stories.

By accident, the year before I had stumbled on an idea so tried it again,

and it worked! I put on electronic taped music records while they wrote.

Another aid which has tied in with this area is our notebook of

strange newspaper stories. The students bring in clippings and also use

the notebook as an iuea source. One of the best poems this season came

from a news article about all the planets going one direction and Venus

spinning the wrong direction. Marvelous opportunity for a comment!

In finding some kind of sound magic as a line between good poetry

and good prose, I use Dylan Thomas records, a rare man whose every phrase

made music. Ac we study him, I make use of the film "A Child's Christmas

in Wales" as well as the record. In almost a deliberate attempt of imi-

tation after repeated listeniugs, we do get some good results. One was a

Memory of a Child's Day in their own life. Time does not permit me to

read you examples. They are not only phonetic and good writing; they are

powerful!

Descriptions of classmates, descriptions of rooms, an awareness of

sights and smells through trips to the bio classes, the lunchroom - all

make for better writers.

What I think works particularly well is a many-sided approach to a

writing assignment. Let one illustrate. We have a superior and exciting

art teacher in our school. She has been making movies for quite some time

and well earned herself a grant ae NYU last summer, The Wilson Award. One

technique she has tried is photographing an endless amount of overlays to

make a three to five minute film. She did a fantastic job last year in

this media based on Poe's idea in the "Tell Tale Heart."

Now, where from here? My creative writing students could easily con-

sider this media below their "dignity" of great creation. We were in luck.

Right in the neighborhood lives a Mr. Stan Lee, the script writer for

Marvel Comics. Not until I spoke to him did I discover what has replaced

"Peanuts" with the college kids. Just as Harvard had old Humphrey Bogart

Film Festivals a few years ago, now it is Marvel Comics - Harvard, Bard,

Colgate, Columbia, Chicago U - all have fan clubs for Marvel Comics. Mr.

Lee spends hours traveling on request to campuses. Obviously, the whole

trend is tied up in satire and in pop art.

Mr. Lee came to our class. Next day, our art teacher, Miss Peterson,

gave us a talk on "pop art." My future writers became quite heated about

the whole thing. This knowledge of art plus Mr. Lee's lecture. Was the

venture successful? We do not know. But at the moment we are busy writing

possible scripts. The art department is creating cartoon overlays. I'll

tell you in the spring if this venture really culminated in an over expres-

sion of creativity.

To wrap up the creative writing ventures: two aids are essential:

Both concern the chance of the child to be seen in print. Two contest

areas have proved of help to us - Scholastic and Atlantic Monthly Writing

Awards. We've made both teams and think that they offer a wort hie in-

centive. The other is our Creative Writing magazine. The amount of labor

is unbelievable. Every page of drawing is original. The typing is a
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product of our business department. The slides cannot really indicate the
love and labor involved.

Now on to the slow learner at the sophomore level. I have no chance
to explain the plan at this time, except to say that your Audiovisual maga-
zine a few years ago wrote up the experiment. I still swear by the approach.
It is a teaching plan that proves the invaluable aid of the audiovisual
department in a secondary public school. It is so exciting that I am
planning a re-tabulation of the experiment and hope to show some final results

on the students who were involved. So far, the findings have been thrilling.

Now to the last segment, team teaching. Here the film can tell you

all that I want to say.

(13 minute film: "The Cross Media Approach to the Greek Unit in Team

Teaching")

Thank you for the exciting stimulus and vitality your division of
instruction has brought to the secondary school. You have helped make
the English department one that the student can relate to his total world
of communication.



FOLK, DANCES REPRESENTED ON POSTAGE STAMPS: A NEW APPROACH

TO VISUAL EDUCATION

Susan Braun, Dance Films

Tom Morgan, editor of the Philatelic Magazine, states, "The modern postage

stamp has come a long way since introduction over 150 years ago. Originally a

simple label in prepayment for a fee to carry a letter, the stamp has become a

channel for publicity, propaganda and nationalism. The multitude of issues all

over the world carry pictures illustrating flaura and fauna, the arts, geogra-

phy, history and every conceivable subject thought up by the designers and

postal authorities."

Because of the wide variety of subjects depicted on postage stamps students

will surely find stamps suitable to illustrate topics given them by their teach-

ers for the purpose of writing a paper.

SPECIFICATIONS OF CONTENT AREA OF POSTAGE STAMPS IN CONNECTION

WITH THE CURRICULUM

In Linn's Weekly Stamp News, November 23, 1964, an article about Parkland

Junior High School in Louisville, Kentucky, tells of a plan to use postage

stamps from the United States and foreign countries as a medium for teaching

English, Social Studies and History. The article mentions that "this in itself

is not new, for it has been attempted bc.fore, with high level students. What is

new is that stamps are now being used to instruct students from very low income

groups. Some boys and girls are also limited by environmental and mental op-

portunity. A hobby to them was something for only the rich."

Mr. J. S. Harriman, a teacher of Social Studies and English is the insti-

gator of this plan. He has established a Stamp Club in the school and has

written to the Bern, Switzerland, Board of Education to obtain names of teach-

ers of English. He wants to establish a Stamp Pen Pal exchange system within

the two school systems.

In the December, 1964, issue of The Science Teacher, Victor Showalter,

Science teacher of The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, wrote an article

titled, "Reflections of Scientists' Public Image." Mr. Showalter says, "Scient-

ists have been commemorated on stamps by nearly all major nations in the world..

....no one has determined the impact a stamp has on public scientific literacy.

It may be slight. Yet the very fact that it is official and public recognition

of achievement may contribute substantially to a nation's scientific self-image."

Mr. Showalter suggests that Science Clubs collect and exhibit postage stamps

pertinent to the subject,

Because of my interest in dance and my affiliations (I am President of Dance

Films, Inc., a non-profit, tax-exempt membership organization, and a membe of

other dance, stamp, and film groups) my approach to visual education is through

folk dance and primitive dance on which some folk dance is based. I believe that

folk and primitive dance may be used to introduce some of the subjects taught in

educational institutions.

Health Education can be introduced by talking about the Witch Doctor. Angola

issued a stamp portraying a Witch Doctor. The American Indians have their Medi-

cine Min, we have our. Doctors. Folk dancing and nutrition are included in Health
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Education. There are stamps of Doctors, medical milestones, folk dance and
foods.

Studying a country's history comes under social studies. Most of the im-
portant events are depicted on postage stamps. For example, Holland ruled In-
donesia, then Dutch Indies, from 1938 to 1945. At that time a set of stamps
was issued of folk dancers from some of the islands making up this country. It

includes "War Dancer of Nias Island," Legong Dancer of Bali," "Wajang Dancer
from Java," "Padjoge Dancer from Southern Celebes," and "Dayak Dancer from
Borneo." Before acquiviug its independence from Holland, Indonesia issued
stamps including "blineri Dancer from Amboina." During the Dutch Rule stamps
were issued of Queen Wilhelmina and Queen Juliana, the Dutch Indies medical
college, temples of worship, etc. On November 28, 1949, Holland transferred
its sovereignty to the Republic of Indonesia, except for the western part of
Borneo. The Republic of Indonesia was proclaimed August 15, 1950. Folk dance
stamps issued during this period include "A Dancer in Front of a Gate" (commem-
orating the 20th Annimrsary of the fouding of Jogokota)0 "A Javanese Dancer,"
and "Dancer With a Parasol." Other stamps available include one of the Presi-
dent of the Republic, proclamation of Independence and voters.

In making a study of the United Nations students will learn that some
countries belonging to this organisation have sent and are continuing to send
dance groups on tours to promote a better understanding among countries.

Russia sent several folk dance and ballet companies, including the State
Ensemble of Folk Dance (Moiseyev' Folk Dancers directed Igor Moiseyev) to the
United States. In 1962 Russia issued a stamp to commemorate the 25th anniver-
sary of the State Ensemble of Falk Dance.

In honor of the fourth world tour of the Bayanihan Philippine Dancers (1963)
a set of four stamps, showing scenes from their repetoire, were issued by the
Philippine Government. The scenes shown were from "Tinikling," "Pandanggo Sa
Maw," "Itik-Itik," and "Singkil."

Several United Nation countries have sent dancers to perform at the New
York World's Fair (1964 - 1965). Some of these countries have issued special
World's Fair stamps. Spain issued a net including one her greatest dancers, the
late Argcntinita. King Nyambutsa IV of Burundi gave permission for his own
dancers and drummers to perform at the Fair. There were twelve Ntore "Warrior"
dancers, better knorn as Watusi, and ten drummers. Burundi issued a set of
seven World's Fair stamps - three dancers, three drummers, and the assistance to
the Chief.

Music appreciation and the study of musical instruments can be introduced
through stamps showing folk dancers accompanied by musicians. For example,
Russia issued several folk dance stamps showing folk dancers being accompanied
by a balalaika.

Costume design can be introduced by looking at the costumes worn by folk
dancers of any countries. ).reign language can be introduced by looking at the
written metric: on the folk dance stamps.

The study of art appreciation can be introduced by looking at folk dance
stamps and studying the relationship of color and design. For example, the head

of the dragon, on a stamp issued by Manchuke, leads into the dancers. The dancers

and dragon are placed within a square. The writing is placed in two oblong
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shapes, and on either side of the dancers and dragon. The stamp was issued in
1940 to commemorate the 2600 anniversary of the birth of the Japanese Republic.
Another stamp issued by Manchuke in September 15, 1962, to commemorate the 10th
anniversary of the founding of that country, portrays "Women of Five Races
Dancing." The dancers are in line formation, within a given area. Writing is
placed above and below the 'slicers as well as to each side. The stamps denomina-
tion is outside this area. In each case only one color is used, for the dragon
dance stamp, blue on white paper; for the women dancing, green on white paper.

POSTAGE STAMPS AS AN AID IN ESTABLISHING

GOOD WORKING HABITS

Not only can postage stamps serve as background materials for art appre-
ciation, they also can be used very effectively in fostering good working
habits. Students will learn how to do research when assigned a topic for writ-
ing a paper.

Students may use 8 1/2" by 11," white, unlined loose leaf sheets to mount
their stamps and write information on. The stamps should be mounted with stamp
hinges. The paper and information on the stamp design should be typed neatly on
the loose-leaf sheets, in a manner pleasing to the eye.

A certain amount of research on the stamp design may be obtained from stamp
catalogs. For greater detail, books on the subject, the encyclopedia, and a
specialist in the field may be consulted.

On the whole topical collecting is for everybody's pocketbook.

HOW TO FIND OUT ABOUT POSTAGE STAMPS
1

1

To find needed postage stamps stamp catalogs by Scott and/or Minkus should
be consulted. These catalogs, issued yearly, may be purchased or may be looked
at in public libraries. They list stamps under countries, and give date of
stamp issue, and other such informat4on. Scott also issues a monthly magazine
(by subscription) containing article of philatelic value and lists current
stamps under country and topic. Other stamp magazines such as Stamps are avail-
able by subscription and on the news stand, stamp newspapers such as Linn's Week-
1LItamPLNews are available on a subscription basis. Newspapers, including the
New York Times and the New York Herald Tribune, feature articles and columns on
postage stamps by stamp editors. Stamp newspapers, magazines and regular news-
papers also include ads of stamp dealers, notices of new stamps, and notices of
stamp club meetings.

Joining a stamp club or a unit of a stamp club is another way of finding
out about postage stamps. The American Topical Association offers various ser-
vices to its members. They include a free translation service for members re-
ceiving mail from abroad about stamps, a membership directory including names of
members (under the topic they collect) and their addresses; slide rental and
stamp purchase departments. They publish a magazine featuring articles of phil-

atelic value, checklists of stamps, and ads of stamp dealers and handbooks on
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certain topical stamps, for a small fee.

The Fine Arts Unit of the American Topical Association issues a magazine

called The Fine Arts Philatelist. They have just issued a check list of dance

stamps.

11314 AND WHERE TO GET POSTAGE STAMPS

By joining a stamp club like the American Topical Association, or one of its

units, students may trade and purchase stamps from fellow members. Some stamp

dealers are members of these clubs and bring their stamps for purchase. By going

to stamp stores or stamp departments in certain department stores (Gimbels in New

York City) armed with catalog numbers of stamps and countries issuing them, stu-

dents may purchase stamps. Students may also write to stamp dealers advertising
in aforementioned publications telling them the topic they collect, whether they

want mint or canceled stamps, and giving catalog number. Some dealers will send

stamps on approval. The student would pay for stamps kept sending back ones not

needed.

SUMMARY

Folk dance and primitive dance on which some folk dance is based, can serve

as an introduction to some of the subjects taught in educational institutions.

Postage stamps of folk and primitive dance and other subjects relative to the

curriculum, can be used as illustrative material for papers students must write.

Mounting stamps and typing written material on stamp design can help students

establish good working habits, a sense of aesthetics, and an ability to do

research.



MOBILE REAR PROJECTION: HOW IT CAN BENEFIT STUDENTS IN CLASSROOM,

SMALL GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION AREAS

David D. Schwartz, H. Wilson Corporation

At last year's Convocation, a presentation titled "State Film Utilizations

Survey - Plans for Improved Distribution and Use" emphasized the importance

of film education in New York State classrooms. According to that presen-

taCon, for the school year 19621963, the school districts of New York State

owned motion picture equipment valued at nearly twelve million dollars.

New York State teachers hsd access to almost ten thousand projectors and

aside from seventy thousand films owned by the school districts of the State,

there were two hundred thousand rented films and one hundred forty thousand

free films available. (1)

A conclusion of that presentation was "The logistics by which these films

and projectors are brought together at the correct time in classrooms greatly

affect film utilization as an additional learning resource available to the

students of New York State." (2)

ISSUE

Can mobile rear-projection serve as a practical vehicle for bringing available

projectors and films into every classroom, small group and individual learning

area, at the precise moment they are needed':

Light Control - One Meor Obstacle

Adequate light control is a necessary consideration for general classroom

activities but the introduction of motion picture projection precipitates

the need for special room darkening devices.

Although many classrooms are equiped with special facilities, many have not

yet been able to afford them in every classroom.

An Economical A roach - Not a Panacea

The cities of Milwaukee, Toledo and Memphis were faced with the problem of

making available film programs accessible to their students in every

classroom. These cities had a sizeable inventory of projectors and films

but utilization was inhibited because of the room darkening problem.

The possibility of equiping every room with special darkening facilities,

at one time, was economically impossible.

How then could they give their students the benefits of available projectors

and films in every classroom - TODAY?



Each of these cities have placed hundreds of mobile rear projection units in

their schools to complement a long range darkening program. These RP units

will accept the schools existing projectors and can be wheeled into any daylit

classroom or other learning area, effecting a satisfactory picture result.

The units are compact and have light shield devices which prevent the ambient

light from washing out the picture.

The cost of one RP unit is approximately the same as the cost of room-darkening

devices for one classroom. 4

Decrease Teacher Frustration Increase Utilization = Students Benefit

The implementatior of mobile rear projection has effected a substantial in-

crease in utilization of existing projectors and films in their schools.

Film education is now possible in any learning area and teacher frustration

has been minimized regarding film education as a part of their teaching

program.

Of course, their students are benefiting today rather than having to wait for

the completion of a room-darkening program.

An Actual Demonstration

An actual demonstration of an RP unit will give us an 1pportunity to identify

the features of this vehicle which can make film education accessible to the

student in small E2RE and individual learning areas, as well as in his

classroom.

(A WILSON MOVIE-MOVER RP (MOBILE REAR PROJECTION UNIT) IS WHEELED INTO

THE CONFERENCE ROOM. POSITIONED ON THE UNIT 13 A 16MM PROJECTOR WHICH

HAS THE FILM PRETHREADED. THE UNIT IS PLACED DIAGONALLY IN THE CORNER

OF THE ROOM. MR. SCHWARTZ PLUGS THE PROJECTOR. INTO A WALL OUTLET,

WALKS BACK TO HIS SPEAKING POSITION AND ACTIVATES THE PROJECTOR VIA A

REMDT2 CONTPOL, SWITCH. A FILM PROGRAM COMMENCES AND RUNS APPROXIMATELY

30 SECONDS. MR. SCHWARTZ THEN SHUTS OFF THE PROJECTOR VIA THE REMOTE

CONTROL SWITCH).

Demonstrated benefits of mobile rear projection include the following points:

Films can be viewed in any daylit (undarkened) learning area. An RP

has easy mobility and this fact coupled with using the schools existing

projector spells practical economy.

No valuable learning time is wasted moving individuals to a special

viewing room.

Studer remains in his normal learning environment.

Student can take notes while viewing films in an undarkened roam.
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A teacher can maintain visual contact with students and utilize supplementary

teaching materials. The film program can be controlled via a remote control

switch and the teacher can remain at the best position for control.

(MR. SCHWARTZ ACTIVATES SLIDE PROJECTOR ON SECOND RP UNIT, VIA
REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH AND EMPHASIZES RP CAN BE USED WITH FILMSTRIP

AND SLIDE PROJECTOR, AS WELL AS MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS).

Small Group andlIndividual Viewin...Sound confined thump use of
earphones

(MR. SCHWARTZ PLACES EARPHONES ON HIS HEAD AND PLUGS INTO JACKBOX

WHICH IS CONNECTED TO PROJECTOR AMPLIFIER. FILM IS ACTIVATED AND
DEMONSTRATES HOW AN INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP CAN VIEW A FILM PROGRAM
WITHOUT THE SOUND DISTURBING OTHERS IN AN AREA).

"Films should be as accessible to sUldants as school encyclopedias.

In addition, a student should be able to view a film with not much

more difficulty than opening a book." (3)

(A TRANSPARENCY IS FLASHED ON THE SCREEN SHOWING STUDENTS AT THE

LABORATORY SCHOOL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, IN A DAYLIT MULTI-

PURPOSE ROOM. A FEW STUDENTS ARE SHOWN SEATED IN FRONT OF A MOBILE

REAR PROJECTION UNIT AND THEY ARE VIEWING A FILM PROGRAM AND RECEIVING

THE AUDIO PORTION VIA EARPHONES CONNECTED TO A JUNCTION BOX, WHICH

IS IN TURN CONNECTED TO THE PROJECTOR'S AMPLIFIER. A TEACHER IS

DISCUSSING A BLACKBOARD PROBLEM WITH A DIFFERENT STUDENT, IN ANOTHER

PART OF THE ROOM).

This philosophy is implemented at the Laboratory School of the University of

Chicago. The Laboratory School supplies film services for classroom use but

also for milaa_zrau2sand individuals by utilizing mobile rear projection

through the use of earphones.

"When students view a film during one of their option periods, they may

use the 'RP" which is kept in the social science area.

These two features 'silent listening and illuminated environment' -

enable our students to view films right in their own classrooms (or in

any area) even though other activities are going on. Students may view

films on the 'liP' during their option classes. These are films they

may have missed, or films they want to see again because they were

particularly helpful.

Last year, our Freshman Project social studies teachers conducted a

unique experiment in conjunctiLn with a student term paper assignment

on Asia. Normally, the student uses only source material from the

library. In this experiment, this normal source material was

supplemented with filmed source material. We rented thirty special

films on Asian countries for a four week period and placed them near

the 'RP'.



Students could, if they wished, view the films during their option
periods. Students were not required to view the films, nor were special
time perioddiset aside for their viewing. We counted on our awareness
of the attention-getting power of film. We anticipated students would
'like viewing them'. But we did not know if they would 'learn' from
them under these conditions.

A month later we found that the students did use the films as reference
material, because almost all bibliographies of the term papers cited
one or more films as source material." (4)

Other special learning areas in which mobile rear projection can be of
excellent utility are those of physical education, driver education,
and the school shop.

(A TRANSPARENCY IS FLASHED ON A SCREEN AND ILLUSTRATES A GROUP OF STUDENTS
VIEWING A FILM PROGRAM VIA MOBILE REAR PROJECTION, IN A FULLY DAYLIT SCHOOL
SHOP) .

The school shop is an area which is particularly difficult to darken and
subject to a noise factor from operating shop equipment.

An individual or small group of students can view films wearing earphones,
while normal shop activity is continued by non-viewins, students. The
earphones also serve to prevent the shop machine noises from ruining the
audio portioa of the film for the viewers.

SUMMARY

The students of New York State have a sizeable inventory of.motion picture
projectors and films available to them.

The utilization and value of all of this equipment and material to the student,
depends directly on the ease with which they can be brought to him, at the
moment they are needed.

Our discussion and demonstrations identified Mobile Rear Projection as one
vehicle which can give the student the critical access to existing programs...
at the moment it is needed...where it is needed.
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TWO-WAY RADIO IN THE ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE PROJECT

Albert P. Fredette, Albany Medical Collegi

The Two-Way Radio Conferences technique, developed by the Department of

Postgraduate Medicine at Albany Medical College under the direction of its

Associate Dean, Dr. Frank M. Woolsey, Jr., is now in its 9th year of

existence.

Our Two-Way Medical Conference Network has grown from a relatively simple

operation involving a group of six hospitals and the Albany Medical College

to a rather complicated system involving 61 hospitals, 21 medical schools,

4 high-powered FM stations, and most recently, 4 VHF television stations.

By combining these facilities with broadcast telephone lines and community

antenna television services, our Medical Conferences are available, on a

two-way basis, in 7 northeastern states.

In addition to our own activities, the technique is also being utilized by

medical groups in Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Ohio, Utah, and California.

You might take note of the fact that thus far the technique has not been

attempted in any of the other arts and sciences nor in any level other than

postgraduate.

I would like to suggest that you transpose our postgraduate medical use as it

is described during this presentation to your own specific subject area and

to any undergraduate level in which you may be involved, whether it be in

elementary, secondary, or higher education.

It is understandably difficult for those who have not heard or participated

in two-way radio instruction to fully comprehend the educational potentialities

residing within this technique. The method preserves the all-important

instructor-student relationship since an interchange of questions, answers,

and discussions takes place almost as easily as it does when individuals are

face to face. It is also important for those considering the possibilities

residing within two-way radio to realize that there is no lack of visual

components. Visual aids can be used extensively since the participating

student gather in groups where the two-way radio facilities are available.

The visual components include mimeographed material and projected transparencies

distributed in advance to each participating group. All participants view

and discuss a given slide, outline or chart at the same time.

The term "two-way" radio is technically incorrect. The facilities used are

not those considered "two-way" by the Federal, Communications Commission and

frequently utilized for commercial two-way radio purposes. Although the

two-way educational radio networks do indeed have two-way radio communication,

this is made technically possible through the utilization of non-commercial

radio broadcast stations whose broadcast transmitters are fed by multiple
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remote broadcast pick-up transmitters licensed to the broadcasting station.

Since the questions and discussions originating in the remote participating

groups are an integral part of the broadcast program, the method is acceptable

to the F. C. C. and results in effective inter-communication. In the Albany

Medical College Network the ease of communication and the integration and

coordination of thought and material is further enhanced through a tone
network alerting system which allows the local moderator in anyone of the

participating groups to turn on his own individual light in front of the

medical college moderator by simply pressing a button on the front panel of

his transmitter. Through this arrangement the program moderator at the

medical college knows immediately when someone wishes to ask a question or
enter the discussion and there is complete continuity of questions, discussions

and answers.

Since the easy discourse between instructor and student is an essential in-

gredient of the educational process being utilized, the Albany Medical College

has limited the total number of participating groups to twelve per conference

hour. This allows all questions to be answered.

It should be obvious that this technique is in no way similar to one-way radio

broadcasting. The effects are also quite different. Those who are remotely

located and only able to listen to the broadcasts of the two-way conferences

receive much more pertinent instruction from the listening than they would

if they were simply involved in listening to a typical radio broadcast.

Physicians listening at home or in their offices hear the questions originated

by their peers and state that approximately 90% of all the questions they

would like to ask, someone else does ask. They also hear the answers to

these questions.

In order to provide a better understanding of the technique, I would like to

demonstrate the various conference formats presently used by the Albany

Medical College.

These demonstrations will include taped excerpts from "off the air" recordings

of actual Medical Conferences together with selected visuals.

Please remember that what you hear and see during these examples are exactly

what you would have heard and seen had you been sitting with a participating

group.

You might note that regardless of the location of the presenting faculty, all

conferences are moderated from our Albany studios.

The duration of each of our conferences is one hour and at present we produce

three types: the first is composed of a 20-30 minute formal talk on a

specific topic presented by two or more members of a medical college faculty

from their campus. The balance of the hour is used for a question and answer

period by the physicians at the participating hospitals and the presenting

faculty members.

(Tape recorder . ****** excerpt I -

Use slides 1 through 4 on cue)
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The full presentation by these gentlemen lasted approximately 30 minutes. The

program was then taken over by our Albany moderator for questions and answers.

'Tape recorder

The second program type is a "Clinical
detective type of medical program, not
"who's got it?" and subtitled "what is

excerpt 2)

Pathological Conference." This is the
a "who done it?" but more like a
it?"

One week prior to this type of conference, a copy of the protocol (this is a

history and physical examination of the patient - usually deceased) is dis-

tributed in mimeographed form to all the attending physicians at the partici-

pating hospitals. A copy is also given to the faculty person who is going

to discuss the case; therefore, the physician in the radio audience and the

discusser have the same length of time to study the protocol. On the day of

the conference, the discusser reviews with the audience the highlights of the

protocol and begins to select and/or eliminate various (1,agnoses suggested by

this medical information.

(Tape recorder excerpt 3)

After approximately 15 minutes of discussion, a final diagnosis is selected.

At this point, the program is open for questions from the physicians at the

participating hospitals and directed to the discusser.

We have been asked occasionally if we think that many non-medical people

listen to these conferences; and we have said, "Re rather doubt it." This is

based on the fact, that postgraduate medicine has a language of its own.

Listen carefully to the next "question" and perhaps you will see what we

mean!

(Tape recorder excerpt 4)

As you can see, the days of double-talk are still with us.

Following this question and answer segment, the pathologist who is involved

in the case begint to unfold the facts that were turned up prior to and at

the time of autopsy. This is a formal presentation and involves the use of

slides, which have been duplicated and sent out to the hospitals. These

slides are in color and show penological material such as specimens of

tissue, complete organs, etc., and are simultaneously projected upon request

of the pathologist. This portion of the program tells the doctors exactly

what the diagnosis should have been and points out various reasons why one

might mix it or confuse it with some other entity.

(Tape recorder excerpt 5 -

The final program type used in our Two-Way Radio Conferences is called a

"Diagnosis and Treatment Conference."
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This program type is unique and was developed by Dr. Frank Woolsey,
Associate Dean at Albany Medical College. It is intended to involve the
participating physician more actively than the preceding types. Let us

now hear parts of an actual Diagnosis and Treatment Conference.

(Tape recorder excerpt 6)

Following the reading of the complete protocol, which includes in addition
to the normal history and physical findings, the results of certain routine

laboratory tests, a period of 4 minutes is allowed, during which time the
physician should indicate on his order form the various tests that he would
order to assist him in arriving at a correct diagnosis.

Following this 4 minutes of "dead air" the moderator continues as follows:

(Tape recorder excerpt 7 -

I think this gives you an idea of how the program develops. We finish by

showing the slides and reporting the test results. We then allow the

hospitals to ask for the results of other tests that they feel should have
been made. This can be a rather lively exchange. Let us now listen to some

typical questions and answers.

(Tape recorder excerpt 8)

Following these questions and answers, the participating physician writes
his diagnosis and major courses of treatment on the form and passes it to

his local moderator, who in turn sends it on to Albany for evaluation.

At this point, a medical college faculty person is introduced and tells the

audience what the diagnosis was and goes into a presentation of the

recognition and management of said entity, which is followed by questions

and answers relating to it.

We have hopes that this type of program will allow medical schools to

evaluate the effectiveness of not only our two-way teaching method but the

ability of practicing physicians to make a correct diagnosis and to prescribe

proper treatment. This in effect would guide us in our selection of subject

areas for future conferences.

Another important factor in the potency of two-way radio conferences is the

utilization of outstanding authorities who are widely separated from the

originating educational unit. Many of these experts would be unobtainable

for "in person" presentations. They are very busy individuals, in great

demand. Frequently they would not have the time to be involved in additional

teaching. They are available for two-way radio conferences since these add

relatively little to their work load. They stay at their own medical college,

frequently within their, own offices, and instruct by two-way radio, without

the need for travel. If these instructors had come to the Albany Medical
College to give their presentations their time contribution would have been a
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total of 806 man hours. The two-way radio method eaved the guest faculty a

total of 614 hours.

There was also an important saving of time for the participating physicians.

If the physicians who actually participated in the two-way radio conferences

last year had indeed traveled to the medical colleges from which the

conferences were being originated, their composite travel distance would have

been in excess of 5,000,000 miles. If their average rate of travel had been

40 miles an hour, this would have required 125,000 travel hours. These

statistics relate to the participating groups. They do not include those who

listen at home. They do not include the contributions of the other five two-

way radio conference networks.

It can be seen from this description of two-way radio utilization and

participation that the technique has been found to be acceptable. It is,

however, unlikely that the full potentialities have been realized.



PANEL - Tapes for Teaching
Albert E. Solomon (Moderator), State Education Department

Jerrold Sandler, NAEB (Washington)
Coy Ludwig, NAEB (Washington)

William King, New Jersey State Education Department

Mr. Solomon:

The Bureau of Classroom Communications of the Division of Educational Com-

munications, State Education Department, has been considering the possibility of

creating some type of audio tape service, and making this available to teachers

throughout the state. I hwy..: been given the responsibility of investigating the

problems, and making some recommendations as well as suggesting a type of service

to be offered. There seems to be no question as to whether or not an audio tape

service should be offered. The questions are rather, what type of service shall

we offer, how shall we distribute materials, and how can we best service requests?

To answer some of these questions, and to give us some direction, I have brought

together a panel of three distinguished gentlemen, all of wham have had experi-

ence in some aspect of audio materials as it relates to a state service. May I

present Mr. William nag, who is the State Director of Audiovisual Education for

the state of New Jersey, Mr. Coy Ledwig, who is the Assistant Director of the

Office of Research and Development for NAEB, but previously was the Program

Director for the Empire State FM School of the Air, and Mr. Jerrold Sandler, who

is the executive Director of the National Educational Radio Network, a Division

of NAEB. In the interests of time, I will ask each of the gentlemen to speak,

and questions can be taken after the total panel presentation has been completed.

Mr. King: TAPE DUPLICATION SERVICE

The Tape Duplication Service oc. ate New Jersey State Department of Education

has been in operation since., 1951. Many of the taped programs used to start this

Service were provided by the state of Minnesota.

At the present time, approximately 450 taped titles are available and a

catalog listing not cnly titles but descriptions of these tapes is available.

One copy of this catalog Jo provided by the State Department of Education to

each school in the state of New Jersey.

We have been encouraging local school districts to produce good educational

tapes and to make a copy of these tapes available to the State Department of Edu-

cation for inclusion in the tape catalog. Groups such as the School Masters Club,

the New Jersey Elementary Principals, the New Jersey Council on Education, etc.,

leave a copy of speeches by eutstsnding educators with the State Department so

that these speeches may be available to New Jersey educators.

The demands for this Service have been heavy. With just a little encourage-

ment the demands could be overwhelming. The present staff does not make it pos-

sible to do anything to try to build up the demand.

Some problems have been found. For example, teachers fail to include all of

the necessary information when ordering tapes. Either they put the incorrect

title and the correct number or an incorrect number and a correct title. They

fail to indicate the speed at which they would like the tape duplicated and they

do net say whether or not they are interested in having the tape recorded single

track or dual track. Teachers seem to have difficulty in estimating the amount

of tape to be sent in for tape duplication. In many cases, they try to conserve
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tape and ask to have as many programs as possible put on one tape. They fail to

realise the problems which this tape will cause when the tape gets back to an

individual school building.

In summary, the Service has been operating and has been very successful.

Tape. are constantly being added and teachers are making more and more use of

the Service. To have the program operate as effectively as possible, additional

staff is needed.

One point that was not mentioned at the meeting which should have been

mentioned, is the fact that agencies such 44 the Department of Institutions and

Agenciesr and the Department of Conservation and Economic Development have pro-

vided materials on discs. This material has been transferred to tape. A good

example of this is the excellent aeries "Stories of New Jersey."

Mr. Ludwig: LOCAL EDUCATIONAL RADIO PROGRAMING

The 4ay before yesterday I heard on the radio the voice of our former Pres-

ident, John F. Kennedy, as he spoke to the people of the United States in his

now-famous inaugural address; I heard, also, reactions from all around the globe

to the assassination of President Kennedy, three years later. I was able to hear

these voices, now history, through the medium of audiotape recordings. Someone,

somewhere, had filed these recordings in a tape library, so that they might be

available for future use on appropriate occasions or for possible study.by future

history or political science students.

Fortunately, not every piece of information in a tape library is as dramatic

or as spectacular as the assassination of a President, but I have used this timely

example to point out the immediate value of storing information on audiotape for

later use.

Now it happened that the station on which I heard the program was 4 network

station, a large organization with a sizeable portion of its budget set aside for

maintaining its tape archives. But what, I wonder, might I have heard had I been

listening to one of the many college or school owned stations which would not have

the extensive library facilities of a network?

Tape libraries are expensive to stock and expensive to maintain. Small sta-

tions with limited budgets can usually affsrd only limited libraries -- and often

for the simple reasons that the tape on which to store the information is not

available, or that a staff member is not available to do the recording, or, and

this is most important, the absence of a source of first-h2nd information.

An educational radio station needs to present a large variety of programs

for, in most cases, a highly specialized audience. In a college community, and

most educational radio stations are in college communities, what do you do in

your fifth week of broadcasting ;Alen you have already interviewed the Head of the

Fine Arts Department, and the Head of the Poly. Sci. Department, and the Dean of

Women, etc.? It is obvious, you must have some other source of program material.

Where do you get it? Usually through a tape service.

But let us turn for a moment from educational radio to instructional radio

with which most of us are primarily concerned. It is here that a tape library is

almost mandatory. For example, just suppose that you are the manager of a local

radio station which, during school hours, broadcasts programs for in-school use.
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If you broadcast only three programs a week for each grade, you would have to
produce over thirty original programs per week, if you did not have available
some sort of tape library facility or outside program service. And producing
this many program weekly is no easy task.

On a statewide basis, where a curriculum is recommended by the State Educa-
tion Department, most in-school radio programs in a particular subject area are
likely to follow pretty much the same pattern. Does it not seem wise then to
share or exchange programs? Some central agency could collect and categorize the
available program series and notify all the stations within the State of their
availability. And in a state such as New York in which many State supported
schools have radio stations or production centers, the State Education Department
might well serve as this central agency.

There would be many advantages in having the State Education Department
establish a central tape library and serve as the agency for the maintenance and
distribution of the tapes. The State Education Department with its curriculum
divisions would have a broad overview of the needs of all parts of the state and
could have program series produced which would fill these broad needs. This
would eliminate the costly and wasteful duplication of producing the. same series
on the local level in several different parts of the state. The State subject
area experts could work with the committees planning the different series and
provide information which might not be available to the local specialist or
teacher producing such a program.

The State has large, up-to-date libraries in all subject areas which could
be used as resource material by the program planners. But probably most impor-
tant, the State Education Department could, through its regular channels, obtain
funds with which to operate the audiotape library, including production of pro-
grams, publishing a catalog, dubbing and distributing tapes, and hiring the
staff necessary for maintaining such a service.

The State Education Department could negotiate contracts with the local
stations for permission to distribute tapes of their best program on a statewide
basis. For this they would pay the local station a fee. This fee would provide
the necessary funds for the local station to produce one or two top quality series
rather than trying to stretch the budget to cover production costs of many pro-
grams of lesser quality.

I think I need to put in at this point, however, one word of caution. In
the event that the State Education Department did start an audiotape library and
contract with local stations to produce programs, it should take care never to be
in such control that it forces the local station to lose its identity. Local
identity and the ability that each small station has to do some particular thing
best is what makes its production service of unique value to the rest of the State.

Also, I might point out that in cases where the local station or production
center receives its operating funds through the subscription fees of schools in
the area, a State library could be harmful to the station. We assume that such
organizations are providing a valuable service under their present methods of
operation. If tapes of their programs were wade available free of cost to the
schools through the State Education Department, then the operation would be
forced to go off the air due to a lack of operating funds. If these stations went
off the air, then they, of course, would not be available for producing programs.

Another important factor in operating such a library is keeping the material
up-to-date. This is especially important in all areas of science. Tapes on
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space and rocketry produced in 1965 cannot be distributed in 1972. The program

content and possibly even the production methods would be out of date. Hence,

if the State Education Department should ever provide a tape service, it would

bore to make it a long-range project vith a plan for the periodic up-dating of

material, a problem which does not exist when programs are produced locally

each week.

There are then disadvantages as well as advantages to a State maintained

audiotape library. I do feel very strongly that such a library would be most

valuable to the many educational radio stations throughout the State, if it were

thoughtfully planned and carefully worked out at the grass roots level, first of

all trying to determine the needs of the local stations, and then, and only then,

trying to fill them.

Mr. Sandler: TEACHING BY TAM

I think that two questions which need to be answered are: Can you teach by

tape, and why teach by tape? Certainly research has indicated that teaching by

any audio means is a valid method, and so there is probably no argument with

whether r not one can teach by tape. However, when we consider the question

why teach by tape, we may not find the answer to be so simple. By bringing into

the classroom materials or tapes, we can bring to the children in those class-

rooms the voice and the ideas of people from all over the country; from all over

the world, for that matter, and so widen the range of experience and awareness.

The educational radio network may provide vast resources for the acquisition of

audio tape materials. Certainly there is a tremendous supply of audio sources

that can be tapped to provide the basis for a state-operated audio tape library.

Mr. Solomon:

Thank you very much gentlemen. I think your remarks have summed up very

effectively the areas of consideration, and the directions in which we might

possibly move.

Ladies and gentlemen, I think the panel has clearly indicated a number of

concrete suggestions. We see th.t teachers are interested in an audio tape

service, and make use of it when it becomes available. Certainly one way of dis-

tributing these materials throughout the state might be to make use of any number

of the educational radio stations operating in New York. As far as what we might

include in this library, as Mr. Sandler indicates, the possibilities are infinite

as are the sources of material.



TECHNOLOGY AND TEAM TEACHING-THE YEARS TO COME

Ira J. Singer, Erie County, #1 BOCES

Within the next decade, only the skeletal structure of team teaching will
remain in many schools. Teachers, having done their jobs well, will have
made themselves more and more dispensable in formal' teaching situations,
Instead, youngsters will be adopting more responsibility for their own
learning. As they do, the role of the group teacher will diminish and the
tutorial function will become paramount.

Except for occasional lectures or debates conducted by faculty members in
various subject areas, there will be little excuse for group teaching. For
large group gatherings, television projectors and live or video-taped programs
will bring any image before the students. Telephonic networks will carry
voices from any location in the country to receiving school,. Group communi-
cations systems will permit any array of multi-media utilisation of teaching
materials. For example, one system will permit any individual to program an
entire lesson complete with 16mm film, 35mm slide and filmstrip projection,
tape recorders, and various viewing surfaces. At their desks, youngsters
will have multiple choice response consoles keyed into computers for analysis
of 'individual and group scores. Slide-mounted and audio-taped questions will
appear on screens and be transmitted via headsets seeking student responses.
Group and individual feedback will be measured on meters located at the console
master or on EDP cards for further processing. All of the audiovisual devices
will be integrated with the taped lecture, if desired, and automatically cued
to project at the proper intervals. If a lecture is live, the lecturer may
feed questions to his class, and by reading the response meters at the master
console, have immediate knowledge as to whether or not his message is getting
across.

Group-paced programed learning units may be presented to large groups via
closed circuit ETV over cable or 2500 meg. systems. Central depositories
will be established to maintain hundreds of audio and video sources to feed
programs to neighboring schools districts. It is now feasible to select a
film from a remote point ad translate the signal transmitted from a central
library into a filmed image for large group viewing.

In audio-video carrels, independent learners sitting in the privacy of a
semi-enclosed booth, will be able to command unlimited resources. By the
twirl of a mounted dial, the learner can code into action anyone of hundreds
of centrally stored audio tapes containing poetry and dramatic readings,
instrumental or vocal music, foreign language lectures and countless other
presentations. As he listens to the tape, he can dial a pre-paced series of
slides or other visuals illustrating the audio signal. He may also dial a
film, vido-tape, or sound-slide program as part of his learning unit.

Another simple, but effective individual learning tool at his disposal is the
8mm cartridge load film projector. The learner simply inserts a cartridge into
the projector and the film loop is thread and rewound automatically repeating
the presentation until removed. Coupled with miniature table-top rear pro-
jection screens, or 8x11 sheets of glossy paper, a very satisfactory viewing



system is compactly presented to the individual, Furthermore, competent

school photographers can use any 8E3-4 motion picture camera to film teacher

demonstrations in sciences, music, and other subject areas - and package the

contents in 50 feet 4-minute reels for individual selection by students

pursuing advanced, remedial or make-up projects.

Another excellent facility for storing and playing back desired information

is the video-tape recorder. With miniature cameras, a school may record its

own programs and store them on tapes. A student teacher can watch his own

classroom performance; a basketball team can see themselves in practice; a

student can make up a missed lecture - all upon immediate command. Tape

production and storage centers will enter into exchange programs making a

wide range of materials accessible to districts throughout the nation.

Low-cost videotape recorders and multi-channel 2500 meg. systems will help

to supply the flexibility for curriculum programming and class scheduling so

sadly ignored by single channel outlets.

Holding the key to collection, storage, retrieval, and transmission of infor-

mation is the computer system. Even now, teleprocessing permits transmission

of information to and from central computer and satellite schools. The input

at the local buildings may be requests for data or learning programs. The

requests are received by computers at central storage points. The computers

process the requests, retrieve the desired information through random access

from stored disc packs, and feed the information back to the requesting

school. The feedback is printed out at the input station, or, with optical

scanners and other video equipment still to come, be read visually on

monitors placed throughout the building.

Perhaps there will be an international educational closed circuit system some-

day permitting school personnel in Toronto to simply dial a code, and via

micro-wave signal, be taken on a guided tour of facilities at Newton or

Evanston, or Melbourne--complete with two-way interviews with school personnel.

Traveling superintendents with the wanderlust might not like this arrangement,

but it would make experimental programs more visible throughout the nation.

In the area of research, high speed xerography units will print out requested

data, articles, printed pages, etc., and present permanent copies to teachers

and students. For certain types of information, library stacks and browsing

will be limi;.ed to the private domain of resource librarians responsible for

selecting, compiling, retrieving, and preparing materials for transmission.

The entire concept of library is changing and will continue to change at a

rapid pace. The librarian will become a teacher and resource person. She will

not be involved with stacking, pasting and stamping. Nor do I believe that

she will ever fulfill the dream of many who see her as an audiovisual

specialist as well as a librarian. It is too late for that. Schools need

both services and should provide facilities for both. Teachers and students

need help in compiling bibliographies, selecting materials, and in hearing

what the librarian can contribute to a small group discussion or tutorial

session on a particular author's style and impact on historical events. She

should be able to assist a media specialist in compiling cross-media kits
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and should possess enough knowledge about audiovisual and auto-instructional
devices to make intelligent suggestions to information seeking individuals.
Beyond that, school personnel should have access to a communications
specialist attuned to the shifting sands of curriculum and methodological
innovation.

The media I have described will be as effective as the materials they contain
and the ways they are used. Teacher attitude and the availability of quality
materials are critical factors. Teachers have neither the time, talent, nor
patience to produce their own materials. It is folly to purchase expensive
production equipment and then bank on voluntary teacher desire and time for
full utilization. Instead, district or regional centers staffed with pro-
fessional artists, technicians, and photographers should be established.

At the Harkness Center in Erie County, a darkroom and studio have been con-
structed and a full time artist and staff hired to produce custom-made visuals
on demand from district teachers. The program was introduced on a trial basis
utilizing half-time personnel. Teachers in nine districts and thirty-six
buildings were asked to order materials by checking a simple form, describing
in brief, narrative terms the type of slide, transparency, photograph, poster,
or model desired. A rough pencil sketch or some reference materials for the
artist were other optional 'equests. The response was overwhelming. In less
than six months, more than 2,000 pieces were sent to 36 buildings. On the
strength of this evidence, the district principals agreed to cooperatively
finance the service for a full year providing full time personnel and
expanded facilities.

After proving the existence of strong teacher demand for high quality
materials, regional centers should take on the more complex tasks of tape
duplication, 8mm film production, and publication of research reports,
curriculum guides, and other professional materials. When the regional center
can no longer satisfy teacher demand, strategy dictates construction of more
building instructional materials centers to handle the simpler, more immediate
teacher requests. The success of the regional center may make the task of
establishing building instructional materials centers somewhat simpler. The
regional center may also be considered as the central deposiory for tapes,
films, and other materials described earlier in my remarks. At the Harkness
Center, for example, the following programs are functioning to translate
innovational theory into instructional reality:

(1) Learning Resources Center - The primary purpose of the Center is to inform
teachers about significant curriculum developments within the framework of
effective Teaching Techniques and communications technology. The hypotheses
for this approach is that teachers exposed to new methodology and media intro-
duced within a specific curricular context are more likely to transfer these
ideas and materials to daily practice than teachers introduced to "audiovisual,"
4methodological" and "curriculum" concepts as separate and distinct entities.
The Center features large group, small group and independent study facilities
for teacher use. A "Teaching Wall" in the large group area is equipped with
a remote control console presently activating various combinations of five
audiovisual sources, a rear screen overhead projector with ceiling mounted
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mirrors, a natural writing level overhead stage built into the console top,

a combination of seven sliding surfaces (chalkboards, flannelboard, front

screens, custom overhead screen), black fluorescent lights and full control

of room and wall lights. In the independent study area, teachers use carrels

equipped with auto-instructional devices and programs, audiovisual devices,

program ed texts, and current curriculum materials involving all subject

areas, grades K.-12. A special catalogue has been distributed to all schools

describing the Center's materials. All equipment and materials in the Center

is available on loan.

(2) Teacher Training Program - Teachers require constant retraining, updating,

and introduction to new material. Instructional needs identified by on-the-job

teachers, administrators and curxiculum specialists form the basis for the

in-service programs and courses offered by The Cooperative Board. Special

Workshops in politics in (in association with The Taft Institute of Government),

economics (in association with The New York State branch of the Joint Council

on Economic Education), dramatics, modern mathematics, geography, BSCA (Biology)

and Industrial Arts have been conducted at the Center. During the first two

years of the program approximately 500 of the district's 1400 teachers have

participated in cooperative board-sponsored in-service workshops ranging from

10 to 50 hours in length.

(3) Film Library - The Cooperative Board's Film Library contains 1800 prints

available in all subject areas, grades K-I2. A 150-page descriptive catalogue

is distributed to each teacher. Orders are requested one week in advance with

deliveries made to elementary schools twice weekly and secondary schools once

per week. The library contains such quality films as "The Humanities Series,"

"The Project 20 Series," a large selection of NBC White Paper, CBS Reports and

ABC Documentaries, The PSSC (Physics) Series, BSCS (Biology) Series, CHEM

Study Films, Walt Disney Series and numerous titles of special interest.

Automatic film inspection and cleaning devices are used and deliveries are

made by the library's van. During the 1964-65 school year some 18,000 film

orders were filled for 1,400 teachers in those district utilizing the film

service.

(4) Community Resource Specialist Service - Teachers are supplied with the

names of agencies willing to supply speakers and consultants for large or

small group classes at all grade levels. Also supplied to the teachers are

lists of topics for talks available upon request. The teacher need only

consult his list and submit a request for a specific speaker to appear at his

sctlol on any given day. Such groups as The Bar Association, Medical Societies,

Orchestral Societies, Art Galleries, Athletic Groups, Industries, Newspapers,

Mental Health Organizations, Governmental Agencies, etc., have been extremely

cooperative in supplying speakers.

(5) Pilot '61emonstration Programs - District teachers may request and receive

assistance in organizing pilot programs in Team Teaching, programed learning,

new curriculum programs and other innovational projects. These requests often

follow the Teacher Workshops and courses offered in the Learning Resources

Center. One such program involved the teaching of computer math and :omputer

programing (via the auto-tutor) to a group of Seniors in the high school of

a cooperating district. Consultant and material assistance are afforded
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teachers for the design, evaluation, and dissemination phases of these projects

which are usually demonstration in nature.

(6) A Computer Center - District Schools have school scheduling, test scoring,

report cards, and numerous administrative tasks completed by the 1440 computer

housed at The Harkness Center. Plans are now being formulated to adapt the

computer to curriculum procedures outlined earlier in my remarks. The computer

center presently serves some 75,000 students in three counties.

A vast supply of materials are being developed for the new technology. Such

National Science Foundation sponsored projects as BSCS, CHEM Study, and PSSC

programs have sponsored the production of cross-media materials. The BSCS

techniques films and the PSSC ripple tank series have been produced in 8mm

cartridge form. Project CUE in New York is attempting to assemble multi-media

kits of existing materials to illustrate important concepts in the study of

the Humanities. Prograned materials are now available in almost all subject

areas although the tey.tual formats out - number the devices in actual use.

Programed texts may be obtained in lengthy, full course form as in TEMAC

Language or Mathematics, or in single concept form as in Renee Ford's Boyle's

Gas Laws.

How will this wealth of material be used? The team structure has broken the

log jam of the lock step schedule. It has illustrated that teachers will

change their roles successfully and that groups of varying sizes are possible

during the school day. It has given us a new tool for training teachers on

the job, and for extracting the highest professional competence from team

members. It has brought teaching colleagues together and encouraged pro-

fessional consultation and exchange of ideas. It has enabled many teachers

to work in a one-to-twelve, or in some cases one-to-one relationship with

students - even in schools of one thousand or more. It has provided a setting

for the introduction of new materials and devices. It has provided logistic

formulas whereby students may work alone in the privacy of learning carrels.

It has enabled teachers to spend less time on non-teaching tasks and more

time on the preparation and execution of instruction.

But, despite all of the teacher-reported advantages, student achievement

gains have been something less than spectacular. This may be due to faulty

evaluation procedures, new organizational but old teaching methods, improper

orientation to the program, or obsolete reporting practices. But, I suspect

the problem goes deeper than that. It is time for teacher and student alike

to tear a page from Saroyan, lean out of their village windows and cry,

"Hello, out there!" The world is at their fingertips and they need only to

press a button, or turn a switch to let it in. But, once the buttons are

pushed and the switches turned on, the flow and mass of material becomes

awesome; selectivity becomes a prime concern.

The team can supply valuable assistance in selecting and utilizing nacterial

from this mass. The large group instructor may wish to pre-record his lecture

on a group communications system and spend the lecture time reading, conferring,

or previewing new materials. Video-taping small group discussions can help

individuals to see themselves as others see them. The design of independent
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study projects will take on new significance as teachers counsel students

about the nature of the new materials and help to prescribe specific cures.

For example, a youngster may view a filmed interview of Robert Moses, watch

a running display of slides illustrating Moses' public projects, take notes
from an overhead screen written by a live lecturer, and indicate responses to

questions concerning urban planning flashed on the screen or posed by the

lecturer. With the computer analyzed results of student responses, team
members should gain valuable evidence regarding follow -up activities for

these students. In small groups, youngsters may discuss controversial points

raised by Moses concerning the relocation of citizens for public works

projects. Such a discussion may raise various issues the youngsters can

investigate independently. Before the student tackles a problem, a team

member helps him to select the proper materials. The teacher has obtained

many of these references from the school librarian and communications

specialist. The youngster proceeds to t".a learning resources center, where

in one place, he can find references to books, articles, slides, audio-tapes,

video-tapes, 8mm films, recordings, and micro-film-with carrel dialing code

instructions wherever necessary. He then proceeds to his audio-video carrel

and dials a tape of Louis MUmford's views on city planning, dials a video-tape

of a recent. East Side West Side TV progrPia dealing with the problems of

family relocation, inserts an 8mm loop to view a film illustrating areas in

his own neighborhood slated for redevelopment, reads micro-filmed newspaper

accounts of large relocation projects, controls the pace of a sound-slide pro -

gran produced by the local Chamber of Commerce concerning a new airport runway

which will cause the evacuation of five hundred families - in short, have access

to unlimited source material and not have to depend so heavily on teacher

filtered versions, whether that teacher be on a team or in a self-contained

classroom.

Perhaps we will affect student achievement to a greater degree as team members

continue to redeploy their time and take on the roles of resource people and

consultants in small group and tutorial situations. When students can turn

to teachers for assistance in interpreting all they have heard or witnessed

through modern technology, distilling human values, structuring events in some

kind of logical array to bring about sounder judgement and decision making -

then will team teaching transcent the organizational status and strike at the

heart of student learning.



PHILLIPSBURG IN WORDS AND PICTURES: A VISUALIZED COMMUNITY-

SCHOOL PUBLIC RELATIONS PROJECT

Constance Mby, Phillipsburg, New Jersey

The study of community life is made on the third grade level in the Phil-

lipsburg New Jersey Public Schools. Our basis social studies text, Your Town

and Mine, deals with a typical community. The third grade teachers felt that

in conjunction with this study of a typical community, our pupils should become

acquainted with the community in which they live.

The teachers found out there was very little written material for the

young child as well as the adult. How could the social studies unit be taught

effectively if there is so little material available? It was felt that the

best way to do this would be to organize a pictorial presentation of Phillips-

burg.

A set of approximately two hundred 2 X 2 colored slides was produced with

an accompanying manual which contained the historical information about the

slides.

The pictures taken included the past and present day aspects of this town

of about 18,500 persons. The planning of this visualized social studies unit

had required a period of two years. The research of material to accompany

the slides, the production of the slides and organization of the unit were done

by the third grade teachers with the approval of the Phillipsburg Board of Edu-

cation; Dr. Herbert K. England, Superintendent of Schools; Mr. Raymond J. Wil-

liams, elementary Supervisor and Mr. Gene P. Healey, Assistant Elementary Super"

visor. The photographs were taken by Miss Constance Noy, audiovisual adviser

and faculty member.

The slides were divided into the following categories:

SET I

1. Overview
2. Town Sections
3. History
4. Homes and Housing

SET II - Businesses

SET III

1. Public Schools
2. Parochial Schools
3. Churches

Sari

1. Industries
2. Future Expansion
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SET V

1. General Services
2. Banks

SET VI

1. Health and Safety Services

2. Recreation

One feature of the manual which the teachers have found as a great help

is the INDEX which was provided in order to find anything they wanted about a

particular part of town.

SAMPLE OF WRITEUPS FOR MANUAL

11 GREEN'S BRIDGE

The section called Green's Bridge was formerly called Beidelman's after an

early family who owned this land. It included the land from the bridge beyond

More Greenhouses which later was known as Green's Bridge.

The Green family operated the Green's Bridge Hotel - a tavern with rooms

to rent for the workers and travelers on the Norris Canal. The hotel was torn

down when it was sold in the Amore's Greenhouses. There had been an underground

spring, in the celler used to keep bee-, milk, butter and vegetables cool.

The Dorris Canal was the only canal ever to have hoist cradles to pull the

boats up to the next plane. Part of Lock Street is the filled in canal bed.

Also living in this section was the town's first physician Dr. John Cooper.

96 FREEMAN SCHOOL

The Freeman Elementary School was built in 1871 and contained the first

Phillipsburg High School. It was 62 X 41 foot main building of brick with stone

trim and three stories high with a basement and additions at the front and rear.

Including the 240 X 100 foot ground and furnishings the cost was $46,431.84

which was considered a lavish expenditure in those days. Hence, the name of

"CRYSTAL PALACE."

Elementary grades occupied first and second floors and the high school and

Superintendent's office on the third floor. Boys entered on the north side and

girls on the south. In 1908 the new high school was at the Reese School and the

Fillmore Street Building was entirely devoted to elementary instruction. It

served till 1941 when the present Freeman School was erected on the SOW site.

It was named after Samuel Freeman who was the First City Superintendent froze

1869-1874. It is located at 120 Fillmore Street and has 16 teachers and 469

pupils.

147 WARREN FOUNDRY AND PIPE DIVISION OF SHAMOON INDUSTRIES, INC.

The Warren Foundry at.d Pipe Division of Shamoon Industries Inc. is the old-

est manufacturing concern that is still in business. The company was chartered

as the Warren Foundry and Machine Company on March 3, 1856 and began operating

the following year. John Firth and John Ingham were the two Englishmen who

founded the company.
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The company was noted the world over for making cast-iron pipe. In 1951
Solomon E, Shamoon gained control of the company and the hundreds of employees
make pipe which is sold throughout the Northeastern and Central United States.
Three types of pipe are made: bell and plain end, mechanical joint, and tyton
joint made in sixes from 4" to 12".

The company was semi-dormant for some years. The manufacturing facilities
have been modernized and production is booming again. Approximately 50,000 tons
of cast-iron pipe leave the 21 acre plant for various parts of this ountry.
They are one of the few producers of cast iron gas and water pipe, pipe fittings
and cylindrical castings.

The unique feature is that there are a group of slides which are aerial
photographs showing the "Forks of the )elaware," the point which the Lehigh
River flows into the Delaware River. Mat of the aerial photographs were taken
after a snowstorm which gave contrast to the important features of the town. By
using this set of air photos it was felt that now the children would be able to
obtain an orientation of local geographic factors which they could not obtain
from maps.

The slides in each category have been shown to the children at the place
where they are studying it in the unit. The children are quite interested in
the section on industries as they can see the places where their fathers work.

Since the project has been finished there has been great community interest.
It has been shown to PTA's; other Service Groups. The Chamber of Commerce has
taken the historical points of interest and have had a local map with points of
interest made to distribute to anybody wanting to know more about the town.
Children have gone home telling about the various places in town and want their
parents to take them to see. After adults have seen the parts of their community
they have a greater appreciation for it.



EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR POTENTIAL TEACHERS IN NEW YORK STATE

Sherwin Swartout, Brockport State University

In gathering information concerning the status of Educational Communica-

tions for potential teachers in New York State three rather important resour-

ces were used: (1) current practices survey (2) current publications and (3)

faculty interview.

First, I'd like to express my appreciation to those who answered the

questionnaire that I sent to selected Colleges and Universities in New York

State. Secondly, you should know that your suggestions were compared with

current published material concerning this topic. Then interviews with select-

ed instructors and lay public were compared to insure as accurate a picture as

was possible in the limited study.

Harold Hand, used to say, "whatever the school curriculum was, it was never

really understood equally by students, administration, parents and teachers."

Here is the way Educational Communications looks in teacher education in one

college now devoting a major part of its time to producing elementary and sec-

ondary teachers in New York State. You will notice the first four years of

college is divided betwaen Liberal Arts courses, professional education courses

and student teaching. Present pressures and trends are tending to reduce pro-

fessional education and methods courses, time spent in student teaching (unless

an internship is in operation) and to increase the number of required liberal

arts courses.

You are probably aware of the study to be undertaken (which is sanctioned

by Dr. Conant) and which intends to show professional education courses may be

reduced if internship programs are developed along with a strong Liberal Arts

curriculum. According to the Novetwer 8 issue of the New York Tines, Vassar,

Brooklyn College, Fredonia, Colgate University and Cornell University will par-

ticipate in the study. The study will advocate:

1. Placing most of the responsibility for teacher certification on the

colleges and other universities rather than states,

2. Making actual performance in the classroom the major factor for

certification,

3. Shifting a greater part of the on-the-job training to local

school systems, and

4. Making the state authorities mainly responsible for supervision

of the practice teaching and on-the-job training.

Since all disciplines are now offering or requiring more of what I call

"splintered courses" for graduation, (department heads call them "courses in

depth), a teacher may very well become much better prepared in educational

communications, than has been true up to now. This is because instead of taking

a single, survey, three hour elective or required course in education which en-

compasses methods, radio, television, photography, semantics, production and ad-

ministrations, he may now conceivably be required to take 30 or 40 hours of the

related courses mentioned above.
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This, of course, should result in a much greater breadth of knowledge, and
if it is coupled with proper methods courses and student teaching experiences
should produce superior teachers.

Our campus is probably typical of growth in New York State so I am using
two slides to indicate facilities now in operation and what is to be in opera-
tion within two to five years when our enrollment is to increase from 2200 to
3500 or more.

Here is the story of the relative importance of Educational Communications
and other areas of study in New York State teacher education. The information
shows the squeezing of Educational Communications not separated into distinct
disciplines. We note a dicotomy, they are squeezed when combined in the educa-
tion department -- yet.they become popular in splintered groups. (Look at
questionnaire findings at end of this report.)

It has been said that, "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned
to repeat its" In this day and age, however, there doesn't seem to be any ex-
cuse for any teacher not to "remember" the past with the many retrieval devices
now available, including books. Francis C. Rosecrance, Dean of the College of
Education Wayne State University, once said this about teachers. "All teachers
whatever they teach in military, in business, in industry, in college, schools
and other educational institutions, -- need to have three qualities -- charac-
ter, commitment, and competence. Assuming that one who aspires to become a
teacher already possesses the first two of these three, competence is the next
most important." He also went on to say that in addition to these three essen-
tials, most of us recognize as pre,zequisites to good teaching, a warm personal-
ity, an interest ia and a liking fior learners, a better than average intelligence,
emotional stability, and sympathetic understanding of others.

Lest these ideas seem too simple to be academically respectable or even
irrelevant, let me hasten to refer you to an earlier writing of Dr. Dale called
The Art of Confusion written prior to 1949, which is a satire on the necessity
of graduate students of being sufficiently confusing in order to satisfy the
average advisor. Most of us after graduation need have no fear of this problem.
We are sufficiently confusing without even trying. According to the report of
speakers at the last Biological Photographers Association held here in New York
City, as reported in The Film World, graphic presentations are the most used and
also the most abused, so even when we try to clarify we often miss our target.

While no one seemed to doubt the effectiveness of television as a teaching
tool, conference speakers went on to mention that it was extremely costly and
difficult to use properly, they advocated the increased use of the overhead,
films, filmstrips, graphs, maps, slides, charts and pictures for keeping teach-
ing simple.

In other words teachers must be continually on the lookout for better ways
of teaching. No good teacher can remain a good teacher for long without sincer-
ity of purpose and continually trying to learn more about the learner.

Television is generally relatively expensive, but for Alabama the average
budget is approximately $600,000 a year which is only about $1.00 per student
or $250 per program. When one considers what the $1.00 per student way bring
to the learner, this is relatively inexpensive. TV may, of course, cost sever-
al hundred dollars per year. So when is a medium or device too expensive? When
another will do the same job well or better for less.
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The ability to explain well requires much more than is apparent at first

glance. The ability to explain well requires many characteristits, attributes,

and abilities -- (1) A teacher must know the nature of the human organism and

how learning takes place, and what motivates behavior, (2) He must also be able

to appraise students accurately id make educational diagnosis-to help students

develop in a desirable fashion, (3) He must know what to teach and how to teach

it, (4) He must know how to help people think critically and independently. I

think the following slide taken from the Saturday REEE1222150 illustrates the

dangers of lacking these qualities, (5) Know how to stimulate people to want to

keep on I'arning, that is, to be continually curious, inventive, and even

creative, (6) Know how to help students become conscious of their own values,

to continually examine their own values and build new ones which satiefy both

themselves and the society in which they live, and (7) And lastely they must

know how to work with small and also with large groups of students of varying

ages.

In New York state Educational Communication for teachers include needs

and trends:

1. Potential teachers must recognize that communications is not

carried out with homogeneous groups; but with heterogeneous

groups.

2. They must learn to live in a state of flux and use a system.

They consult with librarians on book purchases, on handling

of special methods, pamphlets, magazines, documents of all

kinds, and on classification and cataloging problems, as well

as on reader's problems and difficulties that continually con-

front students. There is currently a trend toward decentraliz-

ation of library, or learning materials, according to frequency

of use or need. This is happening on our campus also.

A good friend of mine happened to be on our campus the other day

and was calling my attention to the fact that there might be sev-

eral film libraries springing up on the very same campus, "if I

didn't take good care of what was going on" Actually I'd be

very happy if this did happen because many of the "sub-libraries"

or other audiovisual libraries that are developing will want to

make use of the central A-V facilities and they probably wouldn't

have existed at all had the A-V center not done what it did for the

last fifteen years or so. In other words, we've done such an effi-

cient job of educating our staff members as to the value of media

and materials in learning, that they are not willing to teach without

them at their fingertips. This means that administrators must be

willing to pay the bill in both materials and salaries for the people

to take care of materials or they must bring all the materials under

one single center which might be highly efficient financially, but

probably highly inefficient from the learner's point of view. There-

fore under this heading I would like to make the point very clearly

that I see two trends. One, toward centralization of the more ex-

pensive, easily transmittable materials like video tapes, television

programs, resource persons via radio and telephone exchange, and at

the same time, decentralization of the relatively inexpensive materi-

als such as filmstrips, slides, transparencies of all kinds, pictures,
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copies, recordings, and even motion pictures, because they are really
relatively inexpensive compared to television.

3. For the ever increasing team teaching, we need a sharper analysis of
curriculum. Along with this, of course, is included learner needs.

4. Concurrently with the multitude of commercial learning material,
there are also more tailor -made materials. We are now able to buy
what supports our purposes and produce the materials to complete our
needs.

5. We are also in a period of more critical use of mass media. In short,

we are now producing more experienced teachers who are able to reduce
the number of failures in students.

About fifteen years ago I started working on a project which was com-
pleted in 1960 in the form of a book called Integrated Teaching Ma-
terials. We felt, at that time, that we had been segmented to the
Nth degree during the 1930's and 1940's. Such specialization seemed
unnatural, unnecessary and unsatisfactory, so, educators began push-
ing toward integration -- a sensible integration of related study
area, means, and ideas in order to reach the ends or learnings that

seem so important in our times. This resulted in certain segmented
chapters being written as units of study, much like the explanation
of the unit in the film produced by Bailey Films. My good friend
Ruth Bradley, of Palo Alto and San Jose, helped produce this film on
"A Unit of Work." It is really very difficult to integrate various
means, materials and techniques so they result in a Unit of Study

which produce desired behavior changes. Now, I think, if we were to
rework our books in terms of present day trends, we would call it
"Segregation of Materials" or "Specialized Areas."

A good example of this trend is outlined in the book called The
School Library Facilities For Independent Study in the Secondary
School. This is published by the Educational Facilities Laboratory.
In this, the point is made that it is very difficult to integrate
all materials into a single learning area like the library and that
admimistrators and ter.Afthers, or those who would be called teachers,

must get used to the idea of ever increasing the size of a library

ani the amount of materials and hardware that go into a library to
make it conducive to maximum learning. If our concept of communica-
tion and of libraries have changed over the last five years or so,
and they have, what then, do teachers do in such libraries? Answer:

"They confer with the library staff on relevant materials to use for
class work, those appropriate for general presentation in classroom,

those more suitable for students working in small groups, and those

appropriate for use on an individual basis. They preview films,
filmstrips, slides, recordings, confer on the purchase or rental of

instructional materials, and the possibility of producing those not

available from a commercial agency. Along with all of this should

come increased efficiency in learning and increased quality of teach-

ing.

Now let's turn to the problem of learning to live in a state of flux.

We have to learn to use various systems and we can't afford to decide

that any one system will stay with us for any set length of time. We
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are all able to plan only a relatively short segment of time for each system.

In speaking of systems I am reminded of the highly technical system that is

currently being shown at the World's Fair not too far from here, whereby

every experience on the learning program has been thought out and is presented

to the learner via television, slides and the like. Some might call this the

automated classroom.

According to John Teal Bobbitt, Director of Research, Encyclopedia Britan-

nice Films; "the automated classroom though still in the laboratory stage, seems

close enough to reality for educators to be seriously concerned about its im-

plications. The computer based laboratory for automated schools systems com-

pleted at the Systems Development Corporation in Santa Monica, California pro-

vided for instruction by television, films, and slides, as well as by conven-

tional lecture and textbook methods. The computer keeps performance records

for all students. It records attendance, keeps curriculum and grade records,

performs statistical analysis and provides for student registration and

scheduling. However, the automated classroom according to Mr. Bobbitt, even

if judged desirable would probably be beyond the means of most school systems

for several years, but it was likely that there would be a growing market for

special purpose computers." Educators, however, are warned against the un-

critical acceptance of attractive innovations. Speaking of innovations I

would like to refer you to a relatively new book, edited by Matthew B. Ailee,

called Innovations In Education. Contributor Benhamin Willis believes the

use of educational media is toward part-time, evening, and television college

courses to bolster our sagging percentage of enrollments compared to public

demand. He says, "We will seek more teachers with backgrounds in liberal arts

and sciences to open doors to cultural opportunities for all children and re-

quire a five year program of pre-service teacher education including or fol-

lowed by internship."

Fellowship programs for teachers will be strengthened, study teams, work-

shops, teacher exchange programs and internships will play a more important

role in continuing professional growth. Educational communication for these

people will consist of all of the audiovisual "devices" that closed circuit

television or open circuit television require. Through use of closed circuit

television, clusters of schools are developing in both strength and quality in

curriculum areas heretofore classed as minimum or non-existent.

Dr. John Fisher, President of Teachers College, Columbia University,,

says, "Virtually every innovation in American schools during the coming decade

will be influenced by two strong currents of change. One of these is the

growing effect to improve relationships between races and the other is the

increasing ineistence of teachers on the right to express their views on the

policy question." And then he goes on to say, "Although strong professional

organizations will continue to be needed at the state, local, and national

level it will also be necessary to enable the individual teacher to partici-

pate directly in policy development." This is where communications breaks

down normally.

Well, what do we teach? What kind of educational communication do po-

tential teachers encounter on their way to becoming full-fledged teachers?

Here is a current chart of the curriculum from State University College,

Brockport. Our friend Mr. Brickel in his now famous report made after study-

ing the school systems of New York State had this to say about Campus schools

where student teachers are supposedly learning how to teach. "The Campus

schools at the eleven State University Colleges, schools for Elementary or

Secondary students located on the campuses stand as monuments to our inabili-
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ties to distinguish between the design, evaluation, and dissemination func-
tions." The Campus schools in our state should stand out as examples of what
ought to be done. If they do this for our potential teachers, we can be
proud we have them. They were never intended to be public schools. They are
simply a place where demonstrations and experimentation can take place, where
the students can be brought in contact with improved teaching or learning ma-
terials and techniques more readily than in many public schools. At our
college we would like to have all of our students at least observe optimum
teaching and learning situations in our Campus School and then student teach
in one or more off-campus public schools.

Throughout this period of rapid advancement we have not avoided problems.
Tblre persists indications of important breakdowns in the invention and design
of communications equipment. Simultaneously, demonstrations by equipment deal-
ers, 'nature technical advances in sixteen millimeter, eight millimeter pro-
jectioas including self-threading and cartridge loaded-projectors, automatic
projectors, tied in with tape recorders and record players with inaudible sig-
nals, and a video tape recorder that might in time revolutionize the use of
closed-circuit television. One manufacturer announced the invention of a
cartridge loading projector push button controlled and self-contained, similar
in appearance to a portable television set with nineteen inch screen. The
rapid development of communications media, after 1960, owed more perhaps to
the support of the National Defense Education Act than to any other single
factor. A five year progress report released by the U.S. Office of Education,
showed that a total of eight-hundred million dollars had been invested on a
matching fund basis to finance a hundred and eighty separate projects. More
than nineteen million dollars was allocated to the communications media pro-

gram.

As a result of the hard looks being given the disciplines and education

departments over the state, team teaching is growing in importance. We
need a sharper analysis of curriculum and this is one way to get it because

each staff must be informed of what the other is teaching. Along with this,

of course, is included more and more efficient, learner mElerlals.

There are more tailor-made materials. Meso ma.Zerials © eart-KIng are

tailor-made to individual needs because indusry cannot afford to produce

these materials in the rather limited amount needed for any one area or state.

Publishers have to get bigger. Everything seems to be getting bigger or smal-

ler in the United States. In order to make U living, in farming acreage is
increased; in order to publish books you must have more sales or cut costs by

going into ne paperback business, or by reducing the number of pictures or

pages per book. Instead of having a twenty-four chapter book you might have

to produce twenty-four different books each one with a different title. We

seem to be in a business of extremes - either wide screen TV or miniature TV.

It is interesting to note that in the media business the number of manu-
facturing companies is increasing, while the number of book publishing companies

is decreasing. AV seems to be "off and running." But you can't start out big

in everything, so you must tailor-make some things for the individual needs.

We did this when we decided we would try self-learning devices. In order to

teach the audiovisual proficiencies needed to thread a picture projector we

play a tape, or a recording. It works out fairly well, but we still need

overseers to help, Therefore, we have lab technicians and persons with limit-
ed skills who may work part-time, while they are learning.
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SUMARY

In summary, according to the results of my questionnaire, reading and

interviews, it nay be said the Educational Communicatic-4 in New York State is

really only beginning to awaken. Our curriculum includes more courses, our

colleges and universities are using more educational communicational facili-

ties, (including highly imaginative technical devices and systems) as well as,

hiring better qualified faculties.

Teacher education program directors want more comprehensive instructional

resources centers that make communications devices more easily available. In

short, AV seems to be entering a period of very rapid growth. Both teachers

and students are demanding production centers, libraries that include much

more to aid in learning than books, a much broader selection of books, also,

as well as consultant services to help keep up with the times. They are not

SO much concerned with the number of credits in a field as performance. They

also see the need for the breaking away from a multitude of special certifi-

cations, in favor of the general certificate, leaving room for elected special-

izations during later graduate education. They are working with researchers,

businessmen and the military to learn the true value of media in learning and

teaching.

There is no doubt that all educational media create additional interest,

retention and clarity for the learner. If you use only the first letters of

these words Instructional Resources Center is brought to mind. Yes, things

are "looking up" in Educational Communications for teachers in New York. We

have reached the point where staff and administrators worry less and less

about what media cost and think only of efficiency in learning. This may be

called a double rainbow period -- a time when we live in the present, but ever

mindful of what has happened in the past and always with both eyes on the fu-

ture. It is a time when teaching staff, students and administrators are de-

manding Instructional Resources Center Directors for every institution.

There was a time when Educational Communications for potential teachers

was a parallel to the slide of the person barbecuing a chicken on a spit --

turning the crank by hand. The beatnik looking over the fence says, "Hey

Dad! your music has stopped and your monkey is on fire." We have now passed

this stage! We now have music and enough electronics to turn the spit of

educational communications for years to come.

"11111111111111111111111111111111114iiiiiviriatramartrworattararksi
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Campion, Lee E. and Kelley, Clarice Y., Studies in the Growth of Instructional

Technology, II - "A Directory of Closed-Circuit Television Installations

in American EducaticA With A Pattern of Growth," NEA, May, 1963.

Flory, John and Allen, William H., Designing New Apparatus For Learning,

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Inc., New York, New

York, 1963.

Martin: The Logic and Retention of Exposition, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

1963.

Miles, Matthew B., Innovation in Education, Columbia University, New York, 1964.

More Effective Classroom Communications, St. Paul, Minnesota: Minnesota Mining

and Manufacturing Company (educators guide to the "Thermo-Fax" visual

communications system).

National Education Association of U.S., The Education of Teachers: New Per-

spectives, Washington, D.C., November, 1958. (T.M. Stinnett)

National Education Association of U.S., Selection and Use of Programed Materi-

als: A Handbook for Teachers, 1964. (Phil C. Lange)
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October 13, 1964 34 sent out
TO: Chairman 29 returned

Department of Education in all New York Colleges 852

FROM: Sherwin Swartout, President
New York State Audiovisual Council
State University College
Brockport, New York

I am scheduled to give a presentation concerning the status of "Educational
Communications (Audiovisual education) for Potential Teachers in New York
State" at the November 25th meeting of the New York State Audiovisual
Council Conference.

It would increase the accuracy of my talk if you would be able to answer
the following questions. Please check and return, being sure to make com-
ments ix you desire.

Thanks very mach.

Date

Institution

1. Approximate number of certified teachers graduated each year 11,848

2. Areas of specialization are: Liberal Arts 21 , Teacher

Education 16 , Engineering 2 , Law 1 , Medicine 2

Other

3. The following courses are required of each graduate:

A-V Education 4
English Communications
Photography
Basic Art 8
Other

4. A-V Education is integrated with the regular "methods" course which is
required. Yes 21 No 4

5. "Educational Communications" courses which include familiarization with
"newer media" are offered on an elective basis. Yes 11 No 9

6. Our college or university has a full-time A-V Director 7 , Ai time 2 ,

time 3 , no A-V Director but a projectionist service 12 .

7. Please give your suggestions for improving the Teacher Fducation Curriculum.
(1) Additional A-V should be added to our pro ram of tepher education. (2)

Required undergraduate course in newer e ucational media plus required A-V
education. 3 We need a full-time specialist in educational communications
or instructional media. The University needs a comprehensive audiovisual
'service. ""Ilirraication integrated with re,uired course - Also otter an
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elective course." 5 We have a TV communications facult member and a

service. (6) er liberal arts concertxltions. Bet-

ter integration of student teaching.ed.special methods. Fewer re aired

courses. 7 Su :estions would be more than I could write in four lines.

8 The installation of a roduction center to develo. "on call" AV

materials for the facult to In rove their own instruction. (9

Strenstbelmarams re arin colic :e teachers for teacher education.

We need more and better teacher education to meet ex4ansiou.

would austireatez flexibility of course offerin in content areas

under a broad directive or so man credits from State rather t n the

ri id check list a..roach of State that 'romoted surve tA!e courses.

Institutional integriazapt to be respected in this and other areas.

,(11) Increase use of A-V materials in Student Teachin Seminar. 12

Additional courses in the roduction of A-V materials. 13 We are

hoping to create an AV studio in coordination with a curriculum lab. If

none becomes available we hose to obtain closed circuit TV. 14

Chanmsertification to N-3, 4-6, 7-9 rather than N-6 and N-9 . Paid

internshiLfirst ear of teachin: tie fifth ear course to this. (15).

Han of our staff feel our A V offerin: is inade uate. No more than 20-

25% are able to take elective A-V courses. In other courses AV trquaa

is at best catch as catch can. (16) Greater ublic schools coordination.

Greater ex osure of collefe student to children and earlier in their

212ftgAional sequence. (17) With the values inherent in the sensory

instructional a..aratus to teachin: no teacher of education curriculum

should be considered com late unless students as .ros.ective teachers

eta le exposure to this area. We are sensitive to the need for doi

more in this field.

Signed
Position



CERTIFICATION OF EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS PERSONNEL

Loran C. Twyford, State Education Department

During the past two years the Division has worked with the Bureau of

Certification and with the New York State Audiovisual Council on the certifi-

cation of Educational Communications personnel. On March 27, 1963 a

Certification Committee of the New York State Audiovisual Council submitted

a report on minimum qualifications for directors of Educational Communications.

TIN: members of the Certification Committee of the Council were Burt Green,

Ned Bernard, Eugene Oxhandler, Frank Mathewson and Harold Jackim. These

recommendations were forwarded to Carl Freudenreich of the Bureau of Teacher

Certification. Dr. Freudenreich poke to a meeting of Educational Communica-

tions personnel representing major audiovisual centers at the Communications

Convocation in November 1963 to describe the general procedures for

certification.

On January 16, 1964 we submitted four names to the Bureau of Certification for

inclusion in the Department's Certification Committee. They were Dr. Franklin

Barry - Syracuse, Dr. John Miller - Great Neck, Dr. Howard Sackett - Lewis

County, Dr. Marvin Rapp - Nassau Community College.

On August 19 Dr. Freudenreich notified us that 500 qualified persons had

been nominated for membership on a twelve-member committee which will review

certification requirements for administration-supervisory positions in the

public schools. There is a good chance that none of our names will be in-

cluded on the nine-member committee. However, every individual and group

having an interest in administrative-supervisory certification will have an

opportunity to present recommendations during regional hearings that will be

held this Fall. After the hearings have been completed the committee will

file its recommendations for certification and if current plans are followed,

certification may begin about a year from now. Several important features of

certification should be noted. Certification places a floor above which all

Educational Communications personnel are required to have qualifications.

Those personnel currently engaged in Educational Communications activities will

probably be able to qualify for certification on the basis of a grandfather's

clause.

On November 16, 1964 Commissioner James E. Allen, Jr. released the following

information concerning certification: A new advisory committee to review and

recommend certification requirements for administrative and supervisory

positions in the public schools of New York State was announced today by

Dr. James E. Allen, State Commissioner of Education.

All administrative and supervisory positions in the schools will be considered

by this new temporary committee except that of the school superintendent for

which certification requirements were revised in 1961.

The new advisory group is composed of public school and college representatives

as well as a member of the public-at-large. Commissioner Allen has expressed
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his hope that "the committee will give specific consideration to the

consolidation of the certification requirements for administrators and

supervisors."

The first meeting of the committee will be held in Albany at the State

Education Building, Tuesday, December 8, 1964. Plans and a time schedule for

the study will be considered at this session.

Three "open hearings" will be scheduled for this group in December. They will

be held in Albany, Buffalo, and New York City to give concerned groups and

individuals an opportunity to present their views and proposals to this

ad hoc committee and to members of the Advisory Board in Teacher Education,

Certification and Practice.

Members of the committee announced today by Commissioner Allen are:

Paul Balser, Principal, Long Island City High School, Long Island City;

Lillian T. Brooks, Director of Elementary Education, Rochester; John Brophy,

Professor, School of Business Administration, University of Rochester;

W. Wallace McDowell, Vice President, I.B. M., Endicott; Charles R. Fall,

Director of Teacher Education, SUNY, Buffalo.

Also, Daniel E. Griffiths, Associate Dean, New York University, School of

Education; Louis M. Klein, Superintendent, Harrison; Robert A. Lorette,

Professor of Education, SUNY, Albany; Donald H. Richardson, Principal,

Valhalla High School; Howard G. Sackett, District Superintendent, Lewis

County; Hanford Salmon, Assistant Superintendent for Personnel, Syracuse;

and Rosalie Samuels, Principal, Northside School, Farmingdale, New York.

The Division of Educational Communications will keep key Educational

Communications personnel informed of recent developments in certification.



STATE PLANS FOR EVALUATING INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS

Albert E. Solomon, State Education Department

At this tine last year, a presentation was made at the Convocation
concerning the status of a media evaluation project, which at the time
was in its infancy. The project had been given a name- -AIM (Appraising

Inst ctional Materials) - -and a direction--to explore the possibilities
of evaluating currently produced media and to make such evaluations
available to all educators involved in purchasing and renting media, as
well ess to intarestad classroom teachers. The problems of establishing
an evaluation service were multitudinous and impossible to avoid. As
Project AIM was developed, each problem was met head on, and we were
able to °very's* insurmountable difficulties.

The entire field of commercial evaluations had been explored and
it had been discoversd that these evaluations were generally commenda-
tions. We were able to discover very few negative reactions, and
consequently, felt that these did not represent critical evaluations.
There was an obvious need for information that would indicate to a
potential purchaser, which, of ten possible titles, might be worth
previewing, and which, of the same ten, had been found, by evaluators,
to be wanting.

Perhaps it is necessary at this juncture to give some background
information concerning the birth of Project AIM:

Literally thousands of new titles are produced every year in the
area of films, filmstrips, records, tapes, transparencies, and other

materials. Classroom teachers, deluged with producers flysheets and
pamphlets, have nothing but obviously biased reports upon which to
make a selection. The alternative is to consult with the audiovisual
director, whose nail may be six or seven times as heavy as the class-
room teachers. If it is impossible for the classroom teacher to keep
up with the quantity of material produced in the area of his specialty,

you can imagine the audiovisual director's dilemma. The solution to
this ever-increasing problem would seem to be the commercially-pre-
pared evaluations and there are some good ones. Bertha Landers, for
example, publishes an evaluation and of course you are all familiar
with Educational Film Library Associations evaluations, and there
are others. However, one rarely finds anything more than a limitation
included in the evaluation, and hardly ever does one find negative

criticism.

The Division undertook this project to provide critical eval-
uative information because we saw a problem, we became aware of a
seed, and as a state agency, felt that we wore in a position to make
a contribution. Our task has not been to determine the feasibility
of such an undertaking, but to design the implementation of Project
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Project AIM operates within the limits of IDEA, Title III, and there-

fore, is confined to those curricular areas covered by the existing law

(which very shortly, with the President's signature, will be expanded to

cover almost all subjects). The first undertaking was to compile a list

of films representing the current productions of the major producers.

Than contacts were made with curriculum specialists in the state Educa-

tion Department. The project was described in detail, and tkey were

asked to identify key people to act as evaluators. These potential

evaluators were requested to participate in the experimental phase of

the project. Evaluations began coming in as films were receivnd in

the field and previewed. The evaluators had been selected weld, We

discovered, however, that top-notch classroom teachers and curriculum

experts were not always the best media evaluators. A few teachers,

because of media prejudices were hypercritical. We also discovered

why it is difficult to find negative criticism. Libel action is

possible if one sullies the reputation of anyone whose livelihood de-

pends upon that reputation. At first, this seemed to be a diffivlty

which could not be avoided without altering the rationale of Project

AIM; that is to say that the evaluations needed to be accurate and

reasonable judgments in order to alert educators to the limitations

and strengths of the materials available.

In this experimental phase f PrOact AIM, the project director

and his consultants had established the need for a statewide evaluation

service. They bad also established that there were some kmotty prob-

lems, the solutions to which had to be found in order to activate the

Project.

Now to report on the progress of Project AIM since June 1964. As

of this date, I can report to you that there are seven evaluation

centers functioning, films are being previewed in all XDEA curricular

areas, and we are expanding our numbers of evaluators as we include

more and more producers. We have been successful in overcoming some

of those early problems We now hold orientation seminars for ;potential

evaluators, so that they are aware of our major objectives and have some

experience in actual media evaluation. This has proven quite successful.

Reactions have been excellent and evaluations of high quality. Partici-

pating school districts have been, not only willing, but in all ways

eager to participate, in order to provide a service to all teachers

throughout the state,

Our method of contact has been simple. A phone call is made to

the audiovisual director in a tentative evaluation area; explanation

of the project follows, and a request that his school district par-

ticipate. The audiovisual director either arranges for a meeting

involving curriculum supervisors, assistant superintendents, and

building coordinators or puts ne in touch rith the person who can.

Together we explore Project AIM and its ramifications for that

school district. In every instance, my requests have been met with

enthusiasm, and in every instance, school districts have been doing

such more than what is requested as basic participation. A second

meeting follows within a week or two, at which time, subject area

specialists meet with me for an orientation. Upon completion of

this orientation, the school district is ready to go. Arrangements

have been made with all participating producers, who have agreed to

ship films directly to evaluators within a week of the indicated pre-

view date, and they have agreed to leave that print in the district



for a period of three weeks. During this three weeks, the official
evaluator is expected to prcview the film and react. Howavar, the

film is available to all teachers in the school district who are

interested. If the film sed by a number of teachers, they
communicate their reactions to the official evaluator who them re-

ports the feelings of as entire group.

The evaluation form is very simple. We have gone from a highly.

organised, structured checklist to a very simple type of free response.

We are looking for the kind of information that teachers and audiovisual

directors will find valuable. This kind of information is best elicited

through an unstructured gree response system. The evaluation form has

three parts:

First, a standard bibliographic entry with the addition of a

grade level, as determined by the evaluator, and a curriculum correle-

Uwe based on the State Syllabus. The second portion of the form is a

Summary and Evaluation, a very brief statement; generally three or

four sentences. The third section is a Utilisation Recommendation,

again very brief; three or four sentences suffice.

Every film is evaluated by at least three teacher specialists.

When the general reaction to a film is negative, we inform the

producer involved and give him an opportunity to defend his product.

If there is still some uncertainty after hearing from the produce

we consult with a State Education Department Curriculum specialist,

who makes the final determination. The resulting evaluations will,

be edited and made available as & Division publication. Ey next

September, we will have completed our first publication, which will

deal with fibs media only, and will include NDEA area filers produced

since 1963. The publication will be a loose leaf format, and there

will be a separate section for each curricular area. Administrators,

audiovisual directors and others, who are in a position to recommend

or purchase, will receive a copy. Next year, on a quarterly basis,

we will issue supplementary sheets which should be inserted into this

loose leaf binding. It is our expectation that we will be involved

in the evaluation of ether media within the near future.

We do not include in our publication any evaluation that is

extremely negative. However, in order to fulfill the obligation of

alerting teachers to weak material, we do list alphabetically *cagy

fill' title evaluated. If in the body of the publication, you do not

find an aomotation, you may draw the conclusion that evaluators re-

acted negatively to that title.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANT'S

Frank N. Abate, Audi() Visual Coordinators North Babylon Public Schools,

North Babylon, N.Y.
J. Emil Absles, Director of Audio Visual Services, Union Free School

District #3, 209 East Main St., Huntington, X.Y.
Howard R. Abeles g Coordinator Audio-Visual Services, 126 ampsfete Road,

Great Neck, N.Y ,

Uejusour B. Aimless Supervisor of Audio Visual Education, Buffalo Public

Schools, 7th Floor, City Hall, raffia° 2, N.T.

Charles A. Adams, Executive Secretary, Expire State IN School of Air,

Syracuse, N.?.
Irving Agrnoff, Audio-Visual Aids, Francis Lewis High School, 58-20 Utopia

Parkway, Flushing 65, TU.
Douglas Allan, District !Unarm, Envyclopaedia Britannic& Films,

202 East 44th St., New York 17, 11, T.
Leonard B. Anbos4 Coordinator of AV/TV Conaunicatiorus, Mineola High School,

Armstrong Road, Carden City Park, N.Y.
Peter Anderson, :lantern District Manager, Society for Visual Education, Inc.

Box 55, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Raymond A. Ani Ionia, President, Spray-Vue Enterprisas, P.O. Box 263,

"limbed', N.J.
Ricliard Arata, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Board of Cooperative Educational

Services, 201 Sunrise Hwy., Patchogue, N.T.
Caroline Arvani, Fashion Institute of Technology, 653 East 14th St.,

New York, N.Y.
Richard Avcrson, Instructor, Syracuse University, TV-Radio Center9

Syracuse, N.Y,
Albert !alley, President, Bailey Films, 6509 De Longpre Ave., Hollywood,

Calif.
Catherine M. Bailey, Supervisor Audio Visual Instruction, Troy City

Sctool District, 1950 Burdett Ave Troy, N.Y.
Kenneth J. Bailey, Audio-Visual Director, Whitesboro Central School,

Whitesboro, N.Y.
Clare C. Baldwin, Associate Superintendent, Board of Education, 110

Livingston St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
Charles N. Baker, Audio-Visual Director, South High School, 150 Jidwood

Place, Valley Stream, N.T. 11581
Ilisabath Bandurca, Teacher, P.S. 31, 84 Dupont St., Greaapoint, Brook lye,

D.Y.
Ruth W. Barenthaler, Special Teacher - Audio-Visual, flair* Consolidated

District, Beecher School, Sullivan St., Elmira N.Y.
Margaret Barns, Librarian, Bedford lilsosontary Sciool, Court St.,

Badford, N.Y.
Harold Baron, Audio-Visual Coordinator, East Islip High School, Islip
Terrace, H.T.

Donna K. ilarrand, Resource Teacher, Bedford School, Bedfor419 N.T.

John Barwick, Division Manger, Association Films, Inc., 347 Ma& on Ave.,
New York, N.T. 10017

finest A. Ism, Audio .Visual Coordinator, 14 Bogardus Place, New `fork, N.Y.

Anthony Bazewanis, Director of Photo, Steta, 247% Court St.,

liaglianton, N.Y.
Elrod H. Beaver, Director Audio-Visual Education, Central School Dist.

#29 300 Pulaski St., Rivorhaad, N.T.
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Adrienne Bedelle, Science Consultamt, New Rochelle School System,

Stephenson School, New Rochelle, N.Y.

Raymond S. Selangor, Principal, Bedford Public Schools, Bedford, N.Y.

Robert Bell, Sales Representative, Westchester Audie-Visual Center,

8 Spencer Place, Scarsdale, E.T.

Edw. 0. Bernard Director, BAVI, 131 Livingston St., Brooklyn, Na.

George Bidwell, Director of ETV, ETV Studio Prospect School,

Baldwin, N.Y 4

Alfred Evans Birksland, Edgewood School, Losavelt Placv, Scaridale, N.Y.

frank A. Bishop, Jr., Assistant Principal, Jsmesville-D4Witt Nigh School,

4245 Coy* Road, Janesville,
Owen R, *liven, Curriculum Aids Consultant, Kenmore Public Schools,

1500 Colvin Blvd., Tannore,
Jerome XL Bloom, Audio-Visual Coordinator, P.S. 171 Queens, 14-14 29 Ave.,

Long Island City 2, N.Y.
Charles IC Bloomquists State University of New York College of Ceramics,

Alfred, E.Y.
Fred lockian, Director of Instruction, William Floyd School, Shirley,

Long Island, N.Y.
William A. Bondi, Dunkirk Nigh School, 525 Eagle St., Dunkirk, LL

George Sondra, Psychologist, Bedford Public Schools, 369 Lexington Ave.,

Stint Kisco, N.Y.
*roma C. Bono, Coordinator Audio-Visual Aids, Central Nigh School,

580 Lakeside Drive, Bridgeport, Conn.

Alfred Book, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Public School No. 97, Borough of

Queens, 85th St. & 85th Drive, Woodhaven 21, N.Y.

John Si Bracken, BO= Educational Communications Consultant, 24 Brooklyn

St. Warsaw, N.Y. 14569
Martha W. Bradley, NDEA Fellow, Syracuse University, 640 3. Warren,

Syracuse, NJ.
Thomas Brandon, President, Brandon Films, Inc., 200 West 57th St.,

New York 19, N.Y.
Susan Braun, President, Dance Films Inc. 130 West 57th St., New York, N.Y.

Philip Breslow, Director Audio-Visusl Education, Public Schools,

271 State St., Pottle Amboy, Na.
Jay M. mill, Telfrittykgn Manager, Ploinedge Nigh School, Pommy & Wiagate

Drives, N. HOSIW4C14$119 N.Y.
William N. Bristow, Board of Corr. Res., 130 West 55th St., New York, N.Y.

jack P. Britton, Projection Sales Manager, American Opitcal, Sox A,

Buffalo, N.Y. 14225
Nervoy *rod', Audio-Visual Director, Valley Stream North Nigh School,

750 Norman Ave., Franklin Square, I.Y.

Daphne *rook*, Sterling Educational Films, 241 East 34th St.,

New York City 10016
William B. Brooks, Jr., South Avenue School, Beacon, N.Y.

Brother Thaddeus, Principal, Nazareth Birth School, List 57th St. & Ave. D.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Clifford R. Brothers, Editor, Bolt, Rinelart, & Winston, Co., 383 Madison

Ave., New York, N.Y.
Davie. P. Brown, Contract Manager, Soeocraft Corp., 115 West 45th St.,

New York 36, N.Y.
Ivanelle Brown, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Rockville Centre Palle Schools,

Shepherd St lockville Centre
J. S. Brown, Executive Director STETA, 2474 Court St., Binghamton, N.Y.

L. N. Brown, Assistant Director Audio-Visual Center, State Dmiversity

College at New Pa lts, Not Palts,
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Robert M. Brown, Associate, Division of Educational Communications,

New York State Education Department, Albany 1, N.Y.

Julien Bryan, President, International Film Foundation, 475 Fifth Ave.,

New York, N.Y.
M. Budow, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Boys High Jchool, 832 Marcy Ave.,

Broklyn, X.Y.
T. E. Burford, Director of Audio-Visual Education, Lewiston-Portar C.S.,

YouPgstown, N.Y. 14174
Harry O. Butler, Director of Audio-Visual Education, Masse= Central

Schools, Massey*, N.Y,
Muriel Byrnes, Instructor in Elementary Education, Ladycliff College,

Highland Falls, N.Y.
Maurice 3. Camp, Director of Audio-Visual Services, State University

College, Plattsburgh, N.Y.
Lee Ea Campion, Director, Division of Educational Communications, New

York State Education Department, Albany, N.Y. 12224
Dominick Canepa, Audio-Visual Supervisor, BAVI, 131 Livingston St.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Rank Cantor, Eastern Camera, 68 West Columbia St Hempstead, N.Y.

Anthony F. Carideo, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Bedford Hills Elenentary

School, Bedford Hills, Nrj.
Vincent F. Caruana, Supervisor Audio Visual Education, 51 Fordhan Dttve,

Buffalo, N.Y. 14216
Charles Chase, Sales Representative, Heath de Rochemont Corporation,

285 Columbus Ave Boston, Mass.
John J. Chase, Director Instructional Services, 4 Newbury Place,

Huntington, N.T.
Walter B. Cheskel, Manorhaven School, Pert Washington Schools, Port

Wabhington, N.Y.
Toby T. Checkers, Teacher, P.S. 104, 9115 5th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11209

Justice Cheney, Professor, New York State Education Department, 227 East

9th St., New York, NsY. 10003
Ross Cherico. Audio-Visual Coordinator, Woodlands Highs school, Harts-

dale, NJ.
Stan Chilarnoi. Sales Representative, 3M Company, 75-07 Main St.,

Yluelting *Gt.
A. Richard Clark, Audio-Visual Director, Scarsdale Public Schools,

Audio- Visual Center, Post Road, Scarsdale, N.Y.
Rutherford K. Clark, President, The Bud Clark Co., Inc., Box 46, DeWitt

14, M.Y.
Paul C. Cleaves, Director, Departmabt of Audio-Visual Instruction, Weymouth
ftblic Schools, 1051 Cmmmercial St., East Weymouth, Mass 02189

Barbara Coburg, P.O. Box 34, Hurleyville,

A. J. Cohen, Supervisor of Instructional Material, 5 Homeside Lana,
White Plains, N.Y.

J. Michael Collins, Assistant Station Manager, WNED-TV, Hotel Lafayette, -

Buffalo, N.Y.
Samuel Colucci, Audio-Visual Coordinator, P.S. 5 Richmond, Kingdom, Ave.,

S. I., Y.Y.
Alfred Cona, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Irondequoit Central Schools,

2222 Ridge Road East, Rochester 22, N.T.
Robert H. Cooley, Audio-Visual Director, Herricks Jr. High School, Herricks

Road, New Hyde Park, N.Y.
Berne= Cooper, Chief, Bureau o1 Mass Communications, SCA* Education

Department, ;Jimmy, A.Y.
Jobs S. Corfield, Director of Instrutional Materials Center, MamaronerA

Schools,, Mamaroneck, N.Y.
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*nth R. Cornfield, Doctor, 1250 Grand Concourse, Bronx, D.Y. 10456

Andrew J. Costello, Curriculum Assistant, Lakeland Central School,

?Megan Lake, ILY.
Julian V. Cowan, District Director Audio-Visual Aids, 350 S. Wellwood

Ave., Lindenhnrst,
Arthur R. Cowdsry, Jr., Consultant in Educational Communications, City

School District, Rochester, N.Y.
Brenda Cox, Senior Staff Assistant, Fora Foundation, 477 *Idioms Awe.,

New York City 22
Willian J. Cronin, Assistant Audio-Visual Director, Paterson State

College, 300 Pompton Road, Wayne, N.J.
William R. Crosby, Audio-Visral Director, Eastridge High School, 2350

Ridge Road East, Rochester, D.Y. 14622

David M. Crosenan, Associate, Division of Educational Communications,

New York State Edusation. Department, .Albany 1, N.Y.

Dorothy H. Currie, Supervisor Librarian & Audio-Visuel Instructional

Materials 1:18 South Broadway, Yorkers, N.Y.

Irene F. Cypher, Associate Professor of Education, New York University

26 Washington Place, New York, N.Y. 10003

Charles Daly, Audio-Visual Coordinator, College of Nora Rochelle, New

Rochelle, N.Y,
Milton Dame, Senior Communications Consultant, 29 Lincoln Ave.,

Albany 5, NJ,
David B. Dash, President, Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broadway, N.Y. 36, N.Y.

Nal Davidson, Curriculum Materials Coordinator, Hicksville Jr. High School

Hicksville, D.Y.
John A. David, Director Instructional Resources, State University College

Ceneseo, N.Y.
Peter Da Angelo, Student, Campbell Hall, RD1, Syleacuse,

Raymond R. Delaney, ASsistant Superintendent of Schools, Mineola Public

Schools, 200 Emory Road, Mineola, N.Y.
Alphonse De Sero, Teacher Audio-Visual Coordinator, P.S. 183, 419 East

66th St., Nsw York, N.Y. 10021
Charles De Quattro, Assistant Principal, P.S. 298, 85 Watkins St.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Frank Dellosco, Audio-Visual Director, South Huntington School Dist. #13,

Huntington Station, N.Y.
Joseph J. Del Rosso Director of Academic Services, South Huntington

Schools, 31 Walt
Rosso,

Road, Huntington Statimmi,

John D, DeLVecchio, Director of Audio-Visual Education, apt. Public

Schools, Beardsley School, Bridgeport, Conn.

Vincent F. Dempsey, Teacher - Audio-Visual Coordinator, Scarsdale Schools

Greenacres School, Scarsdale, N.T.
Louis DiCocrs, Coordinator, Communicatioss Service, Burtis St., Lyn-

brook, N.Y.
Peter J. Dirr, Instructor of Communications, Manhattanville College,

Box 11, Purchase, N.Y.
Edith Dioraeli, Robert Disraeli Films, P.O. Box 343, Cooper Station,

New York, N.Y, 10003
J. Paul Dohl, Principal, Olean Jr. High School, 1001 North Union St.,

Olean City, N.Y.
Charles Drago, Jr., Director of Audio-Visual Education, Draper Schools,

Draper Aveo, Schenectady.6,
Edward Dubrowsky, Audio-Visual Coordinator, P.S. 160 Men., 107 Suffolk

St., New York, N.Y.
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Ratold Eckstein, Audio-Visual Coordinator, P.S. 89* Bronx, 980 Mace

Ave., Bronx, Na. 10469
Burta Eddins., Audio-Visual Coordinator, Mamaroneck Nigh School,

Maamoneck,
Charles M. Eddy, Audio-Visual Director, Hornell Consolidated Schools,

Junior High School Building, Hornell, N.Y.

lupine Edwards, Coordinator Instructional Services, 410 Alexander St.,

Rochester N.Y. 14607
Joseph 14. Elliott, Audio-Visual Supervisor, Pace College, 95 Beekman

Ave., N. Tarrytown, N.T.
Ivan M. Ellie-, Comprehensive Filmtroat, Inc 421 West 54th St., New

York, N.Z.
Mark Else, Editor, McGraw-Rill, 330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

Donald P. Eiy, Director Center for Instructional Communications, Syra-

cuse University, Syracuse,
Florence Snarling, Audio-Visual Director, Brocton Central School,

*roam, N.Y.
Christopher Faegre Grafiex Inc., 3750 Monroe Ave Rochester, N.Y. 14603

Frits Pebel, Director Audio-Visual Center, Foster Hill/2 3435 Main St.,

Buffalo 14, N.Y.
Jack Pechter, Assistant Superintendent, BOLES Suffolk #2, 201 Sunrise

Highway, Patchogue, N.X.
Ruth Foigl, Manager, School Consultant, N.Y. Telephone, 101 Willoughby

St., Brooklyn, RJ.'11201
Sol Feinstein, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Tenafly Public Schools, 27

Clinton Ave., Tenon', N.J.
Stephen J. Veit, Audio-Visual Consultant, Dist. #30 Schools, Clear

Stream Ave., School, Valley Stream, N.!.

Saverio Mamma, Member, Utica School Board, 1029 First Bank Bldg,,

Utica, N.Y .

Lawrence Field, Teacher of Audio - Visual Communications, Public School

123; Queefts a 145-01 119th Ave., Jamaica, N.Y,

Tani, Pieletago Instructor Nursing I, St. John°s Queens, Hospital School

of Nursing, 2318 44th Drive, Long Island City, N.Y.

Arthur Figliossi, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Wyandandh High School,

32nd St. & Long Island Ave., Wyaudanch,

Ralph V. Fisher, Fisher Studio, Imo" 484 Marlborough Road, Brooklyn

26, N.Y.
Jerome Fleschar, Teacher of English, Kiddie Country School Dist" New-

field Nigh School, Se idea, N.Y.

Stephen Ford, Association Films, 347 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y*, 10017

Edward Poster, Aidio-Vinual Coordinator, Wedmore-Hewlett Jr. R. Ss.,

144-58 Sandord Are., Flushing, N.Y.

Gras J, Tooter, Teacher, New York City Board of Education, 29 Xing
St., New York 140 N.Y,

Fred Fra lick, Audio-Visual Director, Delaware Acsdway, Delhi, NJ,

George Francisoovich, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Jackson School, Central

Administration Bldg., Seaford, N.Y.

Jack 3. Frank, Aamociate Director ITV, State University College, Brock?

port, ITV Center, Brockport, NJ.

Norris Freedman, Assistant Director, Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction,

!card of Education, 13/. Livingston St., Brooklyn, NJ.

L. Robort Frei Urger, Coordinator Instruction Resources Center, State

University College, Genesso, N.Y. 14454

A. Friedman, Audio-Visual Coordinator, P.S. 9, 80 Underhill Ave.,

Brooklyn. N.Y.



Jack Fruman, 13 Donna St., New City, N.Y.

Fred F. Gale, Audio-Visual Director, N. Syracuse Central H.S.,

Fay Road, iorth Syra@use, N.Y.

George F. Garwood, Assistant Supervising Principal, Whiteaboro Central

Schools, Whitesboro, N.Y.
Robert J. Gesiorek, RCA Service Co., (203-3) , Cherry Hill, Camden 3, Na.

Nicholos Getter, Science Teacher, P.S. 244, 5404 Tilden Ave., Brooklyn

3, N.Y.
Sara Garmise, Teacher & Audio-Visual Coordinator, Harrison #7 School

District, Underhill Ave. School, Underhill Ave., White Plains, N.Y.

M. C. Gassman, Associate Professor, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, T.Y.
Rita H. Gentile, TV Coordinator, Central Di\trict No. 2, Torktovn

Heights, N.!.
Harold Geschwind Teacher & Audio- Visual Coordinator, P.S. 130, Man.

143 Baxter St., New York 13, N.Y.
Wayne Getman, District Audio-Visual Educator, Lake Shore Central,

RFD #3, Angola, Nj.
David S. Gifford, Associate Director of Instructional Television, Central

Conn. State College, No. Stanley St., New Britain, Om.

Alan Gillespie, President, Institute for Advanced Education, 757 3rd Ave.,

New York, N.Y.
David Giltrow Graduate Assistant, Syracue University, 121 College Place,

Syracuse 10, N.Y,
Selma B. Glachman, Assistant Principal, M. Wain Jr. Nigh, 2401 Neptune

Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11224
fusser J. Glimcher, Ctr. Mass. C., Columbia University Presa, 1125

Amsterdam Ave., New York 25, N.Y.

Minerva J. Goldberg, Associate Professor, State University College,

1300 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14222

Kurt Goldberg, Sales Manager, 'alert/Victor, The Relict Co. Inc.,

Plainville, Conn.
Arthur Goldstein, Audio- Visual Director, Herrick* Seniors High School,

159-28 18st St., Howard Beach, Queen, N.Y.
Joseph A. Goldwasser, Director of Instructional Materials, East Williston

Public Schools, East Williston, N.Y.
Sward E. Golove, Graduate Fellows Brooklyn College, Bedford Ave. &

Ave. LI Brooklyn,10, N.Y.
Edward Golub, Assistant Director, Technical Operstimas, Board of Educ-

at.Con, 131 Livingston St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

Douglas Gomez, Audio-Visual Consultant, Baldwin High School, Nigh School

BONO* Baldwin, N.Y.
Rev. Manuel Gonzales, 1900 Croton* Parkway, Bronx 60, N.T.

William J. Gordon Psincipal, Baldwin Pub:i.ic Schcals, Milburn School,

Milburn Ave. Bald N.Y.
Martha C. Gottlieb, TeaCher, Locust School, Boylston St., Garden City, N.Y.

Alfred E. Grabowski, Director Instructional Materials, Brentwood Public

Schools, Brentwood, NJ,
Harvey Granite, Chie! Consultant, City School System, 13 South Fitzhugh

St Rochester, N.Y. 14614
William Grausgruber, Director-Graphic Arts, STETA, 2473/4 Court St.,

Binghamton, NJ,
Carson N. Graves, Audio - Visual Director, Board of Cooperative Educational

Services, 17 Berkley Drive, Port Chester, N.Y.
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John T. Graves, Associate Professor, New York City Community College,

300 Pearl St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

Edward Greco, Coronet Films, 42 Midland Road, Roalyn Heights, X.T.

Alan C. Green, Assistant Professor, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, N.Y.
Ralph Green, Lieut., Audio-Visual Unn, New York City Police Acedemy,

235 East 20th St., New York City 3, N.Y.

Emil Greenberg, Professor & Chief Librarian, Borough of Manhattan Com-

munity College, 134 W. 51st St., New York, N.Y.

Paul L. Greene, Instructional Materials Coordinator, White Plains High

School, White Plains, N.X.
Toni Gregg, Audio-Visual Director, Broome Technical Community College,

Bingiaanton
Ted T. Greaa, Director of Secondary Education, Utica Public Schools,

13 Elisabeth St., Utica, N.T.
Richard R. Gross, Director of Audio-Visual, Kendall Central Schook

Kendall, N.Y.
David V, Guerin, Coordinator Instructional Materials, Garden City Public

Schools, Cathedral Ave. & 7th St., Garden City, NJ.

Edward A. Habicht Audio-Visual Director, Vestal Central School, Vestal,

N.T.
Maxine Haleff, Audio-Visual Assistant, Hunter College, 695 Park Ave.,

New v.Nrk 21, 1.Y.

losv- Hall, Manager of Administration, 383 Madison Ave., New York City

.' `:0f,

Own. G. Hanaty, Administrative Intern, Jamesvill-DeWitt, DeWitt, N.Y.

Jack Hammer, Director Audio-Visual Education, Long Beach High School,

Long Beach, NJ. 11561
Sam Eamoy, Audio-Visual Production Consultant, Beth Israel Hospital,

340 East 66th St., New York, N.Y.

Bernard T. HanleysDirector Educational Communications, Middle Country

School District, Centereach, L.I.,

Michael F. Hannon, Director of TV and Multi- Media, South Connecticut

State Collage!, 501 Crescent St., New Haven, Conn.

Vette S. Hara?ick, Teacher of Audio-Visual Aids, P.S. 205, 7525 Bell

Blvd., Bayride 64, N.Y.
Sidney S. Harris, J.H.S. 13M, E. 106th St., & Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.

Murray Hart, Principal, P.S. 269, 900 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn 13, N.Y.

Gene Healey, Assistant Elementary Supervisor, Reese School, Phillips-

burg, N. V.

Kathryn Hanle, Supervisor, New York City Board of Education, 131 Livins-

ton St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
P. Hoag, Graduate Assistant, Syracuse University, 1118 W. Geneses Ave.,

Syracuse, N.T.
Alphonse Heningburg, Audio-Visual Director, School District #7, 450

Nassau Blvd., West Hempstead, L.I., N.Y.

Theodore K. Henry, Director Audio-Visual Education, Penn Tan Central

Schools, Penn Tan, Nigro
Harold E. Bill, Vice President, National Association of Educational

Broadcasting, 1346 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D.C. 20036

Roger 7,4 Hill, Jr., Curriculum Materials Coordinator, Hicksville Sr.

High School, Hicksville, N.Y.
Grace S. Moberg, Assistant Superintendent Elementary Education, Yonkers

Public Schools, 138 S. Bway., Yonkers, New York

Ross Hoffman, 291 Sickles Ave., New Rochelle, N.Y.

Robert G. Holland, Principal, Springfield Public Schools, Tiffany School,

285 Tiffany St., Springfield, Mass.
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Robert W. Holliday, Audio-Visual Director, State Univaxvity College at
New Peitz, New Paltz,

Elmer N. Morey, Elementary Audio- Vistial Director, Cassadaga Elementary
School, 175 Maple Ave., Cassadaga N.T.

Richard D. Hubbard, Division of Educational Comnunications, State Educ-
ation Department, Alban; y 1, N.Y.

F. D. Hudson, President, United Transparencies, 57 Glenwood Ave.,
Binghamton, N.Y.

James E. Hughley, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Wyendaneh Schools (Elem.),
Mount Ave., Wyandanch,

Leigh Humphrey, Communication Manager, Educational Market, So. Wow
England Tel. 27 Butler St., Meriden, Conn.

Paul H. /nbrock, audio Visual Coordinator, State University College,
2 Crestiont Terrace, Oneonta, N.Y.

F. Ingold, Jr Account Manager, New York Telephone Co. 100 State St.,
Albany, N.Y.

alas L. Jackim Professor, State College at Oswego, 214 Ellen St.,
Oswego, N.Y.

Sylvia Jarvis, Sales MA"Aager, Motion Picture Enterprises, Tarrytown,
N.Y. 10592

Charles R. Jelicks, Assistant to Director, Hempstead High School, 70
Greenwich St., Hempstead, N.Y.

Janes T. Jensen, Eastern Manager, Walt Disney 16mm Films, 545 Cedar Lane,
Teaneck, N.J.

J. Robert Johnson, Eleaeutary Supervisor, Bemus Point Central School,
Beans Point, N.Y.

briny S. Jones, Administrative Director, .,Educational Film Library
Association, 250 West 57th St., New York L9, N.Y.

Donald 1. Jordan, Utilisation OffLer, Department of State Aid, 13206
Bluhill Road, Silver Spring, Maryland

William J. Judd, Herricks Schools, New Hyde Par, N.Y.
John, J. Roger, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Ions College, North Ave.,

New Rochelle, N.Y,
Marguerite M. !Calgary Audio-Visual Coordinator & Libraean, Pound Ridge

School, Pound Ridge, N.Yo

Joseph Kanner, 330 Marbledale Road, Tucksbow, N.Y. 10707
Anthony Dauth, Audio-Visual Director Union Free Schools District #16,

Elaont Road School, Elmont,
David J. Keller, Eng. Training Management, Sperry Gyro Co., #3 Aerial

Way, Syosset, N.Y.
C. Fred Kelley, Developnent Administrator, Channel 13 WNW/T!, 304
East 58th St., New York City

C. L. Kessler, Consultant, Audio-Visual Services, Iowa Department of
Public Instruction, State Office Bldg., DesMoifte, Iowa 50319

Ward S. Kimball, Director Audio - Visual Department, Liverpool Central
Schools, Liverpool, N.Y. 13088

Louis Kleinman, Coordinator, High School of the Air, WINE - FM, Based
of Education, New York City, 29 Ft. Greene Place, Brooklyn 17, N.Y.

Metall N. King, Supervisor, Audio - Visual Instructor, Board of Education,

New York City, 367 Ave. S., Brooklyn 23, N.Y.
E. Klug*an, Principal, Harrison Public School, Harrison Ave. School,
Harrison, N.Y.

Israel Kugler, Doctor, New York City Community College, 300 Pearl St.,
Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

Norman Kurland, Director Center on Innovation, New York State Educa-
tion Department, Albany, B.Y.
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Grace N. Lacy, Associate Director, Project CUE, Division of Educational

Communications, State Education Department, Albany, N.Y.

ibe-A0 H, Limb, Director Audio-Visual Education, Hunter College 695 Park

New York, N.Y. 10011

Robert Lang, Artist, Harkness Center BOCES, Dist. #1, Erie County, 99

Aero Drive, Buffalo, Ni o
Joseph Langan, Teacher, Wyandanch, L.I., 2 Paul Place, Farmingdale, N.Y.

Phil Lange, Professor of Education, Taachers College Columbia University,

New York 27, N.Y.
Everett B. Lare, Dire ,e.or Audio-Visual Education, 29 S. Highland Ave.,

Ossining, N.Y.
Leonard L. Larsen, Assistant Professor Communications, Harper College,

Binghamton, N.Y,
John J. Laurie, Director of Curriculum Materials, Trumbull Public School,

4630 Madison Ave., Trumbull, Conn.

James L. Lawson, Assistant Superintendent, Administration Bldg., Beth-

page School) WSFU #21, Bethpage, LI, N.Y.

James E. Le May, 'yield Manager, Coronet Films, 65 E. So. Water St.,

Chicago, Illinois 60601
Victor A. Leccese, Coordinator of Secondary Education, District office,

145 Merle Ave., Oceanside, N.Y. 11572
Eric C. Lee, Manager, Pell & 48 Sheridan Road, We 1141810, Mass.

Robaaa Lee, Editor, Film News, 250 West 57th St., Mew York City 19, N.Y.

Frederick N. Lehaan, Coordinator Audio-Visual Education, Wantagh Public

Schools, Wantagh,
Marjorie Lehman, Programed Learning Chairman, City School District,

555 Plymouth Ave. North, Rochester, N.Y. 14608

Vera 3. Lehman, Teacher, Wantagh High School, Beltagh Ave Wantagh,

L.I., M.Y.
Pierre A. Lehauller, Acting Supervisor DAVI, 131 Livingston St., Brook-

kin, N.Y. 11201
Sanford li. Leven, Audio-Visual Director, Bronxville Public Schools,

Bronzvil le School, Bronxville, N.Y.

Dalton Levy, Audio-Visual Director, Plainedge Schools, Wyngate Drive,

North Massapequa, N.Y.
Ann M. Lewis, Assistant Nursing Education, New York State Education

Departasat, Albany, N.Y.
Elisabeth J. Lewis, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Hastings Public Schools,

Parragut Hastings-on-Hudson, U.Y.

Willis* W. Lewis, Potters Photographic Appliance Co. Inc 160 Herricks

Road, Mineola, L.I., N.Y.

William J. Lewis, Professor of Speech: adversity of Vermont, Burling«.

ton, Vermont
Martin W. Linda Audio-Visual Director, Hempstead Public Schools, Hemp-

stead, LT; 11550
listry Litt, TAVC, P.S. 138 Brooklyn, 760 Prosp Place, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Joseph A. Loncao, Assistant Superistenderit, Middle Country Central School

Dist. #11, Castoreach,

Rerun E. London, Coordinator & Audio-Visual Instructor, Jersey City

State College, 2039 Kennedy Memorial Blvd, Jersey City 5, N.J.

Sand W. Lorge, Chairman, Language Laboratory Studies, Bureau of Audio-

Visual Instruction, 131 Livingston St., Brook lya 1, N.Y.

Gerald Loughlin, Director Audio-Visual Instruction, City School District,

Elmira,
C. Robert Low, Vice Preeident, nix Corp., 3940 Fabian Way, Palo Alto,

Calif.
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Coy L. Ludwig, Assistant Director Research & Development, BABB, 1346

Connecticut Ave., Washington, D.C. 20036

Charles E. Luminati, Director, Audio -Visual Services, Great Neck Public

Schools, 345 Lakeville Road, Great Neck, N.Y.

Leo Lupien, Owner, Audio - Visual Sales & Service, 23 Velind Drive, Albany

3, N.Y.'
Harold F. Lynch, Supervisor, Audio -Visual Training Aid Center, New York

City Health Department, 125 Worth St., New York, N.Y. 10013

Edmund T. Mack, Principal, Springfield= Mass. Schools, 180 Codley St.,

Springfiled, Mass.
Peter Madera, Director Audio-Visual, Gates-Chili Central School, 910

Wegman Road, Rochester 24, N.Y.
Elaine Cranoy Magid, Associate Professor, Rockland Community College,

145 College Road, Suffern, N.Y.
James Maguire, President, Advanced Educational Systems, 91 Lawrence

St., Farmingdale, L.Ic; N.Y.
Samuel }talkie, Supervisor, :WI, 131 Livingston St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y,

Frank J. Manzi, Audio-Visual Director, 500 Great E. Nedk Road, West

Babylon, N.Y. 11704
Irving L. Nereus, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Boardman Jr. High School.

Oceanside Maio Schools, Oceanside, N.Y.

Eugene R. Martin, Aduio-Visual Coordinator, Xenaore Junior High School,

Kenmore 17, N.Y.
James I. Mason, Superintendent, Ithaca City School District, 117th

Buffalo St., Ithaca, N.T.
Robert W. Meson, Audio-Visual Officer-Elementary School, E. Irondequoit

Central, 338 Norran Drive, Rochester, N.Y.
Franklin T. Mathewson, Audio-Visual Consultant, Hofstru University, 15

Southminster Drive, White Fisting, N 1.

Richard H. Matters, Jr., Marketing Development Representative, IBM

Corporation, P.O.Boz 218, Yorktown Heights, N.Y e

Maynard Matteson, Audio-Visual Coordinator, BOCES #3, Oneida County,

Box 498, Stittville,
Geoffrey Mattocks, Audio-Visual Director, Farmingdale Public Schools,

521 Conklin St., Farmingdale, N.Y.
Paul S. Meyerson, Administrative Intern, Board of Education, New Canaan,

Conn.
John B. Mc Rugg, Addio-Visual Supervisor, East Meadow Schools, c/o East

Meadow Public Schools, Carman Ave., East Meadow, N.Y.

Mother E. McCormack, Dean, Manhattanville College of the Sacred Heart,

Purchase, N.!.
G. Lawrence McCue, Director of Audio-Visual Education, Valley Stream

Dist. #24, Franklin School, Valley Stream Blvd., Valley Stream, N.Y.

Angela McDermott, TV Coordinator, eath de Rocheeont Con. Boston, Mass.

Helen M. McDivitt, AV Director, ilOCES, South Yortright, N.Y.

Richard M. McKay, Supervisor of Instruction (Research), Maryland State

Department of Education, 301 W. Preston St., Baltimore, NoY. 21201

Jer.a T. McKenna, High School Principal, Hauppauge High School, Hauppauge,

N.Y.
Richard F. *Laughlin, AV Coordinator, Junior High School 259, 7301 Fort

Hamilton Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Harold McManus, Director AV Aids, Olean City Schools, Olean, N.Y.

James J. Meany, Librarian, Tappan Zee High School Library, Orangeburg, N.Y.

Henry Jo Meninger, Vice-President, Basic Systems, Inc. 2900 Broadway, N.Y.

Daniel Merritt, Assistant to Principal, Union Springs Central School,

Hoz 62, 11004 Springs, N.Y.
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Richard J. Meyer, TV Consultant, 65 Carmine St., New York City 10014

Fred Mitcaifo, Communication Manager, Educational Market, So. New England

Tel., 2/ Sutler St., Meriden, Conn.
Richer T. Michael, Director Audio-Visual Services, State University

College, 17 Wells it., Apt. C. Plattsburgh, N.Vs,

Norbert R. Miller, Graduate Student, Syracuse University, 121 College

Place, Syracuse 10, N.T.
Norman Miller, Audio-Visual Coordinator, South Side Jr. High School,

Rockville Centre, N.Y.

Ran Miller, Audio-Visual Coordinator, 444 Park St., Montclair, N.J.

Joseph Millman, supervisor, BAVI, 131 Livingston St., Brooklyn I, N.Y.

Joseph Momdello, Principal, Hauppauge Schools "6, Forest Brook Elemen-

tary School, Hauppauge, N.Y.
John D. Morris, Director State Activities, Islip High School, Win,

N.Y. 11751
Alfred S. M. Noses, Assistant Director, Instructional Ettlources Center,

State University College, Brookport, N.Y.'14420

Constance May, 497 South Main St., Phillipsburg, N.J.

Edward W. Mayo Director, Educational Communications, 614 North Cayuga

St Ithaca, N.Y.
Richard L. Muller, NWEA Fellow in Instructional Communicetions, Center

for Instructionla Camunications, Syracuse University, 121 College Placa,

Syracuse, N.Y.
Ernest Nero, Audio-Visual Consultant, Lenox School, Baldwin, N.Y.

Eugene M. Murphy, Sales Representative, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

N.Y.
George Murphy, Supervisor of Elementary Education, New York State

Education Department, Albany, N.Y. 12224

John W. Murtagh, Audio-Visual Director, St. Lawrence Central School,

Brasher Falls, N.Y.
Ruth E. Myers, Assistant Librarian, Ausio-Visual Services, Bennett

College, Hillbrook,
ML Mykietyn, Graflez Inc 93 Triable Ave Clifton, N.J.

Den Nasca, Associate Professor, State University College at Brockport,

Brockport, N.Y.
Norbert 14 Nathanson, Associate in Educational Television, New York

State Education Depart:mei Albany, N.Y.

G. A. Natiella, Utica Board of Education, 241 Genesee St., Utica, N.Y.

Marion Neil, Addio-Visual Coordinator, Mills College of Education 66

Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011
Joel H. Newman, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Junior High School 99, 410

East 100th St., N.Y.
!Wank E. O'Brien, Capt. U. S. Army, United States Military Academy,

Academic Computer Center, West Point, N.Y.
E. M. °Myrna, President, Manhattanwille College of the Sacred

Heart, Purchase, N.Y.
Anne O'Keeffe, Student New York University, 39 Growercy Park, New York

10, N.!.
Bertha Odessky, Supervisor of Audio-Visual Instruction, BAVI, 131

Livingston St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
Wilbur C. Olmstead, Principal, Derricks Junior High School, Herrick. Rd.,

New Hyde Park, N.Y.
F. E. Olsen, Planning Engineer, Western Electric Co. Inc 222 Broad-

way, N.Y.

Lawrence E. Olson, 53 Syracuse St., Williston Park, E.T.
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Merril/ Ora chick, Director, Instructional Materials Center, Enfield

Public Schools, Enfield Jr. High School, Thomsonvillo, Cow.

Anthony P. Onorato, Audio-Visual Coordinator, Scotia-Glenville School,

Sacandaga Road, Scotia, N.Y.

Eugene Oxhandler, Associate Director, Ctr., Instructional Communications,

Syracuse University, 121 College Place, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210

Benjamin Paretsky, Audio-Visual Coordinator, J- 210 - IC, 188 Roches-

ter Ave,, Brooklyn 13, H.T.

Eva A. Parker, Moody Institute of Science, 11428 Santa :Monica Blvd.,

Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

Sal Parlato, District Manager, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 100

Ashland Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14222

James H. Parsons, Audio-Visual Director, Rost/a School District, Harbor

Hill Road, Roslyn, N.Y.

James R. Parton, Instructional Resources Coordinator, Olympia High,

1139 Maiden Lane, Rochester, Nay

Milton Petrie, Audio-Visual Instructor, Greenwich Public Schools, 17

Cornwall Road, Norkalk, Conn.

Gary Pecorella; Audio-Visual Coordinator, J.H.S0 57, 125 Stuyvesant

Ave., Brooklyn 21, 41.T0

Edwin 3, Peterson, Distritt Audio-Visual Coordinator, 39 West Court

Drive, Centereach,
Thomas Petry, Executive Director, Educational TV Council, 1130 Salt Springs

Road, Syracuse, N.Y o

Robert Pfaunkuck, President, Audio Systems, Inc., 123 Norman St., Bvidge-

port 5, Conn.
Elisabeth S. Phelps, Librarian, Rockland Community College, 145 College

Road, Suffern, N.Y.

Lila Phillips, Consultant, Ford Foundation, 477 Madison Ave., New York

City, H.Y.
Micro G. Phillips, Directo2 Instructional Communications, Hofetra

University, Hampstead, X.T. 11550

Joseph S. Plesur, ITV Supervisor, State University of New York at Buffalo,

Buffalo 14, L!.
John S. Porter, Executive Director, RAETA, 410 Alexander St., Rochester

7, N.Y.
James R. Portor, Instructional Resources Coordinator, 1139 Maiden Lane,

Rochester, N.Y. 14615

A. 114 Potter, President, Potter's Photographic Applications, Co., 160

Herrick' ROad., Mineola, 14,I. WY.
R. Edger Prey, Principal, Van Antwerp Jr. High, Niskayuna Public Schools,

Story Ave., Schenectady, N.Y. 12309

John F. Price, Associate in TV-Higher Education, New York State Educa-

tion Department, Albany, N,!, 12224

Fred John Pula, Director Audio-Visual Center, State College at Westfield,

Western Ave., Westfield, Mass.

Henry J. Queen, Supervisor, Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction, 8 St.

John's Ave., Hicksville, ILL
Stanley Rabin, Director Audio-Visual Education, Central School Dist. #4,

Dunton Ave., Administration Office, East Patchogue, N.Y.

Tabor Rasik Assistant Professor, State University College, 3435 Main

St., Foster, Buffalo, N.Y.

David J. Rees, Associate in Educational Communications, New York State

Education Department, Albany, N.Y.

Menneth Rees, Assistant Elementary Principal, Hastings Public Schools,

Farragut Parkway, Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.
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William Reimann, Stanley Bowmar Co., Inc., 12 Cleveland St., Valhalla,

N.Y.
Laurence Reiner, Director of Radio, St. Laurence University, Canton, N.Y.

Reverend Kent Rummenie, C. P.,Audio-Visual Director, Holy Cross Semin-

ary, Dunkirk, N.Y.
Richard C. Reynolds, Associate Professor, State University College, Geneseo,

N.Y.
George A. Rhodes, Audio-Visual Director, Washingtonville Central School,

36-40 West Main St., Washingtonville, N.Y.

Milton Richard, Head, Advertising Department, Mohawk Valley Community Col-

lege, Utica, N.Y.
S. J. Rinaldi, Research Assistant, U.S.O.E., 400 Maryland Ave., S.W.,

WashingtGa, D.C.
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